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ANNOTATE-1) BIBLIOGRAPHY OF THE AIR FORCE HUMAN RESOURCES LABORATORY
TECHNICAL REPORTS 1968 THROUGH I(;75

INTRODUCTION

The Air Force Hurnari Pesourus Laboratory- (AFHRL), Brooks AFB, Texas, was established in 1968 a an Air
Force Systems Command (AFSC) laboratory. (During the early part of 1968 it was part of the Aerospace Medicil
Division.)

This Laboratory is charged with the planning and execution of USAF exp!oratory and advanced development
programs for sele'ction, motivation, trainimj, retention, txlucation, assignment, utilization, and career development of
military personnel; also the composition of the personnel form and training equipment. This Laboratory also provides
technical and management assistance to support studies, analyses, development planning activities, acquisition, test
evaluation, modification, and operation of avrospam systems and related equipment.

At the end of 1975, AFIIRL consisted of a headquarters at Brooks AFB and six divisions geographically dispevsed
throughout the United States as follows:

1. Advance(' Systems Division, Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. (This was the Training Research Division until June
1970.)

2. Computational Sciences Division, Lackland AFB, Texas. (This was part of the Personnel Research Division until
August 1973.)

3. Flying Training Division, Williams AFB, Arizona. (This division was established May 1969.)

4. Occupational and Manpower Research Division, Lackland AFB, Texas. (This was part of the Personnel Research
Division until August 1973, when it became the Occupational Research Division. In November 1974, this division
incorporated part of the Manpower and Personnel Systems Division, which was deactivated, and was renamed the
Occupational and Manpower Research Division.)

5. Personnel Research Division, Lackland AFB, Texas. (For a short time during 1970 and 1971, this division was
called the Personnel Division.)

6. Technical Training Division, Lowry AFB, Colorado. (This division was established May 1969.)

During this period, othei organizational changes are evidenced in this bibliography: (a) The Professional Education
Division with offices at Brooks AFB, Texas; the Air Force Academy, Colorado; and Maxwell AFB, Alabama, was
deactivated in June 1972. (b) The Manpower Development Division, Alexandria, Virginia, became .part of the new
Manpower and Personnel Systems Division, Lackland AFB, Texas, in August 1973, and was later deactivated to become
part of the Occupational and Manpower Research Division as stated earlier.

Abstract entries list the division name at the time of report publication.

During )967 -1970, seven volumes on learner-centered instruction were published jointly by AFIIRI. and Aerospace
Medical Research Laboratories (AMRL). Volumes I, II, and III are AMRL TRs 67-208, 68-51, and 68.116, respectively.
Volumes IV, V, VI, and VII are AFIIRL TRs 68-14, 69-2,69-15, and 70-1, respectively.

This tadiography covers abstracts of 540 technical reports published through 1975.

The abstracts appear in technical tenon number sequence. Entries following the author and title heading Ove
information identifying the report and indicate where it is available:

6
Project number: Research areas identifi.41 by these num4ers are given in the PROJECT index. The Air Force

contract number and the name cf the coniracting organization are Akered for contract-producvd reports.

DDC accession number indicates avid-ability to Governmat Offices and reOstered contractors from the Defense
Documentation Center; this number should be used when requesting reports from DDC.

NTIS appears only if the r(port has been deposited with the National Technical Information Service, Springfield,
Virginia, 22151. for sale to the generol public.

This bibliography contains six indexes: PERSONAL AUTHOR, CIVILIAN CORPORATE AUTHOR, PROJECT,
TITLE, DIVISION, and KEY WORD. Reports are identified in the indexes by the serial number appearing in the left
margin of the abstract entries. This report does not contain classified or For Official Use Only technical reports.

N
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MR FORCE HUMAN RESOURCES LABORATORY (AFHRL) SERIES

July 1968 December 1975

1 Elliott, T.K., & Joyce, R.P. An experimental comparison of proceCaral and conventional
electronic troubleshooting. AFHRL-TR-6S-1, AD-681 510. Wright-Patterson AFB, OH: Training
Research Division, November 1968. Project 1710, Contract F33615-67-C-1776, Applied Science
Associates, Inc. NTIS. Two groups of subjects solved the same.set of 13 troubleshooting and repair
problems in seven solidstate circuit modules which contained up to five stages each. Both groups
used the same hand tools and test equipment. One group was composed of 41 Air Force 5- and 7-level
technicians who normally maintain such equipment as part of their jobs. The technicians used the
same troubleshooting techniques they ordinarily used on their jObs, and they .were prOvided with a
conventional technical order-like performance aid to support the task. The other group was composed
of 20 high school students with no prior training or experience in electronics.Their training forthis
study consisted of a special 12.-hour course (compared to several months for the technicians) and they
used a spetially developed performance aid which told them which 'check to make, based on the
outcome of previous checks. In terms of the speed with which they were able to effect repairs on the
modules, there were no substantial differences between the two groups. But the difference in training
time and, therefore, cost of training between the two groups is so grezit as to suggest the possibility
that job-relevant training and proceduralization of the task can introduce substantial savings, even
after the cost of developing the special performance aids required by proceduralized troubleshooting
is subtracted. The findings of the series of six studiei of which this study was one are also
summarized. (128 pp.)

2 Holden, L.D. Development of visual simulation _modifications for field evaluation.
AFHRL-TR-68-3, AD-681 175. Wright-Patterson AFB, OH: Training Research Division, October
1968. Project 6114, Contract F33615-67-C-1965, Systems Research Laboratories, Inc.NTIS. The
purposes of this effort was to modify in SMK-23 Visual Simulator Attachment for use in determining
the training value of various configurations of visual simulation systems. This report docUments the
required modifications to the SMK-23 television sycstem to convert it from projected field sequential
color operation to projected high resolution monochrome. Also documented is the replacement of
the projeetion system with a high resolution monochrome lens-monitor system. A comparative
evaluation of the original SMK-23 television system and the two modified display systems is
presented. The lens-monitor type display is a vast improvement over the other systems. This display
provides the advantages of high resolution, more contrast and brightness, a virtual image, as well as
mire reliability and lower cost. Finally, an improved SMK-23 model lighting system is described
which enhances the television display contrast and yet uses only 20% of the original light power. (102
PP.)

3 Semple, C.A., & Majesty, M.S. Operational tasks oriented flying training program for pilot
training: the systems approach. AFHRL-TR-68-4, AD-673 372. Wright-Patterson AFB, OH: Training
Research Division, January 1969. _Project 1710, Contract F3361543-C-1533, Bunker-Ramo
Corporation, NTIS. The purpose of the-study was tO take a fresh and independent look at flying
training requirements unhampered by the current training program and the traditional approach. The
report presents a systems methodology for determining knowledges and skills common to piloting
tasks required by differing aircraft-missions for the purpose of structuring a data base from which an
cierational tasks oriented flying training.program could be developed. The general approach was to
identify and classify the .specific tasks performed by USAF pilots and the level of proficiency
required on each task for successful performance in current and projected assignments in operational
units using present and projected aircraft. The study was plannedlo encompass crosssystem analysis
and the integration of pilot tasks data into the Air Force Human Resources Laboratory's (AF1IRL)
computer based data bank. Therefore, inquiries across and within aircraftSystems pertaining to



piloting tasks, trainihg., requirements, and perfOrmance standards would be possible. Criteria for
establishing common mission, segments, tasks and: cockpit subsystem hardware are presented. The
technique for analyzing comnibn,tasks is presented. in -.relation to assumptions regarding the type of
training programs to which the data'could 11-pply. Rules for describing task activities and preparing the

data ior insertion into the computer baied_data bank are given. (44 pp.)

Purifoy, G.R., Jr. Instructional methodology and experimental design for evaluating audio/
video support to undergraduate pilot training. AVHRL-TR-68-5, AD-680 408. Wright-Patterson
AFB, OH: Training Research Division, October 1968. Project 686F, Contract F33615-68-C-1048,
American Institutes for Research. N11S. This report presents a detailed descri.uion of the methodS by
whichlairborne video recording will be utilized in the training of Air Force Tilots, and presents plans
for aM.,assessment of its effectiveness. Audio/video equipment configurations and linthation are
discussed as they apply to training operations in the 7-37 aml 1-38 aircraft, and training methodology
is described which has been formulated to permit the integration of video recording and teaching
teehniqueS1,into the Air Force Undergraduate Pilot .fiaMing program. Plans for an eight-month
experimental evaluation of the effects of these techniyies are detailed, including schedules, operating
praciices, student 'selection procedures, instructor training plans, data gathering processes and
materials, and analysis guidelines. (86 pp.)

S Spencer, G.R. Research and development of high-brightness projection kinescopes. AFHRL-
TR-68-6, AD-689 \749. WrigAt-Patterson AFB, OH: Training Research Division, May 1969. Project
6114, Contract AF\33(615)-17534 Raytheon Company. NTIS. In a preliminary Phase of study and
experimentation, a fiumber of lthninescent materials were investigated to provide a basis of selection
of a phosphor for sub quent application in a high-brightness piojection cathode-tay tube. Utilizing
the principle of forced- ooling of the phosphor substrate to limit the thermal contribution to bright-

ness saturation, a projection tube was developed having an anglcl neck, an ion-trap tetrode gun, and a
clear glass optional window situated parallel to a liquid-cooled metal base-plate on which the
phosphor screen was deposited. Three models of this tube were constructed. Measurements showed
the . tube capable of providing an acceptable quality projection television display of 9 ft Lamberts
brightness in a 3' x 4' image, using an f/1.2 lens and viewing screen having a gain of 2. Tube life was
found to be in excess of 500 hours of operation with continuOus, intense, full-rasterbombardment,
resulting in less than 50% reduction irr luminous efficiency. (52 pp.)

\
6 Askren, W.B., & Newton, RR. Review and analysis of personnel subsystem test and evalua-

tion literature. AFHRL-TR-68-7, AD-859 300. Wright-Patterson AFB, OH: Training Research
Division, January 1969. Project 1710. rms. This report reviews and analyzes 95 documents related
to Personnel Subsystem Test and Evaluation. The reports are divided into two groups: (1) system
tests and (2) related research material. Each report is abstracted and then analyzed further in teims of
11 categories: a. Scope and Relation to Personnel Subsystem Elements; b. Test Objectives; c. Data
Requirements and Test Criteria; d. Data Collection Methodology; e. Support Requirements; f.
Redticing and Analyzing Data; g. Significant Tcst Results; h. Communicating and Using Test Results;
I. Factbrs in Planning a Test Program; j. Factors in Conducting a Test Program; k. Other Problems.
(388 pp.)

Soxman, E.J., Sharp, W.N., Orloff, K.L, & Tsiang, E.Y. Development of thIn film CdS photo-
resistive arays for an analog multiplier. AFHRL-TR-68-8, AD-686 777. Might-Patterson AFB, OH:
Training Research Division, February 1969. Project 6114, Contract F33615-68-C-1253, Sigmatron,
Inc. NT1S. Arrays of nine cadmium sulfide photoresistive cells each were developed for use in an
analog multiplier. The program goals were to achieve'a temperature coefficient of the photoresistance
below 0.1 per cent °C, a voltage coefficient of the photoresistance less than 0.02 per cent per volt
over a 10-volt range, and a response time of less than 10 insec. All photocells met the response time
requirements; individual arrays met either the_ temperature coefficient or the voltage coefficient
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requirements. It was shown that the latter two characteristics tended to be mutually exclusive over
the desired operating ranges. These differences could be reduced by increasing the photoexcitation
intensity. An interpretation of this behavior was made in terms of the various competing electronic
processes within a photoconductor. A, description is given of the vacuum deposition, heat treatment,
electroding and encapsulation processes used. The techniques used for measurement of the tempera-
ture and voltage coefficients over extended range, the response time, the Hall effect and thermally
stimulated currents are presented. (60 pp.)

8 Knoop, P.A. Applications of a simulation analyzer program for deriving and evaluating numer-
ical 'integration techniques. AFHRLTR-63-9, AD-687 854. Wright-Patterson AFB, OH: Training
Research Division, March 1969. Project 6114. NT1S. This report describes applications of a Simula-
tion Analyzer Program for deriving or evaluating numerical integration methods for use in flight
simulation fOr training. The FORTRAN program was developed in an earlier study, and its theoretical
bases and capabilities are briefly presented in this report. The program is used to derive and evaluate
optimal .itegration methods for application to a selected first-order and a secopd-order differential
system. The,pograni is used to derive and evaluate ,optimal integration methods fci application to a
selected first-order and a seLond-order differential system. The derived methods are used to solve
these systens, ariclactual solution characteristics are compared with those predicted ts..!!'oreband by
the program. Chardcteristics of accuracy, actual percent error, stability, and error propagation are
shown to be accuratelY..predicted, as is the largest integration interval usable for each problem with
each integration method.....A thorough description is provided of the five popular simulation-
integration t.-71iniques in use today and of a recommended procedure for using the Simulation
.Analyzer Program t,. derive new integration methods which allow maximization of the integration
interval for specific simulation Problems. As an example, the program is used to evaluate known
methods and rive .lew methods for the F-100A problem using integration intervals of0.5 and 0.10.
A list of i.ver 70 .new integration methods derived by the prog;ram, including their stability and
truncati-n-error characteristics, is provided. (116 pp.)

Askren, Bower, S.M., Schmid, M.D., & Schwartz, N.F. A voice-radio method for col-
lecting human factors data. AFHRL-TR-68-10, AD-686 059. Wright-Patterson AFB. pH: Training
Research Jivision, January 1969. Project .1710. NT1S. Available methods for collecting Arnan factors
data rely heavily on observations, interviews, and questionnaires. A need exists for other Methods.
The feasibility of using two-way voice-radio for this purpose was studied. The data-collection
methodology ?:?msisted of a human factors analyst talking from a radio base station with technicians
weariiig portable radio units while they worked on jobs dispersed over an area. Verbal communication
probed for information on equipment problems, procedural problems, delays and potential hazards.
Thc concc!.; of using radio equipment to collect hUman factors data was tested, using technicians
performiir tiight-line maintenance. Data cullected by radio were compared with data collected by
'questionnaire. It was concluded that voiceradio is not only a feasible means of collecting human
factors data in the field, but has certain advantages over questionnaires in determining hardware
pRiblems ai.d amplifying the data-collection capability of the human factors analyst. (34 pp.)

10 Taylor. R., Gerber, A., Allen, M., Brown, L., Cohen, E., Dunbar,D., Flexman, R., Hewitt, W.,
McElwain, D., Pancoe, E , & Simpson, D. Study to determine requirements for undergraduate pilot
training research simulation system (UPTRSS). AFHRL-TR-68-11, AD-858 640. Wright-Patterson
AF B. OFI: Training Research Division, July 1969. Project 6114, Contract F33616-68-C-te04, General
Precision Systems, Inc. NT1S. In order to provide a sound basis for the preparation or specifications
detining the requirements for an undergraduate pilot training research simulation system
(UPTR(SS), a comprehcosive study was made of all aspects of Current and projected simulator
technology; and those techniques of simulation and training which appeared to offer the greatest
utility for research purposes were analyzed in detail to determine the form and extent ...of, the
capability in each area (e.g., aircraft systems, simulation, motion simulation, visiTat simulation) whidi

6
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should be specified for the fadlity. To assure the Air Force widest possible latitude in its eventual
selection of the capabilities to be provided in the faality, alternative approacheS of varying levels of
complexity are described in a number of areas and the tentative preliminary design requirements set
forth in each area are qualified as necessary tosperpit them to be considered in the light .of
subsequent decisions by the Air Force regarding research, objectives, training objectives, and level of
expenditure. (276 pp.)

11 Snyder, M.T., & Askren, W.B. Techniques for developing systems to fit manpower resources.
AFHRL-TR-68-12, AD-681 137. Wright-Patterson AFB, OH: Training Research Division, October
1968. Project 1710, Contract F33615-67-C-1650, Bunker-Ramo Corporation. NTIS. This report
discusses four related processes for developing systems within manning and skills constraints. The
point is made that thc services are beginning to feel the need to exert some measure of control over
system design where human resources are involved. The report covers: (I) research to prove that
certain human resources data, such as manning and skills lima, when used as design constraints along
with other constraints does affect system design; (2) techniques by which tri match or balance
through tradeoff practices the hardware, the human and other system support or logistic functions in
order to get a best mix depending on the real world operational goals; (3) a new specification by
which personnel requirements are stated in terms of system requirements, for integrating more fully
thc human requircrivnts with the system engineering proc,esses; (4) a newly develop....d computer
based data handling system for human resources data in the conception, development, test and
operatIon of systems. The new data system is also an integrator of human and hardware data within
and across systenis, and a mechanism for comparing field performance data with early design data.
(15 pp.)

12 Tulley, A.T., Meyer, G.R., 011er. R.G., Mitchell, P.J., Reardon, S E., & Reed, L.E. Development
and .application of computer software techniques to human factors task data handling problems.
AFHRL-TR-68-13, AD-682 362. Wright-Patterson AFB, OH: Training Research Division, November
1968. Project 1710, Contract F33615-67-C-1036, System Development Corporation. NTIS. Research
leading to the application and implementation of tichniques for computer handling of human factors
task data generated in support of aerospace system development programs is discussed. The techniqu..!
development is based on the assumption that a user-oriented computerized data handlirr, system iLl

help draw human factors specialists closer to needed data. The application of these techniquzs should
reduce the problem of data accessibility and allow more effective use of data in the system design and
development process. A computerized data handling system to store, selectively retrieve, and process
human factors data in a user-oriented environment was implemented through a Rlot Study Experi-
mental System (PSES). This experiment?, system provided the primary means for, evaluating the
research results. This report discusses the development process of the PSES, the c,inputer software
used by the PSES, data classification techniques, and vocabulary controls. Consideration is also given
to the feasibility of providing (1) analytic and simulation tools in a user-orienied environment, (2)
current a . notification of data entries, and (3) an advanced and-Snphisticated classification
scheme f ir .iltiting functional relationships. (192 pp.)

13 Rifkin, K. . Pieper, W.J., Folley, J.D., Jr., & Valverde, H.H. Learner-centered instruction
the simulated maintenance task environment (SMTE): a job specific simulator. AFHRL-TR-

t I 441V), A 11-S55 142. Wright-Patterson AFB,, OH: Training Research Division, May 1969. Project
IT !() Contr: c AF33(615)-5161, Applied Science Associates, lite. NTIS. The purpose of the
Sin Maintenance Task Environment (SMTE) is to pmvide a means for training and job
pet foi;,..ince testing of the flight line weapon apti:fil systems mechanic/teclmician for the F-1 1 IA
aircraft (AFSC 322X1R). The SMTE provides i?ractice in flight line equipment checkout, trouble-
shooting, and removal and replacement of line r&placeable units in the resident training school or in
the field. Also, is, used in conjunction with a performance test designed to measure the technician's
ability to perform his job. The SMTE provides a high fidelity simulation of those characteristics of
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the task environment which the .technician will encounter in the field while performing his job. It
provides a capability for insertion of malfunctions and production of the appropriate out-of-tolerance
display of fault indication. Failed units can be located, removed and replaced' with performance
requirements similar to those in the actual aircraft. The fact that the task has been broken down into
part-tasks and that part-task training devices have been developed, permits the simultaneous training
and testing of several individuals on different aspects of the job. The SMTE has an on-line event
recording capability which makes a permanent record of control activations and the sNuence of the
actions. Because of the simulator's relatively low cost, it may be used frequently by students without
incurring high replacement costs in the event of damage to components. It is easily repaired and does
not require highly trained personnel to support it. (51 pp.)

14 Potempa, K.W. A catalog of human-factors techniques for testing new systems. AFHRL-TR-
68-15, AD-854 482. Wright-Patterson AFB, OH: Training Research Division, February 1969. Project
1710. NT1S. This rcport contains 16 human-factors testing techniques contributed by a number of
Air Force and contractor personnel. While limited in number, it covers a broad segment of the
humanfactors testing spectrum. For example, the techniques-presented range from those used during
the design and fabrication through those used in field and operational system testing. This catalogwas
developed as a prototype to determine its usefulness to human-factors personnel as a reference source
for linman-fact^rs tPsting devices gn.d techniques. If thiq prntntype finds accepton^., a nyne
comprehensive catalog may be developed. The comprehensive catalog would serve two purposes.
First, it would present information about techniques that have not previously .been published.
Second, it would present in one source most of the techniques currently being used in human-factors
testing. (96 pp.)

15 Kincaid, P.J. A functional model of memory based on physiological, and verbal leaming data.
AFHRLTR-68-16, AD-694 078. Wright-Patterson AFB, OH: Training Research Division, April 1969.
Project 7907. NTIS. This report presents a functional model of memory based on verbal learning and
physiological data. These diverse empirical data are used to describe several basic mechanisms of
memory including: (a) separate mechanisms for short.term memory and for long-term memory; (b)
the initiation of long-term memory by short-term meMory; (c) the properties of short-term memory
including autonomous decay, distortion by interference, and a limited capacity; (d) the properties of
long-term memory itiauding a consolidation process dependent upon ribonucleic acid (RNA) and
enzymes, and a Very large capacity; (e) the functional grouping of items in long-term memory; and 0)
consolidated (long-term)* memories that are reactivated, being brought back into short-term memory.
TirTie-icritiries of these events are described. The ultintat..; lene,sits of a detailed knowledge of the
mechanisms of memory is to help us to better undeistand ITw humans learn. This report describes
how mnemonic techniques work and presents suggeftio .s vbaut how to improve memory training.
(40 pp.)

Technical report numbers 68-17 through 68-100 were not assigned.

16 Mullins, C.J ., Massey, I.H., & Riederich, L.D. Reasons for Air Force enlistment. AFHRL-TR-
68-101, AD-678 527. Lackland AFB, TX: Personnel Research Division, July 1968. Project 7719.
NT1S. The Air Force Questionnaire was administered to four groups of basic airmen under different
testing conditions to determine whether or not a questionnaire under consideration would elicit frank
and honest responscs. In so far as can be determined, the enlistees are giving their real reasons for
enlisting in the Air Force. Analysis of rt.'sponses shows educational opportunities to be the most

-popular reason for joining the Air Force. (10 pp.(

17 Traweek, J.H., & Morsh, J.E. Occupational survey of the jet engine mechanic career field
432X0. AFIIRLTR-68-10241, H,111), AD-705 171. Lackland AFB, TX: Personnel Research Division,
July 1968. Project 7734. NT1S. A job inventory covering four specialties in the Jet Engine Mechanic
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Career Ladder, and consisting of 35,4 'tasks grouped under 16 duty categories was administered to
1691 airmen in 15 major air cominands. Incumbents of all skill levels completed a background
information section and rated .on a 7-point scale the relative time spent on tasks. The airmen also
indicated on a 7-point scale training required to do the tasks performed. Job descriptions are
presented for 14 groups selected according to background information vailables. Included are four
specialty groups, and 0 groups with differing lengths of military service. Duty and task descriptions
are presented for the Jet Engine Mechanic Career Ladder total sample, for nine job type clu-.ters, and

for 32 significant job types identified by the automated job clustering program.

A group overlap nitrix shows the similarity of groups in terms of time spent on t..sks.
Summary tables indicate the percentage of members 'in each group who perform each t.sl. Uroup
difference descriptions are Oven for selected groups. Distributions of background variables for the
total sample, for the four specialty groups, and for nine job clusters are also shown. A table indicating
how much training is required to perform a task is reported. Responses to items in the bacl-ground
information section are presented for every case in the survey. The inventory of duties and tasks used
in the survey is included at the end of this report.

18 Miller, R.E. Predicting first year achievement of Air Force Academy cadets, class of 1968.
AFIIRL-TR-68-103, AD-679 988. Lackland AFB, TX: Personnel Research Division, July 1968.
Project,7717. NTI.S. Candidates for admission to the Air Force Academy are required tr dem( nstrate
their qualifications on a battery of selection tests. Successful candidates, upon ad.iv . don to the
Academy are adrniMstercd a battery of experimental tests as part of a program for the development
of officer selection and classification instruments. The experimental tests are not wed in making
decisions affecting cadets, but both the selection and experimental batteries are vali..Acd against
criteria which become available at the end of the fourth class (freshman) year. The criterir used for
the validation study in the class of 1968 were the Academic Standard Score, Military Rating, Extra-
curricular Activities Standard Score, Composite Standard Score, and Early Motivational Eliminstion.
Selection tests common to Ow classes of 1967 and 1968 tended on the whole to be slightly les.. valid
in the class of 19(04. I lowever, the nonacademic selection tests were somewhat more valid in the class

1968 as predictors of the Military Rating. All criteria were validly predicted by one or more of the
experimental tests, but no set of experimental tests was found contributed uniquely and validly to
prediction of thc Academic Standard Score or Extracurricular Activities Standard Score in the
context of the selection tests. The highest tnultiple correlations with these criteria were .60 and .41,
respectively. Sets of experimental tests were found which contributed uniquely and valid:), to
prediction Of the Military Rating and Early Motivational Himination in the context of the selection
tests. Tne highest multiple correlafions with these criteria were .54 and .25, respectively. The
Composite Standard Score, hecau.se of its high correlation with the Acadeinic Standard Score, was
riot used in any multiple regression analysis. The best predictor of this cri;erion was the Academic
Coniposite, composed of sekction tests. Its validity was ,51. (14 pp.)

19 Miller, R.E. Ikvdopment of officer selection and classification tests-1968. AFIIRL-TR-
68-104, AD-679 989. Laekland AFII, TX: Personnel Research Division, July 1968, Project 7717.
NT1S. In accordancy with the normal tviulear replacement cycle, new forms of the Air Force Officer

.Qual4ing Test (AFOQT) and the AFROTC Pre-omillnient Test (Prf) were constructed for
implementation in Fiscal Year 1968, Both tests art: designated by their fiscal year of implementatkm.
AFOQ1.68 closely resembles the previous form in type of content, organization, and !hunting
strategy, It yields Pilot, Navigator.Technical, Officer Quality, Verbal, and Quantitative anguish::
scores. Standardization was accomplished with reference to the Project TALENT battery in a way
which permits relating AFOOT scores to performance of Air Force Auidemy candidates and 12111
grade niales, A new feature ()I' AFOQT4,8 is the provision of separate norms for AFROTC and other
use. These norms lake into account die effects of differences in level of formal education al the time
of testing in vaihms commissioning programs, Dillerences in educational level are also provided for in
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the norms of PET-68. To facilitate test administration, this test is considerably shorter than the
previous form but otherwise resembles it. PET-68 yields a total score based on verbal and quantitative
items. It is intended as a screening device for AFROTC candidates. (14 pp.)

20 Lancaster,.W.A., & Morsh', J.E. Occupational surv,. of the outside wire and antenna mainte-
nance career field 361X0. AFHRL-TR-68-105(I, II), AD-705 1-/2. Ladc land AFB, TX: Personnel
Research Division; August 1968. Project 7734. NTIS. A jut a,- ..ory covering four specialties in the
Outside Wire and Antenna Installation and Maintenance Cal adder, and consisting of 367 tasks
grouped under 15 duty categories, was administered to 63e. airmen in 8 major air commands.
Incumbents of all skill levels completed a background information section and rated on a 7-point
scale the relative time spent on tasks. The airmen also indicated on a 7-point scale how important
they considered the tasks performed, whether extremely important or extremely unimportant. Job
descriptions are prpented for 20 groups selected according to background information variables.
Included are 4 specialty groups and 5 groups with differing lengths of military service. Duty and task
descriptions are presented for the Outside Wire and Antenna Installation and Maintenance Ladder
total sample, for 3 job type clusters, and for 17 significant job types identified by the automated job
clustering program.

A group overlap ma shows the similarity of groups in terms of time spent on tasks.
Summary tables indicate the percentage of members in each group who perform each task. Group
difference descriptions are given for selected groups. Distribution of background variables for the
total sample, for the four specialty groups, and for 20 other groups reported is also shown. In
Appendix 1 responses to items in the background information section are presented for every case in
the survey. The inventory of duties and tasks used in the survey is included in Appendix 2.

21 Valentine, LD., Jr. Relationship between Airman Qualifying Examination and Armed Forces
.c....difying Test norms. AFHRL-TR-68-106, AD-678 528. Lackland AFB, TX: Personnel Research
Division, July 1968. Project 7717. NT1S. Relationships between Armed Forces Qualifying Test
(AFQT) norms and Airman Qualifying Examination (AQE) norms were examined. While the norms
are not in perfect agreement, the data suggest that they du not vary from each other to any sizable
extent. Estimates (through Project TALENT data) of AFQT performance of 15-year-olds,
18-year-olds, and 12th graders were examined, and implications for military test norms were
discussed. (7 pp.)

22 Gregg, G. The (ffect maturation and educational experience on Air Force Officer Qualifying
Test scores. AFI1RL- IR-64-107, AD-687 089. Lackland APB, TX: Personnel Research Division, July
1968. Praject 7717. NT1S. It is known that maturation and education have an elevating effect on
AFOOT swres. Since the AFOQT is administered at different educational levels for the several
coninfissioning programs, differences which are largely spurious exist between the programs with
respect to their score distributions. To evaluate the extent cf differences produced by matutation and
education, the AFOOT was administered experimentally to 415 AFROTC cadets in 32 institutions
near the end of their senior year. Scores were compared with those obtained for the same group when
they were tested cs freshmen or sophomores for selection by the AFROTC program. For the
experimental group as a whole, the Officer Quality score showed an increase of approximately 30
percentile points over the national mean for AFROTC applicants, The increase was greatest for cadets
in rated categories (Category IP and IN) and in the scientific-technical category (Category 10. Because
of statistical artifacts, the increase was greater for those whose initial scores were low than for those
wh me initial scores were high. The increase in Pilot scores for the total group was about 20 percentile
points, with the. molest increase (:30 to 50 points) occurring in the categories which received light
plane training as part of the AFROTC curriculum. The increase in NavigatorMehnieal scores
amounted to about 1) !mints for the total group, but it approadied 30 points for Category II cadets
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whose initial scores were below the 75th percentile. Category II cadets had initial scores about 30
points higher than cadets in nonscientific progranis (Category III), and this difference persisted in the
final testing. Data supported the additional finding that the known stable rank-ordering of
institutions with respect to AFOQT scores of freshmen and sophomores applies also to AFOQT
scores of seniors. The data also permitted determination of test-retest reliabilities and intercor-
relations of AFOQT scores. (12 pp.)

23 Wiley, LN., & Cagwin, LP. Comparing prediction of job performance ralings from trait ratidgs
for aircraft mechanics and administrative airmen. AFHRL-TR-68-108, AD-691 003. Lackland AFB,
TX: Personnel Research Division, October 1968. Project

.
7734. NTIS. Supervisors in all commands

...

rated aircraft mechanics on overall job performance and on 65 work-related traits. Of 1,290 ratees,
there were 852 who were rated by each of two supervisors, providing samples of 83 in DAFSC 43131,
418 in DAFSC 43151, 274 in DAFSC 43171, and 77 in DAFSC 43190. Trait predictions of overall
performance yielded R2s ranging from .78 to .94, and cross-validation R2s from .33 to .86. Inter- )

pretations involved comparisons with previous findings obtained from ratings on adminstrative
airmen. The analyses added confirmation in a different career ladder of most of the administratk
ladder fmdings and suggested that there are some areas where the interpretationsi cannot be
generalized from one work situation to another. It was concluded that any supervisor should be able
to make this type of rpting if given opportunity to observe the man. Particular attention should be
given to the opportunity of supervisors to observe men. (26 pp.)

24 Mayo, C.C. Survey of twenty-eight Air Force career ladders with nineteen job inventories.
AFHRLTR-68-109, AD-687 091. Lackland AFB, TX: Personnel Research Division, July 1968.
Project 7734, Contract AF41(609)-3049, Lifson, Wilson, Ferguson, and Winick, Inc, NTIS. Nineteen
job inventories were constructed for survey of 28 Air Force career Background variables
designed to discriminate among subjects were included in each inven1 .y. A review of the contfi-
bution of technical advisers to inventory construction showed that airmen at the superintendent and
technician levels provided the best job information. Problems arising in inventory construction are
discussed and compared with problems encountered in previous research. Write-in information from
administrative surveys was reviewed, and significant contributions ',:ore added to inventory content.
Inventory responses were keypunched and verified in preparation for computation of group job
descriptions. (29 pp.)

25 Vitola, B.M., & Alley, W.E. Development and standardization of Air Force composites for the
Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery. AFHRL-TR-68410, AD-688 222. Lackland AFB, TX:
Personnel Research Division, September 1968. Parject 7717, NT1S. This report describes the develop-
ment and standardization of Air Force composites for the Armed Seryices Vocational Aptitude
Battery (ASVAB). Characteristics of ASVAB items, subtests, and descriptive data are presented, as
well as intercorrelations among the Airman Qualifying Examination (AQE), l'roject TALENT tests,
and ASVAB variables. Correlation of the ASVAB composites with those of AQE-bo and Project
TALENT indicates a high degree of relationship. Similarly, comparison of means and standard
deviations derived from the norming samples of AQE-66 and the ASVAB indicates little differenca
between the samples. Filially, application of the Kuder-Richardson Formula 21 results in high
reliability weffidents for the ASVAB composites: General Al .86, Administrative Al .91, Mechanical
Al .84, and Elect ronics Al .91. Becnse of the Ifigh relationships between the aptitude composites ()I'
the ASVAB and the AQE, the AQE distributional data currently in use in selective recruiting pro-
grams and in the high scool testing program are considered to he valid and generalizable to Air Force
aptitude indexes derived from the ASVAB. (14 pp.)

26 Mullins, C.J., Keeth, J.B., & Riederich, LD. Selection of foreign students for training in the
United States Air Force. All 1RLTR48-1 I I. AD483 725, !Ackland AFB, TX: Personnel Research
Division, November 1968. Project 7719, NT1S. A pimp of tests has been used to predict success in
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pilot and technical training for grcui.. feieign nationals trained in the United States. In addition to
previous flying experience two ty oes of tr'sts were tried: paper-and-pencil and performance tests,
hopefully of low cultural loading. For those going into pilot training withoutlprevious pilot experi-
ence, one pCrformance test, rudder cont'oi, gave the highest prediction, with one of the paper-and-
pencil tests adding significantly. For te-hnical training, five paper-and-pencil tests showed low but
significant prediction.

It is noted that three of the paper-and-pencil tests, used alone, are significantly valid for pilot
training and can make considerable improvement in pilot trainee selection procedures. (17 pp.)

27 Valentine, LD., Jr,, Vitola, B.M., & Guinn, N. Revision and standardization of the radio
operator composite. AFHRbTR-68-112, AD-688 223. Lackland AFB, TX: Personnel Research
Division, October 1968. Project 7717. NT1S. The Radio Operator Aptitude Index is used to select
non-prior-service personnel for the Communications Operations (29) career field. This report
describes a revised Radio Operator Composite which appears to predict success in technical school as
well as the previous form. Scoring and processing procedures are explained in detail so that this
technical report may also. serve as a scoring manual tor test administrators. The revised method of
computation will result in a reduction of testing, scoring, and processing man-hours. Technical data
relevant to the revision are presented in the appendix. (10 pp.)

28 Stun*, G. The officer effectiveness report as a performance measure: a research review.
AFHRL-TR-68-113, AD-691 002. Lacklaild AFB, TX: Personnel Research Division, December 1968.
Project 7719. NT1S. This report reviews a decade of research.concerned with the Air Force Officer
Effectiveness Report. One major group of studies concerns the OER used as a performance measure
for personnel management purposes. This group includes analyses of relationships between officer
effectiveness ratings and such situational and. demog -Ilk factors as AFSC, grade, command, and
education. Tlie second_ area of research includes s: .es designed to determine the relationships
between certain variables and officer performance where the OER has been used as a criterion
measure for this performance. These investigations are concerned for the most part with measurement
and improvement of officer selection devices and training programs. An attempt was made to
examine critically the resullY obtained and arrive at whatever empirical and interpretive
generalizations such a diversity of data permits. (20 pp.)

29 Tupes, E.C., & Dietedy, D.L. Adjusted OER scom with inflation effects removed.
AFHRbTR-68-114, AD-688 537. lackland AFB, TX: Personnel Research Division, November 1968,
Project 7719. NT1S. A method was developed to remove the effects of yation and form changes
from numerically coded OER overall rating,s. Application of the technique permits more accurate
comparisons of officer effectiveness between groups and across time. Sonic .such comparisons arc
illustraled using data obtained from the Project M file of officers on active duty at the end of 1967.
The feasibility of the adjusted OER technique is deumnstnited in these comparisons between vario US
subgroups of the total officer population. (12 pp.)

30 Vitola, B.M. Development and standardization of the Airman Classification Test-1968.
A FIIR L-TR-68.I 15, AD-687 090. Laddand AFB, TX: Personnel Research Division, September 1968.
Project 7717. NT1S. The An man Classificatkm Test is used by the finned States Air Force fin all
airman classification programs except selective enlistment. It yields four aptitude indexes comparable
to those of the Airmail Qualifying Examination: Mechanical, Administrative, General, and Electrmi-
ics: the ACT-68 is more similar to the AOLlhan the l964 form. The ACT-lifi may be scored by hand
in by machine. Modification :mil simplification of the scoring system should result in increased ease
of' iidministralion and economy when the test is scored in the field. (( pp.)
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31 Dieter ly, D.L. Simplified approach to a manpow:: management model. /4:71-IRL-TR-68-116,
AD-688 538. Lack land AFB, TX: Personnel Research Division, December 1968. Project 7719. NTES.
A manpower management model was designed to reflect four factors of concern to personnel
managers: procurement, training, reassignment, and retention. Within the framework of this model,
seven basic indexes were developed to yield simple, reliable descriptive data by which a manpower
structure can be assessed at given points in time. These indexes permit evaluation of the consequences
of past policies and anticipation of needs for future policy change. By means of the simple ratio
indexes, specific manpower problem areas can he identified, and force strer 7,tli can be compared
across seven dimensions (loss, retention, gain, flow, transfer, utilization, and stability) and at various

levels within an organization. (12 pp.)

32 Kaplan, M.N., Madden, H.L, & Tupes, E.C. Estimates of OER distributions b. Air Force
officers. AFHRL-TR-68-117, AD-691 004. Lackland AFB, TX: Personnel RPsearch Division,
December 1968. Project 7719. NT1S. When officers in grades Second Lieutenant through Colonel
were asked to estimate percrntages of officers represented in each of the ten rating boxes of the
overall evaluation on the Officer Effectiveness Report (OER), accuracy of estimation of actual OER
distributions varied as a funition of (a) the grade of the rate.r, (h) the grade being estimated, (c)
interaction between rater's graL:e and the grade being estimated, and (d) other characteristics of rater,
particularly duty assignment. Although most office,s appeared to be aware of inflation ir. OERs, the
extent of this problem was not fully malized. (22 pp.)

33 Tupes, E.C., Dieterly, D.L., Fortuna, A.L., & Madden, Hi. Development of a data base for an
AFROTC management control system. AFHRL-TR-68-118, AD-68S 539. Lackland AFB, DC:
Personnel Research. Division, dec-mber 1968. Project 7719. IfT1S. TL ; report describes the origin
and rationale of the concept of an AFROTC Management Con ttof System, and the development of a
data base upon which such a system lust depend. A detailed list and desriptions of all varrabks
the data base are included. Some example distributvms are included to illustrate the typc and
magnitude of differenms existing between the various AFROTC detachments. It is concluded that
substantial improvements in the cost-effectiveness of the AFROTC program are possible through the
use of the AFROTC Management Control System but that the interrelationships between the various
factors entering into such a system are so complex that the u I an electronic computer in the data
analyses is a necessity. (22 pp.)

34 Tupes, E.C., & Madden, ILL Prediction of officer performance and retention from selected
characteristics of the college attended. AFHRL-TR-68-119, AD-688 540. [Ackland AFB, TX:
Personnel Research Division, December 1968. Project 7719. NM, This report describes analyses of

relationships between military performance and retention rates of' officers entering active duty from
each of 172 AFROTC detadtments during the period 1958-62 and characteristics of the colleges and
universities at which the detachments are located. The analyses indicate that the differences between
AFROTC detachments are pritnarily due to differences in the student bodies of the colleges and to a
great extent are beyoml the control of the Professors of Air Science or their staffs. It appears, then,
that retention rates of AFROTC graduates can be increased by dif ferential assignment of quotas to
AFROTC detachments or by disestablishment of certain detacliment.s. Implications of the study for
llw Officer Training School Recruiting and Selection systems are discussed. (12 pp.)

35 Phalen, W.J. Occupational survey of the inventory management and materiel facilities career
ladders 645X0/647X0. AFIIRL-TR-68-120, AD-705 173, Lackland AFB, TX: Personnel Research
Division, December 1968 Projed 7734. NTIS, A job inventory cover* eight specialties in the
Inventory Mariagement and Matorie1 Facilities Career Lathkrs, im(1 c(msisting of 291 tasks grouped
wider 15 duty categmies, was administered to 1790 airmen in 16 'wool air commands. Incumbents of
all skill levels completed a background information section and rated on a 7-point scale relative time
spoil tasks. The airmen also indicated on a 7point wok, how mndi training
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given to the tasks performed. Job descriptions are presented for 10 "special" groups selected
according to backgrOund information variables. Included are four DAUSC groups and one total
omple group for each career ladder. Duty and Task descriptions are presented for the total InVentory
Management and Materiel Facilities sample, for 10 major job-type clusters, for 7 job-type subclusters,
and for 83 significant job types identified by the automated job clustering program.

A group overlap matrix shows the similarity of groups in terms of time spent on tasks. Group
summary tables indicate the perceni4c of members in each group who perform each task. Group
difference descriptions are given for DAFSC and career ladder groups. Distributions of background
variables for the total sample. ihe 10 major job-type clusters, and theAY job-type subclusters are also
shown. ALso included are distri.lutions of background variables for the 2 career ladders and 8
specialty groups. Rt ..... onses to it, -us in the uackground information section are presented for every
case in the survey. I complete ill,zntory of duties and tasks used in the survey is also included,

36 Mead, D.F. Occupational survey of the intelligence operations (204X0) and photo interpreta-
tion (206X0) career ladders. AFEIRL-TR-68-121(1, II), AD-692 530 and AD-692 531. Lackland AFB,
TX: Personnel Research Division, December 1968. Project 7734. NTIS. A job inventory covering the
Intelligence Operations and Photo Interpretation Career Ladders, and consisting of 356 tasks grouped
under 15 duty categories, was administered to 1,627 airmen in 15 major air commands. Incumbents
of all skill levels completed a background information section, indicated each task performed in their
present job and rated on a 7-poin/ scale the relative tirfie spent on those tasks performed. The airmen
also indicated on a 7.point scale t ic s urce of training for each task performed. Job descriptions are
presented for 8 specialty groups, or .1e Intelligence Operations and Photo Interpretation Omer
Ladders total samples, the combinek: t ital sample, five major job clusters, arid for 64 significant job
types identified by the automated job blustering program.

Group overlap matrices show e similarity of groups in"terms of time spent on tasks. Summary
tables indicate the percentage of' m.mbers in each group who perform each task. Group difference
descriptions are given for selected g oups. Distributkin of backgroind variables cor the total samples.
DAFSC groups, major clusters and .job types are also shown. Tule inventory of duties and tasks used in
the survey is included in the appcndix,

37 Morsh, J.E,, Aitken-Cade, P.I3., & Boyce, '3,13. Occupational survey of the weapon control
systems career ladder 322XX, AFIIRL-TR-68-122 (I, 11), AD-705 174. Lackland AFB, TX: Personnel
Research Division, December 196., Project 7734. NTIS. A job inventory owering four specialties and
their shredouts in the Weapon Control Systems Career Ladder (AFSC 322X1), and consisting of' 572
tasks under 16 duty categories, wa; administered to 1319 airmen in 10 major air commands.
Incumbents of all skill levels completed a background informition section and rated on a 7.point
scale relative time spent mi tasks. The airmen also indicated On a 7.point scale how they learned to do
the tasks performed. whether from school training or work experience. Job descripthms were
computed for 45 groups .:elected according to background variables: however, of these only the 19
AFSC job descriptions are presented in this report. Job Lscriptions arc also presented for the
Weapon Control SyStems Career Ladder total sample, 5 job type clusters, and 31significant job types
identified by the automated job clustering pmgrain.

A grorip (wcilap matrix shows the similarity of groups in terms of time sptint on tasks.
Summary tables indicate the percentage of members in each group who perfirrm each task. Group
difference &script kis are given for selected jriirs of specialf.ies. Distributions of background variables
tor the total sample, job type clusters, job types, and fur the DAFSC grmips are also shown, An
analysis of 'the ratings for the 'method of training is preseqted for the four DAFSC groups and three
shredont groups.
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38 McClure, G.E. Job-associated problems encountered by airmen in Southeast Asia as reported by
returnees. AFHRL-TR-68-123, AD-689 750. Lack land AFB, TX: Personnel Research Division,
December 1968. Project 7734, Contract AF41609-68-C-0034, Data Dynamics, Incorporated. NT1S.
This report documents a survey of United States Air Force personnel concerning their jobs in
Vietnam and Thailand. The report describes the preparation of updated Air Force Job Inventories,
selection of the study population, conduct of a mail survey, and personal interviews with corn-
missioned officers and airmen. Primary purposes of the mail survey were to identify tasks in
Sontheast Asia jobs in which airmen experienced difficulty and to identify individuals for later
personal interview.

Interviews were conducted to probe deeper into matters mentioned by respondents in the mail
survey, to compare jobs in Southeast Asia,with the same jobs elsewhere in tbe Air Force, to ascertain
difficulties in reaching or maintaining proficiency, and to determine the extent to which the existing
Air Force system prepares airmen for jobs in Vietnam and Thailand.

The study population was comprised of airmen in 40 different career specialties and a sampling
of commissioned officers who supervised airmen in one or more of the same fields. Mail survey results
included responses from 4,119 airmen and 689 commissioned officers. The personal interview sample
consIsted of 654 airmen and 127 commissioned officeis.

Analysis of both mail and interview responses indicated that the job tasks in the 40 Specialties
in this study are essentiallSt the same in Southeast Asia as they are elsewhere in the Air Force.
Respondents reported a need for more training on only a relatively small number of tasks in each
specialty. Most job-related difficUlties were reported as being caused by factors other than a lack of
proficiency of airmen, (28 pp.)

39 Barlow, E. Abstracts of personnel research reports: VIII. 1954-1968. AFHRL-TR-68-124,
AD-695 483. Lackland AFB, TX: Personnel Research Division, December 1968. Projects 6755,7717,
7719, 7734. NTIS. This volume includes abstracts of the 444 technical repoits issued by the
Personnel Research Division and its antecedent organizations from January 1954 through December
1968. They cover studies in 'selection, classification, and utilization of Air Force personnel;
systematizing information flow in support of personnel planning; methods of describing, evaluating,
and structuring Air Force jobs; and development of procedures for improving the quality of Air Force
personnel. (160 pp.)

40 Fligor, P.D. Study of data sources and processing for radar land mass simulation. AFHRLTR-
69-1, AO692 122. Wright-Patterson AFB, OH: Training Research Division,June 1969. Project 6114,
Contract F33615-68-C-1300, Technology Incorporated. NTIS..To generate input data with a 50-foot
resolution and fifteen shades of gray for advan,:ed high-resolution digital radar simulators, this
research examined and defined data sources and processing teclmiques. Limited to the Continental
United States and to unclassified information, the data sources included all known aerial mapping
imagery and topographic maps. All existing image processing techniques and devices were examined to
define their operating principles. This review led to the conclusion that adequate geometric infor-
mation for radar simulation data could be extracted from theafrrent data sources and that existing
processMg u.pabilities could be combined into a feasible automatic system. In related work, non-
parametric three-dimensional resections were calculated on a digital computer, and mathematical
concepts were developed to give a computer system the capability of interpreting the physical
characteristics in photos by using cues as done by a trained photo interpreter. Recommendations
include examination of real imagery in statistically significant quantities to establish the probabilities
of encountering given shape, size, and materials of objects in the real world; fabrication of a bread-
board system to prove the operating concepts of a proposed image reader; examination of the
communication bet.veen a computer's central .processor and the reader device to optimize parallel
processing rot logical inference decision making; and after the verification of new concepts, the
initiation of a &sign effort to culminate in an automatic processing system. (78 pp,)
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41 Horton, J.A., Emerick, R.M., & Mount, J.E. Research in the development and application of
nonglass optical infinity ,..!isp13y technques for visual simulation. AFHRL-TR-69-2, AD-639 651.
Wright-Patterson AFB, Ori: Training Research Division, July 1969. Project 6114, Contract
F33615-67-C-1531, Gooevea- AerospacLi Corp. NTIS. Infinity displays possess many desirable
properties that enhance the training value of aircraft nigh*, simulators. In the paSt, little has been done
to apply reflecting infinity display techniques to the problem of wide-angle visual simulation. This is
primarily because glass mi;rors were necessary to obtain the needed optical quality. These minors
were heavy, fragile, expensive, and took a long, time to manufacture. Additional support structures
and control systems required by glass mirrors only added to the ...ost and complexity. Objectives of
the nonglass infinity display research program were to study wide.angle display system ,concepts,
develop high-quality non-glass mirrors and fabrication techniques, build a prototype display vstem,
and define cathode ray tube characteristics needed for the display. A prototype unit using nonglass
mirrors was fabricated having a 120-degree horizontal field of view and a 45 degree vertical field. (61
PP.)

42 Herzberg, F.1., Winslow, E.K., & Majesty, M.S. Motivational engineering for pilot training.
AFHRL-TR-69-3, AD-702 123. Wright-Patterson AFB, OH: Training Research Division, October
1969. Project 1710, Contract F33615-68-C-1535, Case Western Reserve University. NT1S. This study
was an investigation of student pilo.t motivation for, and attitudes toward, the Air Training .Com-
mand's Undergraduate Pilot Training (UPT) program. The motivation-hygiene approach was used to
systematically identify the motivational factors operating in the u PT program..This approach has
been used extensively in industry and with success in a non-training military situation. This was the
first time that the motivation-hygiene approach was, used to investigate motivation in a trainee
population. The purposes of the study were: (1) toemploy motivation-hygiene theory and critical
incident interview methodolog for investigation of motivation in a military training situation,.
specifically, Undergraduate Pilot Training; (2) to'compare the findings from the undergraduate Pilot
Trainee sample with another Air Force sample and samples frotn industrial organizations.-Once the
motivational factors operating in the UPT prograin have been determined, the information can be
used to design a "motivationally engineered" training program. Motivational engineering in UPT has
the potential not only for improving student pilot performance, hut also for reducing student pilot
attrition. An Air Force documentary film, SPK-6.70, enffiled Motivational Engirieering for Under-
graduate Pilot Training, summarizes the findings of this st udy. (43 pp.)

43 Pieper, W.j., Folley, J.D Jr., & Valverde, RH. Learner-centered instruction (LC1): description
of the job performance test. AFIIRL-TR-69-4(V), AD-692 125. Wright-Patterson AFB, OIL Training
Research Division, June 1969. Projects 1710, 686F, Contract AF33/615/05161, Applied Science
Associates, Inc. NTIS. A descript ion IS presented Of the development of a job performance test for
the Learner-Centered Instluction (1.(1) tn't.apon Control Systems Meckinic/Technician, Air hnce
Specialty Code (AFS() 322X1R coluse which was conducted at Lowry Air Force Base, Colorado,
from August throtOr Decenther 19()K. The perfounauce test was administered to the LCI experi
mental course subjects as well as the control course subjects upon graduation. The test will also he
administered to these subjects in a field follow-up evaluation at Nellis AFB, Nevada, live months after
graduation. The test items are, for the most part, based on tasks derived from the behavioral
description of the actual job. The lest contains three major parts: (1 ) Operational Checkmit, (2)
Troubleshooting, and (3) Att \Nary Task Perfoonance. Most of the Test Heins are performed on the
Simulated Maintenance Ta'sk Lnvironment (SMTL), simulator used for F-11 I A flight line electron-
ics maintenance testing and training. The actual job perform:nice test is not included -in this'
descriptive report, howevei, sample items are presented. Since paper-and-pencil tests, in general,
'treasure knowledge alit dt the trainee's job rather than the ability of the trainee to perform required
job behaviors, it is concluded that pei hum:nice tests should be used to evaluate desired job terininal
behaviors ()1' training programs, (13
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44 Snyder, M.T., Kincaid, J.P., & Potempa, K.W. Proceedings of the Human Factors Testing Con-

ference, 1-2 October 1968. AFHRL-TR-69-6, AD-866 485. Wright-Patterson AFB, OH: Training

Research Division, October 1969. Project 1710. NTIS. On 1-2 October 1968, a confercnce on
human factors testing was held to discuss the problems, techniques, and methods associated with this
field. Representatives from the Air Force, Army, Navy, NASA, and private industrY discussed mutual

areas of interest. The 20 presentations dealt with the following five aspects of human factors testing:
(I) the history, (2) descriptions of several testing programs, (3) models useful in structuring testing,
(4) devic2s and techniques used, and (5) management problems and procedures. An interpretation
and summary of the conference discussion and papers are also included in this report. (302 pp.)

Connelly, E.M., Schuler, A.R., & Knoop, P.A. Study of adaptive mathematical models for
deriving automated pilot performance measurement techniques: model development. AFHRL.TR-
69-7(1), AD-704 597. Wright-Patterson AFB, OH: Training Research Division, October 1969. Project
6114, Contract F33615-68-C-1278, Melpar, An American Standard Company._NT1S. This report
documents research on a new approach to deriving human performance measures and criteria for use
in automatically evaluating trainee performance. The ultimate application of the research is to

provide methods for automatically measuring pilot performance in a flight simulator or from
recorded in-flight data. An efficient method of representing performance data within a computer is
described. A system of adaptive mathematical and computer models is developed to examine
representative performance data Corresponding to known skill-levels and to independently develop a
unique method of performance evaluat,\Three types of models are developed, each of which is
designed to deri-e and use (in an adaptive performance evaluation scheme) unique types of per-
formance measurcs: (I) State-transfer measures, which are based on overall trends of the
performance; (2) Absolute measures, which are based on a comparison of actual performance with
Some referentx or standard; and (3) Relative measures, which are based on relations among various
performance variables. A preliminary demonstration and an evaluation of the system are made, usirig

a simulated aircraft landing model program to provide hypothetical test data. (296 pp.)

46 Connelly, E.M., Schuler, A.R., & Knoop, P.A. Study of adaptive mathematical models for
deriving automated pilot perfonnance measurement techniques: appendices. AMMAR-69-7(10,
AD-704 115. Wright-Patterson AFB, OH: Training Research Division, October 1969. Project 6114,
Contract F33615-68-C-1278, Melpar, An American Standard Company NT1S. This report
documents research on a new approach to deriving human performance measures and criteria for use
in automatically evaluating trainee performance. The ultimate, application of the research is to
provide methods for automatically measuring pilot performance in a flight simulator or from
recorded in-flight data. An efficient method of representing perforrnance data within a computer is
described. A system of adaptive mathematical and computer models is developed to examine
representative performance data corresponding to known skill-levels and to independently develop a
unique method of performance evaluation. Three types oT models are developed, each o: which is
designed to derive and use (in an adaptive performance evaluation scheme) unique types of per-
formance measures: (I) State-transfer measures, which are based on overall trends of the per-
iOrtnance; (2) Absolute measures, which are based on a comparison of actual performance with some
reference or standard; and (3) Relative measures, which are based on relations among various
performance variables. A preliminary demonstration and an evaluation of the system aremade, using
a simulated aircraft landing model program to provide hypothetical test data. (514 pp.)

47 Williams, R 1. Talbert, G.E., Cochran, T.C., Jr., & Potter, K.W. Overall application of
emnputer technology to the education and research progams of Air University, AMMAR-69-8,
AD-703 730. Wright-Pattcrson AFB, OH: Training Research Division, December 1969. Project 686F,
Contract F33615-68-C-1048, System Development Corp. NT1S. The determination of the overall
application or cnnI puter technology to the education and research activities of Air University was



undertaken'by the study team. This problem requited that the need for computer assistance through-
out the University be assessed. Further; it required the need for computer assistance.to be translated
into a set of adequate system requirements. Twenty-five units of Air University were identified for
individual in-depth study. Upon completion of each study, a document was prepared, reviewed,
revised and published. This activity constituted Phase I of the study. The information thus collected
provided the data required for analysis. The analysis, performed within Phase II, indicated the set of
functional education and research activities which w,!re amenable to and would benefit most from the
application of computer assistance. Further analysk identified the computer-based functional
capabilities required. The conclusion derived from this analysis activity is that Air University should
start action to prt- -ire an on-line interactive time-shared primary mission computer system which is
capable of backpound production with batch processing availability. This Technical Report details
the findings of the entire study. Recommendations regarding the system components equipment,
software and personnel arc enumerated. Suggestzd system configuration options are identified, of
which each is capable of providing the requhed application of computer technolog to the education
and research activities of Air University. (186 pp.)

Weed, H.R., Smith, Mi.; & Frasher, R.D. Educational program for scientists and engineers at
Wright-Patterson Air. Force Base., AFHRL-TR-69-9, AD-702 867. Wright-Patterson AFB, OH:
Training Research Division, ranuary 1970. Project 686F, Contract F33615-68-C-1056, The Ohio
State University Research Foundation. N.M. This contract, a pilot studyof Project Innovate Task C,
calls for development of programs to upwde Air Force scientists, engineers, senior technicians, and
managers of sciimce and emjneering, both military and civilian, who work in research and develop-
ment at Wright1Patterson Air Force Base. The programs shall provide current knowledge and
information to professional employees to help them stay abreast of rapidly advancing technology in
their own and related specialties. Phase I reports identification of needs and available training
programs. Needs in continuing education were assessed from: (1) existing personnel and training
records, (2) questionnaries distributed to all appropriate personnel at WPAFB, (3) personal interviews
with live percent of engineers and scientists, and (4) group interviews with management personnel of
all laboratories and divisions. While present level of participation in educational and training programs
is sizable, there is a clear need l'or greatly expanded educational programs. The nature of these needs
and suggested methods for meeting them at WPAFB is described. The Phase II lists recommendations
for educational programs to meet the continbing education needs at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base
and suggests the administrative organization for implementing these programs. (178 pp.)

49 Allearn, F., Daniel, J.N., Jr., Enright, C.S., Giggey, F.W., Torr, D.V., & Zappala, A.G. The
system life cycle: a defense weapon system scenario simulation model. AFHRL-TR-69-10, AD-878
577. Wright-Patterson AFII, OU: Training Research Division, April 1969. Proiect 686F, Contact
F33615-68-C-1079, Peat, Marwick, Living,ston & Co., and Sterling Institute. NT1S. In order to
provide a learning aid with which stt-it;:iits in the Defense Weapon System Management Center could
gain experience in a wide variety of decisions in various interrelated l'unetional areas throughout a
weaptm system life cycle, a sinmlation model was formulated. This simulation consists of a life cycle
scenario) for a fictitious "Conqueror" surface to surface missile system, with manual and computer
assisted student exercises al 35 critical decision points. These exercises cover the full range of
functional areA and program pIntsing, and are keyed to material and decisicm techniques covered in
concurrent classroom instruction. The student receives a "school solution," in terms of the next
increment of the scenario), at the conclusion of each exercise. The scenario and exercise outlines have
been completed. Recommendations for the preparation of detailed supporting material for each
exercise and certain unique software are. included so that th; simulation may be used in the training
of weapon system managers. (167 pp.)
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50 Hill, J.W., Gardiner, K.W., & Bliss, J.C. Design study of a tactile cuing system for pilot training.
AFHRL-TR-69712, AD-697 991. Wright-Patterson AFB, OH: Training Research Division, August
1969. Project 1710, Contract F33615-68-C-1435, Stanford Research Institute. NTIS. Several-
vibrator, air jet, and moving-button tactile stimulator-units were evaluated as cuing aids for pilot
training in a manual tracking taskThe best units, as determined by minimum mean square error and
best operator describing functiOrn were built into a flight simulator. These units were further
evaluated for their ability to help pilots cnntrol the trainer in some flight-simulation tracking tasks
such as altitude holding and ILS landing. A one-dimensional tactile cuing system was d ;signed using
information obtained from these experiments. The cuing system, which consisted of two vibrators
attached to the arms indicating heading error in excess of five degrees, was tested in a controlled
experiment with four pilots having less than 200 hours of flight time. The.two pilots-using the cuing
system leamed significantly faster than the two pilots not using the system. This increased learning
rate, however, was only seen when the pilots were engaged in side 'asks such as problem solving and
the taking of clearances. Plans for a more complete test of this cuing system and for possible
extensions of cuing system to other aircraft variables are suggested. A selected review of the literature
and cu:rent research was carried out to assess the feasibility and appropriateness of biostimulation
and bioclectric control for pilot training and aircraft control. (122 pp.)

51 Horton, J.A., & Baiit 1, J.F. Development of lightweight infinity optics display for field
evaluation. AFHRLTR-69- AD-696 696. Wright-Patterson AIR, OH. Training Research Division,
August 1969. Project 6114, Contract F3361S-67-C-1985, Goodyear Aerospace Corporation. NTIS.
Goodyear Aerospace designed, fabricated and delivered a lighl-wcight infinity optics display,to the
Air Force for attachment to a C-130E aircraft simulator and field evaluation by local personnel.
Performance objectives were for a system providing a 54-deg by 41-deg field of view, I2-in, exit pupil,
6 percent distortion, 800 TV lines resolution, 54t-L brightness from a TV input; and ability to vary
apparent viewing range from 100 ft to infinity. All objectives except for distortion were met. The
final developed system consists of two large lightweight spherical mirrors, two large beamsplitters,
two refractive correcting lenses, and &high-resolution high-brightness TV monitor that was specially
develoPed during the program to fulfill the above requirements. The system as delivered represents a
significant advance in the state-of-the-art for lightweight, low-cost visual simulation displays. (55 pp,)

52 Schumacker, R.A., Brand, B., Gilliland, M.a, & Sharp, W.H. Study for applying computer-
generated images to visual simulation. AFHRL-TR-69-14, AD-700 375. Wright-Patterson AFB, OH:
Training Research Division, July 1969. Project 6114, Contract F33615-69-C-1280, General Electric
Company. NT1S. This report describes the results of a system design study for applying digital image
generation techniques to visual simulation for pilot Wining. The computer generated images are to
piovide out-the-whulow scenes for a flight simulator which is to be used for training Air Force pilots.
No existing visual system can provide all of the capabilities which are desired in a flight simulator.
Digitally generated scenes do overcome many of the shortcomings associated with more conventional
approaches but have had limited application because of the difficulty of computing enough image
detail. The ability to generate images of more complex and realistic environments is closely tied to
aJvanees in digital device technology. The study assesses the impact of recent developments in this
area on the design of' an image generating system. The conceptual design of an image generator is
described. The principles of operation, the system configuration and operational characteristics are
discussed. Several key problem areas are explored in depth. Feasible methods of implementation with
presently available hardware are examined and an estimate of the hardware complexity is given. (131
PIO

53 Pieper, W.J., Folley, J.D., Jr., & Valverde, HA Leanier-centered instruction (LCI): course
methodology and administration. AFIIRL-TR-69-15(V1), AD-702 521. Wright-Patterson AFB, OH:
Training Research Division, June1969. Project 686F, Contract F33(15-67-C-1936, Applied Science
Associates, Inc, NTIS. A deseriptimi is presented of an experimental Learner-Centered Instruction
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course for the F-111A Weapons Control System Technician (322XIR). The course differs fro i the
conventional course as folloWs: (1) content of course materials, (2) type of training aids, (3) t pical
mode ot instruction, (4) length of course, and (5) expected proficiency of graduates. Several
instructional media and devices v'vere used, including programmed books, teaching machines, and task
simulators. The course was divides. into the following seven major blocks: introduction, checkout,

:
proceduralized troubleshooting, logical troubleshooting, other topics (Boresight; Remove and
Replace), transition (from school to jo`11), and whole-task pracfice. Each-student proceeded through
the prepared instructional materials at. ,hiS own pace within each block. Air Force instructors
presented the course at Lowry Technical Training Center. Eighty students, 40 with high (80-95)
Airman Qualifying Examination (AQE) electronic scores and 40 students with medium (60-75)
scores, attended the 14-week course. The higher-aptitude students took less time to .compkte the
required materials, made an average of 10 percent fewer errors on the end of.block tests, and learned
to complete equipment checkout in less time than the medium aptitude students. Recommendations
covering instructor orientation, training devices, method of instruCtion, student selection, trouble-
shooting materials, and equipment utilization are included. Evaluation of course effectiveness, in
comparison with the conventional course is pending. (38 pp.)

54 Crites, C.D. Miniature event recording as a technique for personnel subsystem test and evalua-
tion. AFHRL-TR-69,16, AD-700 100. Wright-Patterson AFB, OH: Training Research Division,
September 1969. Project 1710, Contract F33615-68-C-1476, McDonnell Douglas Astronautics
Company East. NTIS. A study was performed to develop new Personnel Subsystem Test and
Evaluation (PSTE) techniques for use during Categories 1, II and III Testing of ground operator and
maintenance functions. This report describes the development, modification, and refinement of "a
miniature event recording system as a PSTE technique. Equipment and operational procednr:s
developed for the technique were evaluated under various conditions, including Category II Testing at

an Air Force base. Results showed the utility of the event recording technique for quantitative task
assessment and video tape data reduction. Specific recommendations are given for use of this
technique from system concept through operational use: (85 pp.)

SS Crites, C.D. Press camera with polaroid back technique for personnel subsystem test and evalua-
tion. AFHRL-TR-69-17, AD-700 101. Wright-Patterson AFB; OH: Training Rvsearch
September 1969. Project 1710, Contract F33615-68-C-1476, McDonnell Douglas Astronautics
Company East. NTIS. A study was performed to develop new Personnel Subsystem Test and
Evaluation (PSTE) techniques for use during Categories 1, II and III Testing of ground operator and
maintenance functions. This repoi- describes the development, -todification, and refinement of a
press camera system as a PSTE technique. Equipment and operational procedures developed for the
technique weft: evaluated under various conditions, including Category 11 Testing at an Ab- Force
base. Results showed the utility of the camera technique for human engineering and task assessment.
Specific recommendations are given for use of this technique from system concept through opera-
tional use. (66 pp.)

56 Crites, C.D. Video tape recording as a technique for personnel subsystem test and .!valuation.
AFHRL-TR-69-18, AO700 102. Wright-Patterson AFB, OH: Training Research Division,September
1969. Project 1710, Contract F33615-68-C-1476, McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company East.
NTIS. A study was performed to develop new Personnel Subsystems Test and Evaluation (PSTE)
techniques for use during Categories 1, 11, and III Testing of ground operator and maintenance type
functions. This report is concerned with the development, modification, and refThement of a video
tape recording system as a PSTE technique. Equipment and operational procedures developed for the
technique were evaluated under various conditions including Category fi Testing at an Air Force base.
Results showed the utility of the video tape recording techniq lle for design and procedures develop-
ment and training functions as well as for PSTE. Spedfic redmimendatiowire given tor eflidem use
of this technique from system concept through operational use, (102 pp.)
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57 Tupes, E.C., & Miller, R.E. Equivalence of AFOQT scores for different educational levels.
AFHRLTR-69-19, AD-703 727. Lack land AFB, TX: Personnel Research Division, September 1969.
Project 7717. NT1S. It is known that formal education has the effect of elevating AFOQT scores. In
this study the magnitude and validity of these effects for each composite were evaluated, taking
AFROTC and OTS applicants'as representative of two different educational levels at the time of
testing. For the Pilot composite, separate conversion tables appropriate to the two levels were
constructed by determining flying deficiency elimination rates for both groups at each Pilot
percentile and assuming that equal elimination rates represent equal aptitude. For all other
composites, separate tables were constructed by using the Department of Defense Officer Record
Examination (DORE) as a control of academic aptitude and making equipercentile conversions from
an AFOQT distribution in the AFROTC sample to the corresponding distribution in an OTS sample

through the DORI dp,trinutions. It was found that the increase in scores between the two educa-
tional levels is tni approximately 10 to 30 percentile points for the various composites, except
where initially high scores limit the amount of increase. A third set of conversion tables was
constructed intermediately between the AFROTC and OTS tables for use with examinees having
intermediate levels of education. The use of multiple tables imparts the same meaning to a given
percentile value in any program; provided the proper table is used in converting the raw score. One
consequence of multiple tables is that examinees evaluated on the intermediate or OTS tables will be
disqualified for various types of training more frequently than was the case when only one set of
'tables, corresponding to the AFROTC tables, was used. However, the aptitude levels of those who are
selected will be higher than heretofore, .and it is expected that graduation rates will reflect this
difference. The potential increase in graduation rate is estimated at 5 percent for student pilots
commissioned through OTS. (9 pp.)

58 Kibbee, J.M., Vickman, L, Dent, E.M., Dominguez, LF., & Stellmach, A.T. TOP-MAN-X: a
management simulation for instruction in total rogramming and the base engineer automated
management system (BEAMS). AFHRL-TR-69-20, AD-704 892. Wright-Patterson AFB, OH: Training
Research Division, Septem',er 1969. Project 686F, Contract F33615-68-C-1076, Technical Com-
munications, Inc. NTIS. TOP-MAN-X, a management game developed primarily for the Civil
Engineering School of the Air Force Institute of Technology at Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio, is used
to assist in the instruction of USAF personnel in Total Programming. Total Programming is a USAF
devektpcd set Of concepts and procedures for the optimum allocation of resources to the operation
and maintenance of real property facilities on an Air Force base. TOP-MAN-X is a manual "suitcase"
management game. This report inchides a short introduction to Total Programming, a discussion of
TOP-MAN-X and the various steps in its development, and concludes with some remarks on the
automation of both TOP-MAN-X and Total Programming. (47 pp.)

59 Highcove, J.E., Stout, R., Hoberman, M., & Stellmach. A.T. Base engineer automated manage-
ment system (BEAMS): implementation/conversion team education. AFIIRLTR-69-21, AD-701 390.
Wright-Patterson AFB, OH: Training Research Division, October 1969. Project 686F, Contract
F33615-68-C-1076, Technical Communications, Inc. NTIS. This report describes the nature, purpose
and method of development of the Base Engineer Automated Management System (BEAMS)
Implementation/Conversion (1/C) Team Education Course. It includes a short discussion of the
content, history and development of BEAMS front its inception in 1964 to its initial test at Langley
AEB in 1968. Implementation/Conversion is defined and described in terms of the responsibilities of
inajor air commands and bases for the creation of the initial BEAMS data bank. The concept of the
I/C teams is vxamined and the necessity for successful Implementation/Conversion is related to the
success of the entire BEAMS program. I/C course content is contrasted with that of the regukir
BEAMS courses which were subsequently taught at AEIT, with special emphasis on the structure of
course materials and teaching objectives. (51 pp.)
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60 Meister, D., Sullivan, D.J., Finley, D.L., & Askren, W.B. The effect of amount and timing of
human resources data on subsystem design. AFHRL-TR-69-22, AD-699 577. Wright-Patterson AFB,
OH: Training Research Division, October 1969. Project 1710, Contract F33615-68-C-1367, Bunker-
Ramo Corp. NT1S. The purpose of this study was to (I ) deten-nine whether the amount and timing of
human resources data (HRD) influence design; (2) to investigate the effect upon desio of differences
in type of personnel requirements. Eight engineers we. -equired to design-the maintenance equip-

. men t for the AGM-69A, using equipment and HRD in. roduced for the actual equipment. One
group received all HRD inputs plus stringent personnel constraints at the start of design; a second
group received the same inputs plus "minimal" per onnel constraints incrementally. It was found that
the amount and timing of IIRD inputs do influence design when these inputs are phrased as design
requirements. The type of manpower requirement imposed also appeared to make some difference to
subjects. Skill is considered by engineers to be of greater significance to system performance than
numbers of personnel. Engineers prefer to receive their HRD inputs as early in design as possible. The
estimates made by engineers of personnel required to operate and maintain their systems do not
always seem to relate to their design concepts. Recommendations are made for the inclusion of
personnel requirements in Requests for Proposal and Statements of Work. The need for additional
research to describe the design implications of HRD inputs is pointed out, together with the
desirability of using Air Force operational sites as a research laboratory. (144 pp.)

61 Meister, D., Sullivan, D.J., Finley, D.L., & Askren, W.B. The design engineer's concept of the
relationship between system design characteristics and technician skill level. AFHRL-TR-69-23,
AD-699 578. Wright-Patterson AFB, OH: Training Research Division, October 1969. Project 1710,
Contract F33615-68-C-1367, Bunker-Ramo Corp. NTIS. The purpose of this study was to investigate
the relationships between design characteristics and skill dimensions. A series of paper and pencil tests
developed to examine these relationships was administered to eight design engineers during two
four-hour sessions. Desip charaCteristics significantly related to skill level are test points, internal
components, checkout and troubleshooting procedures, type of test equipment required and go/no-go
displays. Individual design concepts such as component repair are also significiantly relate,' to the
amount of training required. The engineer conceptualizes maintenance skill in terms of knowledge,
troubleshooting ability and flexibility. The engineer's concept of skill level is more performance-
oriented than that described by Air Force Specialty Code designations. Skill level appears not tc be
related in the engineer's mind to years of experience. (76 pp.)

62 Highcove, J.E., Kibbee, J.M., Stout, R., & Dominguez, L.F. Base engineer automated manage-
ment system (BEAMS): training at Sheppard Technical Training Center. AF1IRL-TR-69-24, AD-702
866. Wright-Patterson AFB, OH: Training Research Division, December 1969. Project 686F, Contract
F33615-68-C-1076, Technical Communications, Inc. NTIS. Instructional materials including plans of
instruction, student workbooks, instruction guides, and simulated automated transactions were
developed for use with hardware and software in courses of instruction designed to teach Air Force
personnel to operate, maintain and utilize the Kisc engineer automated management system
(BEAMS). When 'supported by the necessary instructional materials for integrating \them into
organized instructional activifies, simulations provide effective training systems. (52 pp.)

63 Vickman, L., Harmon, L.R., Stout, R., Dominguez, L,F., & Stellmach, A.T. Base Ogineer
automated management system (BEAMS): education at the civil engineering school. AFFIRL-TR-
69-25, AD-702 516. Wright-Patterson AFB, OIL Training Research Division, November 1969. PrOject
686F, Contract F33615-68-C-1076, Technical Communications, Inc. NTIS. Concurrent with
development of the Base Engineer Automated Management System a.AMS), plans were develop4
for the education of Civil Engineer Management level persomid al ;be Mr Force Institute of"'[.

auTechnology (AFIT) in the operation and use of this new system. As in tegral part of this education,
a computer simulation was developed to provide the students with limds-on training and experience
with BEAMS. The development of this sitnulation paralleled the developinent of BEAMS itself, and
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required modification . on several occasions as BEAMS was altered in its development. The final
version of the simulation s based on the October 1968 version of BEAMS and in March 1969
replaced protityes which previously been in operation at AF1T. The simulation was designed to
create thc conditions, atmosphere and operational.situations that would be prevalent at a typical Air
Fora base opt rating under the BEAMS concept. It was designed to take place over a period of one
week and to encompass inost of the activity which might reasonably be expected to occur in Civil
Engincering oiganizations at bases anywhere in the world. AFIT students were required as a part of
their simulation training to use a remote terminal keyboard/printer to perform various clerical
processes required by the simulation. The purpose of this Participation was to increase their knowl-
edge and understanding of BEAMS, and to add to their motivation and enthusiasm in the
implementation and use of the system. (39 pp.)

.64 Marsh, J.E., & Nall, R.W. Job survey of special operations officers and airmen. AFHRL-TR-
69-26, AD-A007 054. Lackland AFB, TX: Personnel Research Division, October 1969, Project 7734.
NTIS. At the request ef the Office of the Chief of Staff, HQ USAF, this study was undertaken to
identify special operations (SO) activities performed by Air Force personnel. This information is
needed for management decisions related to attendance, course schedules, and content of training
courses for the USAF Special Operations School. Officer and airman job inventories were constructed
to include work tasks related to psychological operations, civic actions, counterinsurgency, and
unconventional warfare. These inventories were administered to all personnel identified by commands
as performing SO activities. Complete returns were obtained from 404 officers and 189 airmen, most
of whom reported spending only part time on SO tasks. Accepting the sample as being reasonably
complete, one must corYclude that SO is a relatively small Air Force enterprise at the present time.
The study includes an analysis of SO jub types and ratings of the extent of need on the job of certain
courses and educational topics related to SO. (74 pp.)

65 Mayc, C.C. Construction and 'administration of ten Air Force job inventories. AFHRL-TR-
69.27, AD-700 745. Lacklanj AFB, TX: Personnel Research Division, October 1969. Project 7734,
Contract F41609-68-C-0016, Lifson, Wilson, Fergtson, and Winick, Inc. NTIS. Ten job inventories
were constructed for survey of 11 Air Force career ladders. Background variables designed to assess
task-related information were included in each inventory. A replication of a previous study of
contributions of tecimical advisers to inventory construction supported the earlier finding that airmen
at supervisory skill levels provide the best job information. Broad statements to work designed to
discriminate between job types on a more global level than task statements were included in eight job
inventories. Trial answer sheets designed to be scored by optical scanning devices were administered
on two surveys. Inventory constructors predicted job types for all career ladders surveyed. Write-in
information from administrative surveys was.reviewed, and significant contributions were added to
ob inventory content. Inventory responses were keypunched and Ver.fied in preparation for

el xtronic data processing. (24 pp.)

66 Kibbee, J.M., Highcove, J.E., Harmon, L.R., Dominguez. L.F.,& Stellmach, A.T. An education
and training simulation of the USAF base engineer automated management system. AFHRL-TR-
69-28, AD-702 122. Wright-Patterson AFB, OH: Training Research Division, October 1969. Project
686F, Contract F33615-68-C-1076, Technical Cominunications, Inc. NTIS. As part of an ovr'iL;i
education and training program to instruct Air Force Base Civil Engineering personnel in the concepsts
and use of the Base Engineer Automated Management System (BEAMS), a simulation of the system
was developed. This simulation, designated SIMA, covers a period of one week at a hypothetical Air
Force Base, Hardnose AFB, and is intended .to give the students an understanding of, and experience
in, using BEAMS as part of their day-to-day activities at their bases. The simulation consists of a data
base for Hardnose AFB, and a series of transactions that update the data base; the sequence and
interdependency of the various transactions are described in al, accompanying scenario. Because the
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simulation was specified t'or use in a number of difkrent courses, oriented toward both management
education and technician training, it was designed to be independent and self-contained, as well as
modular. It c;n thus he e:tsily adapted to any of the courses.(36 pp.)

67 Faconti, V., Mortimer, C.P.L., & Simpson, D.W. Automated instmction and performance
monitoring in flight simulator training. AF1IRL-TR-69-29, AD-704 120. Wright-Patterson AFB, OH:
Training Research Division, February 1970. Project 61 i4, Contract F33615-69k-1159, Singer-
General Precision Systems, Inc. NTIS. This report documents research in the area of Automated.
Instruction and Performanw Monitoring. One objective of the research was to develop modular
approaches to implementing eight individual automated training capabilities in flight simulators.
Several approaches to each area are identified and briefly investigated. More comulete investigation.
including programming flow diagrams and hardware aml software estimates, is presented on those
appmaches in each capability area which appeared to he most feasible. Two integrated systems, i.e.,
systems which include all eight automated training capabilities, are "designed." Selection of the
components for each of the systems is made by assigning levels of relative complexity to each
approach in each area. System one is designed by using the lowest cowplexity approach in ea:h area
while system two consists of the highest. Several methods of implementation, in relation to the
computer complex, are presented. These varied from includi.ig, the instructional system in the basic
simulation programs to the addition of satellite computers to handle the instructional function.
Estimated implementation costs are given for the two systems for each selected computer configura-
tkin and two display system options. (365 pp.)

68 Rhode, W.E., Esseff, P.J., Pusin, Ci., Quirk, F.B., & Shulik, R. Analysis and approach to the
development of an advanced multimedia instructional system: AFHRL-TR-69-30(I), AD-715 329.
Wright-Patterson AFB, OH: Training Research Division, May 1970. Project 686F, Contract
F33615-69-C-1728, Westinghouse Learning Corp. NTIS. In order to examine the possibilities for an
advanced multimedw. instructional system, this study begins with a comprehensive review and assess-
ment of current instructional media in terms of ( I) a functional description, (2) instructional
flexibility, (3) support requirements, and (4) co,.ts. Folk wing this, a model of an individual
instructional system is developed as a basis h)r fiather analysis. Final comparisons and "trade-offs"
among the media are then made to arrive at tck: mmend..d media configuration whieh could serve as
a multimedia base for an individualized instructior,ilssitm. At tins point, requirements and features
of an automated management information and control subsystem to provide necessary operational
control of the total instructional system are outlined and discussed. Finally, the main features of a
generaliud plan for the development of such a system are described. (434 pp.)

69 Rhode, W.E., Esseff, P.J., Pusin, C.J., Quirk, F.B., & Shulik, R. Analysis and approach to the
development of an advanced multimedia instructional system (appendix II1 media cost data).
AFHRL-TR-69-30(II). AD115 330. Wright-Patterson AFB, OH: Training Research Division, May
1970. Project 686F. Contract F33615-69-C-1728, Westinghouse Learning Corp. NTIS. In order to
examine the po%ibilities for an advanced multimedia instmlional system, this study begins with a
comprehensive review and assessment of current instructional media in terms of (1) a functional
description, (2) instructional flexibility, (3) support requirements, and (4) costs. Following this, a
model of an individual instructional system is developed as a basis for further analysis. Final
comparisons and "trade-offs- among the media are then made to arrive at a recommended media
configuration which could serve as a multimedia base for an individualized. instructional system. At
this point, requirements and features of an automated management information and control
subsystem to provide necessary operational control e total instructional system are outlined and
diScussed. Hnally, the main features of a generaliz, fOr the development of such ;system are
described. (292 pp.)
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70 Schumacher, S.P., Rudov, M.H.,& Valverde, H.H. Evaluation of a low cost in-flight audio/video

recording sysietn for pilot mining. AFHRL-TR-69-3I. AD-709 213. Wright-Patterson AFB, Otl:
Training Research Division, January 1970. Project 686F, Contract F33615-68-C-1048, American
Institutes far Research. NTIS. This report describes a.study to determine the feasibility and effective-
ness of using in-flight audio/video recording and ground playback equipment in the United States Air .

Force Undergraduate Pilot Training (UPT) P %inn It includes a deiailed description of a low cost
Audio/Video Recording System (AVRS) whicn was developed for the study. Audio/Video equipment
configurations are discussed as they apply to training operations in the T-37 aircraft. A description is
given of the training methodology which was formulated for integrating the audio/video recordings of
student maneuvers into flight training program. Airborne cameras were used to view the.flight
instruments apd the pilot's fe, ward outside scene. The operational use of the AVRS is described for
two on going classes of pihts. Each class was comprised of two matched'groups of students, one of
which was trained with A VRS (TV students), and one of which was trained in the normal manner.
The ,-estits in terms of slifferences in achievement levels and learning rates for the TV and non-TV
students ',i7e described. Conclusions as to high equipment reliability and easy maintainability and the
training benefits which can be expected to accrue from use of the AVRS are detailed. Finally,
recommendations arc presented for the improvement and implementation of. ihe AVRS as an
inst ruction al tool. (174 pp.)

71 Mayo, C.C. Three studies of job inventory procedures: selecting duty categories, interviewing,
and sampling. AFHRL-TR-69-32, AD-700 746. Lackland AFB, TX: Personnel Research Division,
November 1969. Project 7734, Contract F41609-68-C-0016, Lilson, Wilson, Ferguson, and Winick,
Inc. NTIS. Three United States Air Force job inventory procedures were studied in depth:
categorizing task statements by duties, interviewing technical advisers for job information. and
detecting bias in survey samples. Var.ations in the usual grouping of supervisory tasks were found to
be occasionally necessary'. Depending upon the career ladder surveyed, non-supervisory tasks are .best
organi/e,! by work section. by function, or by equipment format. Criteria arc suggested for
dt.te ri I g the point at which interviews become more productive than publications research.
Interviewing is more effective when advisers are chosen according to experience, rank, kind of
organization to which assigtwd, and job type. An analysis of trends in ten survey samples showed few
unexplainable unde rrepresenta lions. (9 pp.)

71 Shenk, F. Career indications among junior officers. AFHRL-TR-69-33. AD-703 728. Lackland
AFB, TX: Personnel Research Division: September 1969. Project 7719. NT1S. A historical study of
officer input from the principal Air Force commissioning programs was initiated in 1963. This study
was designed to determine the predictability of an Air Force officer's career decision and to evaluate
ielationships between career intent and various demographic. environmental, and attitudinal factors.
Information on this group has h,çn compiled for the period prior to commissioning and through
three years of active duty. A final analysis will be made with the ultimate criterion of "in Vs. out of
service.- This report piesents a description of the study and results from a preliminary examination

the'data. on the expressed career intent. the most favorable sources for retention were found
to be (X'S and 01 S-AFG1); officers from both of these sources have had prior service experience. The
yearly responses to the career-intent statement indicated a decline in career intent at least through the
ti;st few years of military service. Joh characteristic factors considered important and attainable were
also examined. Factors cons;,1 .!1,,,t important centered around job satisfaction such as working
tinder competent supervis, a sense of acCifillpliShMent. and having im opportunity t'or
advancement. I .:ast iii were represented by such factors as.early retirement. travel, and
having definite work sche,H1H In general. the perceived importance of a reward or working
condition in the Air Force showed little rel-..ionsInp to the perceived possibility of achieving that
factoi. tn tao. the ereater the discrepancy between the importance and possibility of given factors,
the mow likeiv a Nulled was to hae an lin lavoiable attitude. (12 pp,)
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73 Hansen, O.K., Wright, W.E., & Wood, M.E. Airborne operator target recognition training
procedures: experimental plan for visual reconnaissance stud). AFHRL-TR-69-34(1), AD-873 193.
Wright-Patterson AFB, OH: Training Research Division, May ,1970. Project 665A, Contract
F33615-67-C-1945, North American Rockwell Corp. DDC. The 11 sults of the first phase of the
Airborne Operator Target Recognition Training Procedures st,uly are presented. The objective of this
phase has been to develop alternative training procedures for visual reconnaissance observers and to
develop a plan for experimental comparison and evaluation of the procedures. Four major
interdependent analyses were conducted. One analysis provided a definition of representative aerial
observer activities collectively referred to as the criterion task. Another study was concerned with the
selection and preparation of training films. A third study area involved the development of specific
training procedures, and the fourth study concerned the development of methods and instruments for
measurement of trainee performance. The joint output of these analyses was finally integrated into a
formal experimental dcsigr and a plan for training evaluation. The next phase of the program will
involve two.experiments, one to exercise the plan described herein and another to evaluate a similar
set of training procedures for side looking radar (SLR) operators. (90 pp.)

74 Hansen, O.K. Airborne operator target recognition training procedures: visual reconnaissance
study. AFIIRL-TR-69-34(11), AD-874 810.. Wright-Patterson AFB, OH: Training Research Division,
July 1970. Project 665A, Contract F33615-67-C-1945, North American Rockwell Corp. DDC. The
results of the second phase of the 'Airborne Operator Target Recognition Training Program are
presented. The purpose of this phase was to conduct an experimental evaluation of alternative
training procedures designed to develop the target recognition skills of airborne observers.

The study employed a semi-automated training system and a visual flight simulator for final test
comparisons. Experimental subjects were selected from a college student population having the
physical, biographical, and psychological characteristics of USAF flight trainees.

Results of the study were interpreted in three contexts. One related to the formal data
interpretation. Another related to the practical problems of training military personnel in tactical
target recognition and the third context related to training research methodology. It was concluded
that the most effective training program was the one that included the psychophysiological vision
material in combination with the instruction on specific target signatures and narrow-field static
search. It was also concluded that new methods are needed to incorporate practical military
considerations such as training cost, personnel availability, and operational relevance into the research
decision strategy. Some of these considerations were explored and a list of practical training research
limitations was formulated. (90 pp.)

75 Mayo, C.C. A methOd for determining job types for low aptitude airmen. AFIIRL-TR-69-35,
AD-700 747. LaCkland AFI3, TX: Personnel Research Division, November 1969. Project 7734,
Contract F41609-68-C-0016, Lifson, Wilson, Ferguson, and Winick, Inc. NTIS. An opinion sUrvey
method for identifying low aptitude job types was developed and used in a study of I I Air Force
career ladders. Lists of low aptitude tasks were defined by technical advisers. These tasks were then
rated on nine factors by Air Force instructors who also described low aptitude job types and gave
their opinion concen,ing the possibilities for advancement and training of low aptit- ' personnel. In
an evaluation of the research methodology, strengths and weaknesses of the opin: .uvey method
were delineated. The relative ease with which the tasks lists were constructed lent support to the
utility of the method. A limitation in the method was recognized in the inability to control for
systematic rater bias. (9 pp.)

76 Morsh, J.E. Survey of Air Force offic,.1 management activities and evaluation of professional
military education requirements. AFHRL-TR-69-38, AD-705 574. Lackland AFB, TX: Personnel
Research Division, December 1969. Project 7734. NTIS. The main purpose of the officer
management survey was to identify functions which all officers perform as distinct front work
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specific to a particular specialty and to determine the relationships of managerial responsibility to
.grade, caker area, or other .variables. A further aim was to obtain an evaluation of topics of
professional military education.requirements in terms of job performance or as contributory to an
effective Air Force career. The world-wide survey sample consisted of 10,242 Air Force officers in
grades second lieutenant through colonel. An officer management inventory was administered in 19
major commands using conventional sample survey procedures thmugh the cooperation of the Data
Application Division, Data Services Center,Ileadvarters USAF. In the subsequent analysis by means
of the Personnel Research Division job-clustering prograin management job types were not clearly
differentiated. The extent of managerial responsibility, however, was shown to be directly related to
grade. Field-grade offkvrs performed, on the averzTe, approximately four times as mil}, managerial
tasks as company-grade officers. Consolidated descriptions of management tasks performed were
published for staff, field-grade, and company-grade officers in each of nine career areas. While sonic
differences in emPhasis were found, officers in the several career areas tended to allocate more or less
the same percentage of their jobs to tasks falling in each of the management categories. Group
differenCe descriptions were computed to highlight some of the major career ladder managerial
differences. In evaluating 128 professional military education requirements topics, officers of all
grades indicated a substantial need on the job for principles and techniques of leadership; oral and
written communication; techniques of logical and of creative thinking: problem solving procedures;
officer ethics; discipline and <morale: military customs, courtesies, and ceremonies; and security of
classified military documents and equipment. (86 pp.)

77 Morsh, J.E., & Nall, R.W. Occupational survey of the electronic computer repairman career.
ladder 305X3. AFFIRL-TR-69-39(11, II), AD-720 952. Lack land AFB, TX: Personnel Research
Division, November 1969. Project 7734. NTIS. A job inventory covering four specialties in the
Electronic Computer Repairman Career Ladder, and consisting of 340 tasks grouped under 16 duty
categories, was administered to 1,087.airmen in 10 major commands. Incumbents of all skill levels

-completed a background information section and rated on a 7-point scale relative time spent on tasks.
The airmen also indicated on a 7-point scale the extent to which tasks were learned in technical
school as compared with on the job. Job descriptions are presented for 53 groups selected according
to background information variables. Included are 4 DAFSC goups, 6 job type clusters, 42
significant job types identified by the automated job clustering program, and the Electronic
Computer Repairman Career Ladder Total Sample.

A group overlap matrix shows the similarity of groups in terms of time spent on tasks.
Summary tables indicate the percentage of members in each group who perform each task. Group
difference descriptions are given for selected groups. Distributions of background variables for the
total sample, clusters, job types, and for the four DAFSC groups are also shown.

Technical report numbers 69-40 through 69-100 were not assigned.

78 Koplyay, J.B. Field test of the weighted airman promotion system: phase I. analysis of the
promotion board component in the weighted factors system. AFFIRLTR-69-101, AD-689 751.
Lack land AFB, TX: Personnel Research Division, April 1969. Project 6323, NT1S. For the purposes
of field testing the proposed Weighted Airman Promotion System, the Alaskan Air Command
supplied data on 2,835 airmen eligible for promotion to grades E4- through E-7 -in -the FY 69-B
promotion cycle. Data included scores on the Specialty Knowledge Test and the PromOtion Fitness
Examination: points credited for time in grade, time in service, decorations. and Airman Performano:
Report mean overall evaluation: and ID information. Cases for which test scores, were unavailable
were eliniinated: the final sample consisted of 2 .290 airmen, 81 perc.:nt of the original eligibles.

Average promotion, board scores were computed by dividing each airman's raw boar(' score by
the number of members on, the promotion board and multiplying the quotient by 10. Weighted
factors scores were computed by adding the factor scores. Two such total composite scores were
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obtained: a weighted factors sore excluding th; average board score and a weighted factors score
including the average board score. The analyses concentrated on the comparisons of these two total
composite scores. The hypothesis tested was tint in lusion of the board score component in the
weighted factors composite score does not have Lin effect on the ranking of the airmen. Ranks on the
composite total scores with and without the board score were analyzed for strength of relationship.
Average board scores were analyzed for differences in scoring across Air Force Bases and by different
size board panels.

The following reiults were obtained: (a) here were significant differences in average board
score means between Elmendorf and Eielson AFIls for grade E-3 personnel. (b) There were significant
differences in average board score means between 3-member and 5-member board panels. (c) There
was a very high, near perfect relationship between weighted factors composites excluding and
including the board score component. (d) Rankings of individuals on the weighted factors corr losite
were essentially unaffected by inclusion of the promotion board score.

Since inclusion of a board score component had a negligible effect on the ranking by compcsite
total score, and since means of board scores differed between bases and between boards with
different panel sizes, it was concluded that including a board score factor merely inserted a
non-visible component which would obscure explanations for nen-promotion. (13 pp.)

79 Koplyay, LB. Field t2st of the weighted airman promotion system: phase H. validation of the
system for grades E-4 through E-7. AFHRL-TR-69-102, AD-697 798. Lackland AFB, TX: Personnel
Research Division, May 1969. Project 6323. N11S. A weighted factors promotion system.was
field-tested and validated using data from the FY 69-B promotion cycle of the Alaskan Air
Command. The fmal sample included 2,290 promotion-eligible airmen in grades E-3 through E-6. The
weighted factors composite score excluding a promotion board component gave airmen the same
relative rank within selected Air Force Specialties as did the promotion board evaluations under the
present operational system. Overlaps between the tyfto ranks imply promotion of the same individuals
by both -!systerils. However, inconsistenciesae unexplainable discrepancies in the ranking by
promotion board scores weie found in some few instances. It was concluded that, within the
specialties analyzed, practically all the individuals promoted by the board system would also have
been promoted under the weighted factors system. If it can be assumed that. the sample was
representative of the Air Force-wide population of promotion-eligible airmen in grades E-3 through
E-6, then it can be further assumed that the weighted factors system provides a valid airman
promotion system in which the selection criteria are visible and equitable. (11 pp.)

80 Miller, R.E. Interpretation and utilization of scores on the Air Force Officer Qualifying Test.
AFHRL-TR-69-103, AD-691 001. Lackland AFB, TX: Personnel Research Division, May 1969.
Project 7717. NTIS. This report summarizes a large body of data relevant to the proper interpretation
and use of aptitude scores on the Air Force Officer Qualifying Test. Included are descriptions of the
AFOOT testing program and the general characteristics of the test itself. Technical concepts are
introduced by a biief explanation -to assist users of AFOOT scores who art not test specialists.
Technical data include an extensive sampling of validation studies covering prediction of success in
pilot training, navigator training, tech! ..:21 trail. and adademic courses. Relationships to other well
known tests and the Air Force structure of career areas and utilization.,fields are indicated. Several
types of reliability data are presented, together With intercorrelations of the aptitude composites both
with and without the elevating effects of overlapping subtests. The Air Force percentile scoring
system is discussed in relation to the normal probability curve and the stanine scale. Score
distributions are provided for officers, candidates for programs leading to a commission, basic airmen,
and 12th grade males. Procedures used in standardizininew forms of the AFOOT through the Project
TALENT aptitude composites are described, including operations which maintain relationships with
Air Force Academy candidate!. and the TALENT national sample. Effects of applying minimum
qualifying scores and adjustments for level of formal education at the time .of testing are explained.
(29 pp.)
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81 F.R., Shore, C.W., Chiorini, J.R., & Curran, C.R. Inflight performance differences of
pilot and navigator F-4 second-seat crewmembers: a limited Southeast Asia combat evaluation.
AFHRL-TR-69-104. AD-705 140. tackland AFB, TX: Personnel Research Division, July 1969.
Project 63. NTIS. A task inventory was administered to F-4 crewmembers following each of a
series of combat missions. The inventory was one of several data collection instruments developed as
part of Project Combat Team to gather behavioral data.designed to relate the differences in training
of pilots and navigators to operational performance. The traditional task inventory technique was
modified in the following manner: (a) the checklist contained only 30 tasks; (b) the tasks were
presented in chronological order; (c) a background information section was included to identify
important mission variables; and (d) the task invr 'tory was repeatedly administered to all test
subjects, orice after each mission. Frequency of task performance, average time spent, group overlap,
and hierarchical grouping analyses were made. A longitudinal analysis of average time spent was also
performed. Data from other instruments developed as part of Project Combat Team relevant to the
circumstances in which the second-seat crewmembers handled the flight controls were also presented.
Several conclusions were drawn on the basis of these data: (a) reliable and valid aircrew performance
data can be gathered in the ,combat setting using a task inventory; (b) traditional task inventories can
be modified to provide measures of the effects of training differences on combat performance; (c)
pilot and navigator second-seaters apparently were similar in the performance of second-seat duties,
and their aeronautical rating had little effect on the performance of their aircraft commanders; and
(d) data from several types of instruments covering different aspects of job performance can be
integrated to provide data to management for use in operational mhnning decisions and evaluation of
training programs. (27 pp.)

82 Morsh, J.E., & Nall, R.W. Occupational survey of the helicopter mechanic career ladder 431X0.
AFHRL-TR-69-105(1, H), AD-689 180 and AD-689 181. Lackland AFB, TX: Personnel Research
Division, March 1969. Project 7734. NTIS. A job inventory covering four specialties and related
shredouts in the Helicopter Mechanic Career Ladder and consisting of 368 tasks grouped under 14
duty categories, was administered to 913 airmen in 13 major air commands. Incumbents of all skill
levels completed a background inforrna%on section and rated on a 7-point scale relative time spent on
tasks. The airmen also indicated on a 7-point scale amount of work experience on each task compared
with other tasks performed. Job dr-criptions are presented for 37 groups. Included are 10 DAFSC
groups, 6 job type clusters, 20 siL dficant job types identified by the automated job clustering
program, and the Helicopter Mechanic Career Ladder total sample. _

A group overlap matrix shows the similarity of groups in terms of time spent on tasks.
Summary tables indicate the percentage of members in each group who perform each task. Group
difference descriptions are given for selected groups. Distributions of background variables for the
total sample and for the DAFSC groups are also shown.

83 Garza, kT. Occupational survey of the radiology career ladder 903X0. AFHRL-TR-69-106,
AD-705 176. Lackland AFB, TX: Personnel Research Division, March 1969. Project 7734. NTIS. A
job inventory covering four specialties in the Radiology Career Ladder, and consisting of 369 tasks
grouped under 15 duty categories, was administered to 576 airmen in 16 major air commands.
Incumbents of all skill levels completed a background information section and the relative time spent
on tasks rated on a 7-point scale. The airmen also indicated on a 7-point scale the source of training
for each task performed. Job descriptions derived by electronic computer are presented for four
specialty groups, four job-type clusters, eleven significant job types, and for the total sample of the
Radiology Career Ladder. Narrative summaries are presented for the clusters and job types identified
by the automated job-clustering program.
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Two group overlap matrices show the similarity of groups in terms of time spent on tasks.
Summary tables indicate the percentage of members in each group who perform each task. Group
difference descriptions are given for selected groups. Distributions of background variables for the
total sample, four specialty groups, clusters and job types are also shown.

The considerable amount of homogeneity of the work performed by the members of the
Radiology Career Ladder would appear to minimize the traitting and assignment problems which
affect the more heterogeneous career ladders. All of the members in this ladder perform a large body
of common work activities; the differences are primarily those which are the result of specialized job
functions.

84 Pieper, W.J., Swezey, R.W., & Valverde, H.H. Learner-centered instruction (LCI): evaluation of
the LCL approach. AFFIRL-TR-70-1(VH), AD-713 111. Wright-Patterson AFB, OH: Training
Research Division, February 1970. Project 686F, Contract F33615-68-C-1692, Applied Science
Associates, Inc. NTIS. The evaluation of the Learner Centered Instruction (LCD approach to training
was conducted by comparing the LCI F-I I IA Weapons Control System Mechanic/Tecimician course
with the conventional Air Force course (ABR 32231R) for the same Air Force Specialty Code
(AFSC) 32231R on the following dimensions: (1) job performance of,course graduates, (2) man-hour
and dollar costs of the two courses, and (3) student acceptability and instructor problems for the LCI
course. Measures of job performance included a job performance test, an Air Force practical test, the
supervisors' ratings, and a substitute job knowledge test. The graduates were measured both at
end-of-course and again after five months in the field at field followup. The high aptitude LCI
trainees' job performan7was superior to the high aptitude conventional course trainees. Costs in
terms of man-houi-r-and dci-Irth for the LCI course were substantially lower than those for the
conventional course. The LCI course was about equally acceptable to the high and medium aptitude
trainees but some of the instructors had misgivings about the LCI approach. This report includes
implications of integrating LCI courses into the Air Force training environment. (147 pp.)

85 Koplyay, J.B. Extension of the weighted airman promotion system to grades E-8 and E-9.
AFHRL-TR-70-2, AD-703. 687. Lackland AFB, TX: Personnel Research Division, January 1970.
Project 6323. NTIS. The Weighted Airman Promotion System (WAPS), a system designed and
implemented for E-4 through E-7 promotions, was considered for application at the E-8 and E-9
levels. A sample of 1,388 cases was selected from among airmen eligible for promotion to E-8 in the
FY 1969 promotion cycle; four career fields in each of four selector aptitude areas were represented.
Weighted factors composite scores, including United Stiaes Air Fo'rce Supervisory Examination,
Time-in-Grade, Time-in-Service, Decoration, and Airman Performance Report scores, were computed
for all cases in the sample. These composite scores were computed both with and without a
Promotion Board score. The derived scores were then rank-ordered to determine the accuracy, with
which thecomposite scoreS predicted the actual promotion utcomes. Although there wag some
overlap between the predicted and actual promotions, the predictions were not precise enough to
encourage operational use of the system with the weights as established in the WAPS. In a series of
regression analyses, optimal weights were computed for the same factors. Again, however, the
predicted promotions did not correspond sufficiently with the actual promotions to demonstrate
feasibility of the system. Further, there was evidence that differential promotion policies were
operating in the promotion decisions across career fields. It was concluded, therefore, that a weighted
factors promotion system appropriate 'for use at the E-8 and E-9 levels must include as yet
unidentified variables and possibly different equations for various career fields. (12 pp.)

86 Grunzke, M.E., Guinn, N., & Stauffer, G.F.,CoMparative performance of new ability airmen.
AFHRL-TR-704, AD-705 575. Lackland AFB, TX: Personnel Research DiVision, January 1970.
Project 7719. NT1S. The military accessions program "Project 100,000," established in 1966, has as
one of its goals enlistment in the military service's of a yearly minimum of 100,000 men who have
previously been declared ineligible for military seti-vice because of failure to meet required mental or,
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in some cases, physical standards. This study was conducted to evaluate the progress of these marginal
ability personnel who enlisted in the United States Air Force. Data were collected on their
performance in training and during assignment to jobs throughout the Air Force. The anabisis
revealed that their adaptability to the Air Force and job performance was at a lower level than that
Of the control subjects. (21 pp.)

87 Valverde, H.H., & Roberts, R.E. A responder for use in programmed lectures. AFHRL-TR-70-5,
AD-708 504. Wright-Patterson AFB, OH: Training Research Division, May 1970. froject 1710. NTIS.
This report describes the student responder and presents information as to hosk the device may be
used to obtain student responses during programmed instruction lectures. In Air Force flying and
technical training programs, the device can be especially useful in lecture/slide presentations designed
to teach need-to-know information. Unlike any other responders, this device can be used in a dimly
lit or darkened classroom during slide presentation; when multiple-choice questions are projected on
the screen, the student responses are illuminated and thus can be seen clearly by the instructor. The
parts required to build the resporder are identified and the prices of the parts listed, and a
step-by-step procedure for constructing the device is presented. (12 pp.)

88 Potempa, K.W., Talcott, D.R., Loy, S.L., & Schwartz, N. Videotape as a tool for improving
human factors test and evaluation activities. AFHRL-TR-70-6, AD-708 505. Wright-Patterson AFB,
OH: Training Research Division, May 1970. Project 1124. NTIS. Analysis of the literature has
indicated that fairly unsophisticated methods are generally used to collect human factors test and
evaluation data in the field. The most commonly used methods being direct observation, interview,
and questionnaires. One technique which is being looked at to expand our capabilities is video tape
recordings. The use of this technique to collect data on both maintenance and aircrew performance
is being examined. The videotape equipment being used to study aircrew performance was custom
made in order to fit the unique requirements of flight environment. The utility of this system for
collecting human factors test data is currently being evaluated in the F-4E Category H test program at
Edwards AFB. The data obtained from the videotapes on pilot activity is being compared with that
obtained from pilot interviews ;11 terms of accuracy of information, kinds of information each
method is best suited to provide, and the number and kinds of human factors decisions which each
technique best facilitates. In addition, methods of integrating the use of both methods in field tests
are being studied. The TV equipment used in collecting maintenance data consisted of standard
commercial items but a number Uf packaging innovations were made to increase their portability.
This study, which also used the F-4E as a test bed, pointed up many of the advantages and limitations
of videotape as a data collection tool. (12 pp.)

89 Taylor, J.N., & Valentine, D.E. Graduate education of Air Force line officers. AFHRL-TR-70-7,
AD-707 510. Lackland AFB, TX: Personnel Research Division, January 1970. Project 6323. NTIS.
This study was undertaken to provide a quantitative description of the graduate degree holders,
within the Air Force line officer force. Line officers holding graduate degrees who were,on active
duty between 1961 and 1968 comprised the research population. The basic data souree was the
Uniform Officer Record and the UOR Reformat, a historical reseNaXh file maintained by the
Per.;onnel Research Division. Records of officers on active duty as of 30 J.'e 1968 were examined to
determine how and when they obtained their_degrees and the academic specialties and degree levels
involved. The population was also examined at different points in time during the period 1961
through 1967 to determine distributions and growth rates among the various duty occupational
groups. Retention rates for line officers with graduate degrees were obtained and compared with
retention rates for all line officers durfrig the period 1961 through 1967. Information reflecting the

.nk of the graduate degree holders in t:te line officer force for the years 1961 and
derl. (21 pp.)
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90, Askren, W.B., & Valentine, R.L Value of job experience to teaching effectiveness of technical
training instructors. AFHRL-TR-70-8, AD-709 876. Wright-Patterson AFB, OH: Training Research
Division, June 1970. Project 1710. NTIS. Air Force Technical training instructors with and without
field job experience were compared regarding teaching effectiveness. Effectiveness was measured by
student grades, student written critiques, and supervisor ratings. Results indicate no significant
difference between instructors on student overall course grades and critiques. However, an interaction
effect exists between tyr, of instructor and phase of course. Supervisors rate job-experienced
instructors higher. (14 pp.)

91 Shore, C.W., Curran, C.R., Ratliff, R.G., & Chiorini, J.R. Proficiency differences of pilot and
navigator F-4 second-seat crewmembers: a Southeast Asia evaluation. AFHRL-TR-70-9, AD-709 728.
Lackland AFB, TX: Personnel Research Division, April 1970. Project 6323.. NTIS.. A profidency
rating form was administered to F-4 crewmembers following each of a series of combat missions. The
rating form was one of several data collection instruments developed as part of Project CombatTearn
to gather behavioral data designed to relate the differences in the training of pilots and navigators to
operational performance. The rating categories were designed to measure 'proficiency in ten
second-seater functions and three general characteristics related to second-seater proficiency. Using an
11-point rating scale, aircraft commanders compared their second-seat crewMenilier with
second-seaters of equal combat experience. Differences between pilot and navigator second-seaters on
each ratine category were tested by a multiple linear regression analysis. Data from other initruments
relevant to evaluation of mission success were also presented. Several conclusions Were drawn on the
basis of these data: (a) It is possible to obtain reliable, valid proficiency data in a combat
environment. (b) Proficiency ratings can be used to measure the Performance differences botween
two groups in an operational setting. (c) By the 30th mission neither group of second-seaters
demonstrated a general superiority in performance over the other. (Differences between pilots and
navigators early in their combat experience were sharply reduced, by Mission segment 26 to 30,
except in performance of the-task Understanding Radio Communications.) The early proficiency
differences between pilot and navigator second-seaters appeared to be aunction of training
differences. Therefore, it may be possible to reduce or eliminate these 'tlifferences through
modifications in crew training programs. (e) During the first 30 combat missions, pilots flew on more
missions rated as completely successful than did navigators. Although the differences`were small, they
were statistically significant. (19 pp.)

92 Hoggatt, R.S., & Hazel, J.T. Reliability of individual versus group job pay\ ratings.
AFHRL-TR-70-10, AD-708 724. Lackland AFB, TX: Personnel Research Division, May 1970:project
7734. NTIS. This study investigated two apprOac.hes for obtaining job ratings in order to deteirpine
which procedure provided the most stable ratings, given a constant number of raters. Specifically;it
compared reliability estimates determined by averaging across individually obtained job ratings and\
reliability estimates based on consensus ratings from interacting panels. To investigate reliability of
job *ratings obtained from individuals and from groups or panels of raters, 450 basic airmen rated 100
brief job descriptions under three conditions; (a) individually, (b) in a 3-man panel, and (c) in a 5-man
panel. Analyses revealed that estimates of mean reliability were larger for individually obtained
ratings than for 3-man or 5-man panel ratings. There was also a trend !Cc mean rating time to increase
with an increase in panel size. Present findings tend to support the procedure of ayeraging across
individual ratings, rather than the use of ratings from panels, in order to obtain more stable ,esults. In
terms of reliability, time required, and number of raters, the individual approach appears more
economical and efficient than the board or panel procedure. (18 pp.)

93 Phalen, W.J. Occupational survey of the data systems career field (68)0X0). AFHRL-TR-70-11,
AD-706 112. Lackland AFB, TX: Personnel Research Division, May 1970. Project 7734. NTIS. A job
inventory covering IS specialties in the Data Systems career field, and consisting of 511 tasks grouped
under .14 duty categories, was administered to 4865 airmen in 19 major air commands, from which
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4762 usable cases were obtained. A subsample of 1622 cases was selected for processing by the
automated job clustering program, and an additional 229 cases from the Data Services (681X0) career
ladder were added- to this subsample and the automated job clustering reperformed. Incumbents of all
skill levels completed a background information section and rated on a 7-point scale relative time
spcnt on tasks. The airmen also indicated on a 7-point scale how they received their training in the
tasks performe4. Job descriptions are presented for 20 "special" groups selected according to
background information variables. Included are the DAFSC and total sample groups for each career

ladder. Duty and task descriptions are presented for the total Data Systems (68XX0) subsamplZ of
1622 cases, for 7 major job-type clusters, for 9 job-type subclusters, and for 58 significant job types
identified by the automated job clustering program.

A group overlap matrix shows the similarity of groups in terms of time spent on tasks. Group
summary tables indicate the percentage of members in each group who perform each task. Group
difference descriptions are given for various pairs of DAFSC groups. Distributions of background
variables for the total subsample of 1622 cases, the 7 major job-type clusters, and the 9 job-type
subclusters are also. shown. Also included are distributions of background variables for the 15
specialty groups and the total group surveyed (N = 4762). Reponses to items in the background
information section are presented for every case in the survey. The complete inventory of duties and
tasks used in the survey is also included.'

94 Rigor, P.D. Analysis of data density and storage requirements for high resolution radar
simulation system design. AFIIRL-TR-70-12. AD-711 385. Wright-Patterson AFB, OH: Training
Research Division, June 1970. Project 6114, Contract F33615-69-C-1363, Technology Incorporated.
NTIS. The stat4the-art was sampled to determine whether modern, commercially available
computers with mass data storage units offered the potential for simulation of the performance of
high-resolution radar systems. This effort was primarily concerned with the data storage for urban
areas since such areas would place the severest burden upon the digital storage and computation,
system. Selected area's of New York City and San Francisco were analyzed front aerial photographs,
and 74,000 dimensional readings were taken to form the basis for the conclusions given in this report.
The analysis of results based upon extrapolations indicated the feasibility of system simulation from
the standpoint of data storage and access time of modern computers. (131 pp.)

95 Valverde; H.H. Innovations in Air Force technical and flying training. AFHRL-TR-70-13.
AD-707 51.1. Wright-Patterson AFB, OH: training Research Division, June 1970. Project 1710. NT1S.
Two inno-vations in technical and flying training are described. The first is an application of the

systems approach to electronics maintenance training. The systems approach resulted in a

fourteen-week course. The conventional course required twenty-four weeks. Graduates of the two
courses were compared on various criteria. The systems approach seems to produce a graduate who is
better able to perform the operational job; however,,they are less proficient on standardized tests of
electronics proficiency. The second effort pertains to the development and evaluation of audio/video
recordings in undergraduate pilot training. Equipment mounted in the aircraft produced audio/video
recordings that were of substantial help to the students when viewed after flight. (28 pp.)

96 Huff, ICH., & Smith, E.A. Reliability, baseline data, and instructions for the automated
readability index. AFHRL-TR-70-14, AD-729 .209, Lowry AFB, CO: Technical Training Division,
October 1970. Project 1121. NT1S. The present study was designed to compare the-reliability of the
Fog Count with that of the Automated Readability Index (ARI), to establish baseline ARI data on
Career Development Courses (CDCs), and to provide a set of general instructions for the use of the
ARI. Thirty college students were used to collect the Fog Count reliability data. They tabulated a
Fog- Count for one CDC and returned two weeks later to retabulate the same material to establish
test-retest reliability. For the ARI, a typist was employed to tabulate the reliability data and baseline
indices on 20 CDCs. A second typist provided data for computation of test-retest reliability for the
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AR1, both between and within typists. The results indicated that the Fog Count was very unreliable;
coefficients ranged from .49 to .56. Reliability coefficients for the ARI, on the other hand, ranged
from .98 to .99+. It was concluded that the ARI offers an extremely reliable and precise tool for
establishing the readability of materials. Another advantage of the ARI is reflected in its ease and
rapidity of data collection. Baseline AR1 scores are reported for 20 CDCs. An appendix containing
general instruction for use of the ARI is also included. (9 pp.)

97 Guinn, N., Tupes, E.C., & Alley, W.E. Demographic differences in aptitude test performance.
AFHRL-TR-70-15; AD-710 618. Lack land AFB, TX: Personnel Research Division, May 1970. Project
7719. NTIS. The joint and independent relationships between aptitude test performance and certain
demographic-cultural variables were investigated as well as the relationship between these variables
and the aptitude test factor content. Five test batteries were administered to groups of approximately
1,900 subjects each. Multiple linear regression analyses indicated that there were significant
interaction effects for six of the selected tests. The relationship between the cultural variables
combined and each aptitude test was significant for all tests. Significant net relationships of race,
educational level, and geographical area were fdund with a majority of tests although wide differences
were found among aptitude tests in their sensitivity to demographic-cultural influences. With regard
to factor content, race appeared to be related to tests in most factor areas, with its highest
relationship in the mechanical area. Education had the highest relationships with verbal, numerical,
and reasoning factors and the lowest relationships with the mechanical area. No discernible trend with
regard to factor content was noted for geographical area. (23 pp.)

98 Sellman, W.S. Effectiveness of experimental training materials 'for low ability airmen.
AFHRL-TR-70-16, AD-717 712. Lowry AFB, CO: Technical Training Division, June 1970. Project
1121. NTIS. The present study was designed to determine if modifying career development course
(CDC) format throught the simplification of the written materials, the inclusion of more illustrations,
and the addition of audio supplementation could improve the CDC as a training device designedto.
teach basic job information, especially to airmen possessing minimum verbal skills. High, middle, and
low aptitude personnel studied three versions of the CDC for the 57130, Fire Protection, career
ladder. In brief, the versions included a conventional CDC, a less verbal CDC with more Oictorial
materials, and a less verbal CDC with more pictorial materials accompanied by a tape recording of
information complementary to that contained in the written text of the CDC. Data were collected on
learning performance, reading speeds, and attitudes toward the CDCs. The analyses revealed that
the modified CDC with the audio supplementation produced significantly increased learning scores.
High and middle aptitude groups consistently outperformed the low aptitude groups across all CDCs.
(19 PP.)

99 Burkett, J.R., & Huff, K.H. Survey of Vietnamese air technical training in United States Air
Force technical schools. AFHRL-TR-70-17, AD-883 296. Lowry AFB, CO: Technical Training
Division, June 1970. Project 1121. DDC. The major objective of this study was to provide an
overview of current practices and problems in training Vietnamese Air Force peisonnel in a variety of
technical specialties. Observation of VNAF dames and interviews with VNAF students and their
USAF instructors were conducted at four CONUS Air Training Command technical training centers.
It was found that demonstration-performance instruction coupled with "hands-on" practice training
aids were most effective with VNAF students. Willingness to ask and respond to questions in class was
dependent upon hdi'v,well the students knew their instructor and their facility with the English
language. English comprehension, especially in understanding technical terms, was found to be a
significant and widespread problem. Study discussion groups outside of class among the students were
foiind to be important and effective in anchoring concepts presented in class. Implications and
recommendations for further research and development inalude the conduct of followup studies of
in-country VNAF technical training, development and evaluation of specially adapted methods of
instruction for use with VNAF trainees, and application of peer instruction techniques to VNAF
technical training on an experimental basis. (18 pp.)
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100 Tupes, E.C., & Madden, H.L. The 1969 updating of the data file for the AFROTC management
control system. AFHRL-TR-70-18, AD-709 729. Lackl d AFB, TX: Personnel Research Division,
June 1970. Project 7719. NT1S. This report describes the background and rationale of an AFROTC
Management Control System and the expansion and updating through 1969 of the data base upon
which a system must depend. A detailed list and description of 40 detachment effectiveness criteria is
presented, with distribution data for 25 criterion variables. Effectiveness criterion scores for selected
detachrnents are described, as are quality control tables developed to indicate the relative

effectiveness of each detachment on each criterion. Also described is an effectiveness criterion
prediction which makes available predicted scores for more "an 800 colleges not presently in the
AFROTC program. Examples are shown to demonstrate the US efulness of the system in the
pre-evaluation of management decisions. (19 pp.)

101 Smith, E.A., & Caudill, P.P. Selection of rear projection screens for learning carrels.
AFHRL-TR-70-19, AD-717 713. Lowry AFB, CO: Technical Training Division, June 1970. Project
1121. NT1S. The selection of a rear projection screen for a learning carrel should take into account
the viewing angle involved. In some carrels, the screens are utilized primarily to present information.
In such cases, the viewer can be seated directly in front of the screen, i.e.; cin the normal axis. In cases
where the screen will be:viewed only from a very'restricted range, a highly directional screen may be
employed. Since such a sdreen disperses light only to a small area (restricted exit pupil), the light is
highly concentrated. A relatively small output is required. This condition is usually favordble in terms
of operational economics, reliability, heat generation, noise level, and maintainability. In a very real
sense, the level of illumination is controlled by the position of the viewer; he moves to obtain the best
image. In other carrels, the learning situation requires that the viewer be mobile, that he move from
place to place to perform tasks or complete activities. In such cases, it cannot be-assumed that the
student will view the screen from the most advantageous position in terms of the image; rather, the
position will be dictated by the teaming task. To fadlitate the matching of a requirement with a
screen, 21 commercially available screens were evaluated using a goniophotometer. These data are
presented in normalized fashion, allowing the user to compare screens in terms of distribution of
light. Relative normal axis readings are also presented, as are the 50 percent and 25 percent angles,
i.e., the angles at which light falls off to 50 percent and 25 percent. The 25 percent angle is probably
the maximum usable for good viewing. (26 pp.)

102 Meister, D., Finley, D.L., & Thompson, E.A. Relationship between system design, technician
training and maintenance job perforinance on two autopilot subsystems. AFHRL-TR-70-20, AD-739
591. Might-Patterson AFB, OH: Advanced Systems Division, September 1971. Project 1124,
Contract F33615-69-C-1320, Bunker-Ramo Corp. NT1S. The purpose of the study was to investigate
the relationship between system design and training variables and performance of technicians. Over a
five month period technicians at two SAC bases were observed in troubleshooting the MG-1 and
A42G autopilots. Following each maintenance incident the technician was interviewed. At the
conclusion of the study maintenance supervisors ranked and rated all technicians in terms of skill
level. Data collectors also rated the major design characteristics of the equipments maintained. These
ratings were correlated with indices of technician performance and subjected to multiple regression
analysis. Those factors contributing a significant amount to performance were extracted. A subjective
report test battery was also developed to- determine whether sub.;..cts could predict their own
performarice. Four general factors were found to be primarily responsible for maintenance
performance: (1) accessibility to and within the- equipment; (2) diagnostic information supplied by
prime and test equipment, T.O.'s and checklists; (3) equipment structure; (4) general technician
capability for handling test equipment. A residual experience Cactor was relatively unimportant. (157

pp-)

103 Miller, R.E. Develop. :nt and standardization of the Air Force Officer Qualifying Test Form K.
AFHRL-TR-70-21, AD-710 602. Lackland AFB, TX: Petsonnel Research Division, June 1970.
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Project 7717. NTIS. In accordance with the normal biennial replacement cycle, a new form of the Air
Force Officer Qualifying Test (AFOQT) was constructed atid standardized for implementation in
Fiscal Year 1970. This form is designated Form K. It closely resembles its predecesor in type .of
content, organization, and norming strategy. It yields Pilot, Navigator-Technical, Ot tker Quality,
Verbal, and Quantitative compwire scores. Standardization involved utilization of the Project
TALENT battery in a way which permits relating AFOOT scores to performance of Air Force
Academy candidates and 12th grade males in the original Project TALENT national survey, AFOOT
Form K extends the practice initiated with AFOOT-68 by which conversion tables are adjusted for
the effects of formal education on raw scores. The Form K scoring manual contains three sets of
conversion tables corresponding to less than two years of college, two or more years but not
gaduation, and graduation from college at the time of testing. Corrections were made in the
adjUstment of the Pilot compote for educational.effects on the basis of operational experience with
AFOQT-68 . which showed that the adjustment was eicessive. A revision of the AFOQ7' Manual for
Interpretation was prepared for publication simultaneously with AFOOT Form K. This manual
contains AFOOT information which is no:, peculiar to any one form. The revision includes a more
extensive summary of technical data thay .previous editions and offers a .brief explanation of each
technical concept introduced. (9 rp.)

104 Horner, W.R., Radinsky,' T.L., .& Fitzpatrick. R. The development, test, and evaluation of
three pilot performance reference scales. AFFIRL-TR-70-22,AD-727 024. Williams AFB, AZ: Flying
Training Division, August 1970; Project 1710. Contract F33615 -69-C-1366, American Institutes for
Research. NTIS. This report describes the rest.lts of a study io develop pilot performance reference
scales based upon audio-video recording of in-flight performance of students undergoing T-37
undergraduate pilot training. The study included scale development as well as the test and evaluation
of each scale. All the maneuvers contained on the in.flight recordings were analyzed, and constituent
performance elements'observable on the video replay were ident,fied. Three maneuvers, Final Turn to
Landing, Vertical S "A," and Lazy Fghr, were selected for fik: final scaling effort. Ten performance
elements each were identified for the Lazy Eight and Ve :teal S "A" maneuvers, and twelve elements
for the Final Turn to Landing. A performance reference scale was developed for each maneuver. Each
scale consisted of a series of subscales for rating performance, on each of the elements of the
maneuver and an additional suos.ale f, rating the overall performance of the maneuver. Although
some elements were common to more than one maneuver, the rating scales for these elements were
tailored in each case to the maneuver involved. Each subscale consisted of a ten-point rating line (a
row of ten boxes) representing the full range of performance from "unsatisfactory" to "excellent"
and, beneath, four graded verbalizations describing different levels of performance. No verbalizations
were presented, however, with the subscale used for rating overall performance. Final versions of the
scales were subjected to a test and evaluation through their utilization by experienced instructor
pilots. These pilots assigned levels of performance based upon what they observed on video replays of.,
selected maneuver. examples. The results showed the overall reliability of scales for,.the, Ake- \ :-
maneuvers was high but that the majority of the individual element scales were of a relativ'ely
medium degree of reliability. The results are believed to justify more in-depth analysis of the data and
continued development efforts to refine and increase the scope of scale application. (62 pp.)

105 Coyle, H.S., Jr., & Gonnan, C.D. The utility of OER word pictures as discriminators.
AFHRL-TR-70-23, AD-713 608. Lackland AFB, TX: Personnel Research Division, JulY 1970. Project
7719. NTIS. Over the past se.veral years the inflationary trend of Air Force Officer Effectiveness
Reports has reached problematical proportions. The oVerall numerical ratings assigned to evaluate
performance have become increasingly ineffective criteria for discriminating individual performance
for promotion an special assignment purposes. The main goal of this study was to see if the -word
picture portion of the Officer Effectiveness Report can be used to discriminate performance. From a
sample of 200 First Lieutenant effectiveness reports, fouteimparable sets of ten reports were.
created. Rank order criteria were established on each set by four groups of five judges, an experienced
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ro's-

with the rating vstem. After establishing an actual rank order within each set of ten ratings, the word

descriptions alone were given to four groups of ten judges for rank ordering. Within each set of word

pictures. average Spearman-rho correlations were computed for each group of ten judges to assess

interjudge reliability. Rank order statistics were also computed for differing numbers of judges from

the ten from each group to assess whether optimum reliability would occur with fewer than ten

judges. FinaHy, a composite rank order for each set was computed by averaging the rankings across
each word picture. The composite rank ordet!. were correlated with the actual criteria ordering.

Results indicated that the rank order correlations across each set of word pictures were bdow

statistical significance. No improvement in interjudge rehability was found with any random
combination of fewer than ten judges. The composite orders did not correlate significantly with the
actual rank mders. A displacement effect was noted, in that individuals who had received high
numerical ratings tended to be ranked lower by judges than they actually ranked. The question is
raised as to whether word descriptions can be used as performance discriminators. (8 pp.)

106 Walker, G.S., & Gardner, E.M. Application of computers in educational and training systems: a
survey of computer-assisted instructional centers. AFFIRL-TR-70-24, AD-729 210. Lowry AFB, CO:

Technical Training Division, .December 1970. Project 1121. NTIS. This paper presents an overview of

representative centers active in the research. ..clopment, and application of the computer in
education and training. Field visits were made to military and civilian agencies in order to obtain a
cross-section of various types of applications and research projects. The information presented is
based on the field visits and the most recent reports available on the activities of the various centers.
Computer terminals used in computepaseisted instruction are discussed, and computer-controlled
audio pry.,:ot itiort is described. Programming languages which have been used in computer-assisted
instruction are ettl.:gorized, and a typical language from each category is examined. (21 pp.)

107 Klamm, R.L., Jacobs, D., & Clark, H.J. Training potential of inflight audio/visual recording
equipment for the F-4E aircraft. AFIIRL-TR-70-25, AD-720 245. Wright-Patterson AFB, OH:
Advanced Systents Division, December 1970. Project IL1R, Contract F33615-69-C-1816, Conductron

'Corporation. NT1S. This report presents a detailed description of an Audio/Video Recording System
developed to study the feasibility and training potential of in flight video recordings through the
gunsight and of the instrument panel of an F-4E aircraft. The purpose of the study was to assess the
value of the system as an aid' in air-to-air and air-to-ground gunnery training. Flight tests were
conducted in an F-4E aircraft at Nel lis APB, during which air-to-air and air-to-ground weapon
delivery missions were recorded. Results. of the tests proved the value of audio/video recording for
training and mission evaluation, but indicated a requirement for a higher resolution video system.
Additional advantages and limitations of the equipment and the tape recordings obtained are
described, and it is recommended that additional tests he made with equipment capable of producing
!Uglier resolution video tapes. (34 pp.)

108 Valentine, L.D., Jr., & Vito la, B.M. Comparison of self-motivated Air Force enlistees with
draft-motivated enlisteo. AFI1RL-TR-70-26, AD-713 638. Lack land AFB, TX: PersOnnel Research

Division, July 1970. Project 7719. NTIS. Slitce World War II, the Air Force has relied upon voluntary
enlistments to maintain its force itructure. llowever, it is recognized that ma.ly ahmen are motivated
to enlist by the jr; ospect of being drafted for the Army. As the services move toward an all-volunteer
force, it is important to understand the impact of' such a move on the characteristics of Air Force
input. With this objective, two groups of basic trainees were defined in terms of their draft

?,/vulnerability at the Hine of enlist ment and their stated attitude toward enlistment i the.absence of a

draft. These gron-ls, identified as self-motivated and draft-motivated enlistees, w.re compared on a
number 1)( .1r.10.. :ions. From comparative data derived from the subjects' responses to a biographical

survey an ' ri attitude survey, statistically significant differences were found between the two gronps.

Compak .itO tlw drift-motivated enlistees. the selfmotivated enlistees were less well educated,
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came from a lower socio-economic background, and performed less adequately on ability tests. They
were generally attracted to service by the opportunity to learn a trade and were not firmly committed
to a military career at time of initial entry to service. The data also suggested that military service can
be made more attractive to draft-motivated enlistees by structuring the personnel system to allow the
individual more control over his fate. (18 pp.)

109 Thomas, J.M. Retention of scientists and engineers in the Air Force: a modified model for
ititerpreting correlates of career intent. AFHRL-TR-70-27, AD-714 550. Lack land AFB, TX:
personnel Research Division, June 1970. Project 7719. NTIS. The primary purposelof this research
.sas to identify factors related to career intentions of Scientists and Engineers in thc Air Force. A
secondary purpose was to examine the assumptions underlying general organizational retention
research for relevance to Air Force retention studies. A literature review was conducted and a
theoretical discussion of the typical assumptions in retention research was presented. Several of these
assumptions were shown to be questionably applicable to Air Force retention research. A survey of
Scientists and Engineers in the Air Force was then analyzed and interpreted using a modified model
based on the theoretical discussion. Results of the survey suggested that career-oriented Scientists and
Engineers may have a different need structure than their non-career-oriented counterparts. Needs for
managing and applied research seemed to characterize the career-oriented Scientist, while needs for
pure research and scientific achievement seemed to characterize the non-career-oriented Scientist.
Career-oriented officers were generally more optimistic about satisfying important needs while in the
Air Force, and they preferred a professional-officer identity to a professional-Scientist identity.
Modest correlations between various aspects of active duty experience and career intent suggest that
pre-commissioning attitudes, particularly their sources and relative impact on career decisions, should
bc investigated further. Career-oriented Scientists and Engineers may start out career-oriented and
their active duty experiences simply sustain that orientation. Likewise, the non-career-oriented
Scientists and Engineers may simply perceive active duty experiences as supporting their initial
attitudes regarding a rMlitary career. This leaves only the initially undecided group to be significantly
influenced by the quality of their active duty experiences. (29 pp.)

110 Mullins, CJ., Massey, l.It, & Riedcrich, LD. Why airmen enlist. AFHRL-TR-70-29, AD-714
551. Lackland AFB, TX: Personnel Research Division, August 1970. Project 7719. NT1S. The Air
Force Questionnaire was administered to 41,098 newly enlisted airmen. One-way distributions were
made of all responses, and then two-way distributional relationships were computed between reasons
for enlistment and other selected variables. Educational opportunity was the reason most frequently
given for Air Force enlistment, followed by wide choice of assignments and then opportunity to
travel. Reasons for enlistment appear to be associated with various other variables, such as indications
of the subject's attitude toward enlistment in the absence of a draft, his career intentions, his previous
work experienar, his race, his educational level, and his mental ability category. (32 pp.)

111 Wood, M.E. Continuously adaptive vs discrete changes of task difficulty in the training of a
complex perceptual-motor task. AFHRL-TR-70-30, AD-723 311. William AFB, AZ: Flying Training
Division, August 1970. Project. 1710. NT1S. The purpose of this effort wa.s to determine the benefits
to he derived from the adaptive training technique of automatically adjusting task difficulty as a
function of a student skill during early learning of a complex perceptual motor task.

A digital computer provided the task dynamics, scoring, and adaptive control of a second-order,
two-axis, compensatory tracking task. Two adaptive training methods were compared: (I)
Continuous automatic adjustment of task difficulty during acquisition; and (2) A schedule of
increasing levels of fixed difficulty during acquisition (raining. Comparisons were made between
groups on the basis of criterion task performance during and after acquisition training.

Results indicate that acquisition practim under increasing 'levels of fixed difficulty is
significantly superior to practice under conditions of continuous adjustment of task difficulty. (22
PIO
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112 Wood, M.E. Improved crew member training through a new philosophy toward training.
AFHRUTR-70-31, AD-723 313. Williams AFB, AZ: Flying Training Division, August 1970. Project
1123. NTIS. New emphasis on the total learning process is bringing about significant changes in both
the educational and training communities. The process-oriented, systems approach to training
integrates behavioral objectives, media, and instructors in such a way that increased training
effectiveness is realized through, a greater ability to deal with the learning requirements of the
individual student. Based on current United States Air Force efforts to employ and evaluate this
general approach to training, new efficiendes in instruction are indicated. This system will provide a
basis for defining the characteristics of future UPT multi-media systems. The basic principles inherent
in the new-look in training appear to be generally applicable to all phases of crew-member training.

(9 PP.)

113 Fowler, Vi., & leich, S.M. Wide-angle rotating-mirror scan system for use in laser display
system. AFHRUTR-70-32, AD-721 449. Wright-Patteison AFB, OH: Advanced Systems Division,
November 1970. Project ILIR, Contract F33615-69-C-1855, General Telephone and Electronics
Laboratories, Inc. NTIS. This program covers the design development and fabrication of a wide-angle
rotating mirror scanner for use in laser display systems. A hysteresis synchronous motor designed for
operation at 300,000 rpm and employing gas bearings was fabricated and tested. Operation to
240,000 rpm was achieved with ball bearings, while limited success was obtained with gas bearings.
In addition, hydrostatic gas-film-lubricated beafings made from copper impregnated tungsten were
fabricated and tested, (59 pp.)

114 Wood, M.E., & Hagin, W.V. Airborne audio-video recording design consideratioas.
AFHRLIR-70-33, AD-727 025. Williams AFB, AZ: Flying Training Division, November 1970.
Project 1123. N11S. A brief summary of recent airbome audio-video recording research is presented.
Based on this research, and recent Air Training Command requirements for an operational airborne
audio-video recording system, discussion is presented which considers the several design goals which
are involved in the design of any airborne audio-video recording system. Further, an engineering
development philosophy is provided which weights current requirements against various aspects of
the state of the art in audio-video technology. (11 pp.)

115 Wood, M.E. Singk-concept films in the training of flight skills. AFHRL-TR-70-34, AD-728 685.
Williams AFB, AZ: Flying Training Division, November 1970. Project 1710. NTIS. A study was
conducted in cooperation with the 3646th Pilot Training Wing, Laughlin Air Force Base, Texas to
determine the effectiveness of single-concept films in the training of T-37 landing maneuvers. Film
study significantly reduced the amount of air thm required to reach or exceed the levels of
proficiency demonstrated by baseline students in normal landing practice. The study also provided
insights into the production of in-flight flints and their subsequent use as cartridge-loaded,
single-concept film materials. (31 pp.)

116 Guinn, N., Tupes, E.C., & Alley, W.E. Cultural subgroup differences in the relationships
between Air Force aptitude compmites and training criteria. AFIIRL-TR-70-35, AD-7I5 922.
Lathland AFB, TX: Personnel Research Division, September 1970. Project 7719. NTIS. This study
was designed to explore the relationship between aptitude index composite and final school grade in
technical training for various cultural subgroups based on race, educational level, and geographical
area of enlistment. Regressions of final school grade on aptitude index were compared for the
different subgroups in ten samples of teclufical school graduates. Results indicated that where the
relationship between, aptitude score and performance in technical training differed for the various
subgroups, the perfOrmance of Negroes and high school non-graduates was overestimated. No
consistent trend in prediction error was noted for the various areas of enlistment across all technical
schools. Ilowever, there was a general tendency for the final school grade for personnel from the
North-Northeast area to be ovcrpredicted while those from the Far West-Pacific Coast area tended to
be undc rpredict ed. ( I 7 pp.)
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117 Mullins, C.J., & Usdin, E. Estimation of validity in the absence of a criterion.
AFHRL-TR-70-36, AD-716 809. Lack land AFB, TX: Personnel Research Division, October 1970.
Project 7717, Contract F41609-69-C-0041, Southwestern Computing Service, Inc. NTIS. In a

training situation, standard procedures to predict performance entail a long delay between the request
for a prediction instrument and its delivery. In this study, Methods were developed for constructing
prediction instruments at the time of request, rather than requiring the neassary time elapse for
maturation of criterion data. The prediction systems developed by these methods were about as
effective as instruments developed by the classical methods. The synthetic methods utilized estimates
of performance niade by experts in the training area as substitutes for actual performance. These
methods, therefore, can be used before a course has even been given for the first time. (23 pp.)

118 Federico, P.A. Development of psychometric measurec of student attitudes toward technical
training: reliability and factorial validity. AFHRL-TR-70-37, AD-723 314. Lowry AFB, CO:
Technical Training Division, November F f'roject 1121. NTS. This reported investigation is the
Phase I effort of a task which undertakes hi develop a new student critique form for Air Training
Cminnand (ATC). Specifically, it deals with the identification of valid and reliable psychometric
measures of student attitudes toward Air Force technicaltraUjing. Two critique form prototypes were
developed using a Likert-type and a Guttman-type configuration. These were administered in a

counterbalanced order to samples of officers, NCO, and airmen enrolled in an ATC technical school.
Multiple-factor analyses and multiple discriminant function analyses were performed for the scored
responses of the subjects to these critique forms. Test-retest reliability and factorial arid
discriminative validities were established for each of the prototypes. On the basis of the statistical
analyses of the two forms, the Likert configuration Was recommended for further development. Eight
Likert factors, or unidimensional scales, were defined: Instructor Competence, Training Management,
Specialty Training, Training Impressions, Training Facilities, Repetitious Instruction, Intelligible
Media, and Textbook Utility. Because of demonstrated differences between rater groups, it was also
recommended that group-specific forins be developed. (52 pp.)

119 Goebel, R.A., Williarmon, R.L, & Baum, D.R. Effects of "real world" radio chatter on
mid-phase instrument ground trainer proficiency: a pilot study. AFHRL-TR-70-38, AD.727 054.
Williams AFB, AZ: Flying Training Division, November 1970, Project 1123..NT1S. Under a
hackground condition of either. recorded radio chatter or no radio chatter, thc individual
performances of two) nights oPmid-phase instrument student pilots were measured during a simulated
instrument crosscountly mission in the T-38 ground trainer. Operational constraints prevented the
exercise of optimal experimental controls, thereby precluding definitive conclusions concerning the
effects of radio chatter on perfininance. Nevertheless, the str,ly established certain methodological
guidelines for future research. Additionally, analysis of Ilu comincnts of those students receiving
iadio chatter revealed that the vast inajority reacted favorably and cilihMiastically to th-2 chatter
hecause it IlordL!d die mission a high degree of realism. (8 pp.)

120 Gragg, D.B. Identification of logistics officer job type roups. AFIIRL-TR-70-39, MY718 952.
[Ackland AFB, TX: Personnel Division, October 1970. Project 7%34. NT1S. A job inventory covering
the logistics Utilitatimi Field, and consisting,61 307 tasks cLssified tinder nine duty categories was
administered to an analysis iniphc of 613 officers in 20 major commands, aml in six grades froni
colonel to second lieutenant. These incumbents completed a background information section, and, on
a sr ven.point scale ol [dative values, rated each task performed as a part of their job. In spite of the
fact that the utilitation field has only two specialties, logistics Staff Officer (661() and Logistics
Officei (66241, the work is heterogene)us in [CHM liercemagc of job which individual officers
devote to common tasks. This heterogeneity is indicated by the average overlap ohmly 15 percent In

the effort expended by imlividuak within the total sample. In addition to the data usually mil!.
ill identilying gib type r,,roupi.. two other sources ot information were used: the current duty r
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the incumbents, extracted from the Uniform Officer Record files; and the percentage of the job
devoted to task categories, generated by reclacsifying the tasks according to kind of work rather than
'according to action taken, as in the case of duties appearing in the inventory. A total of 61 job type
groups were identified by analysis of data from an automated program of job clustering based on
overlap of effort expended on tasks by individual members. These 61 groups comprise 48 job types
and the 8 Clusters and 5 subelusters formed by similar job types grouped into larger aggregates. Of the
613 officer jobs surveyed, 129, or 21 percent, did not fall into any of the 61 groups. The low
homogeneity of individual jobs is compared with the considerable degree of overlap of group averages
of effort expended on common tasks. The iwo additional sourcts of information, the current duty
titles of the UOR and the recalego.ization of taski by kind of work performed, are suggested for use
in officer analyses. It is also suggested that task categorivation by kind of work may be used during
inventory construction to .nsure adequate work coverage and to aid in writing more specific task
statements. It is hypothesLed that greater .ask specificity will enhance the identification of officer
job type groups. (24 pp.)

121 Reid, G.B., Hagin, W.V., & Coats. 1!.11. Assessment of two methods of sequencing ground
trainer practice for undergraduate pilot training. AFHRL-TR-70-40, AD-728 687. Williams AFB, AZ:
Flying Training Division, December 1970. Project 1123. NT1S. This study was an operational
evaluation of two methods of instruction sequencing for the T-38 phase of Undergraduate Pilot
.Training. Scheduling of concentrated trainer phases prior to aircraft flight improved student
performance for early aircraft rides aS compared with an intermixed trainer and aircraft schedule.
Although grade differences washed out prior to graduation, the students who trained under the block
schedule completed training in 38 fewer aircraft flights than the students who trained under the
intermixed schedule. (8 pp.)

122 Mullins, C.J., & Massey, 1.11. Why young men apply for Air Force commissions.
AFFIRL-TR-70-41, AD-718 953. Lackland AFB, TX: Personnel Division, Novembcr 1970. Project
7719. NTIS. The Air Force Questionnaire was administered to 3,141 Officer Training School trainees.
One-way distrihutions were made of all responses, and then two-way distributions were made of
reasons for joining ahd other selected variables. Educational opportunities was the reason most
frequently given for joining the Air Force; being treated with respect and working with a nice group
of people were the next most frequently chosen reasons. Reasons fofjoining appear to be associated
with certain other variables, such as attitude toward military service in the absence of a draft, attitude
toward military service as a career, and geographic area of enlistment. (33 pp.)

123 Mead, D.F. Doielopment of an equation for evaluating job difficulty. AFIIRL-TR-70-42,
AD-720 253. Laddand AFB, TX: Personnel Division, November 1970. Project 7734. NT1S. Thk is the
first in a series of studies desigded to produce a method for evaluating the difficulty levels of Air
Force enlisted jobs. In thk partieular study, 250 job descriptions in the Medical Materiel Career
Ladder were ranked 011 difficulty by supervising personneL using a complex partitioning system.
Computation of interrater agreement hir these rankings yielded an r of .93. Twenty-one variables
were defined which might have entered into the judgments made by supervisors, and regression
analyses subsequently identified three variables which predicted the job difficulty rankings with an R
of .95. These three predictor variables were Number of Tasks Performed; Difficulty of Tasks.
Performed per Unit 'lime, and Number of Tasks Performed, Squared. Application of a shrinkage
correction forimila to te!:1 ir chance errors resulted in a negligible correction to the obtained R.
Developing weights for the three predictor variables in separate samples and erossapplying to predict
the difficulty level of johs.in the opposite group yiehled an R of 94 in both cross-applications.
Comparisons of the rank order positions of the criterion jobs using predicted and rated difficulty
values revealed nonsignificant differences. Results of this study indicate that the difficulty level of

jobs within the Medical Materiel Career Ladder can be atlequdtcly determined Using the derived
three-vanahle terression equation. (10 pp.)
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124 Mead, D.F. Continuation study on development of a method for evaluating job difficulty.
AFHRUTR-70-43, AD-720 254. Laddand.AFB, TX: Personnel Division, November 1970. Project
7734. NT1S. This paper describes the development of a multiple regression equation which
satisfactorily predicted the difficulty level of 250 jobs from the Vehicle Maintenance Career Ladder.
The correlation between the predicted values and the criterion values assigned the jobs by Air Force
supervisors was .93. The research design was a replication of one used earlier with jobs from the
Medical Materiel ladder. Tae results obtained in this study support the major findings of the earlier
investigation. The same basic predictor variables combined to form the most effective prediction
equation in both investigations. Thc primary factors reflected in the job difficulty evaluation policy
were number of tasks in the job description, difficulty level of tasks performed, and time spent
performing the tasks. These findings provide support for the hypothesis that there are common
factors which influence supervisors judgments of job difficulty in all Air Force career ladders. (12 pp,)

125 Mead, D.F., & Christal, R.E. Development of a constant standard weight equation for
evaluating job difficulty. AFHRL-TR-70-44, AD-720 255. Laddand AFB, TX: Personnel Division,
November 1970. Project 7734. NT1S. This paper describes the development of a multiple regression
equation which captured the job difficulty evaluation policy of Accounting and Finance supervisors.
The equation yielded predicted difficulty vAlues for 250 jobs which correlated .95 with the
supervisory rankings.

These results validated the findinp of two previous job difficulty studies using jobs from the
Vehicle Maintenance and Medical Materiel Career Ladders. A constant standard weight equation was
developed which reflected the job evaluation policy of supervisors from the three diverse career fields.
Applying this equation to the appropriate predictor data from the three studies yielded valid
difficulty measures for 750 jobs within the three career ladders tested. (11 pp.)

126 Connelly, E.M., Schuler, A.R., Bourne, F.J., & Knoop, P.A. Application of adaptive
mathematical models to a T-37 pilot performance measurement problem. AFFIRL-TR-70-45, AD-726
632. Wright-Patterson AFB, OH: Advanced Systems Division, January 1971. Project 6114, Contract
F33615-69.C-1415, Melpar, An Ame:ican Standard 'mnpany, NT1S. This report documents
experimental research on a new method of deriving per;' A:mance measures and criteria for use in
automated pilot performance evaluation. Data recorded on board a T.37B aircraft (tail numbei
58-1948) were submitted to ,a previously implemented system of adaptive mathematical models
(AMM). The results were analyzed to determine the practical capability of the AMM in automatically
deriving measures and criteria, Flight data for a series of performances of the Lazy 8 and Barrel Roll
maneuvers were processed first by a set of Boolean functions. These functions describe the data in the
form of Boolean time sequences (BTS), which are then operated upon by the AMM to derive three
types of perfOrmance measures: (1) State Transfer Measures, which are based on overall trends in the
performance; (2) Absolute Measures, which are based on a comparison oiactual performancv with
some reference; and (3) Relative Measures, which are based on relations among perform= variables,
The residts show that the AMM system can be used to effect systematic attack on the problems of
performance measurement usirig representative flight data. Face.vaiidity of measures derived by the
AMM is dlustrated by comparison with performance evaluations made by an instructor pilot. (24;
P1)

127 Federico, P.A. Some effects, of inflating information feedback or( the acquisitions of a disciete
leveppositioning response. AFIIRL-TR-70-46, AD-716 372, Lowry AFB,.CO: Technical Training
Division, October 1970. Project 1121. NT1S. One hundred sixty military trainees who were randomly
placed into four equal groups were taught to displace a lever to an initial target by an error training
procedure, Unknown to these Ss, the target position shifted; Ss were then trained to move the lever
to this 'new target. During this phase of cow tertraining ((T), information feedback (IF) was inflated
by different factors for each of the three experimental groups. The control group in this stage
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received the same unamplified IF which all groups were given during initial training. Ss receiving
exaggerated IF neither engaged in more hunting behavior for the CI target, nor oscillated around it
over and above those Ss not given ntsproportioned IF. Individual differences in responding were

greater for the control group than any of the experimental groups. The second half of countertraining
for all groups was marked by a progiessive deterioration in S-alignment. The most pronounced effects
of IF distortion did not occur during the first CT trial as expected. All Ss approached at the same rate
a common asymptote as a limit. There was an absence of any powerful tendency to perseverate in

moving to the initial target during countertraining. The cognitive relationship established by some of
the groups between the IF- and R-scale did not differ suggesting that some of the transfortnations
adopted were psychologically meaningless. (13 pp.)

128 Smith, E.A., & Kincaid, .1.P. Derivation and validation of the automated readability index for
use with technical materials. AFHRL-TR-70-47, AD-716 314. Lowry AFB, CO: Technical Training
Division, October 1970. Project 1121. NT1S. The utility of technical materials is influenced to a
marked extent by their reading! vel or readability. This article describes the derivation and validation
of Automated Readability Index (ARI) for use with technical materials. The method allows for the
easy, automatic' collection of data as narrative material is typed on a slightly modified electric
typewiiter. Data collected include word length (a measure of word difficulty) and sentence length (a
measure of sentence difficulty). Appropriate weightings of these factors in a multiple regression
equation result in an index of reading difficulty. Uses of the index for evaluating and controlling the
readability of large quantities of technical material are described. (8 pp.)

129 Black, D.E., & Bottenberg, R.A. Comparison of technical school and on-the-job training as
methods of skill upgrading. AFHRL-TR-70-48, ltD-726 530. Lackland AFB, TX: Personnel Division,
December 1970. Project 6323. NT1S. In the Air Force, basic technical skills classified as Category B
skills are those in which a portion of the total personnel requirement is formally trained in a technical
training course and the remainder is trained on the jOh ()JT). Determination of the relative numbers
of airmen to be traMed in formal courses and in on-the-job training is based, in part, uPon the time
required to qualify a specialist at the five-skill,, or fully qualified level. This report provides
information on rates of progression to the five-skill level in Category B skills by comparing samples of
technical school and on-the-job training personnel. Development of the methodology used to measure
the rates of pmgression to the five-skill level was described, along with an explanation of the
achievement ratio defined in this study. Achievement rates from Basic Military training (BMT)
graduation to award of the five-skill level were investigated. In the majority of the Category B
specialties, there was inconclusive evidence of any advantage for technical training over OJT. In the
specialties in which tlwre were substantial differences between the two groups, the differences in
most cases favored technical training..There were two specialties in,which neither training group was
superior to the other. The achievement rates after award of the three-skill level (i.e., apprentice level)
to award of the tive-skill level were not entirely consistent with achievement rates from BMT
graduation to the live-skill level. In many cases, it was found that OJT personnel progressed more
rapidly than technical school personnel from the three-skill to the five-skill level. (11 pp.)

130 Shenk, F. Changes in career intent during initial tour of active duty. AFHRIAIR-7049,
AD-722 408. Lacklr.nd AFB, TX: Personnel Division, December 1970. Project 7719, NT1S. This is
the fourth report of a historWal study of the I963-1964 officer input from the principal Air Force
commissioning progranc. This study was designed to determine the predictability of an Air Force
officer's career decision and to evaluate relationships between career intent and various demographic,

ItS,Nenvironmental and attitudinal fact( Inlinination on this group has been compiled for the period
be )r(t commissioning and through live y .ars ()I' active duty. This report presents a desetiption of the
results obtained during the second through fifth years of active duty for this group. Based on
responses to the career-intent statement, the most favorable source lor retention is OCS, followed
closely by OTS-AFx'F, both sources having had prior military service. Among the various sources,
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there has been a gradual trend toward lower career intent through the third year of active duty. At
that point, career attitudes appear to begin stabilizinglind continue to stabilize through the fift h year
of active duty. Factors which influenced decisions to leave the Air Force included.dissatisfaction with
job, separation from family, friends, and hometown, and limitations in opportunity for promothin ot
for increased responsibility. Job characteristics considered important centered around joh

. satisfaction. Generally, it seemed that the more factors the subject perceived as possible of attainment
in the Air Force, the more likely he was to be career-oriented. (42 pp.)

131 Ratliff, F.R., Chiorini, J.R., Curran, C.R., & Shore, C.W. Evaluating combat crew training
performance using criteria of min;mum performance standards. AFHRL-TR-70-50, AD-722 409.
Laekland AFB, TX: Personnel Division, November 1970. Project 6323. NTIS. An 11-point rating
scale and minimum acceptable performance criteria were developed for each training phase of F-4
combat crew training to measure training progress and compare the performance of two groups of
student aircraft commanders. Instructor pilots rated the performance of student aircraft commanders
who were either upgrading second-seat crewmembers or recent undergraduate pilot training (UPT)
graduates. The objectives were to determine the effects on performance in combat crew training
school of cxperiences as F-4 second-seat crewmembers, and to determine whether recent UPT
graduates with no experience 'as second-seat crewmembers could meet the minimum performance
standards of combat crew training in the amount of time currently allotted. The students were rated
against the criteria of minimum acceptable performance using standardized rating procedures: Several
conclusions were reached on the basis of this study; (a) Proficiency ratings made against criteria of
minimum acceptable performancv can be used to measure training progress and compare rates of gain
in proficiency between two or more groups. (b) Experience as F4 second-seat crewmembers resulted
in higher' pr'olicieney ratings at the beginning of most training phases for the upgrading second-seat
crewmembers. (e) Recent UPT graduates improved their rated performance to achieve levels of
proficiency similar to the upgrading second-seat crewmembers by the end of most training phases. (d)
Students from the top 10 percent of their UPT classes should be able to successfully complete 1-4
combat crew training as aircraft commanders in the amount of time currently allot ted without
previous exposure to the 14 as cond-seat crewmembers. (26 pp.)

132 Mays, J.A. The developn,ent and evaluation of a ultra-high resolution television system,
AFHRL-TR-71-1, AD-885 826. Wight-Patterson AFB, 011: Advanced Systems Division, February
1971. Project 6114, Contract F33615-69-C-1382, Systems Research Laboratoees, Inc. NTIS. The
report descrihes the development of a Ultra-Iligh Resolution television system, capable of operating
at 2047 or 1023 lines/30 frames r iecond, and the evaluicion of' the relevision.systcm with three
high-resolution vidicons. The repol describes the electronic circuitry developed, in particular the
extremely wnlehand viih,o pl,..amplifier and video processor. The evaluation phase of the program
includes data corcerning the peril) Trance of the television system arid the three vidicons, The
evaluation found that the Hevi, : ystem is capable of,Aperating at the proposed 2047 and 1023
TV lines/30 frinte , per sicond meet s the design goal of 90 MI lz video handwidth, The evaluation
of the three ,dicoi s r' 1) the RCA type 4586. (2) the General Electrodynamics type
1347-001 MIC inc11 ele.m.sratir: deflection, electrostatic focus vidicons employing an additional
magnetic focus toil for improved resolution, and (3) a GE type Z7940 I-1/2 inch electrostatic
deflection, magnetic focus (FPS) vidicon. Each of the vidicons was found to have both good and bad
quahtiest the use or dny 1/1. %Amid have to he based upon the requirements of the system,

convlusion readied by exanunation of tift resultant data supports the belief that televiSioll
',IciN,einploying very wide handwidth And Iiigh scan rates are quite possible and will result in a

substanO-Avancenient in Ow state-4-the-art r)1. snmilation. 08 pp.)

133 W inkier, A.J 8.. Thompson, KR Post-service utilization of Air Force-gained
MAME-TR-71-2, AD-736 453. Aleandria. VA: Manpower Development Division, September 1971,
Project 0499. NTIS, Wmc cumpkqe infurinauon is needed to determine the extent of utilization in
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the civilian economy of skills developed during military service. Post-servie,e occtipatipn data have
been obtained through a questionnaire mailei ten months after separation to each first-term Air
Force enlisted man separated between 1 July 1968 and 31 March 1970. As of 31 December 1970,
data were available on 85 409, or 51.7 percent;of the men separated during this Period. This study
derminstrates that 72 percent of the tirst-term separatees who were in high-skill, blue,coliar-like, Air.
Force occupations were employed in similar civilian occupations. There were six Air Force career

fields for which 5 t..ough 80 percent of the separatees.transitioned intc, occupations which directly
utilized their Air Force skills. 01'34 Air Force Specialties with a variable reenlistment bonus multiple
of four. 31 hail a utilization rate greater Chan 25 percent . Continued research in this area is'planned.
(27 pp.)

134 Talbert, G.E., Flourigan, J.P., & 1,-loyt, J.L. An analysis of the system for determining and
validating Air Force professional education requirements. ,AFHRL-TR-71-3, AD-738 300. Maxwell
AFB, AL: Professional Education,Division, April 1971. Project 1125, Contract F41609-70-C-0038,
System Development Corporation. NTIS. The purpose of ,this exploratory development study was to

.,:).

perform a systems analysis of the Air Force prolesskmal education system, including the development
and analysis of descriptive niodels and alternative systern procedures, for use in ensurin , that the
mmt effective and systematic procedures are being used for determining, validating an 1-4 ieeting
educational reqiiirements. The focus of thei stndy was upon the professkonal development of career
officers via the formal programs and courses of Air University. A conceptual model was deVeloped
wherein tile system was descrilwd as encomp:issing four major functional subsystems: Requirements
determination, personnel selection, acaden;.: instruction, and validation. Data bearing on ,the
functioning and integel)pionships of each of these subsystems was developed through discussions
with personnel at cogrii/ant agencies and through reviews of documentary data sources. Based on
these data. a descriptive model in flow.diagrammatic and narrative form of the current system was

devdoped to show the pri)ceysirg procedures, information flows: and interrelationships among the
agencies, programs, and structures which together comprise the educational system and its embedding
environment. This descriptive model was analyzed to identify merits and deficiencies in the current
system, alternative processing procedure:, were examined, and a prototype model of a pri)ccdure for
quantifying :ind prioiiiizing educational requirements was developed. While several procedural

modifications are swested, it was concluded that the principal .benelits iif ;lie study lie in its
descriptive rather than its prescriptive aspects due in most instances to an inability to estimate with
confidence the effect Mal :I given change may have on overall system perforniance withotit further
and more intensive mese:null :Ind analysis. (95 pp.)

13.5 Valverde, 11.11.,,& Burkett, B.P. A systems approach to C-130E aircrew transitional training.
A L-TR-71-4, AD427 055. Wright-Patterson AF11, 011: Advanced Systems Division, March 1971.
Project 1710. NT1S. Tlik report describes die development and evaluation of a Tpctical Air Cruninand

tramitional aircrew training program hased on a systems approach. 'Flue systems
approiiii to trainim..empliAzes the importance of specifying ohjectives derived from a task analysis
ol the aniiew ciiiht job. A ft:tilling Wati prepared to develop proficiency in the specific
(Juin- ICJiird'eli Id OW ( 30l :. cripilot, and the flight engineer. The training prop:int was
d(nigned lo he higlify nil) relevant and included multimedia anaself.instructional materials. Train*
()Hui:fives were llepvcd from a task analysis of the CI301. aircrew memhers's flil) requirements.
Ancrew flight it:lining effirse matenals and vanous training, media were piepared based on the
specific end-of-cour,e ohjectives. training progiani was evaluated over a six.month period, revised

needed, and implemented by TM* in the USAF tonnal schthil for C-1301, transitional training I'm
all 111110;11y services, The ri.",ulls well as follows: (I) students in the new emir.e achieved all training
object ives . ( 2) c1.1,,,,rooni instruction wx. reduced about SO'', (3) flying hours were ieduced from 45

hum., (4) length of I mining wa!, ieduced 37': pet trainee, (5) pitok and co.pilok, graduate. of
the new our.e, were signific.mtly higher by then mipeivi!,ors than woe graduatc ,. of the old
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course,. (6) there was no significant difference in ratings received by the two flight engineer groups,
and (7) verified annual savings of about five million dollars was realized. (67 pp.)

136 Hu lin, C.L, & Alvares, K.M. An evaluation of three possible explanations of the.temporal decay
in predicting pilot proficiency. AFHRL-TR-71-5, AD-731 191. Williams AFB, AZ: Flying Training
Division, February 1971. Project 1123, Contract F41609-70-C-0027, The University of Illinois. NT1S.
The fact that Air Force pilot selection tests do not adequately predict pilot success in operational
tactical units is consistent with the generally reported, finding that correlations between ability
measures and performance decreas, aver tunic. This effort investigated the validity of three
explanations for this predictive decay: (a) tasks are restructured during training, (b) basic abilities are
ahered as a function of training, and () both of these changes occur. Two groups students were
administered an extensive battery of ability tests at the beginning and again at the ehd of a 16.week
petind. The experimental subjects received basic flight training during this interval, whereas the
control subjects did not. Support for the third hypothesis resulted from appropriate comparisons
between the groups' pretest and posttest scores on ability measures, as well as analysis of the
experimental group's flight training performance. The implication of this finding for both selection
and training research is discussed. (14 pp.)

137 Hu lin, C.L. & Alvares, K.M. Three explanations of temporal changes :n abiltyskill
relationships: literature review and theoretical analysis. AFHRLTR-71-6, AD-732 612. Williams
AFB, AZ: Flying Training Division. February 1971. Project 1123, Contract F41609-70-C-0027, The
University of Illinois. NTiS. Thi:i report reviews and integrates the empirical and theoretical literature
relevant to the lemporily decreasing predictive relationship between ability measures and complex
motor' task performance. An eKtensive historical review of compkx motor skill learning revealed diat
two distinct theoretical nu:riels have been advanced. Both of these models,,the changing task and the
thanging subject models, adequately account for this predictive decay.'One model assumes that
changes occur within the task structure; i.e., charges occur in the relative impiWance of abilitieS in
determining performance. 'The other assumes that the ability levels themselves change within a fixed
task structure. This paper presents a third model, a Lombination of the first two, and discusses the
need for enip1; :ai evidence allowing a choice among the three models, (16 pp.)

I 38 Huhn, C.L, & Alva'res, K.M. Effects of the man on the task in complex man-machine systems.
AFIIRLTR-71-7,' AD-732 613. Williams AFB, AZ: Flying Training Division, February 1971. Project
1123, Contract F41609-70-C-0027, The University of Illinois. NT1S. This research 'tested the
hypothesis that in a complex man-machine system one of the many influences on the system is the
MO'S constant reorgani/.ation of the tasks which constitute the system. The perf-o mance of 67 nia;e
college students leceiving basic flight training were assessed by means of check ra,:s At three different
points of training. Factor analyses of eadi set of check ride data inuicated '...ra.matic changes
occurred in the structure of the task. A three-factor solution appeared in the i .t.hour data, two
factors Were being assessed by the 25-limu points, .,nd only one general factor Appeared in the
35-hour data. This finding indicates that future inAo-mchine sysienis research shfiu,k1 uo longer be
designed tinder a fixed-task fisfaninion. Thc authors specuhte that this assumptir int;y :Artie
fd the 1?enerally ;Maid weak prediction of syiteint)crformance effectiveness over .; idler oals
of time. (7 pp.).

139 Federico, P.A, Dtvec of evaluative asscrticms ascribed to an attitude univer..
measurement format. AFIllibTli.71-8, AD-736 788. Lowry CO: Tr:chic:al g
December 1971. Project 1121. N'f1S. Two-hundred-eighty.nine Air Force students %veil!
counterhalanced order within-Ss two critique forms to .!auge their at !nudes towari military tech,
training. 1 he entent cicI 1 55 items was structured acculthor. tu two rigerent formak'
Likert.type and a Guthriantype configuration. hR IPIITr. were similar se.gs . hat for ci:ch it
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written in the Likert format there was a corresponding item writtenih the Guttman format which
had essentially the .same content. Not only were all items within one attitude form of the same
structure, but also all were composed in such a manner to reduce as much as possible variability
among items due to phraseology. Each item was randomly placed in its sequential position among the
55 items of each-form; and each item maintained the same sequential position within both forms.
Items were scored according to customary Likert and Guttman procedures. A multiple discriminant
analysis and its associated statistics were computed for these data between measurement formats. Ss
demonstrated Significantly more favorable attitudes toward analogous content areas on the

Guttman-structured items than on the Likert-structured items. Evidently, item formatting did affect
the degree of the evaluative assertions ascribed to the attitude universe. These results were explained
in terms of several alternative theories, namely: anchoring, adaptation-level, and intensity
interpretations. (10 pp.).

140 Vitola, B.M., & Wilboum, J.M. Comparative performance of male and female enlistees on Air
Force selection measures. AFHRL-TR-71-9, AD-726 531. Lackland AFB, TX: Personnel Division,
February 1971. Projed 7717. NTIS. Male and female enlistee samples were compared for total groups
and by enlistment region in terms of their, performance on the Airman Qualifying Examination.
(AQL,) and th: Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB). Women in the Air Force
(WM') test-retest performance was evaluated on the Armed Forces Women's Selection Test (AFWST)
which is used throughout the Department of Defense. WAF performance on the AFWST. was
compared with their performance on the Armed Forces Qualification Test (AFQT), the instrument
currently used to establish the mental ability level of males entering the military services. It was
found that mean aptitude indexes have increased over time for both male and female enlistees on the
AQE and the ASVAB. A positive relationship was demonstrated between level of education and
aptitude inzlex. Regional aptitude patterns for WAF did not conform to those traditionally found for
male enlistees. A significant difference was found in WAF performance in a test-retest situation foi
both the AQE arid the AFWST. WAF performance on the AFQT was somewhat lower than that of
male enlistees, with the difference attributed primarily to the lower achievement by the WAF on the
Mechanical Comprehension subtest. (13 pp.)

%.

141 Vitola,11.M., & Valentine, LD., Jr. Assessment of Air Force accesaions by draft-vulnerability
category. AFIIRL-TR-71-10, AD-724 094. Lackland AFB, TX: Personnel Division, March 1971.
Project 1719, NTIS. As the Armed Forces move toward a zero-draft force, assessment of the
characteristics of current Air Force accessions becomes necessary. While the Air Force has relied upon
voluntary enlistments to maintain its force strength, it has been recognized that many young men
who enlist are motivated to do so by the prospect of being drafted. On the basis of draft lottery
number, four groups of basic trainees enlisting during the first six months of 1970 were defined in
terms of their draft vulnerability at the time of enlistment. These groups, designated as high,
moderate, low, and no threat, were compared on a number of dimensions. Compared to the other
groups and to the total group, the test performance of the low-threat group was somewhat lower. In
addition, there were significant differencvs between the no-threat group, the other groups, and the
total gmup. In various comparisons on test performance, there were marked differences between
racial and enlistment regiiin subgroups, but only moderate differences within draft-threat groups. The
data suggest that under zero-draft conditions manpower resonrces at the higher aptitude levels may he
more limited than is presently the case. (12 pp.)

142 Mitchell, R.L, Lucero, A.B., Harrison, WE., & Arnold, D.J. Synthesis of high-resolution radar
systems for display simulation and training. AFHRL-TR-7 I-I I, AD-734 548. Wright-Patterson AFB,
011: Advanced Systems Division, June 1971. Project 6114, Contract F33615-70-C-1610, Technology
Service Corporation. NTIS. A comprehensive analysis was conducted of the theory and practice of
utilizing digital techniques for simulating high-resolution radar systems. The objective was to simulate
radar disphys of cult iiral complexes for navigation wining. Three major phases of this effort are: (1)
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develop tractable scattering modeii, (2) construct a.data base, and (3) define a simulation procedure
that is computationally efficient. The techniques developed in this report are generally applicable for
any radar system, whether of brute-force type or synthetic aperture. To validate the approach, a 30
city-block area is incorporated into a digital data base by using photogrammetric techniques on aerial
photography. l''roni this data base, a radar diLplay is simulated that is in good agreement with actual
radarimagcry. The practicality of a real-time digital simulation is demonstrated. (75 pp.)

143 Fisher, A.H., Jr. Army "new standards" personnel: relatiOnships between literacy level and
indices of military performan,:e. AFHRL-TR-71-12, AD-727 764. Alexandria, VA: Manpower
Development Division, April 1971. Project 4499, Contract DAHC 19770-C-0012, Human Resources
Research Organization (HumRRO). WIS. In 1966 the Departmeni of Defense lowered entrance
standards for military service. Men who enter the service as a'reSult of this action are called "New
Standards" men. In this research the relationship between literacy status of a sample of New
Standards men after 23 months of Army service and various indices of military performance was
determined. A second objective was to develop an equation for predicting 23-month literacy status.
Analysis was carried out for 3,009 men on data extracted from the computerized Project 100,000
Data File. Literacy status at 23 months waS found to be only slightly, although positively, related to
most of the perfotroarice and status indices, A regression equation was developed for predicting
23-month literacy status on the basis of entry characteristics using half the sample and produced a
multiple correlation of +,62; i cross-vahdation test on the other half of the sample showed a
correlation of +.60. (28 pp.)

144 Fisher, A.H., Jr. Army "new standards" persthmel: effect of remedial literacy training on
performance in' military service, AEHRL-TR-71-13, AD-727 765, Alexandria, VA: Manpower
Development Division, April 1971, Project 4499, Contract DAIIC 19-70-C-0912, Human Resources
Research Organization (11nmRRO). NTIS. In 1966 the Department of Defense lowered entrance
standards for military service. Mady of the "New Standards" men who 6ien entered the service were
placed in remedial training programs (Army Preparatory Training, APT), designed to upgrade their
literacy status to a fifth-grade level or higher. This research sought to determine whether "success" in
remedial literacy training was assordated with superior military rx:rformance. Another objective was
to develop an equation for predicting terminal literacy scores. Analysis for 9,000 Army personnel was
carried out on data extracted from the computerized Project 100,000 data file. Men who were
successful and unsuccessful, respectively, in literacy training did not -differ greatly in most
performance indices. Successful trainees were slightly 'more likely to achieve higher pay grades and to
he judged eligible for reenlistment. A multiple regression equation was developed for predicting
success in the literacy training course. This analysis, using a randomlY selected half of the grnup,
yielded a multiple correlation of +.52; cross-validation with the remaining hall' of' the group prodtieed
a correlation of +.50, (30 pp.)

145 Wood, M.E. Multi-media in USAF pilot Training. AEHRL-TR-71-14, AD-732 611. Willos
AFB, AZ: Flying Training Division, October 1971. Project 1123. NT1S. The flight-line portion of
flying training has traditionally required large amounts of airborne practice under an apprenticeship
form of instruction. New developments in educational technology, from both a philosophical and
device point of view, provide new opportunities to train airhorne skills in a ground environment.
Through the use of multi-media instructional techniques, within the context of a systematic approach
to training, much can be done to impwve the overall efficiency of actual airhorne practice. (12 pp'.)

146 hording, F.D., & Richards. J.A. A descriptive analysis of the classification, assignment, and
sepal:awn systems of the armed services. AFIIRL-TR-71-15, AD-730 591. Alexandria, VA:
Manpower Development Division, May 1971. Project 4499, Contract F41609-70.C43037, Human
Resources Research Organilation ( IluniRRO). NT1S. Each year niany thousands ()I' young men
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transfer between civilian life and the Armed Services. Because of the impact of military service on
occupational aspiration and career development, it is important to develop a thorough understanding .
of the interaction between the military,and civilian mahpower systems. The rir?ose of this study is
to describe the classification and assignment process applied to men entering tnilitary service and to
similarly describe the process followed for their separation from the service. Special attention is given
to how previously acquired skills are identified and acted upon and how the recruit's occupational
preferences and inierests are related to his classification and assignment. The nature of the counseling,
training, and placement activities is the focal point of the description of the separation process.
Information was obtained from a review of official policies, procedures, and manuals; interviews with
staff members; and observation of the classification, assignment, and separation processes. A
comparative analysis was made of the procedures of the Air Force, Army, Marine Corps, and Navy.
(39 PP.)

147 Federico', P.A. Identifying item validity indices utilizing a multivariate model.
AFHRL-TR-71-16, AD-729 763. Lcwry AFB, CO: Technical Training Division, April 1971'. Project
1121. NTIS. This study demonstrates and discusses a new procedure for performing item analysis
which utilizes multiple discriminant analysis to -establish efficiently and effectively an index of item
validity. Application of this statistical technique to data derived from an attitude survey of three
groups of students enrolled in technical training courses yiclded the following results: It disclosed
those stimulus items which were responsive enough to discriminate among criterion groups; it
partitioned the total discriminatory power of the items into.. two homogeneous components; it
yielded data for arriving at a special weighting scheme for scoring the final attitude form; and it
located the positions of the criterion groups relative to the two orthogonal dimension. of,the attitude
universe. (5 pp.)

148 Taylor, J.N., & Black, D.E. Assigmnent of non-prior-svrvice college graduate airmen.
AFFIRL-TR-71-17, A1)-728 624. Lackland ArB, TX: Personnel Division, January 1971. Project
6323. NTIS. Amendments to the Selective Service Act passed in 1967 resulted in a substantial
increase in Air Force accession of non-prior-service college graduate airmen. This study was
conducted to determine if the assignments given this group related to their academk specialties. Data
from a sample group of these airmen revealed that a majority had received assignments in which their
academic training could be used. The sample studied was substantially weighted by airmen who
entered under the Delayed Enlistment program. (9 pp.)

149 Hill, J.W., & Goebel, R.A. Devel9pment of automated GAT-1 performance mmsures.
AFHRLTR-71-I8, AD-732 616. Williams AFB, AZ: Flying Training Division, May 1971. Project
1123, Contract F41609-70-C-0041, Stan:erd Research lastitute. NTIS. This report describes a
systematic search fin flight paiameters that correlate with pilot proficiency. The system for making
psychophysical measurements of the parameters consists of a Link General Aviation Trainer (Cr AT.1)
connected to a small on-line digital computer (MC-8). The computer can simultaneously monitor
eight flight variables and input pseudo-random command signals (rough air) to three GAT-I flight
variables. By using this small computer in conjunction with a second computer program litr further
processing, 266 flight parameters were measured for each of the 30 subjects (Ss) run through the
experiment series. The parameters were means. standard deviations, correlations between variables,
and compensatory tracking gains and phase shifts.

The experiment series consisted of four tasks of increasing difficulty: a hitlding task, a holding
task with power changes, a five-pnt flighi profile, and till ILS landing apprm.ch.'Hrst, an analysis of
variance on each of the 266 variables was used w select the most important ones. Second, these
selected variables were entered in a multivariate dkcriminant analysis to determine which contributed
most to diffelences in pilot experience. Althourb between 10 to IS variables sufficed fin perfect
separation of the S. into the three experience groups from which they were chosen, 27 variahles
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significantly contributed to the separation. A single criterion variable, a linear weighted sum of these
27 flight parameters, is suggested as a measure of pilot proficiency. (33 pp.)

150 Culclasure, D.F. Development of career motivatiabil prediction and selection procedures.
AFHRL-TR-71-19, AD-728 625. Lack land AFB, 1"X: Personnel Division, January 1971. Project
7719, Contract F41609-70-C-0032, Southwest Research Institute. NT1S. This technical report
constitutes a comprehensive review of the literature related to career motivatign and selection
procedures. It surveyed the reported techniques for measuring career motivation and interest which
were used by 24 industrial firms, 14 personnel and managenrnt consulting organizations, 8 marketing
research firms, and various governmental agencies. Toward an ultimate goal of identifying those who
can be expected to elect_toremain -oh active duty _past-theiraginal date of obligation, each
technique cited was evaluated for possible application as a means for screening applicants who are to
be provided training that leads to commissions as Air Force officers: The survey failed to identify a
predictive instrument which demonstrated a sufficiently high validity coefficient to be of practical
value. Available evidence, however, suggested that a career motivation screenikg procedure could be
developed with reasonable probability characteristics of moderate effectivenatin predicting career
motivation. Such a procedure would employ (a) those portions of the Strong Vocational Interest
Blank (SVIB) which have been shown to have moderate validity (0.25) for predicting Naval officer
retention when scored, with the Navy Officer Key, and (b) a revised version of the
Importance-Possibility Scale investigated in its original form by Air Force psychologists. (76 pp.)

151 Fitzgerald, J A. Evaluation of an airborne audio-video recording system- for aiicraft equipped
with head-.:p display. AFHRL-TR-71-20, AD-736 818. Williams AFB; AZ: Flying Training Division,
May 1971. Project 1123, Contraci F41609-70-C-0035, Conductron Corporation. NTIS. Recent
innovatiOns in flying training, most notably the technique of aadio-video recording, suggest a very
promising approach to the training of fighter pilots. The objective of this project was to provide a
low-cost, reliable audio-video recording system (AVRS) for aircraft equipped with Head-Up Display
(IIUD) that would be capable of recording both the external real world cues through the aiicraft's
forward windscreen as well as the symbology of the HUD projected on the aircraft's combining glass.
The ultimate objective is a research program to assess audio-video recording in HUD-equipped aircraft
as both a technique for improvement of training and as a tool for pilot proficiency assessment. Two
A-7D aircraft were fitted with an AVRS constructed from low,cost, commercial equipment with a
good record of reliability. The equipment was modified to make it compatible with the aircraft and
its flight environment. The system proved capable of recording the symbology on the HUD, as well as
resoking ground target at normal altitudes and slant ranges encountered in the training environment.
Although the equipment is quite acceptable for the purpose intended, it was not concluded on the
basis of this study that this particular engineering design would be satisfactory for fleet-wide retrofit.
Deficiencies that are acceptable for a research plograrn might prove completely unacceptable for an
ope ration al system. (12 pp.)

152 Taylor, C.W., Murray, S.L, Ellison, R.L., & Majesty, M.S. Development of motivation
assessment teeliniqutn for Air Force officer training and education programs: motivation for pilot
training. AFHRLTR-71-2I, AD-75I 487. Brooks AFB, TX: Professional Education Division, July
1971. Project 1125, Contract F33615-69-C-1882, University of Utah. NT1S. This study was an
investigation into the rdevance of motivational factors operating ir various Air Force training
programs. especially Air Training Command's Undergraduate Pilot Training program. The research
project, as a whole, was directed toward understanding motivational factors as they distinguish those
who drop out of training from those who successfully complete training, invesligation of the possible
motivational factors behind voluntary elimination was designed to lead to (Othe development of a
nmtivational screening device which would reduce the voluntary eliminees from Undergraduate Pilot
Training as well as other Air Force programs; and (h) the development of an instrunient which would
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measure cl. Rge in motivation as a result of Air Force training. This report .serves to specify the
overall project research design and to report results and conclusions reached in tho first year of data
collection. Two of the most interesting findings at this early stage of development are that some
motivational component exists in both the self-initiated elimination (SIE) attrition criteria and the
keys built to predict them, and, further, that the AFOOT already contains valid items that are not
now being used but which can be scored for motivational screening purposes. Although the AFOOT is
not now being scored for motivation, there seems to .:st a potential for increased efficiency of
predicting Self-Initiated Elimination (SIE). Empirical keying of AFOQT items and the most valid
items developed in this study yielded promising results as a first step in the development of a
motivation assessment technique. It is recommended that further research be done to more fully
assess the impact of this initial investigation. (30 pp.)

153 Askren, W.B., & Regulinski, T.L. Quantifying human performance reliability. AFHRL-TR-
7 22, AD-727 766. Wright-Patterson AFB, OH: Advanced Systems Division, June 1971. Project
1124. NTIS. Human performance reliability for tasks in the time-space continuous domain is defined
and a general mathematical model presented. The human performance measurement terms time-to-
error and time-to-error-correction are defined. The model and measurement ;ernis are tested using
laboratory vigilance and manual control tasks. Error and error-correction data ar ordered and the
underlying density functions isolated. The Weibull distribution is best fit for time-to-tirst-error data,
and the Log-Normal distribution is best tit for time-between-errors and time-to-error-correction data.
The normal distribution is rejected in all cases. Distribution parameter values are applied to the
general mathematical model, and predictiol made of human performance reliability fol the tasks. It is
also shown that task performance reliability improves with training on the tasks. (13 pp.)

154 Chenzoff, A.P., Mallory, W.J., & Joyce, R.P. Guidance and specifications for the preparation of
fully-proceduralized job aids for organizational and intennediate maintenance of electronic
subsystems. AFHRL-TR-71-23. AD-731 144. Wright-Patterson AFB, OH: Advanced Systems
Division, June 1971. Project 1710, Contract F33615-70-C-1500, Applied Science Associates, Inc.
NT1S. This report supplies a model for specifications for the preparation of fully proceduralized job
aids for organizational and intermediate maint,knice of electronic subsystems and offers guidantx in
the preparation of such aids. The aids to be developed from these specifications are for flight-line or
field-shop maintenamx of any electronic subsystc7o, .ciu support the perfurmance of the following
maintenance functions, as needed: checkout, aligtrk _pair, adjustment, calibration, malfunction
localization, 'malfunction isolation, and the removal a., .1 replacement of malfunctioning equipment
items. (116 pp.)

155 Lintz, L.M., Askren, W.B., & Lott, Wi. System design trade studies: the engineering process
and use of human resources data. AFHRL-TR-71-24 D-732 201. Wright-Patterson AFB, OH:
Advanced Systems Division, June 1971. Project 1124. Cuntract F33615-70-C-1564, McDonnell
Douglas Astronautics Company East. NTIS. The pur;,, study was to investigate the system

design tiade study pmcess, and to determine the fea.A ,:71 effects of integrating data on the
human resotirces of the Air Force in .his process. Sixty ,te completed trade studies from aero-
nautical. missile. and command and control systems were analyzed to determine the nature of
engineering design trade studies. hiur simulated trade studies represeniing it control and avionics
subsystems containing engineering and human-resources data were constructed for experimental use.
Seventy-two experienced design engineers performed the simulated trade st ...lies. It was found that
engineers can and do use hun.an resources data in System design trade studies, and that such data
should be presented in-tabultu form, in quantitative fashion and in units familiar to the engineer to be
most .useful. It was also fouod that there are four major sources of Variability in uncle study results.
namely. choice of parameters to be included, weighting factors assigned to '!ie parameters. methods
of normahzing the parameter data, and methods of combining parameter data and weighting factots.
Air Force standardization of t rade study methods is recommended. (104 pp.)
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156 Valverde, ILK, Hick ,, C.F., & Kearns, N.H. Development of an RF-4C refueling training
program from computer-based systems data. AFIIRL-TR-71-25. AD-736 409. Wright-Patterson AFB,
OH: Advanced Systems Division, June 1971. Project 1710. NTIS. This report describes the
developme,nt of a systems approach to RF-IC air refueling trainitig. The primary objective of the
effon was to develop an instructional plan, or blueprint. using a format which facilitates the
utiliiation of itiiig computer-based task data by training personnel. The training plan was
developed tOr use by 'Factical Air Reconnaissance Centel- instructor personnel in training IL1-4C
aircrews to effectively perform I:C-135 air refueling requirements. Secondary program objectives
were to 1,1eitionst rate and refine the technology for developing other job-specilic aircrew training
progiams using existing computer-based task data. The complete RE4C air refueling training segment
based on task Ind subtask behavioral objectives is appended. The objectives state the behavior
require,' !itions under which the behavior is to be observed, and the standards which the
be! t. (104 pp.)

157
. TREES: a computer software system for processing data organized in branch

form ation to job perf(4mance aids). AFHRL-TR-71-26(I). AD-732 204. Wright-Patterson
AEB, OH: Advanced Systems Division. June 1971. Project 1124, Contract F33615-70-C-1641,
System Developmeet Corporation. NTIS. This document describes the development a computei
programs for loading, editing. maintaining. and querying treestructurrid data bases. Loading and
maintain* data bases can be achieved interactively or in the batch mode. Querying and editing :ue
done in die in teiactive mode only. A prerequisite to the development of the computer programs as
the development of tree .cetured data base concepts. (32 pp.)

158 Colwell, M.C., & Risk, D.M. TREES: a computer softwaresystem for processing data organized
in branch form (an application to job performance aids). AFFIRL-TR-71-26(11), AD-735 603. Wrigh t-
P a t terso n A F11, 011: Ad va need Systems Division, June 1971. Project 1124, Contract
E33615-70-C-1641, System Development Corporation. NT1S. This report describes five computer
programs which provide step-by-step guidance through tree-structured data files. Together. these five
programs constitute TREES. The five programs are: ( ) QUERY for interacting with a tree-
structured data base from a remote terminal: (2) BUILD for loading data from a remote terminal:
(3) EDIT for editing and modifying existing data bases from a remote terminal: (4) BUMP for
load* and inffintaming data bases in .the batch mode: and. (5) LOADSS for loading and
maintaining standard statements in a batch mode. This Volume is inten It..oCeL r programmers who inav
wish to apply. expand. or revise any of the features of the puTs Computer Programs. Volume 1 of
Otis teport describes the design and development of TRH'S. (90 pp.)

159 Colwell, M.C.. Risk , D.N1., & Reed, L.E. TREES user's guide a computer software system for
handling information ill branch I'Illtl. AFIIRL-TR-71-27, AD-732 209. Wright-Patterson AFB, 011:
Advanced Systems Division, Joit. 107'1. Project 1124. Contract F33615-70-C-1641. System Develop-
ment Corporation. NTIS. Inst ruc:rons are presented for in eractive and batch computer programs that
process tree structured (TREES) data. These instruet ions w re pre rared as part of an overall effort to
develop teclunques.for a computer based job performance a' e QUERN' program. which operates
fro III a re HIM e computer terminal provides step-bY-step guidance through main tenanx
troubleshooting trees. Data tiles may be created and maintained from a remote terminal using
port-wins 'WILD and EDIT. respectively. Large data bases are stored and maintained with !migrant
BUMP and standard phrasing of text material is stored in the uata base with program LOADSS.
Instructions for the interactive programs wele pr;pared so dim an individual widi little ni no
computer experience may create. modify, and query his own data base. Ke punching instructions are
given r if the batch processing programs. The live plograms have sufficient flexibility tin application
to nraru\ forms of tree-structured data. including flow diagrams. instructional material. ot Mly other
t orms in which stepby-srep guidance is needed through decision points. (125 pp.)
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160 Vito la, WM., Massey, LII., & Wilbourn, J.M. Development and standardization of the Airman
Qualifying ExaminationForm J. AFIIRL-TR-71-2S, AD-730 592. Lack land AFB, TX: Personnel
Division, May 1971. Project 7719. NT1S. new form of the Airman Qualifying Examination (AQE--I
was developed and standardited for im: .enicbtation in 197 I. The test replaces AQE-6( in the
Air I'm ce's selective 'et:tutting progiatt. e data and statistical characteristics of AQE items
and subtests ate piesented as wen ;t LI ,oltelations among Project TAIINT tests and AQE
variables. AQI:-.1 was fot"iatt..,I to present homogeneous items in blocks, thereby taking into
consideration the examinee's mental set. The changes incoiporated in the test should allow br more
efkient admitlistm hon. scot Mg, and gathering of biograpIncal data: further, research data shoukl be
inure teatlil accessible. pp.)

161 Vi.ola, B.M., & Valentine, L.D., Jr. Characteristics of Air Force enlistees related to draft
vulnerability. AFIIRL-FR-71-29, AD-730 593. Lackland AFB, TX: Personnel Division. June 1971.
Project 7711. NT1S. Although the Ail Force has relied on voluntary enlistments to mandain its force
shength, it is recogni/ it th,lt a major poi:thin of first-term airmen ate motivated to enlist by the
prospect of being dratted. On the basis of draft vulnerability, the accessions for I LY70 were

categoriied into four groups defined in term.s of draft pressure. Fliese groups, designated high,

moderate, and low draft-piessqre and draft non-elibible, wete compared on various iiItncr,tions.
Compared to the othei roups, the aptitude test pertormance of the low-pr,:ssure group was low.
There weie significant diffetences between the dbilt non-efigihle group, the other groups. and the
total sample. In all conmaiisons on test pelf orrn.nice. there were marke.i differences between racial
subgroups. but only moderate differences within draft-pressur.: groups. The suggest that, under a
reduced-draft or iero-dratt conditions. manpower resources at the higher art dude levels will be tnore
limited than presently is the case. ( 12 pp.)

162 Lecznar, W.B. Three methods for estimating difficulty of job tasks. AFIIRL-TR-71-30, AD-730
594. Lackland AFB, TX: Personnel Division. July 1971. Project 7734. NTIS.. The exploratory study
using a tot) inventory developed for the Medical Materiel Career Ladder is concerned with a simple
evaluation of three methods hir estimating the difficulty of tasks: (a) rating on a relative scale; (1+
rank ordermg; and (o) computing an index from average grade of joh incumbents performing each
task. hue data suggest the rating approach is one to be preferred :dthough Solite additional questions
arose concerning possible effects of task \vording on variability across judges. or raters.45 pp.)

163 Bohlt. R.F. A simple confidence testing format. AIIIRL-TR-71-31, AD-737 113. Lowry AFB,
(O: Technical Training Division, July 1971. Project 1121, Contract F41609-70-C-0044, Educational
Testing Service. NTIS. Thk papet presents the development of scoring functions for use hi

conjunction wdh standard multiple-choice items. In addition to the usual indication of the correct
alternative. the method tequires that the examinee indicate his personal prohabilitv of the correctness
cii lus response. lloth tilL r and quadratic polynonnal scoring junctions are examined for suitability.
llnique quadratic scodng mnetions ale fo:nid such that a ..;ettle ot lent) is assigned when complete
tun I t.nnty k indicated. I:whet-more. the examinee c;in expect to do hest if he reports his personal
ittobabilit accurately. A table of simple integer apinoximations to the scorhig function is supplied.
h Pp.)

164 Eehternacht, G.J. Use of confidence testing in objective tests. AFIIRL-TR-71-32. AD-734 031.
Low ry AFII. CO: Technical Training Division. J uly 1971. Project 1121. Contract F41609-70 C-0044,
Educational 'testing Sersice. NT1S. The development of confidence testing as a thrm of objective
testing %i as t faced horn 1 latter's lotnial to that developed in recent ears. Confidence tosting-
ha, !well used ii at mp foints ;Ivo the past foit. yt.ats as a method to, increasing the am it of
intotnhition ;IValiahle Ito ihicitive test Itellls. Fhis papet hatx, the development of the procedure
tont ht:011n111,! Illetliid up to the various methods 111 use tod;rv . The terIll Collridence testing
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is applied to both probabilistic testing and confidence weighting procedures. Variouslprocedures are
presented, and their relationship with personality factors is discussed. (1 I pp.)

165 Eehtemacht, Ci.. Sellman, W.S., Bo Idt,R.F., & Young, 1.1). An evaluation of the feasibility of
confidence testing as a diagnostic aid in technical training. AFHRL-TR-71-33. AD-734 032. Lowry
AFB, CO: Technical Training Division, July 1971. Project 1121, Contract F4149-70-C-0044,
Educational Testing Service. NT1S. This ieport describes a study to determine the feasibility and the
costeffectiveness of using confidence testing as a diagnostic aid in technical trainiri: programs. Two
types of confidence tes:ing, Pick-One and Distribute 100 Point, were developed for comparisirn to
conventional multiple-choice testing. The study was carried out in two technical training courses,
Aerospace Ground Equipment RePairman (AGE) and Jet Engine Mechanic (I EM), currently being
tlught at Clmnute Air Force Base, Illinois. The criterM for feasibility included end of block
examination scores. number of student remediational sessions, and both 'student and instructor
attitudes. 1.11 addir,r.1, relationship of various personality variables to ormfidebce test scores was
exannned for both t tcs of confidence testing. The major finding was that' while scoring was
sothewhat More time consuming, end of block examinatiA scores improved slightly and the number
of relnediations required declined slightly when either confidence testing method was eMployed.
Other areas of investigation produced c Ay null real's. (127'pp.)

166 Echternacht, Boldt, R.F., & ScIlman, W.S. User's handbool: for confidence testing as a
diagnostic aid in technical training. AFHRL-TR-71-34, AD-731 192. Lowry AFB, CO: Technical
Training Division, July 1971. Project 1121, Contract F41609-70-C-0044, Educational Testing Service.
NTIS. This handbook is intended to supply both testing specialists and general users of tests with a
set of instructions for implementing a program of confidence testing in technical training situations,
prro.kie information concerning such factors as the identification of promising areas of application,
the relative value and ease of alternative scoring methods, techniques fur evaluating confidence
information, and administrative considerations. It contains a discussion of Pick-One and Distrioute
1(X) Points confidence formats. other confidence procedures, and the relative merits of each method,
selection and confidence test scale scores, uses of confidence testing, and instructions for those
administering confidence tests where either hand 6r machine scoring is used. (37 pp.)

167 Morgan, R.L. Implications of training research' for CAL AFHRL-TR-71-35, AD:733 339.
Wright-Patterson AFB, OH: Advanced Systems Division, August .1971. Project 1710. NHS. A brief
description is provided of five general implications of prior training research for contemporary effort s
to exploit computers hit. training. Stated negatively, or as cautions, thesefive general implications
are: 1. Don't act as if computer based training were something entirely new. Always conLvive of
computer based training in such a way t hat You can relate it to what is known about conditions for
effective training. 2. Don't be inisled.into thinking that a computer offers a training system which is
obviously so superior that no evaluation need be made or records kept. 3. Don't just apply the
cinnputer to training. Carefully analyze the total training process and.apply the computer to those
I unctions that need automation. 4. Don't be seduced by claims that, almost mysteriously profoamd
learning and understanding occur when a trainee "uses a computer to intereact heuristically with the
subject-matter." Systematic practiee with feedback is still the best condition for learning. 5. Don't
put all your 'eggs' in any one type of research and development 'basket.' Because of high investment
costs and other factors, such as market position. there seems to be a somewhat unhealthy emphasis
on an immediate capability. (6 pp.)

168 Andersen, 1).0.. & Hagin, W.V. What's new on the training horizon? AFIIRL-TR-71-36, AD-727
009, Williams AFB, AZ: Flying Training Division, March 1971. Project 1123. NT1S. Jet flying
tiaining k costly and takes a long time. Flying training has always been e,;sentially a "learn by do-
operation. This paper describes new training technologies. It documents the potential of these
tedinologies and simple and complex ground trainers for vastly improving both the qualit and
efficiency of pilot training. (23 pp.)
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169 Federico, P.A. Evaluating an experimental audio-visnal module programmed to teach a basic
anatomical and physiological system. AF1IRL-TR-71-37. AD-734 030. Lowry AFB, CO: Technical
Training Division, July 1971. Project 1121. NT1S. This study evaluated the learning efficiency and
effectivene&s of- teaching an anatomical and physiological system to Air Force enlisted trainees
utilizing an experimental audio-visual programmed module and a commercial linear programmed text.
It was demonstrated that the audio-visual programmed appufach to training was more efficient than
and equally as effective as the programmed text apprnaCfno tTaiiiing. It wa.s determined that trainees
of different learning abilities acquired as much knowledge about the digestive system front viewing
the 20-minute audio-visual 'nodule as from interacting for 80 to 120 minutes with the programmed
text. It was establislted that stu(Ints who differed in their mastery of the rudiments of anatomy,
physiology, and:medical terminology performed equally well alter audio-visual instruction or all.er
writ ten ptogramined instruction. It was found that trainees reported' more positive reactions to the
audio-visual program than to the written program. It was recommended that within the Medical
Service Fundamentals (oUrtie audto-visual programmed.instiuction be emphasized :ind written linear
piogrammed instruction be de-emphasized. 25 pp.)

170 Smith. E.A. Use of portable video recorders as an instructional system development tool.
AFIIRF-TR-71-3S, AD-737 114. Lowry AFB, CO: Technical Training Division, July 1971. Project
1121. NT1S. This report proposes that small portable video tape recorders can he employed
effectivel and eomomically as a sem tch pad" during course development. Doing so facilitates the
Instriictional System Development approach. Current of f-theshelf Liitilpment can be used for data
gatheting during the analysis of system requirements. It can be very advantagebus in obtaining clear
and concise definition of training tequirements. This sante equipment can be employed lot initial
development of the contsc objectives and the test materials. ,1-Nuring this phase it has ptoven
particularly beneficial in revealing enabling objectives tltat might otherwise be overlooked, developing
a logical presentation without extraneou.s material, establishin:t definable objectives, and encouraging
the inclusion of self-evaluation and confirmation as an integral part of the learning process. During
the development ;mud validation st ages, the equipment can he used for initial scripting, for editing and
le-editing. lot ohiaming content approval, and for individual tryout by stndents. During these
activities. video cnahles the development of material through the evolution of many revisions
piepaied quickly and easily with a minimum of interference with the developmental activity by
dclas due i tequitenknts lot outside technical assistance. Finally, the teclufiques enable the course
%iiteis to obtain a viewable end product before the 'have to commit themselves on the media to be
used. The video tapes can then be used as the draft or shooting script for the development of the
manual. motion picture. or pienartated slide sequelice. The major criterion is that equipment..be
available that can be used by system designers with a minimum of interniption of their creative
ondeasors. While it is recommended that video recordings be used during the .development of training
.sequences. ii is not ,idviicated that they be used for presentations in' the classroom. Rather.
clIsemsull of lite It ainin.,2 material to manuals, men:mated slide sequences, or IlloVies advocated. (7

171 Shriv.er. E.L.. Mills. G.M., Harris, C.M., & Carswell, W.A. Guide to defining and solving waiting
line problems: procedures. A1-IIRL-TR-71-39(1), AD-73S 320. Wright-Patterson AFB, OH: Advanced
Systems Diision. June 1971. Project 1124. Contract F33615-70-C-1797, URS/Matrix Research
Conipaini NT1S. This guide is designed to present techniques lot the sliitimmmi of queuing problems in
;1 hum fot use h% the nonmathematician. It is believed that effective dse of these techniqdes will
provide considetable savings in those .job areas ssliete %% :thing time is a costly factor. The guide
consists ol a C:rieS of illetifjoih that Was he ditected aid :Inv ircuing pwbleni at hand. The
,11155515 to these questions will lead the re:1dem in the direction of a soltition ii tesolti:ion ol a
d'iThlem. The mathematics beyond auk Mimetic tequired bs such problems has 'educed

taphical limn. These I,Taphs can be used for ?nost values encountered in a coillIII(11 ImIsmimie
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problem. Additional descriptive material is included in the text which explains these types of queuing
problems that this guide does not address, and provides an indication of how such"problems might be
simplified and how approximate solutions might bc re4ched. This guide is directed toward the
common, job-oriented problems and leaves the special cases for more advanced texts. (184 pp.)

172 Mills, G.M., Shriver, E.L., Carswell, W.A., & Harris, C.M. Guide to defining and solving waiting
line problems: sample problems. AFHRL-TR-71-39(11), AD-736 032. Wright-Patterson AFB, OH:
Advanced Systom Division, Jvly 1971. Project 1124, 'Contract F33615-70-C-1797, URS/Matrix
Research Company. NTIS.'Volunie 11 of this guide contains 71 sample problems pertaining to Air
Force operations, maintenance, base administration, supply, and transportation. The step-by-step
procedure for solving each problem with queuing techniques presented in Volume 1 is illustra .!d.(376
PP.)

173 Sanders, J.H., Jr., Valentine, LD., Jr., & McGrevy, D.F. The development of equipment for
psychomotor assessment. AFHRL-TR-71-40, AD-732 210. Lackland AFB, TX: Personnel Division,
July 1971. Project 7719, Contract F41609-70-C-0015, BioTechnology, Inc. NT1S. The purpose of
this work .was to develop a highly flexible psychomotor testing system capable of reproducing the
psychological task structur.L: of two electromechanical tests used earlier in Air Force pilot selection
programs. These were the SAM Complex Coordination Test and the SAM Two-Hand Coordination
Test. The work was conducted in two phases. the first of which resulted in the definition, design,
assembly. and testing or the psychomotor testing system. The second phase involves the testing of
120 Air Force pilot candidates and analysis of the data. Thersystem developed to implement these
tests consists of two test stations (expandable to eight) and a test control unit. Test control station
functions are perfOrmed with a PDP-8/L digital computer which can generate graPhical.
alphanumeric. or point displays on Li direct-view storagi.; tube. The 'feasibility of this psychomotor
testing system was demonstrated. It was found to be highly flexible and efficient, with a capability
for conducting test sessions under automated conditions. ( I pp.)

174 Nagler, A.H., & Mazurkewitz, A.R. Wide angle, infinite depth-of-field optical pickup for visual
simulation. AnIRL-TR-71-41, AD-892 431 Wright-Patterson AFB, OH: Advanced Systems Division,
November 19- Project 6114, Contract F33615-68-C-1456, Farrand Optical CO:, Inc.-, NTIS. During
Phase 1 ot the program. a study was undertaken to establish the most favorable approach toward
producing a wide-angle. infinite depth-offield. inclined-image plane viewing_probe for purposes of
simulation. The seconif-pase involved fabrication. test and evaluation of an engineering feasibility
model of sucti a device. This report describes both phases of the program. Previous optical pickups for
flight simulators were limited by slant range focus at close approaches to a model. Obtaining closer
approaches has important size. cost and versatility advantages irr making simulator terrain models and
support equipment. Phase 1 study results indicated the feasi'dlity of producing a 1400 circular field
pickup with full pitch capability and a close approach of 4.1 nun. A preliminary but rcahstic design
was developed and evaluated. The design approach was confirmed by photographing a runway model,
with a modified 110° probe. Other concepts examined that had promise of improving resolution Were
dual sensor outputs and dual relays. Component trade-offs. simplifications and techniques were
sufficiently developed for the design and fabrication phase of the program to proceed directly. The
Phase 11 design_ fabrication and test program resulted in an engineering,model that essentially !net all
of the design goals of the program. The probe system was evaluated numerically and
Hmtographically_ workrlig to an altitude of 0.2 inches. It has full functional operation in a static form

can readily be reworked to dyn.amic operation if desired, (86 pp.)

175 Grausnick, R.R., & Kotte"ostette, J.P. A performance evaluation: microfiche versus hardcopy.
AFIIRL-TR-71-12, AD-734 740. Lowry AFB, CO: Technical Training Division, May 1971. Project
1121, Contract F41609-70-C-0040, University of Denver. NTIS. The primaiy purpose of the presL.mt
study was to replicate an espeliment previously conducted by Baldwin and Bailey (1)71) in ()ides to
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establish the reproducibility of theit results in a difleient user environment. Twelve psychometric
instiuments employing technical training materials which required valious types of visual skills wore
used in the testing. Three forms of each test exeicise weft.' reproduced: hardcopy, positive-image
mit:tot-idle. and negative-huage microfiche'. Ninety subjects were randomly assigned to one of three
experimental gioups (hardcopy, positive-image and negative-image). An analysis of variance (Winer,
Ig62: Nlyets. 1'4)6) tevealed I: values to he significant beyond the .01 level for Test 4, Figure
Identification: Test 6. Symbol Tianslation: Test 7; (itaphs: Test 8, Tahles: and Test 12, Number
Verification: and bevond the .05 level for Test 5. I ength Fstimation. No significant diffeiences ni
performance were found between positive zuld negative-linage microfiche )resentations. These results
generally substantiate those reported hy Baldwin and Bailey. Furthey analyses demonstrated that the
reader presentation primarily affected the siwed at which the subiects worked while accuracy was
not differentially affected by the presentation mode. An analysis of the peilormance of subjects
giouped according to Armed For ieS Qualification Test (AFoT) SioreS indicated that various
intelligence grimps were differentially lid fectod by the !node of presentation. Wink' statistical
dilleiences were found in a nunther ol test exercises. no fundamental difficulties were encountered
NA, Inch would bat future utili/ation it !nit:14.11111 matedals in teclwical training programs. (51 pp.1

176 Grausnick, RA., West. A.S.. & Kottenstette. J.P. Microform use in a technical training environ-
ment an experiment..AFIIRL-TR-71-43. AD-733 656. Lowry FB, CO: Technical Training Division,
May 1971. Project 1! 11 , Contract 1'41609-70-C-0040, University of Denver. NTIS-This phase of the
'iescaich it teclulical tiaining iniciolorm ;ipplications exploies the comparative advantages and
disadvantages of.mictoloini in classioom training applications. A 30-hour instructional sequence
entitled. -Basic Compute! Opetation- WAS Selected 1.10111 an on-going course at the 3750th Teclinical
Fuming School, Sheppaid AIL Voice Base. Wichita halls. Texas. A two-stage fihning procedure was
used to converl the uscq' in the instinct tonal sequence to an nurovative micioforin
format m both positive and negative filin pluralities. The minor result ot this comparative analysis is
111:11 Ati Foto.' Iminc;.s can ;Hid did use ellectivelv and intensively over
iIllt2-\\ pcuoil. petlormanee decrements were encountered in the experimental
classes. Flus study cxaninies a number of impoitant considerations involved in titili/ing

training 'imposes. mcl tiding the impact of mictritonn illStInclional routine.
;Idministrative-logistics considerations. and strident .quily, habits. A posonal Riailei is tecommended

positive values in classiniim [1>c, and logistics. The significant
aLconiplislinient ill this sitid 51 CR. Ole domorisii;01,,li ii die tcdsihililv ol nieditun

L.Lissluo,ut tile ,lochipmcm ii XI 11111tivallse ItutIllat 5. Inch

online ple,eniaiwn )1 Licilit:itt.instiricikullai communication. (is pp.)

1.77 Isottelistette, J.P.. Nlorrison. A.B.. %Vest, .A.S., & Caausnick. R.R. A guide to instructional uses
of microform. A1:111Z LIR-71-44. D-734 741. Lusvr Al B. CO: FechniCA -Fraining Divkion, May
1971. Project 1121. Contraet 141609-70-(-0040, Unisersity of 1)enver. NTIS. -Ellis Conde presents

iin III a ll.tlriniC enviroriment. tI piiivide basic background on
nuchitolms ,J, 1(1,1 0,1111111.1MC,II I011`, Ili 11111`,II;Itc the steps required hi (Teta-
mon:di/lir.. the INC iit liiCiIu>iti II d

ill III,: nuilcii,i1 II) be presented resulted hi the preparation ot duce chapters t()I- the
understanding iit the subrect I 11 geneial information on

and explanations of kiwis, matedals, ;mil concepts: applications
and .L.ceptarice. HO\ ;Ind and illtilInr,ttion sources (2) the USC ol nicrii-
hions III ,t the relationships tit iniciolorm capabilities to trainitaii
pplications. ;mil t.) the cotisideralions I be taken into atxounl in any specific instluctional
apph, anon. iAirich includy plan II insiiticti(m;i1 materials. a plan tor delivery, and a plan for use.

ink! 1(hnirf 1Cil :111 ("0 pp.)
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178 Shenk, F., & Wilbourn, J.M. Officer attitudes related to career decisions. AFIIRL-TR-71-45.
AD-744 038. Lack land AFII, TX: Personnel Research Division, Decemher 1971. Project 7719. NTIS.
The present study is a reexamination of survey data obtained in 1964, which have been updated
against a current criterion of active duty versus separated from the service. The initial study was
undertaken to examine factors related to the c..:eer intent of offieers with limited commissioned
service. At that time. the USAF Training and Utilization Survey was designed and administered to a
20-perct.44-stitivpits-4-41-offit-e.tsitli less than seven years of military service. For the current study,
subjects having less than 12 months of active duty at the time the survey was administered were
omitted. Criterion data were obtained for 4,006 subiects. These subjects were further subdivided into
various subgroups to account for differences in source and type of commission. The overall retention
rao, was 65 percent for this, sample, however, there were differences in the various subgroups.
Examination of the stated career intention of these subjtcts suggested that those who had a definite
positive or negative attitude toward a military career were fairly consistent in their intent and actual
decision. The overall correlation between the stated career intent and the criterion was .56. J9b
characteristics or rewards were also examined. In general there was little or no relationship between
the importance of a reward and the attainability of that characteristic. (19 pp.)

179 Guinn, N., Alley, W.E., & Farmer, C.B.Impact of an all-volunteer force on AFROTC officer
-procurement. AEHRL-TR-71-46, AD-741 746. Lack land AFB, TX: Personnel Research Division,
December '1971. Project 7719. NT1S. As the armed forces consider the feasibility of unprementing an
all-volunteer force. it becomes necessary to determine the impact of such .a move on office!
accessions. A representative sample of AI:ROTC advanced cadets were surveyed and categoriied into
groups based on draft vulnerability and expressed attitude toward officer training in the absence of
the &MI. Results indicate that AEROTC cadet enrollments are motivated to some eqent by draft
pressure. In comparisons made between self- and draft-motivated cadets. statistically significant
diffetences were found on demographic. aptit udinal. and attitudinal variables. j I pp.)

180 Juhlin, J.A. Study to: define the interfaCe and options fur die advanced simulation in under-
graduate pilot training visual simulator. AEHRLTR-7147, A1)-739 Wright-Patterson AFB, OH:
Advanced Systents Division, September 1971. Project 1192, Contt. E33615-71-C-1211, General
Electric Company. NTE. As a result of recent Air Force decisions regarding the Advanced Simulation
in Undergtaduate Pilot Training (ASUPT) Hight Simulator requirements and configurations, the need
fot additional definition of the visnal subsystems interface parameters became apparent. It was also
recognized that certain ne%% features to improve the system opeiational flexibility and performance
needed furthei study and definition.

ln the study to define the interlace and options-n-7.f' he -ASU'Ji kjsual simulator. four major
areas were inw-,tigined. These specific a,.eas ..tre: a. CRT El etronics Definition, b. CRT Electrical
Characteristics. c. Disrlay Multiplexing,and d. Edge Smoothir g. The CRT Electronics Definition and
the CRT Electrical Characteiistics investigations concentiated on establiShing feasible design
parameters cobststent with system performance requirements -and on identifying a compatible
interface l)etween the CRT (including focus and deflection coils) and the Display Electronics'. The
CRT Electronics Definition included. sweep generator and deflection amphtiers. linearity correction
eircuits, and dynamic brightness as well :is focus circuits, video amplifiers. and power supplies. 1 he
Displa Multiplexing and Edge Smoothing investigations were directed toward concept definition of
optional features to improve the system operational flexibility and perform:ince.

The Display Multiplexing investigation resulted in the definition of Iwo approaches for driving
tsso :ockpit displas with one image gent:tator refetted to as Time Multiplexin-ej and Edge Capacity
Multiplexing. In the Time Multiplexing concept. the computed image generator alternately updates
each cockpit display subsystem remitting in a reduction of the update rate from 30 updates per

nd to 15 updates per second while still reheshing the 2:1 interlaced display at 30 times pet
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second to prevent flicker. The edge capacity concept sliares the system scene content capacity in each
cockpit display. The subjective evaluation of motion discontinuiti.sassociated with the reduced
update rate inherent in time multiplexing demonstrated that severe operational constraints would be
imposed if this technique were implemented. The Edge SmoOthing study evaluated several techniques
for improving the discontinuities in edges intersecting the raster lines at angles other than 0 to 90
degrees. The results of this study indicate that when all the teclmiques are simultaneously applied, the
residual effect is negligible. (140 pp.)

181 Christal, R.E. Stability of consolidated job descriptions based on task inventory survey infor-
mation. AFHRL-TR-71-48, AD-734 739. Lackland AFB, TX: Personnel Research Division, August
1971. Project 7734: NTIS. This study w:!s designed to determine the stability of data reported in
consolidated job descriptions computed from task inventory survey returns. It was found that the
vectors "percent performing" and "percent time spent by total group" are highly stable, even for
relatively small samples. Split-half reliability coefficients were generally in the middle and upper 90's.

(2 1310

182 Goebel, R.A., Baum, D.R., & Hagin, W.V. Using a ground trainer in a job sample approallio
predicting pilot performance. AFHRL-TR-71-50. AD-741 747. Williams AFB, AZ: Flying Training
Division, November 1971. Project 1123. NTIS: This report documents a novel application of the "job
sample approach to screening candidates for Air Force Undergraduate Pilot Training. The job sample
approach consists of obtaining work samples during early training or simulating work situations prior
to training and deriving measures of performance from either fo use as predictors of future job
success: Two specially instrumented and slightly modified Link GAT-1 trainers (General Aviation
Trainer for single engine, propeller driven aircraft) were used to present incominu, students with two
types of tasks: tracking tasks and aircraft maneuvers. Several classes-of data, (e.g., tracking measures,
maneuvers measures. GAT-1 instructor pilot grades, were generated. Criterion data were check ride
grades. Three important findings emerged: (a) The concept of job sampling for screening purposes
appears to be valid and should be vigorously pursued: (h) the T-4I continues to predict subSequent
performance in jet pilot training: and (c) the- grorid trainer is a useful vehicle for predicting pilot
success and should be given further study to assess its proper role in jet pilot screening. (16 pp.)

183 Askren, W.B., & Korkan, K.D. Design option decision trees: a method for relating human
resources data to design alternatives. AFHRL-TR-71-52, AD-741 768. Wright-Patterson AFB, OIL
Advanced Systems Division, December 1971. Project 1124. NTIS. The feasibility 'of predetermining
the design options available to Oh. ,mgineer during system design and placing the results in a decision
tree format was investigated. Design option decision trees- for propulsion and flight control
subsystems were developed. The decision trees were evaluated by eight engineers experienced in
designing the specialized areaS of aerospace systems.,It is concluded that the decision foi mat is a
feasible and valid method for describing system design options. It is hypothesized that Design Option
Decision Trees- may provide a means for relating human resources data to specific design
characteristio. However, a number of additional investigation's- are needed to develop and validate a
workable technique for using pODT's as a method for including human resources data in design
decisRms. (27 pp.)

184 Folley, J.D., Jr.. Joyce, R.P., Mallory, W.J & Thomas, D.Li 1ully proceduralized job per-
formance aids: draft specification for organizational maintenance. AFIIRL-TR-71-53(1), AD-740 903.
Wri,ht-Patterson AFB, OH: Advanced Systems Division. Deceinber 1971. Pmject 1710, Contract
F.>:,657-70-C-0279, Applied Science Associates, Inc. NT1S. This report supplies a model for
specifications for the preparation of Fully Proceduralized Job Performance Aids for the orlaniza-
tional maintenance of Air Force man-machine systems. The model reflects the research findings of
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AFURL and other Dot) agencies concerning maimena h teature of reqW.ring
that certain subproducts necessary for the developmen, type of data be prepared in a standard
format and submitted for review by the procuring agency. These -,ubproducts include items such as a

task identification matrix, task inventory, a task description index and management matrix, a task
step data details. The aids to be developed from these specifications arc for the orgam:ational
maintenance of any man-machine system and support the performance of the following maiinance
functions: checkout, alignment, repair, adjustment, calibration, 1:1,dfu9ction isolation and the
removal and replacement of malfunctioning equipment items. It calls In the preparation of she aids
in several Options of job guide format. (116 pp.)

185 Folley, J.D., Jr., Joyce, R.P., Mallory, W.J., & Thomas, D.L. Fully proceduralized job per-
formance aids: developer's handbook. ARIRL-TR-71-53(11), AD-744 007. Wright-Patterson AFR,
OH: Advanced Systems Division, December 1971. Project 1710, Contract F33657-70-C-0279,
Applied Science Associates, Inc. NTIS. This report provides guidancv for the development of fully
proceduraliz.ed job performance aids for the organizational maintenance of Air Force man-machine
systems. It contains detailed instructions for preparing fully proceduralized job performance aids in
accordance with the requirements of the draft specification contained in Volume 1 of this technical
report. It includes instructions for -performing the behavioral task analysis and for converting the
results of the analysis into effective performance aids. In addition, it .presents a strategy and guidance
for developing supervised practice exercises designed to produce the skills required to prepare fully
proceduralized job performance aids. (198 pp.)

186 Joyce, 11.P., Folley, J.D., Jr., & Elliott, T.K. Fully proceduralized job performance aids: JPA
manager's handbook. AFHRL-TR-7t1-53(III), AD-744 317. Wright-Pattersim AFB, OH: Advanced
Systems Division, December 1971. Project 1710, Contract F33615-71-C-1644, Applied Science
Associates, Inc. NT1S. This report provides guidance for the Air Force Data Managers charged with
the responsibility for the procurement of fully proceduralized JPAs. It provides guidelines. suggested
procedures, and chLcklists for use by data managers in the review and assessment of the siibproducts,
intermediate products and JPAs produced in accordance with the draft specification contained in
Volume I of this technical report. (76 pp.)

187 Christal, R.E. Analysis of racial differences in terms of sA .rk as.signments, job interest, and felt
utilization of talents and training. AFHRLJR-72-1k1)-741 758. Lakland AFB, Persoimel
Research Division, January 1972. Prof.,ect 7734. NT1S. First-term Black airmen were compared with
first-term Non-Blacks in II career ladders in terms of .thi,2r work assignments, ob inteiests. and felt
utilitation. The unique contribution of race in accounting for the numbet of tasks assigned and cot
the average difficulty level of tasks performed per unit time was not significant in 'my of the laddeis.
Race did make a unique contribution in predicting an overall job difficulty index in two ladders, but
in each instance this contribution was less.than ,ne percent. There appeared to be no piactical
differences in the types of-assignments given to Blacks and Non Blacks within the 11 hidden.
investigated. Blacks in the 2t)IXO Communications Center And -.02X0 Administrative laddur
reported a highei level of job interest and a higher feeling of utilitati,n. Again, these differences wete
significant, but were relatively small. (6 pp.)

188 Judy, R.W., Levine, J.B., Russell, R., Van Wijk, A.P., & Wolfson, W. A conceptual d....ig!1 for. . . _
. .the. cost 'evaluation-of alternativetional-systents in managing the Air Force Academy :did Air

Force ROTC. AFIIRL-TR-72-2, AD-770 746. Brooks AFB, TX: HQS Air Force Human Resources
Laboratory, September 1973. Project 1125, Contract 1'41609-71-C-0037, Canadian Commercial
Corp. NTIS. This document contains detailed designs of two models customized to the management
needs of the U.S. Air Force Academy and the Air Force ROTC. The model, upon implementatiim.
would permit administrators to ()Ham answers Li various -what if management quvAiims.
design of these models was based on a situation analysis of the 1,5, Air Fokse Academy am'. me Air
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Force ROTC and a state,of-the.art analysis of existing educatior al cost models. No solution was
attempted for thedifticult problem of obtaining pod measures of the effectiveness of educational
systems: these are resource requirements prediction models. This effort has produced customer
participation and acceptance; impleme!lation :s for the future. (176 pp.)

189 Bergman, B.A., & Siegel, A.I. Training evaluation ;And student achievement measurement: a
review of the literature. AFtiln-TR-72-3, AD-747 04e. Lowry AFB, CO: Technical Training
Division, January 1972. Praject 1171, Contract F41609-71-C-0025, Applied Psychological Services,
Inc. NTIS. The current training :valuation and student measurement literature is reviewed. The
emphasis is on studies whicn have been reported in tln: last ten years :though eadier studies which
have impacted heavily on recent trends are also included. Because of the obvious interaction between
both training evaluation and student measurement, on the one hand, and such topics as statistical
methods, methods for course development, training methods, learning styles, motivation, and
moderator variables, on the other hand, these and similar considerations are also included. (57 pp.)

190 Weide, & Cream, B.W. Variables influencing the perception of flicker in wide angle CRT
displays. AFIIRL-TR-72-4, AD-766 443. Wright-Patterson AFB, Oil: Advanced Systems Division,
December 1972. Project 1710. NTIS. An experiment was conducted to determine the influence of
three variables on the perception of the psychophysical phenomenon of flicker in wide angle CRT
displays. The three independent variables treated in the experiment were: 3,6, and 9 FL illumination
levels: tOur images of which three were static and one was dynamic:and 26 fixation points positioned
around a display from to 120' in the horizontal axis and 60° down to 900 up in vertical axis.
Recorded measures in the factorial experiment consisted of time to the first observation of flicker,
percentage of the total numbers of trials that flicker was observed, and the severity of flicker
tegarding its interference with a visual task. Analysis of variance tests were applied to the
experimental data. Conclusions drawn from the experiment are: (1) flicker will probably be
encountered at all illumination levels between 3 and 9 FL; (2) t hp most prominent flicker effects will
be encountered when fixating at a point 30° from the source of illumination with flicker being
observed out to 120° horizontally and !o +90°/-60° vertically; (3) the severity with which flicker
inlet feres wnlf a primary visual task is not expected to exceed a notieeable to moderate level of
distraction: (4) subject differences are considerable in the perception of flicker, but eaPh individual is
fairly consistent in his sensitivity to flicker; (5) some individuals.are prone to experiencing spatial
disorientation when the display system presents a moving image, and further research is

re,,sommendcd on this phenomenon. (69 pp.)

191 Vitola, B.M & Alley, W.E. Characteristics of 18-year-old enlistees who enter the Air force
before becoming draft-eligible: AFIIRL-TR-72-5, AD-744 039. Lackland AFB, TX: Personnel
Research Division, February 1972. Project 7719. NTIS. While it is recognized that the major portion
of all first-term enlistees are strongly motivated to enter the service as a funetion-of their draft
vulnerability, a large percentage of young men enlist in the United States Air Force before they
become subject to the draft. In this study, 18-year-old enlistees, born in 1951, who entered the Air
Force after July 1, 1970 (the day on which they received their draft lottery number for 1971), were
categorized into three groups defined in terms of their probable vulnerability.for.the 197 I draft (i.e.,
high, moderate, and low vulnerability). In general, the data suggest that enlistment of the 18-year-olds
in 1970 was related to their status in the 1971 draft lottery. Further, comparisons on education, race,
and aptitude test performance revealed patterns similar to those found in a study of 19-through-26-
year-old airmen categotized by draft vulnerability. Implications of the findings for an all-volunteer
force include an expected decrease in the educational and aptitude leveLs of enhstees, a greater
difficulty in tilling Ingh-aptitude enlistment quotas, and an increase in the proportion of Negro
enlistees. (11 pp.)
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192 Knoop, P.A., & Weide, W.L. Automated pilot performance assessment in the T-37: a feasibility
study. AFHRL-TR-72-6, AD-766 446. Wright-Patterson AFB, OH: Advanced Systems Division, April
1973. Projects 6114, 1710. NTIS. Research was conducted to develop a capability.for quantification
and assessment of in-flight pilot performance for utilization in Undergra.itizte Pilot Training (UPT).
This feasibility effort was directed*to overcoming the disadvantages of II,- tiaditional subjective rating
of a pilot trainee's performance by the instructor pilot. This was accomplishta Cnrough the develop-
ment of an automated, objective performance measurement system that pos.esses the charactelistics
of reliability, validity, and sensitivity. A T37B was instrumented to digtally rccord 24 flight and
engine parameters. An extensive computer software_system was develord... with which to reduce,
calibrate, and analyze the recorded data from the lazy 8 and barrel:roll minel rs, and compute
performance measures. Criterion values for the two maneuvers were developed by uti16ng task
analysis data, narrative descriptions, and recorded in-flight maneuver performance of a'highly
qualified Air Training Command instructor pilot. Utilizing recOrded data from 16 students and 4
instructors, experimental perforthance measures were derived through an interactive analytic
approach. Study results indicated that lazy 8 performance assessment can be accomplished using the
flight parameters of roll angle, pitch angle, and airspeed in a single summary error measure. }Lael roll
measurement is dependent upon roll and pitch angfe, acceleration (g force), and roll rate. A definite
relationship between roll and pitch was determined to be critical to measurement. Discussions of
measurement validation methods, debriefing plots, a sampling rate study, instrumentation techniques,
and problem areas are provided. (463 pp.)

193 Gould, R.B. Reported job interest and perceived utilization of talents and training by airmen in
97 career ladders. AFHRL-TR-72-7, AD-745 009. Lackland AFB, TX: Personnel Research Division,
January 1972. Project 7734. NTIS. The purpose of this study was to investigate the extent of
differences in reported job satisfaction of over 100,000 airmen in 97 career ladders. The differences
between career ladders and between individuals within career ladders were evaluated. Two seven-point
scales measuring incumbents' job interest and feelings of how well their jobs make use of their talents
and training have been included in inventories administered under the USAF Occupational Survey
Program. Analyses of the responses indicated that while most airmen found their jobs interesting and
felt well utilized, there were some extreme differences between career ladders and among individuals
within ladders. Extensive ladder by ladder studies are warranted to identify factors relating to
differences in job satisfaction. (10 pp.)

194 Wood, M.E., Hagin, W.V., O'Conner, R.,/& Myers, D.W. Design of the simplified formation
trainer. AFHRL-TR-72-8, AD-754 973. Williarns AFB, AZ.. ying Training Division, March 1972.
Project 1123, Contract F41609-71-C-0005, Goodyear Aerospace Corp. NTIS. The analysis and design
of a simplified, visual part-task formation trainer is described. Consideration is given to the rationale
which supports a part-task approach for formation training and the basic psychophysical and training
equirements of the formation task. Given detailed study of these variables, a specific model-TV

trainer design is presented which effectively uses off-the-shelf technology to meet training needs 2t
relatively low cost. (27 pp.)

195 Semple, C.A., Jr., Heapy, R.J., Conway, E.J., & MacArgel, R.E. Navigator-observer utilization
field flying specialties study final report. AFHRL-TR-72-10(1), AD-907 096. Williains AFB, AZ:
Flying Training Division, April 1972. Project 1123, Contract 1-41609-71-C-0014, Manned Systems
Sciences, Inc. NT1S. The Navigator-Observer Utilization Field Flying Specialties Study was performed
in the context of the Instructional Systems Development (1SD) approach. The study was designed to
identify the future role and training requirements for Navigator-Observers through 1990. Objectives
accomplished by the study were:

-Determine present and 'uture roles of Navigator-Observers
-Identify and analyze operational task requirements
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-Identify common and non-common operational tasks
-Devf,lop training objectives based upon all tasks
-Validate present Navigator-Observer training requirements
-Identify fur-ther research and development requireMents

Role intOrmation was used in Ale development of behavioral objectives for projected training
tasks. Role information can also be used in policy decisions regarding future navigator training
program design. Task and commonality analysis data formed the nucleus of the first computerized
Navigator-Observer data base. Among the most important uses of such information are the develop-
ment of trainee selection criteria, design of training tasks, cuiriculum design; selection of methods
and media and development of detailed performance measures and tests. Training requirements in the
form of behavioral objectives can provide the cornerstone for future Navigator-Observer training
program design according to !SD. Approximately 80% of present Navigator-Observer training
requirements were partially or fully validated by study denved data!Recommendations for follow-up-
Studies are prkented. (30 pp.)

196 Sempk, C.A., Jr., Heapy, R.J., & Conway, E.J. Navigator-observer utilization field flying
specialties study, Appendix 11: common and noncommon operational task requirements.
AFHRL-TR-72-10(II1), AD-907 097. Williams AFB, AZ: Flying Training Division, April 1972.
Project 1123, Contract F41609-71-C-0014, Manned 'Systems Sciences, Inc. NTIS. Appendix II

presents information developed during Phase II of a three-phase study designed to provide a technical
basis for deterniining*ture (1975-1990) navigator training requirements. The term navigator is used
generally to refer to navigator (AFSC 1535.), Radar NavigatOr (Navigator-Bombardier) (AFSC 1525)
Weapon Systems Officer (AFSC 1555), and Electronic Warfare Officer (AFSC 1575). This appendix
addresses the methodology which was developed and used to determine common and non-common
operational task requirements across all navigator flying speCialties, as well as within each flying
specialty. Task description and analysis methods are preSented along with data collection and
validation procedures. Computer software d.veloped, for determining common and non-common
tasks is presented. Rationale for deriving task commonality criteria is addressed. Supplementary Phase
II classified task analysis and commonality analysis information is presented in a separate section
(Section IX) of the secret Appendix I, entitled eresent and Future Roles of the Navigator (U), in
order to keep all classified information in a single 'document for control purposes. (99 pp.)

.197 Semple, C.A., .Jr., Heapy, R.J., & Conway, E.J. Navigator-observer utilization field flying
specialties study, Appendix III: development of training requirements. AFHRL-TR-7240(IV),
AD-907 098. Williams AFB, AZ: Flying Training Division, April 1972. Project 1123, Contract
F41609-71-C-0014, Manned System Sciences, Inc. NT1S. Appendix III_ presents' infonnation
developed during .Phase III of a three-phase stuay designed to provide 'a technical basis for
determining future (1975-1990) navigator training requirements. The termnavigator is used generally
to refer to Navigator (AFSC 1535), F.adar Navigator (Navigator-Bombardier) (AFSC 1525), Weapons
Systems Officer (AFSC 1555), and Electronic Warfare Officer (AFSC 1575). This appendix.addresses
thf.' methodology used for developing training Criterion Objectives, along with methodological
problems encountered while developing the objectives. Resulting Criterion Objectives are presented.
Results of comparing the Criterion Objectives with present course training standards for the purpose
of validating present training requirements are presented. (109 pp.)

198 Smith, J.F., & Flexman, R.E. Au istructional,manual for using performance record sheets
designed for primary pilot training. AFHRL-TR-72-11, AD-739 190. Williams AFB, AZ: Flying
Training Division, March 1972. Project .1123. NT1S. Subjective techniques tOr -measuring pilot
performance have bee' -d for many years-in pilot training and have been demonstrated to be
satisfactory for routin._ uctional usage. However, such methods are usually inadequate for use in
pilot training research. 1 he problem in using subjective judgments is that these ratings do not permit,
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finite discriminations andr thus real differences between alternative training methods may he
overlooked. The resultant erroneous findings may have significant impact on current and future
trainilig systems. The use of subjective criter:a also tends to influence thc selection of experimental
designs and consequently, the study results. To circumvent some of these problems, research
personnel developed a pseudo-objective performance scoring technique by providing various'formats
for performance record sheets (PRS's) on which instructor observers recorded required data. The first
such syStem was used successfully some 20 years ago. The techniques used and experience gained in
this Project provided a basis for several subsequent successful researcn programs conducted in the
USAF, Army, and FAA. One product of thiF: first study was a description of steps taken to insure
adequate reliability among instructer observers. This guide was published as a working document.
There remains a requirement to 'use updated versions of PRSs for pilot training research studies.
Therefore, to capitalize on the earlier experience of two professional research psychologists and eight
fligl-a instructors, it appears worthwhile to publish the data collection techniques used some 20 years
ago and thereby document a departure point .to which will reduce time and errors in upcoming
programs. The following leport (published unchanged) provides a description 9f all steps requited tO
develop daily performance record sheets (PRS); provides examples of PRSs whiCh were used
successfully; describes instructor training necessary to insure satisfactory results; and highlights
restrictions or limitation to the use of this technique. This report is provided as a reference document.
(106

199 Valverde, N.H., Woods, W.J., & Kearns, N.H. Evaluation of a device to train forward air
controllem to communicate target locations. AFHRL-TR-72-12, AD-751 291 Wright-Patterson AFB,
OH: Advanced Systems Division, May 1972: Project 1710. NT1S. This report' describes the develop-
ment and evaluation of a forward air controller (FAC) and tactical strike pilot (TAC).trainer. The
trainer was designed to permit a FAC and a TAC to practice the taskS of coMmunicating the location
of targets. A previous analysis of communications hetween FAC and- TAC personnel daring actual
combat had revealed that the task of verbalizing imagery (describing what one is Seeing) was
especially difficult and important to the success of the FAC/TAC mission: Subjects for the evaluation
consisted of 35 Air Force pilots selected to be trained as forward ah controllers at Iluilburt Field,
Florida. The subjects were diviocd into 2 groups: Group A (N=18) received a one-hour pretest, two
hours of supervised practice, and then a one-hour phst Group B (N=1 7) received only a one-hour
pretest and a one-hour posttest. The achievement in gain of GroUp A was significantly greater than
that of Group B. The results of a student questionnaire indicated that the FAC students ent husiasti-
cally endorsed the use of the trainer in teaching communicurtion of target locations. The results of
transfer of training were inconclusive. These results about transfer are not surprising because
performance in the.aircraft was evaluated using a subjective and rather gloss scale. (55 pp.)

200 Siegel. A.1.,- Bergman, B.A., Federman, P., & Sellman, W.S. Some technique for the evaluation
of technieal training courses and studtnts. AFHRLTR-72-15, AD-753 094.. Lowry AFB, CO:
Technical Training Division, February i 972. Project 1121, Contract F41609-71-C-0025, Applied
Psychological Services, Inc: NT1S. This handbook attempts to present:methods, concepts, and
considerations to be held in mind in planning :Ind implementing a student moasurement or training
evaluation program. 'Techniques are presented, procedures are discussed, and computational examples
are included.' The text places principal eniphatis on basic techniques, but certain more advanced

approaches are also considered. (137 pp.)

201 Hoehn, A.J., Wilson, T.R., & Richards, LA. Recruits' civilian-acquired skills: their potential
value and their utilization in initial military assignments. AFIIRLTR-72-16, AD-748 326. Alexandria,
VA: Manpower Development Division, February 1972. Project 4499, Contract F41609-70-C-0037.
Homan Resources Research Organization (HumRRO). NT1S. The objective -of the research reporte
here was to assess the potential value and the utilization of recruits' civilian-acquired 3kilLs, A recruit
was defined as having a military-relevant civilian-in.quired skill iche had had six.months or more of
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lob experience in any ()I 67 common civilian jobs. The research data was obtained during March
through June 1971 lOr four services: two Army sites, one each for Navy, Marine Corps, and Air
Force. Data were collected by administering questionnaires to recruits: obtaining judgments of
classification interviewers: and extracting information on initial military assignment. enlistment
commitment, and AFOT s.cores from official records. Results indicate about 4()';',. of the entering
personnel surveyed inet the civilianacquired skill ((AS) criterion. Job skills varied, but tended to
concentrate in a few civilian job categories. Results suggest that 20.30% of the incoming personnel
with six or more months of inilitary-iek.vant work experience received assignments likely to make
significant use of such experience. (I 2) pp.)

202 Hoehn, A.J., Wilson, T.R., & Richards, J.A. Recniits' military preferences and their accom-
moda*ion by the military services. AFIIRL-TR-72-19, AD-749 884. Alexandria, VA: Manpower
Development Division, March 1972. Project 4.199, Contract F41609-70-C-0037, Human Resources
Research Organization (HumRRO). NTIS. The principal objective was to provide information on
recruits' military occupational preferences. nriatLhi of military assignments to recruits' preferences, and
changes that occur in these preferences between service entry and completion of basic training.
Questionnaires were administered to recruits from four services just before classification interviewing
and eight weeks later after initial military assignment. Small proportions of recruits' first choices were
found to coincide with initial assignments of 1)01) occupational groups. However, over 607( received
assignments to DOD occupational areas to which they gave relatively high interest ratings. Perhaps.
for this reason, most mmmcii expressc(i satisfaction with their initial assignments. Recruits considered the
services did relatively well in getting and using information on aptitudes and educational background.
I 1 lii so well on getting :mil using infjmnation on preferences and preservice work. Recruits need
impn)ved knowledge of the military work areas. (125 pp.)

Pieper, W.J Catrow, Swezey, R.W., & Smith, L.A. Automated apprenticeship training203

CAAT). a systematize(I audio-visual approach to self-paced job training. AFIIRL-TR-72-20, Al)-764
818. Lowry AF13, ( 0: Technical Training Division, April 1973. Project 0079, Contract
1:33615.70-(-1286. Applied Science Associato. Inc. NT1S. Two Automated Apprenti,:eship Training
1AAT) conr,t.',. were developed. administered. and evaluated for Air Force Security Police kiV/
Luloicement and Security specialists. AAT is a systematized audio.visual approach to self-paced !oh
tra111111:' Which employs an easily opemted, por tahle and reliable teaching device. AAT LIWIIties were
ticychiped to he !oh specific and were based fur a behavioral task analysis of the Iwo Security Police
specially ;yeas. AA I graduates Wcfc compared with graduates of comparable Airman Basic Resident
AFIR) course and carve/ Doxfop!!!!t fiu die same iohs m i tiaining Regime by

Aptitude ((limp design. valuation ciitena included a lob .,pecffic peourinance fest, and appfennee
kno!...ledge test and supervisor's ratings. Results indicated superior scores I'M Hie AAT yridniAle!; liii
Ilic roh pi'rl'tnri:rnii ii, rind apprentice knowled-o lest .ind supeRisoi's ratings. Results indn.ated
,eperror maw!, for rhy .1A I 'rithnirli ", on the pd) pertormance, test, .ind rim dillerences among
11.111111k' die ilium imnrri,r. A W1111161111 Aptitude Oleo was also obtained on the !oh

'lbw AA I cuur.,,. (..ousulered superior to other 'Framing Regimes III
11111110HD,, .1 prelereb,:e foi the A A I technique.

I 'Pi
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(c) there is a strong functional relationship between true ability and guessing success. Under the
hypothesis of no functional relationship, true Aility variance was fr,und to be higher than the
observed variance, suggesting that correction for guessing is advisable. Under the hypothesis of a
moderate functional relationship, the obse,ved and true test variances were about the same, imply no
need for correction for guessing. Under the assumption of a strong functional relationship, observed
test variance was much higher than the true variance (approximately twice as much), suggesting that
approximately half of the observed test variance was due to guessing. This paper considered the
appropriateness of correction for guessing dependent upon the assumed functional relationship
between true ability and successful guessing. (8 pp.)

205 Guir.n, N., Alley, W.E., & Truax, S.R. Important factors in motivating-A FROM officer person-
nel in a zero-draft environment. AFHRL-TR-72-22, AD-754 965. Lack land AFB, TX: Personnel
Research Division, March 1972. Project 7719. NT1S. As the armed forces move toward a volunteer
force, it becomes necessary to identify procurement and retention strategies which will be effective in
tnaintaining viable force levels. A representative samPle of AFROTC advanced cadets were surveyed
to determine the e!tect of certain incentives on volunteerism, to identify AFROTC cadet attitudes
toward a military assignment, and to evaluate the effect of certain :,,pects of military life on career
decision. Results indicate that choice of career field and pay comparable to civilian earning capacity
had the most influence in attracting volunteer officers, although negligible differences in officer
quality were found between incentives. The most satisfying aspects of a military assignment included
perceived job security and the type of work for an Air Force of ficer; the outstanding dissatisfier was
perceived lack of persdnal control over career. isolated tours and separation from family were
perceived as the most negative aspects of an Air Force career. (13 pp.)

206 Massey, LH., Hoggatt, R.S., & Valentine, L.D., Jr. Aptitude levels in the enlisted manpower
pool of the Air Force: 1971. AFHRLTR-72-23, AD-749 494. Lackland AFB, TX: Personnel
Research Division, March 1972. Project 7719. NTIS. This report provides information Lout:ming the
aptitudes of active duty Air Force personnel as of 30 June 1971. Data are presented in a manner to
allow for comparisons of Air Force enlisted personnel by length of service, career area, skill level, and
military grade, or combinations of these factors. The data indicate that the Air Force continues to
recruit and retain airmen capable of supporting the Air Force mission. The primary value a these/
data is for use in force planning. (40 pp.)

207 Carpenter, J.B., & Christal, R.E. Predicting civilian position grades from occupational and
background data. AFIIRL-TR-72-24, AD-754 966. Lackland AFB, TX: Personnel Research Division,

..March 1972. Project 7734. NTIS. A job analysis inventory was administered to civilian Air Force
employees in the Accounting and Finance career flekl. Task performance dat2, provided by 5,485 job
incumbents in seven General Schedule (GS) se.ies, were analyzed using multiple regression
techniques. The data were found to be highly predictive of the GS grade authorized for
Reported correlations are of a sufficient magnitude to suggest that knowledge of specific tasks
performed t;an he used as a stable predictor of appropriate grade. Additionally, the data indicate that
factors untelated to job requirements, such as the incumbent's sex, age, or marital status, and unique

9 job characteristics, such as geographical location and command to which assigned, do not act as a
significant source of bias in grade determinations. In g,eneral, both the stability ;Ind the objectivity of
existing civil wrvicc grade classifications are strongly supported. ( I 4 pp.)

208 Shenk, F. Predictability of expressed career intent. AFIIRL-TR-72-25, AD-749 093. Lacklaiid
AFII, TX. Personnel Research DivNon, Mardi I //2. Project 7719. NTIS. An historical study of
of freer input from the various Air Force commissioning programs was Mitiated in 1963. The study
was designed to determine the prediclahihty of an Air Fut ce officer's career decision and to evaluate
relationships hetweini caret- .ntent and denioi, vine, environmental. and attitudinal factors. Cateet
intent ion iiihumalimi thi mup has helm Compiled foi the !Wood pilot cominissiuning II)
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five years of active duty. This report presents a description of the career-intent statement reliability
and validity with career status as of December 1969. Subjects entering the Air Force through the
Officer Training SchoolAirmen Education and Commissioning Program and Officer Candidate
School had the highest percentage of officers remaining on active duty. Correlations between pre-
commission career intent and the criterion were generally low; however, there was a consistent
increase in predictability for dat, irom succeeding years. (9 pp.)

209 Cream, B.W. Evaluation of a trniner for sensor operatots on gunship II aireraftP AFHRL,TR-
/2-2- AD-75a 616. Wright-Pattetson AFB, OH: Advaneed systems Division, September 1972.
Project 1710. NTIS. This report describes the design, development and evaluation of a training device
intended to enable ,round based practice of equipment operation and target tracking skills that are
:equired by the Forward Looking Infrared (FLIR) and Low Light Level TV (LLLTV) sensor
operators assigned to Guinip II aircraft. This trainer makes use of a relatively unique approach to
tracking training by using video tape which is electronically manipulated so as to allow tracking in
both simulated wide and narmw angle fields of views similar to actual equipment. (The complete
description of the video equipment is provided in TR-72-41). In addition, the trainer incorporates
both actual and mock-up instruments that enable the trainee to practice equipment operation proce-
dures and malfunction isolation and correction. The evaluation of the training effectiveness of this
device showed that sensor operators wlm received practice on this device reached the desired skill
levels for both equipment pre-flight and target tracking sooner than those who had not received such
training. As a result of the demonstrated value of this device, the using organization has incorporated
it into their formal training curriculum. (40 pp.)

210 Hoehn, A.J. Recruits' postservice occupational and educational plans: nature and the extent of
-Thence from early military experience. AFIIRL-TR-72-28, AD-750 145. Alexandria, VA: Man-

er Development Division, April 1972. Project 4499, Contract F41609-70-C-0037, Human
Resources Research Organization (HumRRO). NTIS. Data on the nature of recruits' postservice
occupational and educational plans, and on the influenc that the first few weeks of military servim
have .on such plans, were collec,,,:d in March-June 1971 at Army, Navy, Marine Corps, and Air Force
sites. One questionnaire was auministered at the beginning, and one near the end of basic training.
Results show that most recruits pianned to be working runtime one' year after service, but were
uncertain as to the fype of work they would be doing. The data suggest that 3940% of the men
considered their initial assignment out of line with their job plans for one year after service. Results

upational plans for age 35 closely paralleled those for one year after service, but tlie men
i.d to he more definite about the kind of work they would be doing. About 40% said that they

!ruled h. be attending college one year after leaving seivicc. Results generally showed early serVi'X
experience to have lit de, if any, impact '111 postservice vocational and educatkin plans. (61 pp.)

211 Lecznar, W.B. The ro.ld to ork: technical school training or directed duty assignment?
AFIIRL-TR-72-29, AD-754 845. Lackland APB, TX: Personnel Research Division, APril 1972
Project 7734. NTIS. This study explored the question of differences between airmsm/who were
assigned to jobs f011owing griduation hum formal resident training schools and those who entered a

field as mmlie-job trainee... Fight career fields which had substantial numbers of ;Maim input as low
ihility personnel wide! Project I 00,0e0 were studied. Evaluat huts of technical school graduates and
directed duty assignees were made in terms of six Jiteria: a job difficuhy index, average task
difficulty, number of tasks performed, job interest, self-report ()I' miliza!'-n of talent and Raining,
and overall performance raling,s. Using the multiple linear regression model, with time in service as a

concomitant variable interacting with the training type menthership categories (i.e resident technical
courie or (hied assignment) and with aptitude lwld constant, tesk of the significance in diffetemx
between regression lines were made, In nearly every instance, the results indicated kit the inteice pls
and shrivs of the lines lOr the two f!rou ps woe the same, That is, technical school graduates and
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dlleCtl'd 111 It), aSSIglIceS were WA dritererit 011 ally 1.d. Ole six caelloll comparisons. This is not to
suggest however, that formal school training can be wholly displaCed by on-the-job training. (24 pp.)

212 Brown, J.S., Burton, R.R., & Zdybc1, F. A nmdel driven question-answering system for a CA1
environment. AFIIRL-TR-72-39. AD-760 115. Lowry AFB, CO: Technical Training Division, March
1973. Project 7907, Contract 1233615-70-C-1726, System Development Corp. NT1S. This report
describes a question-answering system wldch permits students in a computer assisted instruction
(('Al) environment greater initiative in the variety of qr_ . stions they can ask concerning the subject
area being studied. A method of representing processem; as augmented fin'ite-state automata rs
developed anti is shown not only to permit ef licient intgrencing about dynamic processes but also to
provide a satisfactory deep structure for paragraph generation. A CAl system dealing with
meteorology is described which uses this automaton model ro represent the processes in meteorology.
Coupled with time dynamic process model is a semant Mc conceptual network which contains the static
inforination about meteorology. F.xamples of the inferencing techniques usiog both the automaton
model 'and the semantic network ate given. A sample session with this system is inC:hnded in the
Appendices.(5.1 pp.)

213 Fugill. J.W.K. Task difficulty and task aptitude benchmark scales for the mechanical and
electronics career fields. AFIIRL-TR-7240, AD-754 S4S. Lackland A FB, TX; Personnel Research
Ihvision, April 1972, Project 7734. NT1S. This exploratory study examined the feasibility of
constructing benchmark scales on tire nlimmmermsioirs of task diffieulty and task aptitude for tasks in
mechanical and electronics job areas. It was determined that small numbers of work supervisors and
behavioral scientists can achieve high interrater agreement on the diMensions of task ilifficulty and
task aptitude, respectively 'Fire rank-difterence correlation coefficients between the task difficulty
and task aptitude scales was 0.x9 foi the mechanical task statements add fft).' lot the electionics task
statements. Assuming consistently high coot:Litton., hetwmen work soperviyos' lodgments of
difficulty and belmavilual scientists judgments of aptitude, task aptitude iequitements 111;ly hL'

uurterrcui dircctly hum task dui ticulty valiks as designated by m.m.ork supervisors in the oda. (34 pim,)

214 Hoehn, A.J. Postservicc occupational and educational plans of lirsttour military personnel.
nearing separation from the service. AFIIIZI.-1R-72-12, A1)-751 4SS, Nlanpou er
l)evelopment Division, 1Iav 1972. Project 4499, Contract 1:4109-70-C-0037, Il.mian Resources
Research ()rganiiation IluniRR()), NTIS. A v.a,, made HI ...,eser,11 tivcok Ire mskeuvree
odticAintEd wettpitiunal plmr, Id I IrdImIr currr,lcd 11C;11111:' Sl'Ir.11:1lInnll 111)111 111Illial
`,CIVICC. Data s. elv ird11:1 tioc..11(11111:111C a,iturimsts'reil ri runr1utar 'dies dump,' SepletirlIct:
DC0:11114:1, Oil. t ',INC le111111`. sic Id`1,011,:il 11;11H .1(14() IIICH 11(1111 him \cl vis.t.".. Alm I utce: 15,
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Advanced Systems Division, March 1973. Project 1710. NTIS. The Advanced Systems Division of the
Air Force Human Resonrces Laboratory, Air Force Systems Command conducts research and
development in the areas of training techniques, psychological and ennin,!e::' aspects of training
equipment, and personnel andltraining factors in the design of new equipment. Tb''
unclassified, unlimited annotated bibliography lists the memorandum n reports and

journal articles prepared by the Advanced Systems Division from 1950 , '!ie end of 1972. The
citations are arranged chronologically by year and alphabetically by authr r within each year. Three
indexes are included: (1) the Aufhor, Category, and Abstract Number In ex, (2) Subjea Index, and
(3) the Memorandum Reports, Technical Notes, and Technical Reports Ind x.(248 pp.)

216 Slebodnick, E.B., Anderson, C.D., Fagan, P. & Lisez, L. Development of alternative continuing
educational systems for preventing the technological obsolescence of Air Force scientists and
engineers: basic studjr. AFHRL-TR-7246(1),.. AD-751 489. Brooks AFB, TX: Professional Education
Division, May 1972. Project 1125, Contract F41609-71-C-0012, The Boeing Company. NTIS.
Volume I of this study reports a work effort to define and give guidelines for the acquisition of
cost-effective alternative continuing education (C.F..) systems to prevent the technological
obsolescence of Air Force military scientific and engineering officer personnel. A detailed hckground
survey of the problem was conducted using questionnaires, personal interviews, and literature
searches. Various requirements for the updating of technological knowledge and skills were defined.
Current CI. programs within universities, industry, and government ageincies, both civilian and
military. arc reviewed an.d compared. Literature on the characteristics, causes, and reSults of
technological obsolescence are reviewed and guidelines for the development of an obsolescence scale
are presented. An evaluation of candidate methods of C.F. is presented. An "ideal future system" of
individualized automated using student-computer interactive consoles, is developed. Three
alternative systems, presently deployable, are developed and described. Motivational subsystems to
promote the effectiveness of both the alternative systems and the current Air Force C.F. system are
developed. The data and specifications for the acquisition and test of each of the alternative systems
are presented. A tluee-phase comparative evaluation technique for the selection o, the most cost-
effect ive system to be deployed under a given set of conditions is developed. It is recommended that
the Air Force set as a goal the development of the "ideal future system," and that all alternative C.F.
systems developed be 4rlied fo niect present conditions and to SePle as test and development
instruments in the achievement of this goal. (2)8 pp.)

217 Lisez. E., & Slebodniek, E.B. Development of alternative continuing educational systems for
preventing t'le technological obsolescence of Air Force scientists and engineers: survey of continuing
educational programs within selected industries and universities. AFIIRL-TR-72-46(11), AD-75I 490.
Brooks A Ell, TX : Professional Education Division _lime 1972. Project 1125, Contract
141609-71-'-0012, The Boeing Company. NTIS. Survey data obtained in tlds study complements
information previously obtained under Air Force contract F4l600-7 I -C-0012 for the prevention of
technological obsolescence ;iiiiong Air Force scienti.ts and engineers. The data were gathered through
the Use ot questionnaires designed especially for u : in selected industries ,md universities where
previous literature searches revealed new and in itivative approaches for the prevention and
!mediation .of technological obsolescence wele most likely in development or use.

Survey data obtained flow industries and univeisities Ilre summarized and analyzed from the
standpoint of the Air Force's requirement for updating its military scientis's and, engineers. It is

Lon,_!rided that the wide range of irmirVative methods of C.F. ill llse or ill devell)10110111 within selected
inthe,tiies ;Ind universities, can be/ot use lo the Air Force in developiag alternative systems or
cnhancing its curlew system of continuing ethic:Ilion (C.k.). Also, flll iMtiative being taken by
colleges and univetsities to wet the mounting IT n...eds of engineers and scientists, :Image-
went personnel, ;110; p:1111C111:1dy Liysicians, ;1 ievealing finding. The greatest
iffoif ,ind the 1110.,1 perimenkil 111/Wl'vt'l, IS occurring in the field of postgraduate mclieuh
edit' ;Ilion. Pie AI! IA/WO, HIM! iii impleinenline Ivo 'of L.F, could he vie:Illy
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accelerated if it adopted many of the innovative motivational techniques and methods of C.E. that
both physicians and other health personnel have available to assist them in meeting their renewal and
continuing education needs. (70 pp.)

218 Miller, R.E. Development and standardization of the Air Force Officer Qualifying Test Form L.
Ar114-TR-72-47, AP-754 849. Lack land AFB, TX: Personnel Research Division, May 1972. Project
7719. NT1S. In accordance with the normal replacement cycle, a new form of the Air Force Officer
Qualifying Test (AFOOT) was developed for implementation in Fiscal Year 1972. The new form is
designated Form L..lt resembles other recent forms in type of content, organization, and nomling
strategy. Like other forms, it yields Pilot, Navigator-Technical, Officer Quality, Verbal, and
Quantitative Composite scores for operational use. Standardization involved the use Di' the Project
TALENT battery in a way which permits relating AFOOT scores to Air Force Academy candidates
and to 12th grade males in the Project TALENT national survey. Form L (liffers from earlier forms
hy the intmduction of Digitek answer sheets and by a slight shortening which does not reduce the
total arnOinit of elicited scorable behavior, Although new forms of the AFOOT can not be validated
immediately, new validation data from older forms arc assumed to characterize new forms also. Some
new validation data for flying training criteria are presented. (7 pp.)

219 Sullivan, D.J., & Smith, E.A. Instructional media and carrel systems. AFF1RL-TR-7248,
M)-778 068. Lowry AFB, CO: Tochnical Training Division, February 1974. Project 1193, Contract
F33615-71-C-1860, Hughes Aircraft Company. NTIS. implementation of a major computer-managed
individualized instructiOnal system (Advanced Instructional System) requires considerable attention
to both instructional environments and the media hardware and software employed. This report
examines the instructional milieu with respect ro performance analyses, learning carrel requirements
and the equipment and techniques required to develop and maintain the software (audio.visual
rnaterials) for a large scale individualized instructional program. (210 pp-)

210 Vito la, 13.M., & Brokaw, L.D. Comparison of 1970 and 1971 Air Force enlistees by draft-
vulnerability category. AFI1RL-TR-72-49, AD-760 537. Lack land AFB, TX: Personnel Research
Division, March 1973. Project 7719. NTIS. On the lYatis of dRift vuhierability, the 1970 and 1971
accessions were categorized into four groups defined in terms of age and draft pressure. These groups
designated as high, moderate, low draft.pressure and draft noweligible, were compared on various
dimensions, Compared to the 1970 accessions, the 1971 accessions demonstrated less aptjtude and
were less wefteducated. There was an appreciable rise in the nun oer of accessions havingl I years or
le!:s of education, especially in the low draft-pressure and draft von-eligible groups. The data suggest
DItal. under present incentive enlistment programs. zero-draft manpower resources at the higher
dpt if ude levels inay he more limited, (8 pp,)

121 1 lansen, D.N., Brown, B.R., Merrill, P.F., Tennyson, R., Thomas, DB., & Kribs, MD. The
:malysis :Ind development of an adaptive instructional model(s) for individualized tcchnical training:
phase I. AFIIRL-TI',72-5( I), AD-781 042. Lowry AFB, CO: Technical Training Division, August
1973. Project 1193, Contract F33615-72-C-1277, Florida State University, NTIS. Shrinking training
budgets pike a serious problem to those confronted with the present and future challenge ()I'
providing conitOent Air Force technicians for increasingly teelmical positions in a modem Air Force.
One promising solution to thk problem has been to liaritess the capabilities of the computer as an
instinctiolal training device. To he co:.t.effective, computer.based irstruction must maximize
indoodnol ,..udent ii tainnteut liaining objectives, while sinnillanemisly ininitni4ng training Ii
and cusIs. Adaptive [mirth:non:II %toilets (AINI) stitute the means hy which 2.ffective training emi

acconiplkheil mill a minimum expeinliltre slue,nif lime and instructional resources. wport
desciille., the puipose and function or AIM. Additionally, seven adaptive insttuctional models. to
Include support ITIV litC1;011rC, 11.1Ve 1)0011 ;IIElly/ed :11111 Ireirn1111011daIHIS applicaliini
An la techtnaal !tannin, cwitsi.". have heen wade. I I I
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222 Hansen, D.N., Tennyson, R., Kiibs,'ELD., Taylor, S., James, T., & Tam, P. A guide to computer
simulations of three adaptive instructional models for the 'advanced instructional system: phase !land
HI. AFFIRL-TR-72-50(I1),AD-775 713. Lowry AFB, CO: Technical Training Division, October 1973.
Project 1193, Contract F33615-72-C-1277, Florida State University. NTIS. This report (wncludes
Phases Il and III of Air Force research on the application of Adaptive Instructional Models (AIM) to'
Individualized Technical TraMing. Phase I research concluded with a recommendation to employ live
state-of-the-art AI Ms in the ,Air Force !Inman Resources Laboratory's Advanced Instiuctional System
(AIS). Adaptive models recommended for AIS field implementation inchided (I ) Drill and Practice,
(2) Concept Acquisition, (3) Complex Tutorial, (4) Algorithmic Regression, and (5) Dynamic
Programming. Two additional models were analyzed and recommended for further research prior to
field iinplementation withiii the. AIS. These models were (I) Natural Languav Processing and
(2) Automaton Models. Findings related to the simulation of three adaptive models and a user's
guide for the models simulated are provided in the present report. Additionally, the relort
applied recommendations and methods for model validation. (45 pp.)

223 Christal, R.E. CODAP: input standard (INPSTD) and variable generation (V ARGEN) inogNms.
AFI1RL-TR-72-51, AD-750 144. Lack land AFB, TX: Personnel Research Division, May 1972. Project
7734. NT1S. This is one in a series of reports written to acquaint occupational analysts, occupatiOnal
research personnel, and personnel managers with the functions and utilities of CODAP, a
Comprehensive set of Occupational Data Analysis Programs. This particular report describes and gives
example applications for the hiput Standard program (INPSTD) and the Variable lene:ation progr am
(VAROF,N). (8 pp.)

224 Shorr, C.W., & Marion, R. Suitability of using common selection test standards for Negro and
white airmen, AFHRL-TR-72-53, AD-775 846. Lack land AFT, TX: Personnel Research Division, May
1972. Project 7719. NTIS. The effectiveness and equity of applying uniform selection stair lards to
both Negro and white Air Force enlistees was investigated by regression analyses. For hii racia;
groups, the relationship hetween the Air Force selection test (Airman Qua lifyine 1xtimillation) as the
predictor and a measure of job kiww)2.idge (Specialty Knowledge Test) as tne ';ompared

for Negro and white airmen belonging to one of 16 promotion grmips. Ii ., -re Ne,
criterion scores umlerpredicted by the selection tests, In nine groups there, i !; differences in

the regression lines, and in all instances of dif ferences the Negro criterif verpredicted

by the common regression lines. (10 np.)

225 Gum, D,R. Modding of the human force and motion-sensing mech nriiis .1 1

AD-766 444. Wright-Pattemon AFB, 011: Adv.inced Systerns Divisior !taw 1971 oject 6114.
NTIS. The purpose of the study was: to investigate human force and MO Acchanisms; t()

develop models for the prominent 1.4 potentially artif icially stimulatahle o- os., to implement

them on an analog computer; and to investigate their responses to varim, a,u1 motion-forcing
hinctions. Models were impletamted and tested for a 'semicircular canal, ulItIi head motion
muscle spindlc sensing. and body seat pressure sciisiii. The relative inamiitud: 10; the senr,d force and
motion through the various mechanisms has not been prism, le to assess becark the action of Slant:

mechanism tramalucers, i.c the Pa...inian.recepmrs, and the ,icessing if tFe information received
from the various receptors I %yell understood. I lowever, tests if the mojels have demonsoated
thc relative delays lict,A]eei applied force ond pi-rceived forte for the variour mechanisms.
.howing that both the muscle spindle and pressure-sensir., mechadsins petceive an applied I

inut,b milre rapidly than the vestibular system. Also, the long adaptation phenomenon associated vvi:n
Ii semmoeulat canals vdiicli scent.; to de 'rale then usefulness in Hight and the rapid tulaplatiod

uoinelion ;issociated v. Ii lie p essure senso.s which makes them important sensois for

,:ousideratioe in tiled, systems have been r;hown throup,h model testing. (8( pp.)
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226 Fitzgerald, J.A., & Nfoulton, Di. Evaluation of airborne audio-video recordio,_:, as a tool for
training in the A-70 tactical fighter..AFIIRL-TR-72-55, AD-744 041. William. "41.t, : Flying
Training Division, October 1971.. Project 1123. NTIS. This report documents the ie; of a study to
evaluate 'an airborne audio video recording system in a Ilead-Up Display WHO) e(,uipped fighter
aircraft, the A-7D. as a method of improving the quality of training. The results. al,hough lacking
quantitative rigor, indicate that the usepl audio video recording equipment ;)f real value in the
training of lighter pilots. It is recommended that such capability be a basic de. ,onsiderat ion in all
new tighter aircraft. (6 pp.)

217 Dunham, A.D. Estimated cost of on-the-job training to the 3-skill leve' the communications
center operations specialty. 1EI1RL-TR-72-56, AD-753 093. Lackland AFP, TX: Personnel Researcil
Division, June 1972. Project 2077. NT1S. Decisions concerned with the usi .1 alternative Air Force
training methods require several types of data. Anmng these are capacity cost of the training,
and quality of the trained airmen. The two methods of formal training in 111. ir Force are on-ihe-joh
t raining (OJT) and technical school t raining. The data currently being pr.; vided. .0 decishm makers for
selecting the proper mix of these t wo training methods can be substantially' improved. (26 pp.)

22S Luekew, R.S. The use of simulation models for decisions pe;:ainb.1; to the "best" mix of
aircraft, support personnel, spare parts, and level of repair. AFIIRL AD-764 7:r. Wright-
Patterson AFB, Gil: Advanced Systems Division, March 1973. Projer NTIS. Reeen '!' Tactical
Air Command changed their maintenance plan so that now the eniire Ai; Force a 66-1
inamtenance concept. Flight line maintenance persolmel will be availabl drop sr. under this
concept. The Ail I" rice is also changing their ir,ilrd for determining s; r s le advent of
the Advanced I ogistics System. lliese two changes will have ;in impact I [nor,. i fie decisions
made during the development of a weapon vstern. One of the largest impacts wi ni he logistics
area, especially level of ireiii analysis. This report describes the current 'Tile ;;Ie technology
avadahle for decisior, whun determine the level of repair or discard 11.010 .. A methodology
bask:6 on rhe researc!. which defined the state of 1.0R technology is recomii,mded which considers
hot h the avalahility of line personnel to do shop work :Ind rhe vel policy of the Air
1;orce. (1 A pp.)

:29 lisdin, E., & Shenk, F. Validity of background and inter- to,!. I u- officer stated career intent.
AVIIRL-TR-72-58, AD-758 818, Lackland MB, TX: Persom1.1 ,earch Division, February 1973.
Project 7719, Contract 1'41609.71-C-0036, Sonthw.ustern Comprwrig Service, Inc. NTIS. Prior sludi..2s.
have indi,:atcd the lioshhe nirli. of the Strong Vocational 11,..:iest Malik and the Importance-

s ability Scale for the puipose it me'rsuring career IlloriVali011 in junrhri officers. In this study. ;he
(nisi dig cys tor thesc instiuments were evaluated and some new keys developed. For a criterion of
expressed career intent. the nen, keys were iound to has v.didities considerahly higher tlran !hose
previourdy availahle, dle revised and expande of the Importance-POSsibility Scale
appeals lir be a het ter'predietor (it career intent thau the S'., ':ocational Intetest [(lank, (7 pp.)

230 L.N. Aintly,,is of the d;rficulty of jobs performyd hy first-term airmen in 11 career
MAIM., 1 R-7; )0, AD-757 876, L..ickland Ant, TX. 7. rsonnel ReSearch Division, July

19'71. Project 7734. ; TIS. For specialties to which low-al , iude airmen are assigned what
nilairm...lup can he roil bel \Veen alf Wan aptitude I the difficulty of assigned lobs'? Joh difficulty

IncaSlIfed (WM III .C111rIlleS, and its variance was medictcd'hy regression, using 40 prerhetors
involtr;i12g. seinicr: lune, rplitude, place, enlistment age. I, I technical school graduation.. There wen.;

3..)71. 110.1,11tor,i.".. imirmicine II ladders, A maximum of 22.3 percent of poh dill-it:idly variance wa',
.10.11,1111ahlr: Intni . )11S1s11111,' of Irne in more aspects of time on the joh. trim. in the career. ladder,

.01Ve .e1V1..e. bt.''a predictor. Place, which included command, hase si/e, awl goo.
Mica' lot:Awn. second best. As a predictor. aptitude ow, a pool third. aecountinr ton ;

ircir mr,r.rwrinr !chit rowhip apirtudc ;Ind hhtlftninity ni, warwinlicanr
iidie and ma11.1 21 pp.) 7 6
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231 Woodruff, R.R.,.& liagin, W.V. Dynamic observation in T-37 undergraduate pilot training

(UPT) link trainer AFIIRL-TR-72-61, AD-759 171. Williams AFB, AZ: Flying Training:
Division, Fe4ary 1973. Project 1123. NTIS. Dynamic Observation in undergraduate pilot training'
If.:17) was evatuated in an exploratory study. A primary purpose of the study was to gain research
experience in ;i11, Air Training Command upc-ational situation, but nevertheless, interesting results
were i)btained. The study compar,ed the permallee of three undergraduate pilot training student

groups using 1-4 instruMent trainers. One 12.:oup ...ore dynamic observers; they observed each trainer

sortie before "flying" it while they were oi.,,;v1. Members.of a second group flew while observed

hut were not dynamic observers thews, A :LA control group rek,feived trainer instruction as'
usual. Results indicate significant value (.1 .,erved as opposed toAserving in all tasks studied.
Results also indicate that. dynamic observation has value in prpcedural tasks. Areas for Itrither
investigation are identified. (6 pp.)

232 Baum, D.R., Smith, 1,F., & Goebel, R.A. Selection and analysis of .UPT maneuvers for auto-
mated proficiency measurement development. AFI1RL-TR-72-62, AD-767 580. Williams AFB, AZ:
Flying Training Division, July.1.973. Project 1123. NTIS.' A program exists within the Air Force
Ihrinan Resources Lahoratory to develoRtechniques for automated assessment of pilot performance.
Tu insure that quantitative TIsessillent capabilities are available for the evalvation of Advanced
Simulatoi for lindergraduate Pilot Training (ASUPT) and to make efficient usefof existing resources,
measurement development is being limited initially to six aircraft maneuvers. These ale (a) Lazy 8,
(b) Barrel Roll. (c) Normal Pattern and Landing, (d)Cloverlea (e) Normal Spin, and (f),Split-S. The

rationale for selection of these particular maneuvers is discussed in the first part of this report.
Suhsequent to selection, extensive maneuver analyses were, performed. The analysis format was
chosen specifically for the purpose of supporting automated proficiency measurement development.
The categories of information which constitute the analyses are described and the procedureS
whereby the information was obtained ate detailed.(56 pp.)

233 Taylor, C.L. Response factors and selective attention in learning from instructional materials:
an annotated bildiographY. AFIIRL-TR-72-63, A11-754 850. Williams AFB, AZ: Flying Training
Division, April 1972. Project 1123, Contract F41609-71-C-0027, Arizona State University. NTIS. The
studies and research reviews included in I,(s bildiogrohy consist primarily of puhlished works

ith the effects on learning horn instructional materials of ( I) overt and covert responding, arid (2)
such int(mtion-ditecting, devices as the presentation of instructional objectives and test-embedded
questions.

Sources used to identity appropriate documents to:be abstracted.for inclusion in the annotated
luhliography include TRW, Lducation Index, and Psychological Abstracts. The annotated bibli-

,mphy presented herein comsists edited ;rbstracts.(3I pp.)

234 Fckstrand, G.A. !Inman resources considerations in the development of complex systems,
A FIIRLTR-72-64, AD-756 837. Wright-Patterson A FB, 011: Advanced Systems Division, September
1972. Project 1124. NTIS. This 'lapel present!, and elaborates the following general thesis: military
psychologists will never hc more than marginally effective in providing solutions to probledis in the
aneas ii personnel. training. operational perl ormanee and even job satisfaction Unless and Moil they
develop the power. ihe talent .ind the: technology to II:Ise a significant influence on the design ili
complex military systems and equipment, In today's higldy technological military services. the most
powerful; variaide detconining what peuple do. the skills they require. and the ellVirollinents ill which
they %...urf. IS the niatme of tine weapon system; and support equipment ;toothed by the services, It is
hew, then, in this .11(:;1. that Ilk! 1/MI111.111S of military j)sychulogy must be first addressed. The paper
discusses the ()I hummi n".ources engiueenni, which [eters to the design of ;,1 frmrdvnrc
s'y.,l,ni with fc;',Ind n its 1,1tAi It.".MIrceS rnyci the lite of the system, Five research
emir! Ts %cinch ;1le nnl.,nnnm ii a rechnolog ii huniEni nes,n1lIces 31(' describe( ( ) the



impact of human resources dat,i on system design, (2) the use of human resowces data in system
design trade studies, (3) use of a simubtion model to forecast and control manpower requirements
for new systems, (4) relationship between subsystem design, maintenancett$ill requiremdnts and job
performance, and (5) development of a human resources data handbook for systems engineering. The
paper concludes with a discussion of some of the broad issues involved in designing organizations and
systems against criteria which include the fulfillment and growth of the individuals who will be
involved. (36 pp.)

235 Pieper, W.J., & Smith, E.A. Development of a video system for rapid generation of learning
sequences. AFFIRL-TR-72-65, AD-756 522. Lowry AFB, CO: Technical Training Division, July. 1972.
Project 1121, Contract F41609-71-C-0020, Applied Science. Associates, Inc. NTIS. The objective of
this program was to develop and evaluate an improved..portable video system for use as an
instructiomil software design tool. The initial system was deMgned for use by perionnel engaged in
research and development in training techniques. It greatly increased the effectiveness and reduced
the cost of producing experimental audio-visual materials (e.g., slides, movies, etc.) by providing
increased flexibility in scripting, editing, and content 1eview prior to hard copy and permanent
recording. (58 pp.)

236 Garza, A,T. Occupational survey of seven accounting and finance civil service series. AFIIRL-
TR-72-67 AD-754 967. Lackland AFB, TX: Personnel Research Division, July 1972. Project 7734.
NTIS. The initial effort in applying job analysis inethodoiogy to Air Force civil service jobs involved
the folkrwing Accounting and Finance :cries: GS-501, GS-520, GS-525, GS-530, GS-540, GS-544,
and GS-545,.The survey instrument, a job inventory, was administered Air Force wide. From a total
population of 6,460, the return of usable inventories equaled 5,555, or 86 percent of fir. total.

The job inventory covered the seven Accounting and Finance series with WO ta4;s grouped
under 14 duties. Job incumbents in grade levels GS-1 through GS-I I completed a background infor-
mation section and provided estimations of the relative time spent on the tasks performed using a
7-point scale. Joh descriptions from the seven series grouped into I() clusters comprised of 141 job
types. Three separate job types were also identified. The complete report provides comprehensive
descriptive in tOrmat ion on all joh types and clusters.

A comparison 01 the seven series, in lerMS of tnne incumbents spend on tasks, revealed a
significant overlap of 74 percent between the Accounts Maintenance Clerical Series GS-520 and the
Accounting Technician Series GS-525. The next highest overlap, 57,1 percent, is between the General
Accounting Clerical and Administrative Series GS-50I :Ind the Accounts Maintenance Clerical Series
GS-520. The thild highest overlap, 53.9 percent. is hetween the General Accounting Clerical and
Adminishative Series GS-501 and the Accounting Technician Series GS-525. The notable similaiity ii
work function between GS-520 and GS-525 suggests dial con ti I CAMSadatillg the
wo series.

In regard to job-type analysis, two characteristics of job incumbents show substantial variance
in a large innuher it iob types and therefoic merit further inquiry: 'series classification and grade level
allocation. The data suggest that the series could he structured according to suhject matter area to
coincide with the nine suhject 'fritter job type clusters 01)1:lined in this analysis. The joh types williw
the tenth cluster, General Accounting and Finance Supervisor, belmw within the nine subject matte!
clusters.

The applicahility ..of the Air I:orce joh analysis methodology to civilian positions appeals
fruitful. Since this methodology was developed with military jobs, some adaptatirms are to he
expected in ;iccommodating. personnel nianavment peculini to civilian jobs, However, the
curlew methodology serves the primary function of describing civilian jobs will) an appinent efficacy
equal to that 1 miloaly lobs. (6 pp.)
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237 !latch, R.S.; Pierce, M., Nauta, F., & Zimmer, C.E. Airman training line simulator. A FHRL-TR-
72-69, AD-754 851. Lack land AFB, TX: Persdnnel Research Division, Auf, ht 1972. Project 6323,
Contract F41609-70-C-0047, Decision Systems Associates, Inc. NTIS. TheiAirman Training Line
Simulator w:.s designed as a managerial aid for investigating and-evaluating the various and diverse
policy interactions which impact' on Basle Military Training and entry-level Technical Training
courses. This user's manual Provides user-oriented documentation in sufficient detail to g;.ve the
prospectiveuser a complete grasp of the concepts and logic underlying the model. The presentation
includes: (a) a-comprehensive overview of the system; (b) a description of the Simulator's modules
and the interrelationships of their inputs and outputs;(c) detailed instructions on input card formats,
with appropriate discussion as to the relationship between input parameters and applications of the
model; and (d) a description and explanation of reports generated by the Simulator and the
relationship between individual input data items and output report items. (91 pp.)

238 Lintz, LM., Loy, S.L Hopper, R., & Potempa, K.W. Relationship between design charac-
teristics of avionics subsystems and training cost, training difficulty, and job performance. AFFIRL-
TR-7240, AD-759 583. Wright-Patterspn AFB, 011: Advanced Systems Division, September 1972.
Project 1124, Contract F33615-71-C-I620, McDonnell Di ellas Astronautics Company Fast. NTIS.
The relationships between subsystem design characteristics, training cost, training difficulty, and job
performance were investigated for avionics subsystems. A list of relevant design characteristics was
established..bwd im expert opinions of avionics engineers, Air Force (AF) training supervisors, and
AE instructors. Functional loops were selected from 10 subsystems representing navigation, flight
control, communications, and fiie control subsystems. Performance examinations for each of the 30
functional loops were identified or constructed. Ten AI; students performed each of the examina-
tions. Time and errors were recorded for using equipment and reading teelmical orders (T.0.). Both
stepwise regressions and factor analysis were used to tlerive equations to predict performance time,
training time, T.0. nine, errors, and training equipment cost from equipment design charaderistics,
personnel characteristics, and enviromnental variables. Multiple correlation coefficients were 0.88 and
geater. Factors of Length of Checkout Procedure, Equipment Complexity, Difficulty of Checkout
Steps, Nonauwmatic Checkout, Diagnostic InfOrmation, and Ciarit of Information were identified.
Additional research is recommended. (53 pp.)

239 Baer, L.11. Learning center evaluation measurement of students' attitudes toward undergraduate
pilot training learniug centers. AFIIRL-TR-72-71(1), AD-760 538. Williams AFB, AZ: Flying Training
Division, March 1973, Project 1123, NTIS. This project was an initial study to ascertain the impact,
effectiveness, and aecept,uwe of learning centers within UnderAduate Pilot Trtining (1319). Using an

inhousc developed scale, characterited by equal-appearing intervals as first proposed by Thurstone
;md Chave, utstiiciieffl a student attitntle toward lin learning centers was made. Administration
of the scale to 297 UM students pioduced very strong evidence of positive, favorable attitude toward
tlw learning center concept. Onn,nents, obtained during student interviews and final form
administ ration, may he beneficial In learning center inanagers and operators. (16 pp.)

240 Baer, LH., & Ikggerly, .1,1), Learning center evaluation: teaching an undergraduate .pilot
training academie course in the learning center. AI:HIM-TR-72-71HD AP-760 539, Williams Ai' 11,
AZ: Hying Training Division, March 1973. Project 1123. NTIS. This project describes the
iftidificaliiin of an Ilndergraduate Pilot Training (upT) actulcmic course for presentation in the UPT
Warning center. Course objectives, final examination and workbook exercises were unchanged. The
lecture poitions the' fIndit instruments course were prepared for yiund-slide presentation in the
leammg Lenter, and the effectiveness ;aid time saved Ity this approach were evaluated, It was

concluded that .he lemming center is a very suitaldc livilonment for presenting an academic CWIrse
11131 tli. ti,iic ',;11/Cd, W11110111 :111l!ct inr achiievciiici ;.wa two s expansion of tlik effort to include

ither 111 Ac;pleinic offir;m (3 PIO
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241 Foley, J.P., Jr. Description and results of the Aif Force research and development program for
the improvement of maintenance efficiency. AFHRL-TR-72-72, AD-771 000. Wright-Patterson AFB,
OH: Advanced Sys rt rtc1K-Dikision, November 1973. Project 1710. NTIS. This paper is one of three
prepared for a 1972 APA Symposium entitled "The Impact of Behavioral Science on the Maintenance
()I' Machine Subsystems.- This paper and its accompanying slides give an overview of the Air Force
Research and Development Program for the improvement of maintenance efficiency. Some references
to related work of other DOD agencies and civilian concerns are also made. It emphasizes the use of
the task analysis process in all of these efforts'. Although the central theme emphasizes the job
performance aids efforts, attention is also given to job oriented training and job task performance
tests. The results of two experiments are briefly summarized: (1) an experiment of the Air Force
Iluman Resources Laboratcry in which high and medium aptitude subjects with only 12 hours of
training successfully accomplished checkout procedures, troubleshooting and remove and replace
actions on an electronic equipment using job performance aids and (2) a SAMSO (Space and Missile
Systems Organiution) experiment entitled PIMO (Presentation of Information for Maintenance and
Operation) in which experienced technicians, apprentice technicians, and personnel from unrelated
career fields accomplished error free maintenance on all types of flight line maintenance tasks except
tronbleshooting on the C-I41 aircraft. In addition, a 1972 demonstration combining job per-
hirmance aids with job oriented training is described. In this demonstration, successful flight line and
field shop maintenance of a doppler radar and its computer were performedby airmen of both high
arid average electronic aptitude after only four weeks of job oriented training if they used job
performance aids. (43 pp.)

141 Foley, J,P., Jr. Task analysis for job performance aids and related training. AFHRL-TR-72-73,
AD-771 001. Wright-Patterson AFB, OH: Advanced Systems Division, November 1973. Project 1710.
NT1S. This paper presents several aspects of task analyses for maintenance jobs when these analyses
are u.sed as bases for the development of job performance aids (JPAs) and job oriented training. It
starts with a brief history of the development of t analysis technology and the part that Air Force
research has played ill this development, A formal structure is required when such task analyses have
many uses. The fact that task identification is but the first step in any task analysis is emphasized.
After tasks are identified, the type of :malysis depends on the purpose for which the analysis is being
made. Job observatitm, questionnaire, interview, mh hmdware analysis a, some-means that are
avanble for identiticatimi of job tasks. Task identification, Imsed primarily (.)ti hardware analysis, is
the most appropriate basis for maintenance jobs. A scheme or format to accomplish this, called a
Task klentification Matrix, is presented and described. A structured scheme for ;in:fly/111g the
identified tasks tOr WA development is also presented and includes documents such as the Task
Descrimilm Indcx rind .11unageincnt Matrix, Task Step Dula Detail Test rquipment mil ling Hsc
1%)inl. For maximum effectiveness and efficiency, WAs and training should be developed to effect
optimum trade of t hetween training and JPAs. The analytic questions concerning training which must
be answered hy a task analysis for JPA developers and training specialist are introduced and plans for
a scheme for accomplishment are mentioned. (41 Pp.)

24 3 Pieper, W.J., Foss, FL, & Smith, E.A. InstructionA strategics for a performance oriented
technicitm course. AFIIRLTR-72-74. AD-760 116, Lowry AFII, CO: Tedinical Training Division,
March 1973, Project 1193, Contract F33615-7 I-('-1908, Applied Science Amociates, Imic, NTIS. A
study was initiated to devise iiim)vative instructional strategies 1(') be med in a performance oriented
R:chnical training co r.NC. The stiategies devised were student mitered and applicable 1.(ir sell-pacing

a proposed conyinei hased Advanced Insunctioind Syslein (AIS). A detailed examination was
!wok ()I the current c, i)IICCIIII;111111! ()II COMM! 01111(2111. ilr,1111L1k)1111 S11:11Crieti,
101010, 111Stritilifi COUISe ildlnil2iS1F:Iti()11, StFateuc S Were 1111:n gclICIaled h:Isi'd
(hid r.11heled durir : cour.A. aindvsis. Of the Sh strategres generated, c) were chosen fot detailed
development and d orlon HI their fea.abilily ii he illiltilt WC:11/1)!IS CFAC

..ek.cred 111:111)11:Wil iii ht.' 11111111'. ( 11,1 (pi



244 L.11., Loy, S.L, Brock, G.R., & Potempa, K.W. Predicting,maintenance task difficulty
and penonnel skill requirements basal. on digri parameters of avionics subsystems. AFHRL-TR-
72-75, AD-768 415. Wright-Patterson AFB, OH: Advanced Systems Division, August 1973. Project
1124, Contract F33615-71-C-1620, Met) Milne!! Douglas Astronautics Company East. NTIS. The..

relationships among subsystem design characteristics, personnel skill characteristics, and job
performance were investigated for avionies subsystems. A list of design chara-cteristics was r:tablished.,
based on expert- opinions of avionics engineers, Air Force supervisors, and instructors.. Functional
loops and line replaceable units were selected from ten subsystems representing navigation, flight
control, communications, and fire control subsystems. Experiemeed maintenance supervisors
identified high skill and low skill maintenance personnel. The same supervisors assoc:ated
performance times and error probabilities with these personnel for thrcc maintenance tasks an easy
task.a difficult task. and a complete functional .checkout task. Supervisors also rated each task on a
s,:ale of difficulty. Bolin stepwise regressions and factor analysis were used t, -quations for.
.predicting performance time, error probability, and task difficulty froin-design tics. Similar
analyses derived evnitions relating performance time and errors to personnel eh.. Multiple
correlation coefficients were from 0.50 to 0.93. Personnel factors of Experience. Aptitude, Breadth
of Skills, MOtivation. Training, Time in Grade, and Non-AF Technical Education were identified.

quipment design factors of Checkout Complexity. Checkout Information, Length of Checkout,
Accessibility, Equipment ( Omplexity, and Test Equipment and Adjustments arc associated with
performance times and errors. (133 pp.)

?45 Shenk, F. Development and validation of scores to predict officer career status. AFHRL-TR-
73-1, AD-760 540. Lackland AF13, TX: Personnel Research Division, March 1973. Project 7719,
NT1S. During 1063 a long-term study of officer input. from the principal Air Force commissioning
sot.irces, was initiated. This study was designed to determine the predictability of an officer's career
decisit in and to evaluate relationships between career intent, various demographic, envininmental and
at titudinal factors. and career status. This report presents the development ay.; validation of various

scones designed to predict career status.

Survey data were collected from individuals before they entered active duty; and annually,
through fiv.! yeams of activy military service. The scores designed to predict career status were
determined 1;onn each individuals yearly survey responses. Generally , the relationship between careen
status and the Scul haWci on responses I I e0111111;tisi011ing were quite low:however. there was a

definite inciease in prediction alter the directs experienced active duty. The largest increase ill

prcilicrainht, ()ccurred duning the fotil iw cans ot active duty. This seems to indicate a plateau in
the sulnect's altitude iinv,ard nlun militany ,Rter. Offer of Air Force I/pportunities such as education,
training, and Rqulm emninissinns mighm hc ore elfective al This point, than at the time of
cnonnannsioniny. In Addition, ht)III all t.'0111111lical standpoint. the Air I.once might realim considerable
savmmns inn n ;Mom! coos by sendninn those pinion officers must likely 'to remain MI aelive dilly to Ihe
In.)to cxpenhive Aucational ;Ind trainini pnot.anninhs. The Career Intent Score was the measmement
device most predictive of future career status although eurrelatiom weir' only moderate. (23 pp.)

Vertreaee, & Knonse, S.11. Attitudes of irmen toward the weighted airman promotion
system. A HIRE:IR-73-2, AD-'767 577. Laekland A1:11,'TX: Personnel Research Division, April 1973,
Project 7719. NT1S. Weip,hted Promotin in System (WAN) was &signed to select :Omen
tin punninno nn lin the 1),ISK ii 51X . It WaS instIttited as a Meal,' ton mmmcmii ,flit

1..11.1V.ICd!V ii ',1.111(1111:' mm IlnnIn ii Cllitipettliun and inswing equitable piomolion oppom tunities.
he pre,.ent sinve v,a, ululated to :Min,`I the ittils mt :Millen affected by WAN and detennine

iwIccisc WAPS ha..anr

lic I.c..mahle aim the WAPS !,y,dcin werc.held eho had hcen
widci allhtnrh Noll promoted and nonprinnoted pinromnel teel film WAPS

lduct 111.1n lit sn.hole-mm snonnm ssmil pin ininitrun tnilltin,, Alltriud, it suhsrarnial unififivi of thc ,
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term enlistees felt that they did not know enough about the old system to make a Comparison, the
general consensus was that WAPS is fairer :han the old system.

An egocentric effect, much like that loum! with promote/nonpromote statusowas found when
using term of enlistment as the independent variable. Third terme:s favored giving More impoitance
to time in servie:e. while Tirst term airmen did not. First term airmen place-d mOre value on the
Specialty Knowledge Test.

Aptitude test scores of airmen, who felt that WAPS tests should be increased in importancei
were, higher than those ,for airmen who would give the tests less weight. Howeve,r:, lower aptitude
personnel rated Specialty Knowledge Tests current and adequately covering the career,field. As a test,
the SKT was regarded more favorably by the lower aptitude group than by their higher aptitude
peers. (8 p.p.)

247 Black, D.E. Development of the E-2 weighted airman promotion system. A HRL-TR-73-3,
AD-767 195, Lackland AFB, TX: Personnel Research Division, April 1973. Project 6 23. NTIS. To
conform with new Air Force requirements for gade and promotion controls, th4 Air Training
Command found it necessary to develop a fair and visible system for selecting the to 15 percent of
each Basic Military School class for promotion to E-2 upon completion of training. A candidate
system was developed .by the Personnel Research Division of the Air Force Hun an Resources
1.,aboratory in a policy capturing study in which a six-man prmuotion policy board wa 'convened to
rank-order a represenuaive BMT airmail sample. for promotion. The rankings performedby the boirrd
were done with respect to each trainee's promotability taking into account the f011owing five
promotion factors identified by ATC: The average score on the AF.QT and four AQEs; the overall
grade on the 25th day of training proficiency evaluations; the BMT written examinationl; the Military
'Fraining Instructor reconmwndation score: and the student leader score. Using regression analysis,
each board member's prinnotiOn policy was expressed in temis of a mathematical equatiOn, and the
system of regression weight, develoPed for each board member was used in deriving, by a hierarchical
grouping method, the irverall' policy representing a consensus on the promotion policy. In general,
there was high iotra-ra ter consistency throughout the large number of records 'reviewed by board
membeis. "fhe derived promotion poticy equation Weights efficiently replicated the indMdual poliCies

inajority of hoard members, This paper describes the composition and operation o'f the policy
board, the sample of Basic Military' Training personnel records which were examined, and the
statistical analysis. The final recomohlidat ions made to AT(' are a)so included, but do not necessarily
reflect the.lMal adopted promotion pile:, since subsequent policy considerations may, of necessity,
require an operatiomil scheme th, flan., hum these findings. (20 pp.)

248 Shenk, F,, Watson, T,W,, HaM, J,T. Relationship bMween personality traits and officer
performance and retention criteria. AFIIRL-TR-73-4, AD:767 198. Lackland A FB, TX: Personnel
Research' Division, May 1973, Project 7719.,NTIS. The study concerns an examination of three

personahty inventories ECSR1-A, FCSKI-B, DAH and a Peer Rating Scale designed to
measure five personality fixtors: Surgency, Agreeableness, Conscientiousness, Emotional Stability,

y
dnd Culture. Regrssion analysis techniques were applied using these measures to predict retention
and officer effectiveness as measured by Officer Effectiveness Reports (OERs). Analyqis of the data
unheated that measurements based on the Peer Ratings had higher predictive value fir both criteria
than ,the factor scores derived fioin the patvr-and-peneil personality te!..ts which rarely reached
sittmlicanee levds, Furthermore, peer ratings 11%1 a higher level of prediction for officer performance
ilrin retention. A rerresskin equation including the self-report inventories, peer ratit,g faetots. and
pi-er iatiiip kink yiehled in .R of 19 for reternimi and an R of .36 for officer performance measures,
Wilco eiadu. Duly Air Fok.,! Specialty..Code (DAFS() and education were included as predictor

cni Wow ,39 tul '11:11111)11 ;Hid .43 for the OFR rating. (15 pp.)
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249 Phalen, W.J., & Christal, R.E. Comprehensive occupational data analysis programs: -group
membership (GRMBRS/GRPMBR) and automated diagramming (DIAGRM) programs. AFHRL-TR-
73-5, AD-767 199. Lack land AFB, TX: Personnel Research Division, April 1973. project 7734. NTIS.
This technia report describes two Comprehensive Occupational Data Analysis Programs (CODAP):
(a) the "Group Membership" (GRMBRS/GRPMBR) p1 ogran8, which produce a report that identities
the two groups combining at each stage of a hierarchical grouping process, and (b) the "Automated
Diagramming Cluster Merger- (DIAGRM) program, which uses ORMBRS information as input and
displays the hierarchical grouping actions in diagrammaticiorm.

The detailed descriptions of the GRMBRS/GRPMBR and DIAGRM programs contained in this
report should be of particular interest to_ag.eneies and organizations using the CODAP system. (11 pp.).

250 Zagorski, Southworth, L.E.. Chadston, S.E., Grace, G.L., & Smith, R.L. Automatic data
procezing system and procedures computerized academic counseling system. AFHRL-TR-73-6.
AD-767 196. Brooks AFB, TX: Professional Education Division, June 1973. Project ILIR, Contract
F41609-71-C-0028, System Development Corporation. NTIS. This leport provides a technical
aitalysis and rexiew of the Computerized Academic Counseling System (CACS) designed and
developed by the System Development Corporation. The system was constructed to assist--eounselors
in guiding taukrgrauate college ::tudents toward the selection of optima, ...:ademic majors.

Problem re7iew and definition, system analysis. design rationaiL, methodologi-Lil approach.
..icasurement specilicazious, data base compilation, mathematical modeling,.statistical results, and
validation tests are presented in various degrees of detail. Counseling application directions,
capabilities. and potential are described.

ohiputeri as.ademic counselin) is discussed in the context of career success likelihood.
Recommendation.. for..:.ventlanc, the approach to include additional aspects of caree, guidance are
made.

A concept for an Air Force career counseling system that effectively permits officers and
airmen to shape their own careers is discussed. Functional components of the system include: (a) an

Air Force personnel needs and resources forecast model, (b) a data base for the development and
continuous support of the model, and (e) an Air Force mechanism which, permits personnel to select
eafters of their choice and offers assurance that such careers will he obtained. Preliminary analyses
indicate that such a system is entirely feasible and could have significant positive impact on Air Force
enlistment and turnover rates. Recommendations are presented which suggest appropriate initial
research and development s:ages. (41 pp.)

251 vitola. BM._ Mulliiis, C.J., & Cron:P.R. Validity pf..Armed Services V4cational_Aptitude
Battery, Form I. to predict technical !.ehool success. AFFIRL-TR-73:, AD-767 578. Lackland AFB,
TX: Personnel Research Division, July 1973. Project 7719. NTIS. Validities of the four aptitude
indexes of the Armed Services Vocational Aptitode.Battery (ASVAB). Form I. and the Airman
Qualifying Examination-66 (AQE). were determined for final grades in 46 airman training courses.
Comparisons were made between ACK and ASVAB in terms of their ability to predict technical
school success. The data demonstrate that ASVAB is an effective instrument for use in the military
high school testing program and inay be used satisfactorily. as is AQE, to assign enlistees to technical
t raining. Three of the four selector aptitude indexes of the ASVAB (General. Administrative. :Ind
Electrorics) evi i.enced their appropriateness by having higher validities for their appropriate courses
than any of the other ASVAB aptitude indexes. Thb sort of .,pecille validity did not obtain for the
selector index Of the Mechanical cluster. llos%ever. 15 of the 16 validities obtained for the selector
index in the Mechanical area were at a significant (.01), useful and acceptable level. (17 pp.)

252 Mullins, C.J., Vitola, B.M., & Ahellera, J.W. A correlational analysis of drug abuse in the Air
Force. AFIIRL-TR73-8, AD-770 017, Lackland AFB. TX: Personnel Research Division, July 1973.
Project 7719. NT1S. Intrmation was collected on 4.6S9 subjects who admit fed to having used drUgs
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before entering the Air Force. A corr I nab s:.; of this sample indicated that there appears to
he a general tendency to abuse several (trues I; object has abused one, and that marijuana appears
to be associated with mnhiple drug abuse th;ii..my other drug. Extent of drug abuse of all drugs
studied appears to be assOciated with low pe r,linance on aptitu.!e measures and educational level.
Other correlational analyses indicated that the only drug significantly associated with low Airman
Performance Reports is marijuana, and that the pattern of optimal weights among background
variables in forming prediction composites against Airman reriormance ;seports among drug abusers
is not sh:nificantly different from the pattern of such weights among non abusers. (16 pp.)

253 Guinn, N., & Germadnik, G.J. Feasibility of developing .a procurement stfategy for school of
military sciences, officer input. AFHRL-TR-73-9, AD-770 Olo. Lackland AFB, TX: Peisonnel
Research Division, August 1973. Project 7719..NT!S. This report describes the origin and develop-
ment of a data base for possible use in increasing the effectiveness of officer procurement for the
School of Military Sciences, Officer training program. Distributions are included to illustrate the type
and magnitude of differences existing between the various colleges and universities attended by
entrants into SMS-O training. The relationships bet wcvn officer effectiveness criteria and the
characteristics of the colleges and universities from which the junior officers graduated were analyzed.
Results of analyses indicate that criterion differences found are due tQ some extent to the differences
in the characteristics of the academi,: institutions' student bodies. It concluded .that these data
could be utilized effectively in SMS-O officer recruitment, and a combination of these_ data
similar data on current AFROT(' detaclunents could be used to form the basis of a flexible, cost-
effective procurement -program. I IQ pp.) .

254 Taylor, J.N., & Black, D.E. Nonprior service college gaduate airmen responses to selected
questions from the March 1971 airman 'sample survey. AFHRL-TR-73-10. AD-771 678. Lackland
A FB, TX: Personnel Research Division, October 1973. Project 6323. NTIS. The purpose of this sludy
was to provide information (rn first term nonprior service college graduate (NPSCG) airmen by
examining their responses to selected questions from the March 1971 Airman Sample Survey. Areas
of interest included the availability and use of accelerated training in. technical schools, job
satisfaction. job effectiveness. *and the vaIne of college training to Air Force jobs. Comparisons were
made between the responses of NPSCG ainnen and first tenn noncollege graduate' airmen .and
between NPSCG airmen assigned to various career fields. Results of the analyses indicated the fol-
lowing: NPSC(1 aiimen had less opportunity for accelerated training than did noncollege airmen. hut
had significantly heifer results when such training waS available..In most instances, however. the
college graduates and the noncollege graduates did not attend the same technical schools in like
proportions. Percentagewise. more college giaduates were displeased with their Air Force jobs and
cOnsideled their j(d)s dull than did noncollege-graduate airmen. Most superviSbit-Who-hd-ri atnlleg.e.
degree judged NPSCG airmen to be mdre et fective in Air Force jobs than noncollege graduate airmen.
while almost half of the supervisors without a degree thought there is no difference in the job
effectiveness of either group. When considering the career fields most populated by NPSCG airmen,
significant differences were found regarding the value of academic specialties to Air Force jobs. Also.
it was deternnned that- the value of academic specialties to Air Force jobs is highly related in a
positive direction to job satisfaction. (24 pp.)

255 Mitchell._ R.L.. Lucero, A.B., & Ibrrison, R.E. Simulation of high-resolution 'radar displays of
city complexts. AF1IRL-TR-73-11, AD-768 4)3. Might-Patterson Aril. OH: Advanced Systems
Division, August 1973. Project 6114, Contract F33615-72-C-1583, Technology Service Corporation.
NT1S. The modeling and simulation techniques capable of generatingfarge-scalel,,6-resolution radar
displays (.0. cultural features are investigated. Specific features include power l!.:qtimission towers,
buildings. imIroads. bridges, storage tanks, streets, rivers, and uatural terrain. In arblition. the general
nackground-type of return is also discussed. The problem of real-time simulation is assessed. The
techniques have been applied to simulate radar images 01 a 2.25 x 2.25 mile area of North Ding
Reach, California. to a resolution of 20 feet. ( I I 0 pp.)
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256 Wilbourn. J.M. The Air Reserve as an all-volunteer force. AFHRL-TR-73-12, AD-773 804.
Lack land AFB, TX: l'ersonnel Research Division, September 1973. Project 7719. NTIS. The Air
Reserve force, consisting of the Air Force Reserve (USAFR) and the Air National Guard (AN(;), is
facing a critical peliod of adjustment with the advent of the all-volunteer force. It' the Air Force is
unable to attract suffident numbers of personnd into the Regular Air Force to satisfy mission
requirements, or it' additional personnel are retiuired in casc of a national emergen.cy, the role of the
RrServe torce becomes one of Primar/ importance. In order to assess the effect of an all-volunteer
concept on the Reserve force. an attitude survey was administered to a random sample of USAFR
and, ANG non-prior service 1970 enlistees to determine their attitudes and opinions about the
military in general and the Air Force in particular. Biographical, socio-economic, aptitudimd and
attitudinal data were analyzed- by draft vulnerability category and expressed attitude toward
voiunteer military service. Analyses indicated a general lowering of aptitude and educational level in
the reduced quantity of enlistees who will volunteer for Reserve duty. llowever, intensified recruit-
ment of nfinority groups, which now ..onstitute less than five percent of the Reserve force. might
supplement any projected decrease in numbers of enlisted accessions. Various negative.aspects such is
military discipline, salary, and interference with civilian job were indicated as contributing factors to
non-reenlistment in the Reserve force. A survey of inducements to reenlist as preferred by the sample
indicated increased pay, veteran's benefits on retirement, and reenlistment bonuses may be effective
in increasing Reserve retention rates. Certain non-monetary benefits such as completion of education
at the government's expense, or guaranteed promotions may be quite- effective in inducing
prospective Reserve enlistees to volunteer for the Regular Air Force in lieu of their Reserve tour.
(19 pp.)

-

257 FugilI. J.W.K. Task difficulty and task aptitude benchmark scales for the administrative and
general career fields. AFHRL-TR-73-13, AD-771 677. Lackland AFB, TX: Personnel Research
Division. October 1973. Project 7734. NTIS. This, the second report on the development of task
difficulty and task aptitude benchmark scales, discusses the feasibility of inferring relative ras'::
difficulty values and relative task aptitude requirements for a variety of tasks in the General and
Administrative work areas. It was established that there was a high positive relationship between
relative task difficulty values, as designated by work supervisors, and the corresponding relative task
aptitude requirements, as determined by bel,:moral scientists. I or 3,200 tasks not used in the original
scaling procedure, it was determined that relative task difficulty values may be inferred at a high level
of con fidence. and that relative task aptitude requirements may be inferred at a moderately high level
of confidence. (14 pp.)

258 Mullins, CJ., & LII. An evaluation of item-by-item test administration. AFFIRL-TR-
73 14 AD-764 178 Lnkhnd r 1X;- Personnel_Research-Division, Mav 1973. Project .77_19.
NTIS. A battery of three tests w :Hninvtered tc, two groups of basic airmen in their first week of
bask training. Group A (N = 298) was tested in the normal way; Group B (N = 317) was tested with
an item-by-item form of administration. The purpose was to determine whether the item-by-item
administration would he more efficient than the usual method. Results did not indicate that the
itemThy-rtein administration was in any way superior to the usual. (4 pp.)

259 Miller, C.G., & Sellman. W.S. Development of psychometric measures of student attitudes
toward technical training: norm group report. AFIIRL-TR-73-15, AD-775 151. Lowry AFB, CO:
Technical Training Division, October 1973.- Project 1121. NT1S. This report describes the Phase II
error t of a ta.,k t Iewlop a new stud.m critique form tor the Air Trainiag Command (ATC). Phase!
of this effort as reported in AFIIRL-TR-70-37. Development of Psychometric Measures of Student
At titudes Toward Technical Training: Reliability and Factorial Validity. reconunended the further
development of group specific florins lOr officers. NCOs. and airmen enrolled in Air Force technical
training schr;ds. In Phase II additional items were added to the prototype form resulting in a later
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version of the critique loon that had a reliability of .80. The Phase II version of the Student Critique
Form (S('F) was administered to a sample of over 1800 students enrolled in technical training courses
at six Air Force bases. Norms .xere gathered separately for officers, NC0s, and airmen since
additional analyses indicied, as did, the Phase 1 analyses, that the three groups were significantly
different with respect t.) attitudes as measured by the SCF. Seven scales emertied from a factor
analysis of the Phase II version of the SCF. The scales were named as follows: Instructor Competence,
Study Environment and Testing, Specialty Training, Training Impressions, Classroom Facilities and
Environment, Training lkvices and Audio Visual Aids, and Training Materials Adequacy. Phase 11 of
INS effort was subsequently initiated to develop the computer software to score and interpret the
SCF. (42 pp.)

260 He:idquarters Air Force Human Resources Laboratory. Fiscal year 1.974 Air Force technical
objeciive document. AFIIRL-TR-73-16, AD-766 646. Brooks AFB, TX: Headquarters Air. Force
Human Resources Laboratory, July 1973. (Covers all AFHRL projects). NT1S. This document
provides tbe acodeinic and industrial R&D commUnity with a suMmary of the technical planning
object ivs of i Air Force in the area of human resources. The Objectives covered are (a) Personnel
Proc:dernent and Initial Assignment; (b) Personnel Utilization; (c) Education, .Training and
Instrutional Systems; (d) Instructional Devices, Hardware and Software . Development; (e)
Perfolulance Evaluation; (I) Sustainment, Separation and Retirement; and (g) Human Resources Data
iii Syst,:ms Design .:nd Operation. (25 pp.).

261 Koplyay, J.B , Gott, C.D., & Elton, 3.11. Automatic interaction detector-version 4 (A1D)-4
reference manual. AFHRL-TR-73-17, AD-773 803. Lackland AFB, TX: Personnel Research Division,
October 1973. Project 6323. NTIS. A computer-based automatic interaction detector (AID-4)
algorithm was adapted and amended for Air Force use by the Air Force Human Resources
Laboratory from an- earlier program obtained from The University of Michigan. The basic idea of
AID-4 is to explain variance of a criterion, variable in terms of given predictor variables and their
possible simple and complex interactions by a sequential splitting process. This report describes the
technical detail.; that are-required for the use of the A1D-4 program as it is currently operational on
an IBM 70-40 amipaer system. (98 pp.)

262 Siegel, A.1., Berpman, B.A., & Miller, G.G. Adaptation c,f advanced measurement and e.uluation
techniques for utilization in Air Force technical training systems. AFHR1,TR-73-18, AD-773 802.
Lowry A F B, CO: Technical Training Division, November i973. Project 1.121, Contract
F41609-72-C-0014, Applied Psychological Services, !nc. NTIS. The multidimensional scaling and
cluster analytic techniques were investigated as methods for providing a needed integatipg frame-
work within the course development and training evaluation context. Additionally, the.re-lative merit.
was investigated of variouS advanced (novel)-testing methodsin-thetechnical training context'. The
multidimensional and the cluster analytic techniques were held to provide the needed 'integrating
thread and the advanced testing methods were indicated to posses advantage over the usual multiple
choice examination. (142 pp.)

163 Guinn, N., Fanner, C.B., & Wilbourn, J.M. Effect of an all-volunteer force on input intO,.the
school of military sciences, officer training program. AFHRL-TR-73-19, AD-775 714. Lackland AF13,
TX: Personnel Research Division, December 1973. Project 7719. NTIS. To determine theimpact Of
the volunteer force on officer accessions, a total of 3,931 trainees entering the school of Military'
Sciences, Officer training program during FY 1972-1973 were surveyed and categorized into-groups
based on draft vulnerability and expressed attitude toward voluntary military service, prior seriice
experience, rated/non-rated status, and entry before and after November 197 Results indicate 'hat
NI'S officer trainees are motivated to some -extent by draft pressure. In general, prior 'service
personnel and minority groups express a more favorable attitude toward voluntary military service.
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An increase in positive attitude is also perceptible after the military pay increase became effective.
Comparisons on other demographic, aptitudinal, and attitudinal variables revealed significant
differences between self- and draft-motivated trainees and hetween prior and non-prior serviee
personnel. (32 pp..)

264 Mc Laurin, A'.A. Validation of a battery of performance tests for prediction of aerospace ground
equipment course grades. AFHRL-TR-73-20, AD-774 56. Lack land B. TX: Personnel Research
Division, November 1973. Project 1L1R, Contract F41609-71-C-0032, University of Alabama in
Birmingham. NT1S. A battery of nine performance tests (Performance Assment System, PAS) was
administered to 204 airmen trainees enrolled in an Aerospace Ground Equipment Repairman (AGE)
course at Chanute Air Force Base, ATC. The-objectives of the research program were to_deteimine
the validity of the PAS tests fOr eriteriOn course grades: to determine the increase in validities for the
course grades by combining the PAS scores with the AQE Electronic Al and to determine the validity
_of the PAS tests for the course grades Of "low-aptitude- airmen.

Analyses of the data indicated that the PAS tests made a significant contribution-to the
Electronics Al in predicting course grades, and, for most course grades, the PAS tests were equal in
validity to the Selector Index. The PAS tests, in general, made more contribution to the grades based
upon trouble-sht,oting and repair problems than did the other predictors. The sample of trainees,
were separated into upper and lower groups based upon AFQT percentil rank. The validities of the
AFQT. AQE indexes and PAS tests were determined for each resultant group. The PAS tests were
approximately equal in validity to the other predictors for criterion course trades for the upper group
and superior to them for the lower group. Recommendations for s,ibsequent resezt:ch and develop-
ment arc given.( 1) pp.)

265 Askren, W.B.. Korkan, K.D., & Watts. C.W. Humar resources sen.itivity to system design
tradeoff alternatives: feasibility test with jet engine data. AFERL-TR-73-21, AD-776 775. Wrighi-
Patterson AFB, Otl: Advanced Systems Division, Nover,ber 1973. Project 1124. NTIS. The
feasibility of develop* Dc agn Option Decfsion Trees to, a levet pf detail which shows hardware
involved in "on-aireraft" maintenance, and the fea,ibility of measuring the sensitivity of human
resource, data to design tradeoff pn blems depicted in these Trees were investigated. The approach
included 'expanding a porti,m of an -carlier developed.. aircraft jet engine Tree, selecting tradeoff
problems from the expanded Tree for sensitivity analYSi::, and collecting- psychometric data from
experienced jet engine mechanics rega,ding this sensitivity. Five Design Option Decision Trees were
developed t.)i- turbofan jet engines. Eight turiOfan p.oblems were evaluated for effect on human
resources. The factors of training and experience, and amount of -troubleshooting time are affeeted by

--..-cittlic4;- =If design-nption in six of the-eight tradeoff -.--roblems. Ease ofmaintenance is affected in five
problems, and complexity of tools and equipment is affected in two problems. Crew size and job
specialty are each affected in one problem. (37 pp.)

266 J.A., & Irish, K.M. The development and evaluation of an optimized video output from a
wide angle optical probe. AFIIRLTR-73-22. A1)-774 577. Wright-Patteon AFB, OH: Advanced
Systems Division, Deeember 1973. Project 6114, Contract ,F33615-72* -1270, Systems Research
Laboratories, Inc. NTIS. This report describes a two-phase program to de :clop an optimized video
outpUt,,from a wide angle optical probe. Phase I.of the program presents data resulting limn radio-
metric and photometric studies of model paints, textures and illumination sources: performan:x data
resulting from tests conducted on the wide angle optical probe; and a preliminary system design.
Phase It of the:program dealt with system development and evAluation. The report describes the
detailed design of the high resolution 2-inch vidicon camera, including particular cmph:tyi: on the
wideband video preamplife- and video processing electronics. Theevaluation phase of tho program
tncludes data. concerning -he performance of the television system, and the performane: of the
integrated system ineludir_ optical probe, magnifying image intensifierand ultra high resolution
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2-inch vidicon -camera. The conclusion reached by examination of the resultant data supports the
behef that a truly optimized video output front a wide angle optical probe has been achieved. (143 pp.)

267 Vito la, B.M., C.J., & Brokaw, LI/ Comparative data on a sample of all-volunteer
enlistees with 1970 through 1972 Air Force accessions: AFHRL-TR-73-26, AD-767 579. Lack land
AFB, TX: Personnel Research Division, July 1973. Project 7719. NTIS. A data hase was established
to which characteristics-of the all-volunteer tbree could be compared. If the hypo!li.!sis is tellable that
the sample of 1Q73 enlistees used in this study represents the qualiative ch;J:acteristics of the
all-volunteer force, current aptitude levels suggest sufficient quality for the majority (Y- Air Force
jobs. Analysis of the data resulted in the following conclusions: (a) There,has been a grin'tcal loss of
high aptitude people over a three-year period. If this trend continues, theie will be a prOahl Led to
offer further incunt'ves to enlist individuals who can perfbrm in the more critical aptitude .1s. (li)
There will oe no dramatic increase in the proportion of Negroes in the all-volunteer foree. Ai :

has enlisted, and continues.to enlist, a proportion of Negroes equal to, or greater than, the prop,,..1-
.art Negroes in the population. (c) Under present reenlistn rat policy considerations, Air Force
'remain an tr-xxllent source front Which industry may draik 'tsorinel in over 200 job types .

PP-)

26S Askren, W.B. Analysis-of Air Force institute of technology ..\ '4475 "Laboratory
merit of R&D." AFEIRL-TR-73-27, AD-767 197. Wright-Pattei.,en ,7B, OH: Advanced Sy is

Division, August 1973. Project 1124. NTIS. The Air Force Institute of ..-linology Course
-Laboratory Management of Research and Development- was analy. to ua.±nnine if such a course
is needed, what form it should take, and what subjects should in the curriculuin. The
analysis also provides other supplementarI; data. It was found that 1.,..ifitory Commanders are in
fav4 ot retaining the co urst: but believe it should be changed. The sluity re,o,ma-,:nds that the course
be continued reoriented :0 training the new laboratory scieutist/engineer repro:ding the dutits of this
job, that the coure he shortened to a maximum of 15 days using 21 priority subject matter topics,
and that a Laboratory Project Engineer I landbook he d ryeloped to simpna:m the course. The study
also recommends ti it a DOL Course Advisory Croup be established t otonitor the course content
and objectiVes. This analysis applies to Course 475 as it was taught through J11112 l')72. The course
was revised subsequent to that date hased pzotially on the findings of this study. Inquiries
codce rmng the current AHT/SI. Course 475 cotitent and methcd of itistruction sin itld he addressed
to the Chief. Contimfing Education Divicion, AHT.School I tictents and loLinnior., Wright-Paite-rson
Air Force Base, Ohio 45433. (45 pp.)

269 Guinn, N.. & Truax, S.R. Comparison or volunteer ...titiides aad career motivation amonit
officer and airman personnel. AF11RL-TR-73-2F+, AD-772 676. Ladcland MT:TX:Personnel
Research Division, October 1973. P. t 7719 NTKS. Sitarld problems arise in procuring 7 sufficient
nun-her of qualified personnel to viable force Lrvels under zero-drak conditiott it becomes
necessary to identify incentive pn".7r,2o13 c()%1:, be used to stimidate recruiting effort. A total of
3,391 officer trainees and Q,333 !:a :armen ente dg set-vice during uiscal yen 1972 wer'e. surveyed
to determine the effect of certain in -:entives on their attitude toward volhntary military service-and
the perc...iived positive and negative aspects of a military career. Res'ilts indicate that choice Of
career incentive had the gzeatest impact on expres,cd !'or otfic..r C .-eer
field droice and variable term of service commitment had n equally positiv.: intl ...tnce on airman
attitudes. Front an officer. quaiii, ,iandpoint, pay, rfioniotion, and educational ltkentives attract
officers of quality similar to those whose negative at titudes toward voiuntary nfilitary setvice remain
unchanged. For airman personnel, those attracte.-1 by the pay incentives demonst;ata higher
performance in all aptitude areas than those with a ne-gative attitude toward military servii'. Airman
and officer personnel differ in their perception of the most satisfying aspects of a mil,tary .,-;ttntnent.
in interesting job was The factor most widely selected as a satislier by officers, otportunity ior
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mormowssim, trar-ANNEP9w

technical trauth . by . 1; the outstanding dissatisfier for bo Ii ioups was perceived luck of
personal cortnd o"er dwir career. Isolated tours and SiT ration loon family \A.:ere perceived as t he

most negtui"ispets of an .Air Force career. (29 pp.)

270 Croll, P.R., Mullins, C.J., & Weeks, J.L. Validation of the cross-cultural aircrew ,fitut:e battery
on a Vietnamese pilot trainee sample. MI.:UM-TR-73-30, AD-778 072. Lackland AF11, TX: Personnel
Resvarch Division, November 1973. Project 7719. NTIS. TI,! present study is validation of the
Ctoss-Cultural Ancrew Aptitude Bat teiy (CC \AB) with a Vietnap ese pilot trainee sample. Results or
t!iis study indicate that the CCAAB is an acceptable predictor of piL. success for 'foreign national
pilot candidates, and that optifnum prediction is obtained when predictor sus and regression weights
are nationality-specific. Recommendation is made to re-valihte the CCAA:. On each nationality for
which it is to he used, in order to deternfine the unique optimum predictor sets and weights for that
nationality. (13 pp.)

271 Wilbotim, 1.M., & Guinn, N. Feasibility of using spec:al n.easures in the classification and
assignment of lower mental ability airmen. AFHRL-TR-73-31, AD-777 831. Lrkland AFB, TX:
Personnel Research. Division, November 1973. Project 7719 NT1S. A battery of tlewn non-verbal
tests \yen.. administered to a sample of 2,362 tion-prr'i service enlistees who had been selected to one
or seven technkal schools. The uscluhiess of additional aptitilinal and educational data was also
investigated. 'The number of significant relationships between certain non-vebal tests and fina:
technical school grade varied as a function of mental category mid career fitid. When all non-verbal
tostswere useil as a composite, significance was found iii all courses for the total group and in three of

the lov,ei mental ability groups. On cross-va:lation the 'lumber pc agnifieant
ielatmnships b..7tweeli the non-verbal composite and final school grade were reduwd to four total
gum!) courses ano one lower ability group course. When added to th selc ,zfor -..Ititude index (Al).
the non-verbal teifts made a significant and unique contribution to Ow pre iction or te 'inieal school
success over and beyond the selector Al alone. Further inve.aigation indicate I. thu. additional
aptitudinal and educational data added significantly to the pi edict ion system in s me courses.

Results indicate that the use of non-verbal tests as well as other e tudinal lid edn "ftional
data could make, a significant contribution it' added to the operitional ....,ection and classificatim-
batter.1,. (20 pp.)

272 Mullins, V.J., Vitola, B.M., & Ntichelson, A.E. Variables related to .tre-service cfmn :jis use in a
sample of Air Force enlistees. AFHRL-T0-73-33, AD-776 778. Lacklam: Al; TX: Personnel
Research Division. November 1973. Project ; 19.. NT1S. l'.. sample- of.4,i4 self:Alf: .0 cannabis
usels was compared with a stinple pit' airmen v, Po had no known record o: .frug ahtLx. Ilus study
milicales that there is a very stroing likelihood for cannabis users to use other drugs. 'II :re are
felatimiships between cannabis abusli: and geographic area of enlistment, religious prefeence, :--aitude
scores. race. educational level. find/age at enlistment. Cannal Is abuse is also rei 1 to the '.kelihood
of gett nig ail undeshable discharge,!to Airman Performance Report. ;aid to promoni.. I ay 611 pi )

I

i

273 Carpenter, LB. Relative valtdity of two item fonnats for obtaining length of serOce data from
job inventories. AFI1RL-TR-73-34, AD-771 673. Lackiand AFB, TX: Cccupational Reseaich

IDivision, September 1973. Project 7734. NTIS.- As part-of a continuing effort imi .ove existine
melhodolo?.iy foi development aild use of occupational data gathering devices, this report consid, ..s
the relative validity of two varield item (fa mats for obtaining length of service data; speel.,..tiori in
total months versos a combined I years and inontlis formulation. The later format wa., fou, .'. to have
much greater validity for relatifely lengthy time periods hut no significant difference was round for
shorter periods. An alternativs: nethod tor obtaining length of service data which employs a computer
determination lir elapsed tr",. 'based on respondent provided dates is fecommended for operational
use. (6 pp.)



4 Carpenter, J.B. The eleetronic career ladder evaluation project: an aptitude requiternen study.
AFT:a-TR-73-35, AD-774 '576. Laekland AFB, TX: Occupational Research Division, December
1973. Project 7734. NT1S. In the event that anticipated shortfalls in the recruitment of qualified
airmen for certain electronic specialties materializes, data on existing job requirements in terms of
Ject (mit. aptitude ieouir.ments should provide the basis for any selective lowering of the minimum
ArS standards. This report considers the relative electronics aptitude requirements for all AFSCs
having a specified -minimum AQE-El. Ranked difficulty of first-term airmen jobs in these:specialties,
Ai terms of electronic, artitude required, were obtained front 1,323 NCO supervisors and compared
with the existing requirements. The rankings were shown to be highly stable and reliable, and the
,.alidity of the experimental procedures is supported by the data. Sequential actions for lowering the
minimum electronics aptitude requirements together with a realignment of existing ArSC require-
kients are suggested. (11 pp.)

2; McFarland, B.P. Job analysis of the medical service career field. AFHRL-TR-73-36, AD-775
720. Lackland AFB, TX: Occupational Reseanh Division, January 1974. Project 7734. NTIS. The
purpose of this study was to complete a job analysis of the Air Force's Medical Servke career Field.
This is the first in a series of repOrts designed to comPare and make recommendationi concerning the
role of the Nurse and Medical Corpsman in the Air Force's health care delivery system. A sample of
1,996 airmen in. the Medical Service Ca:eer Field (AFSC 902X0, 90292) was used/for the analysis.
The data were analyzed by use of the CoMprehensive Occupational Data---A:tcalysi-s Programs
(CODAP). Meaningful job types were identified and recommen:!ations for changing the structure of
the Medical Servide Career Ladder were made based on the occi. ',..tional analysis.

ndal.

The job inventory for the Medical Service Career Field was constructed aild administered by
Likon, Wilson. Ferguson, and Winick, Inc., under contract 1741609-70.C-0043 monitored by the Air
Force Human Resources Laboratory's Occupational Research Division (7734-0142).

Consolidated descriptions of job type groups, together with other pertinent printout data, are
available to qualified requesters on a loan basis from the Air Force Human Resourixs Laboratory's
Occupational Research Division/PEOA, Lackland AFB, Texas 78236. (18 pp.) j

276 Carpenter, J.B., & Christal, RI. Development of a data base for direct/analysis of airmen loss
rates. AFHRL-TR-73-37, AD-775 721; Lackland AFB, TX: Occupational Research Division,
December 1973. Project 7734. NTIS. This study was designed to accoMplish two interrelated
objectives: first, to inves,gate the existing relationship between selected factOrs previously identified_
as being 'significant in attempting to predict military service losses during first-term service and
second, to make available to qualified uscrs a Lomnrehensive data.base.for further analysis-as specific--
questions in this area arise. The data base developed is described in detail and methodologies for
interpretation are stiggested in an analysis of the effects of mental categOry classification, age, and
pre-service education level on potential airman attrition for undesirable causes. All factors cited were
found to show a significant relationship with the existingioss rate of first-term airmen. (23 pp.)

277 Echtemacht, G.J., Reilly, R.R., & McCaffrey, P.J. Developme,p4d yalidity ofa vocational and
occupational interest inventory. AFIIRL-TR-73-38, AD-7N4-5-71. Lackland AFB, TX:,Personnel
Research Division, December 1973. 'Project lLIR, Contract F4Tbb9:72-C-0030, Educational T.-sting
Service. NT1S. Between January and April 1973, over 3,10G airmen in eigbt service career fields with
at least six montlis on-the-job experience and 300 recruits in hasiC traioing retul d interest
inventones, termed the Vocational and Occupational Inter^sCChoice :Exarninat. (VOICFA This
interest inventory wa:, designed to measure the vocational interests olenlisted mem entering the Air,
orce. Items forming the inventory were primarily generated by examining job analyses in relation to

the airinan classification structure. The purpose of this effort was to develop and validate a prototype
of an interest inventory that could be used by recruiters with the Guaranteed Enlistment Program.
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Both a priori and occiipatiimal scales were developed based on iesponses o')taiiied by mail inventory
administration of airmen who indicated satistaction.with their career fields. Scale . ere developed on
half-samples and a cross-validation technique employed. A comparison was made, in order to assess
validity, of the number .of individuals correctly predicted to be membirs I tt service c "leer field or
'men.in-general using the scales versus the number ot individuals ono expect to correctly
predict without use of the scales. Scale weights developed in one Hit-sample were applied to
responses obtained in the other half-sample in the above comparison. Recommen., lions for further
developmental effort were inade. (83 Op.)

275 Frick, F.C., & Karp, D. Use of the lincoln training system for the task simulation in the support
of performimee laboratory instruction. AFHRL-TR-73-39, AD-764 724. Lowly AFB, CO: Technical
Training Division, September 1973. Project 1121, Cimtract F19628-70-C-0230, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. NT1S. An investigation was can ied out to determine the feasibility and
relative cost of developing pictorial procedures that could be used in conjuninion with the Lincoln
Training System for task simulation in thi,: support of performance laboratory instruction. The
teclmique ppears to be economical and effective. The storage and data processing capabilities of the
LIS make it pozible to monitor and assess the student's ierfOrmance. It would also be possible to
t ccord and monitor system performance in the'same frishion, and a scheme for "system pert ormance
assurance is developed which ca.pitalizes on this capability. (25 pp.)

279 Scheffler, F:L, DaPolito, F.J., McAdams, R.1.2., & Gee, M.J. Feasibility of computer processing
of technical information on the design of instructional systems. AFIIRL-TR-73-40, AD-778 073.
Wright-Patterson AFB, OH: Advanced Systems Division, January 1974. Project 1710, Contract
F33615-72-C-2091, Univeisity of Dayton Research Institute. NTIS. A study was made of the

ifeasibility oLa cOmputer-based system to handle teclwical information pertinent to the design 'and
use of instructional systems. The study took intr.; acconrit the information neeils of both researchers
and practitioners. Current_ and projected information needs of reseatehers and practitioners were

: determined from structured interviews. Ten available computer-based information storage and
retrieval systems winch could serve as a basis for such a technical system were investigated. Question-

' answering co nip ut e r systems based on artificial intelligence concepts were reviewe'a and considered in
. terms of providing a presciiptive interactive system. It was concluded that practicable generalized

semantic information ret rieval systems would requ: re further developments. The design and

1

implemen ta lion of a natural language automated 'in tormation ret rieval system encompai,sing
rudimentary features of a prescriptive system is feasible. both iti :ernis ot the technical res, rirce
prmided and its cost effectiveness. AU on-line interactive retrieval systein was designed, and a model

'data' base- cif approximately 500 litcratuic-delived 'co,nplelicnSive. abStr;.,ts Was-iniPlYnientid and
tested to cilinfinn the feasibility of the system. I 14 pp.)

280 Schumacher, S.P. Development .of a technical data file on the design and usP instructional
systems. AFIIRLTR-73-41, AD-775 149. WriOt-Pattersop AFB, OH: Adv-nced S:stems Division,
December 1973. Project 7907, Contract F33615-72-C-1854,-Applied Scien? Associates, Inc. NT1S.
ThiZ'report describcS the developmen, of a---technical data tilc concerned with the technology of
lntructional System Development suitable lo.r a varaly of users. The tile was prepared ir a way
amenable to later computerized storage and retrieval. General information 4rInces and indexes of
high!). pri)h:thle relevant content were reviewed witri' key words and relevant specialty journals
covering the pedod 1'):-,0 to Ili /3 were searned. Abstracts of articles providing opinion, Ile,
methodology, evaluative summary and-literature review were of a suminar.,ing descriptive nature.
Abstracts of articles reporting sampling studk2s, correlational analysis, ano experimental data were
prepared [none compienensively so that they iiiilrt often be used it lieu of .the article. A common
f,iiinat was used with a bibliographic/indexing Information page'and III.evaluatitm checklist being
included. 'Ile principal results of the effort are :is follows: (I) a papr.i tile. of 2,603 abstracts. (2) a



card file of titles, (3) a coordinate index, (4) a comprehensive key word index and hibhography, and
(5) MTST tapes or I q5o of the abstracts. Incidental to the development, comprehensive guidehnes
for abstracting this type of literature and a compendium of author-noted research-and-development
needs were prepared. (75 pp.)

281 Guinn, N. Factors related to adaptability to military service among 1965 airman accessions,
AFIIRL-TR-73-42. AD-768 328. Lack land AFB, TX: Personnel Research Division, September 1973.
Project 7719. NTIS. Distributions were accomplished to demonstrate the relationships between age.
educational level, and AFQT scores of the 11)65 airman accessions and their reenlistment desirahihty
at the completion of their initial tour. The largest percentage of undesirable enlistees s% as found in the
high s..Thool non-graduate, Category IV. atfl 17 year old groups. Using these three categories of
variables, it was found that it would be phssible to eliminate 34 percent of the undesirables, although
76 percent of the individuals falling in this three category group actually proved to he successful in
their military career. It was emphasized that caution should be used in attempting to estabhsh a
scieening procedure to identify undesirable enlistees since a significant numl,ur of potentially
qualified personnel nfight be excluded at the sante time. (18 pp.)

282 Joyce, R.P., Chenzoff, AY., Mulligan, J.F., & Mallory, W.J. Fully procedurdited job
performance aids: draft military specification for organizational-and intermediate maintenance.
AFIIRL-TR-73-43(I). AD-775 702. Wright-Patterson AFB, Oil: Advanced Systems Division,
Decemb-Jr. 1973. Project 1710. Contract F33615-73-C-4033, Applied Science Associates, Inc, NTIS,
This volume supplies a model for specifications flu the preparation of Fully Proceduralized Joh
Performance Aids' for the maintenance of Air Force equipment. The model reflects the research
findings of the Air Force Iluman Resources Ltiboratory and other Department of Defense agencies
concerning maintenance data. It has the unique feature of requiring that a. task analysis yielding
certain intermediate products necessary for the development of this type of data be prepared in a
stanuard format and submitted for review by the Procuring Agency. These intermediate products
inellufe items such as an Annotated Task Identification Matrix, a Test EqUipment and Tool Use
Form.- and a Generalized Task List, as well.as step description worksheets and level of detail reimire-
ments. The Aids to be developed front these specifications are for the organizational and intermediate
maintenance functions: Adjust. align, calibrate, checkout/troubleshooting, clean. dissassemble/
assemble, inspect. lubricate, operate, remove/install. repair, and service. The specification, covers all
content, writing. illustration, and format requirements for .1-ob Guide Manuals and Fully
Proaduralized Troubleshooting Aids. It includes comprehensive quality assurance provisions and ati
approrilwrb hst_.(153 pp.)

283 joyce, Chentoff, A.P., Mullign, J.F., & Mallory, W.J. Fully procedurafized job
perfomance aids: handbook for JP developers, AFIIRL-TR-7343(II), AD-775 705. Wrigh t-
Patterson,. AFB, 011: Advanced Systems Division, December 1973. Project 1710. Contract
F33615-73-C4033, Appiied Science Associates, Inc: NTIS. This volume 'provides guidance for the
developmeat of . idly ProeLiduralized Job Perforinari,:e Aids (JPAs) for.the organizational and inter-
mediate maintenance of Air Yorce equipment. It contains detailed instructions to the contractor for
preparing fully proceduralized JPAs in accordance with the Draft Specification (Volume .1 of this
technical report). It ihcludes instructions for performing the behavioral task analysis-; for development
of die lob Guides and Fully Procedurahzed Troubleshooting AidS (VPTAs), and for insuring quality
and accuraq..- assurance. The very important validation and verfication activities are also thoroughly

,discussed. Per,sonntel types and qualifications required for efficient development of JPAs ale also
included. In additiOn, this volu:ne presents a strategy and guidance for dewloping supervised piactice
exert:ises designed r() produce the ski Ils required for preparing fully proccduralized PAs. ( 132 pp.)



284 Joyce, R.P., Chen:-Af, A.P., tilligan. J.F., & W.J. Fully proceduralized job
performance aids: handbook for JPA managers and training specialists. AFIIRL-TR-73-43(III),
AD-775'706. Wright-Patterson AFB, Oft Advanced Sysiems Division, December 1973. Project 1710,
Contract 1:33615-73.C-4033, Applied Science Associates, Inc. NTIS. This report provides guidance

fur the Air l'orce Data Managers charged with wsponsibility for the procurement or Fully
Procedurahzed .110) Performance Aids (JPAs). It provides guidelines. suggested procedures, and check-

lists for use by data managers in the review and assessment of the subproducts, intermediate products,
;Ind JPAs produced in accordance with the draft specification contained in Volume I of the Technical
Report. It also provides guidance to Air Force Training Spe_cialists in development of training
coordinated with JPAs. and in specifying the appropiiate JPA/training trade-cff for new equipment
systems. (70 pp.)

_

285 Bleistein, S., & West, A.S. Simulating CMI on a mini-computer, AFIIRL-TR-73-44, AD-772
674. Lowry AFB, CO: Technical Training Division, November 1973. Project 1121, Contract
F41609-72-C-0005. University of Denver. NTIS. A prototype computer basea instructional system
has been developed to demonstrate a computer managed learnmng envi!opment. In aildition to its.
capabilities for managititt. raonitoring. and deliverin;:, individuali/ed instruction as part of a multi-
media insiructional y,stei , the system provides the mechanism -for experimentally examining

potheses, i.e., instructional strategies and media preference. This guide to the use of the OP
desciihcs the hardware contigurations, sonic of which were developed and interfaced under other
tasks pet tormed under the same contract, and the software packages wdtten to operate the hardware
and lo develop course material for computer based delivery. Sample report sheets are included to
demonstrate the monitoring cal)abili ties of the system. Two courses are described to show how lesson
inaterials are prescribed to accommodate individual differences in aptitude. motivation. progress. and
preference, and the ways in which student progress can he measured by instructors and authors of
course anti test material. (20 pp.)

286 Lasota, P.E. Test and evaluation of multi-media cadet career information and counseling center.
AHIRL-TR-73-45, AD-771 667. Brooks AFB, TX: Headquarters Air Foice Duman Resources
Laboratory, October 1973. Proje;:t IIRLP, United States Air Force Academy. NTIS. This research

. tests the etic'et of multi-media presentations as a supplement tu counseling process. The limits of

. This si ukb., li.ave been set to test tr;c impact iii multi-media presentations for career inimmation to
cadets w li arc seeking counseling assistance tor their initial Air Force-assignment. The career

!-:tot.e.--et.art eitlaucehl by TV casset les. Career -rin formation materials, can . be- made-
intLre.t 1:c and entertaining. TV cassettes have opened new par::meters in the multi-media and

c,mnseliny tields. Thew are many Uses l'or this systein in recruiting, teclinical training, School Military
Science (Ofticer ) and RO FC. Costs arc,not .as prohibitive as some anticipated. Some counselor time
Carl lie released because the vast majority utilizing this system did not seek counseling assistane-e.

.sers believe rite iiiisrle eNt. Fls more (Ilan Inernbers Of tile ACadellly "establisbIlleni. (14

287 -Ask run, W.B. Duman resources and personnel cost data in system design .tradeoffs: and:how to
in.erease design engineer use of human iata. AF1IRL-TR-73-46, AD-770 737. Wright-Patterson AFB,
Oil: Advanced Systems Division; October 1973. Project 1124. NTIS. A number of studies performed

ser a ciii ii soeral e,ais regarding the tv,c eeS and perS011 ICI Cost data in system

design tradeoffs were analy/cd and the results integrated. Five questions were posed and answered.
Wha t are system design tradeoffs? What are human resources data? Why should military psychologists
he interested in systrtm design tradeoffs and human resources data? How much effect do system
design tradeoffs have on human r,sources and personnel cost? And, what does this haw to do with
increasing engineer rise of human data in design activities? The following conclusions were deriveel.
Tradeoffs are a significant part of the weapon system design process. The choice of design alternative
in a tradeoff si vdy would. in many ,rases, subs' .mtially affect the human resources ot the organization

9 3



Using the product of the design. It is feasible to_use d ita describing these human resburces in design
tradeoffs.. This use could lead to development of 2roducts which make less demand on those
resoures: Viewing system desiim as a humail uecision process involving choice points and options,
laves the psychologkt an one, anon toward design which aliows him to more effectively work with
the engineer. (19 pp.)

288 Chenzotf, A.P. Evaluative study of the content mid display Of new and existing technical data
to support Air Force maintenance. 'AFHRL-TR-73-47, AD-915 233. Wright-Patterson AFB,- OH:
Advanced Systems Division, November 1973. Project 1710, Contract F33615-71-C-1734, Applied
SciCnce Associates, Inc. NTIS. Analyses were made to compare job performance rids (JPAs) and
technical orders (T0s) in terms of the process by which they are developed, their contents, and their
production costs. ThroUghout thc comparisons, some attention was given to the functions that each
type of technical data ,Ast supports. In- comparison to TOs, JPAs are developed by a more rigid
process which starts with systematic descriptions of maintenance tasks and personnel. In content,
JI'As normally have many more illustrations, more blank space and a simple standard format for
rather detaile'd directions. Cur.ntly available cost data do not support any substantive conclusions
ahout the initial and long term relative cOsts of TOs and JPAs for a 1;iven system.

Additional pertinent conclusions were: (1) Any technical data system used by maintenanm
men must include an illustrated Parts Breakdown, (2) Providing both JPAs and TOs to a given
maintenance- teehnician would not be_optimal, (3) Technical data should be developed according to a
systematic procedure which include s. task analysis and a description of the users,(4) Future technical
data should be adaptable to various modes .of presentation, (5) Unambiguous guidanix for the
performance of troubleshooting tasks is highly desirable, (6) Illustrations and standard language
increase the utility of technical data for maintenance. (127 pp.)

289 Tayl3r, C.L., Roberts, K.C., & Smith, P.E. Use of inferred objectives with non-cbjectives basA
instructional matNials. AFHRL-TR-73.48, A137769 977. Williams AFB, AZ: Flying Training Division,
October 1973. Project 1123, Contract F41609-71-C-0027, Arizona State University. NTIS. This
experiment was conducted to determine the effects of providing learners with instructional objectives
prior to instruction with non-objectives-based materials from which the objectives were inferred by
the experimenters. Sixty-four university students were randomly assigned to one of four treatments
in which they received either no objectives, a partial list of objectives, or a complete list of objectives
for an instructional film viewed together by all groups. Mean scores on_the 18-item criterion test,
which contained one item' per objective, were -significantly highet for Ss receiVing.Objectives than. for
Ss receiving no objectives. Learners who received partial lists of objectives performed equally well or
slightly better. on the test portion for which they received .no -objectives than did learners who
received no objectives, thus indicating that presentation of objectives did not appreciably limit their
attention to content not relevant to the objectives. (15 pp.,)

290 Williams, R.B., Looper, & Morton, R. Career area rotation model: user's manual.
AFFIR L-TR-73-49, AD-771 679. Lackland AF13, TX: Manpower and Personnel Systems Division,
October 1973. Project 7906, Contract F41609-71-C;0034,- Deciiion System Associates, Inc. NTIS.
The Career Area Rotation Model was designed as a managerial aid for investigating and evaluating the
varus and diverse policy interactions which imract on the deployability posture of the Air Force.
This user's m.nuai pi,Aides t.ret-oric.iied documentation in sufficient detail to give the prospective
iLer a complete grasp o .he concepts and logic underlying the model. The presentation includes: (a)
a cpmprehensive over,i,w of the system; (b) a description of the system modules and the
interrelationships of tliHr inows and outputs; (c) detailed instructions on input card formats, with
appropriate discussion ..s the relationship between input parameters and applications of the model;
and (d) a description ,..:olariation of reports generated by the model. (227 pp.)
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291 Hatch, R.S., Pierce, M.B., Nauta, F., & Pina, M. Training line simulator (enhanced vers:on).:
AFHRL-TR-73-50(II), AD-779 952. Lack land AFB, TX: Manpower find Personnel Systems Division,
March. 1974. Project 7906, Contract F I A9-72-C-0019, Decision Systems Associates, Inc. NTIS.
This report describes the technical i u1,1 potential applications of a computer-based .Model
simulating the flow of airmen through training and entry-level technical training. The.objective
of the Training Line Simulator is to assess the impacts of alternative recruit classification and training
policies under a wide varietj of assumptions regarding the quality of recruits and the...difficulty of
training. Parameters accommodated by the model include mandatory as well as desirable course

,prerequisites, attntion, setback and washahead rates, class schedules and quo*, and a host of
individual airman attributes, The model evaluates the effects of a given set of training parameters on a
given recruit input by determining the maximum percent fills of training/quotas,. the size of the
waiting lines for technical training courses, class sizes, student-instructor..ratios and the numbers of
setbacks, attritions, washaheads and unassigned basic training graduates,at weekly intervals.

The Traininr. Line Simulator is an entity simulation model with imbedded optimizations to
obtain an optimal assignment of each we.k's basic training graduates to entry-level technical training.
The assignment objectives accommodated by the model arc: (1) Maximum fill of quotas, (2) optimal
adherence to user-specilled shortage shaming policies .if one or more quotas cannot he filled
completely, and (3) maximum number of assignments Meeting the most desirable prerequisities and
minimum number of assignments at the least dcsitable or mandatory level. The model employs an
asynchronous as opposed to incremental projection methodology to achieve execution efficiencies.
(70 pp.)

292- ,Dansereau, D.F., Evans, S.H., Wriglit, A.D., Long, G.L., & Actkinson, T.R. 'Factors related to
developing instructional information sequences: phase I. AFTIRL-TR-73-51(l), AD-777 832. Lowry
AFB, CO: Technical Training Division, March 1974. Project 1121, Contract F41609-73-C-0023,
Texas Christian University. NT1S. This report represents Pliase I of a two phased research effort
directed toward the development and implementation of an objective methodology for determining
effective instructional sequences for technical training material. Technical concepts embedded within
technical material were subjected to lnscal Multidimensional Scaling to determine the complexity and
concept interrelationships of unrevised material, presently employed in three Air Force technical
courses. Revision of the material according to different principles of sequencing concepts was
accomplished. Pictorial and print material versions to include corresponding pictorial'and print
multiple choice tests weredeveloped. Additional measures included standard Cloze,.concept Cloze.
and concept similarity measures of student comprehension. Conclusions from three Phase I pilot
studies conducted to select parameter values for the Phase Il.main experiment were: (1) technical
material differed significantly in difficulty level on five performance measures. Two difficulty levels
were selected for rilaik! experimentation, (2) ;5 sec presentation rate of stimulus materials in print
versus pictorial modes led to medi..n performan,e levels, thus avoiding "ceiling" and "floor effects
associated with other presentation rates, and (3)" four.instructional sequences were dcqived fioni
Inscal methodology based upon several sequencing principles. Two sequences in addition to the
unrevised Air Force s;quence wece sele.:ted for i iclusion in the Phase II main expetiment.( 1 80 pp.)

293 Dansereau, D.F., Evans, S.H., Actkinson, T.R., & Long, G.L. Factors4relating to the
developmefil* of optimal .instructional information sequences. AFFIRL-TR-73-51(II), AD-783 843.
Lowry AFB, CO: Technical Training Division, July 1974. Project 1121, Contract F41609-73-C-0023,
Texas Christian Univeisity. NTIS. Incal multidimensional scaling was shown to be of value with
respect to (1) defining the information complexity of technical material, (2) developing sequences of
key concepts within technical material, and (3) providing an index of expert.,inter-rater consensv.
When the Inscal measure is obtained ar.ar student exposure to the inaterfal. Inscal provides
indication of the corraspondence ,hetween experts' understanding of concept interrelationships a.id
students' understanding of concept interrelationships. Major findings from the final phase indicated

:j



(I) alternative sequences of- instructional material influenced student performance. (2) pictorial
technical information sequences resulted in small performance differences when compared to verbal
print sequences, (3) technical information difficulty debililated student performance, (4) student
reading aptit Ude was significantly related to student perfifrmance under both pictorial and verbal
print presentation modalities, and (5) instructional sequences did not interact with student aptitude.
(40 pp.)

294 Mockovak, W.P. An investieation and demonstration of methodologies for determining the
reading skills and requirements of Air Force career ladders. AFHRL-TR-73-53, AD-777 834. Lowry
AFB, CO: Technical Training Division, January 1974. Project 1121. NT1S. This report investigates
alternative apprOaches or methodologies that could be used to determine the reading skills and
requirements of Air Force career specialties. Several of the methodologies reviewed have actually
been'applied in Army military occupational specialties, but the purpose of this study was to select
and- demonstrate a methodology which hadihe greatest potential for use within the Air Force. The
methodology selected in this effort was applied to five technical courses at Lowry AFB, resulting in
empirkally determinal reading requirement levels for those courses. A comparison of two methods
used for predicting an individual's reading grade level from standardied test measures of general
ability was also accomplished. (23 pp.)

295 Nlockovak, W.P. An analysis of Air Force reading improvement programs: results of USAF
survey number 731.89. AFIIRL-TR-73-54, AD-775 047. Lowry AFB, CO: Technical Training Division,
January 1974. Project 1121. NTIS. This report summarizes the results of a questionnaire that was
sent to the education offices of 93 Air Force bases in the continental United States. The purpose of
the questionnaire was to obtain t.,bjectiw infornmtion concerning the present status of 'Air Force
reading improvemen: programs in an effort io oluain better insight into the type and degree of
ieading problems facing the Air Force. The inforroation presented in this paper attempts to answer
suclyquestions as. how many airmen participate iu reading improvement programs, what career fields
have a signifkant number of low-ability readers, what reading improvement programs are available at
different baSes, what are the major reading problems encountered by Air Force personnel, and who
has the responsibiiity for orlzanizing and financing.the reading programs: I:Many, recommendations.

. concerning the Air ..irce's reading impi iweiffe-nt programs are also discessed.( 19 pp..)

296 Valentine U., Jr., & Cowan, D.K. Comparability study, of Armed Services Vocational
Aptitude_ Battery scores from answer_ skct and.,answer card administration.
AD-775 048. Lackland AFB, TX: Persimnel Researa Division, January 1974, Project 7719. NTIS.
Apned Services Vocational Apt nil& Batten' I ASVAB) Form 2 was standardized for Digitek answer
slice k. In ScptenTher the Di,jtel, scoring facility at Rando;ph AFB will he 0,ciprit ,. liandle,
anticip:Aed scoring load. Consequently, ASVAB answer,fOrins h ye !leen uedesigi1 for pt.u:essing via
a liewlett-Packard mark-sense- reader fnmi IBM card size forms which are more e(,,ipres,ed Jun was
the Digitek form. Score comparability from adtninistrations on the two answer fonns was
in vestigat ed.

It was found that tlw answer form c;iange had negligible effect on average exer
performance ve score diAriburions, Or correlations amymg the battery's tests. Significant
interaction j)etween initial abTh* (as measured by the AFO.F) and ,answer form used was found for
two tests (Word Knowlei,' uU ( )(.1ni,,z Speed); however, the interaction did not 1011ow a clearcut
pattern. It si4isreconunen,.le.i that xistii ASVAB conveision tables cmitinue in me.until completion
(,f a full restandarditition study (4 pp.)

297 Tuttle, T.C., & J.T. Review and implications of job satisfaction and work motivation
theories for Air Force researc'h AFIIRL-TR-73-56, A1)-782 443. Lackkuld ALT, TX: Occupational
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Research Disision, Jarman 1q74, Project NT1S. "The ,mrpose of this report is to: (a) review
inalot diconc t %oi's motivation, paitiularly as reli ted to job satisfaction, (b) distill from

..ach theones md rsearch, implications fot an Air ForcL job sittisfaction research program, and
ti1 inovide a conlyiehensi.c bibliography of satisfietionlretention studies. The theoretical positions
considered w er( o-1:acku, 11uitv, InstrumentalityTxpectancy, Cornell Studies of Satisfactions,
ah,l Need-1. olfdlni,nit. Cet tain implications and conclusions relevant to Air Force job
sal istact ion letentitu I L'Seat,...h %%die delivedi general model k I satisfaction/tenure Cor further inquiry

de%edyed, and v...tions recommendations iegarding a long-range systematic research program
Act,. pp.)

:98 Fspdand, LR., Walker, C.S. n experimental CM1 system on the PDP 11/20.
Al HRE-TR-73-57, AD-771 671, Lowry AFB, CO: Technical Training Division, December 1973.
Project 1121 NT1S. A computer managed Iwo, uctional system is under de-velopment to investigate a

manaced !canting environment for Air Force tecnnical training using the PDP 1 1 / 20

:Imo-compute!. Computet ;oit ware and hardware interfaces were developed for the PDP 11/20
confhimat ion of 24k core memory with adsdtional 128K random access disk storage operating under
the dt,41., oi,erat tog system liardss ate interfaces were developed for student key-readers, and

graphic ternunal, tcst form reader, and a computer controlled slide projector. The Oil
',tent also Incorpora!es the manufactirei's hardware such as the CRT terminal, the card reader, and

Cie tue print.i. A ,eres of kev-readc i. device, capable of reading data frotn a coded key, will idenfitY
the !ISO? and Ins 10,:ation to the CMI Nys e m. The key-readei system is used to monitor the utilization

instructiohal. matenals and media devices not wrectly controlled by the computer. Computer
v, ss eloped :o operate all of the hardware. A scnes it short lessons was prepared o show

'1 os1/4 an instr L'Otd: be nunaged using a simple adaptive model with pretests, lesson
options baed n study:it climacterstics, course tests, and feedback for the student or inst 'Octor. (6

PP

190 Wats.m, !AT Die similarity o; job types reported from two independent analyss of
occupatiwial data, AFIIRL TR-73-5S, AD-776 777. Lackland AFB, TX: Occupational Research
Disision, Eebruars 1974, Project 7734. N11S. Occupational analysts using Comprehensive
Occunational Data Analysis Progran (CODAP) make subjective decisions at various stages in their

ot an occupation. The possibility exists that two different analysts could reach different
nclus,,ns in analyzing an occupation, and thereby provide divergent guidance to management. Two

analysts, ssotking independently, performed i;lb typing using CODA(' on occupational data collected
bs a single administration of a job inventory. Each analyst selected the same size sample, at random
but ,yohout :my cases c,innnon, from the total survey. The job types identified by each analyst were
compated determine whether they were signiticantly different in any respect. Superficial
litlet cruces appinued between the results of the two analyses, but were largely resolved when job

ps,%s repO:ted bs the first .inalyst were compared not only on a one-to-one basis with job types
reported by the second analyst-, but also with combinations of job types reported on the second
,ic,'asion. 1 he contents H' this report are highly technical and will be of primary interest to persons
workimf In the field (4 oc,:uparitwal analysis. both in terms of content and application of techniques.

PP.)

300 Miller, R.F. Optimal assignment of Air Force pilots. AFHRL-TR-73-59, AD-781 035. Lackland
Al 11, TX: Personnel Research Disision, February 1974. Project 7719. NTIS. This study addresses the

hv Tactical Air Command, ot whether a phot on completion of undergraduate pilot
training c;111 l() a particular type of aircrat't of mission. The problem was

Feet tanks to identity pilots of above average competence in each of three
pilot-. as subjects, 1 multiple k cm n an analysis was performed to yield

t,q identiting a unkind a oagnment for eacli pilot. The system uses tett test scores and



training grades to classify a new pilot as optimally assignable to a transport, tighter, or reconnaissanoe
aircraft or mission. The peer ranking was found to be predictable, and pilots actually assigned in
accordance with their optimal assignments were shown to be better pilots, as measured by the peer
ranking, than pilots not optimally assigned. (22 pp.)

301 Stevens, C.C. Long term effects of drug use on general mental ability. AFHRL-TR-73-60,
AD-775 722. Lack land AFB, TX: Personnel Rewarch Division, December 1973. Project 7719,
Contract F41609-72-C-0035, Technology Incorporated. NTIS. The purpose of this study was to
determine if there was significant long-term decrement in general mental ability as a result of drug
use. For a sample of known drug users, at least one control subject for each user had been matched as
closely as possible to the user by the Air Force on AQE general aptitude index, age -at enlistment.
year of enlistment and home of record. Scores were obtained from the subjects' high schools by the
contractor on general mental ability tests administered during their high school careers. These scores
were converted to a common 'form to allow ready comparison. Distributions were made of the
number of times the subject used a given drug versus deciles of performance on the high school test
score, length of use versus performance deciles, and number of times versus performance deciles
within length-of-use categories. The control subjects were maintained in the use category of their
matching drug users and similar distributions were made. These distributions were nnde for each of
seven drug categories. In addition, a similar distribution was made of the number of dnigs used by the
subject versus performance deciles and of the total number of years any drug was used versus
performance deciles. A matrix of intercorrelations was developed for all meaningful variables av:.i'able
in the drug user sample. The results of the study seem to indicate an overall in telligence,decreme it in
the drug user sample, but no siglificant correlation was observed between duration, quan'ity
frequency of drug use and change in mental ability. (89 pp.)

302 Nauta, F., & Pierce, M.B. United States Air Force training line simulator. AFHRL-TR-73-61,
AD-774 572. Lackland AFB, TX: Manpower and Personnel Systems Division, December 1973.
Project 6323, Contract F41609-70-C-0047, Decision Systems Associates, Inc. NTIS. This report
describes the technical aspects and potential applications of a computer-based model simulating the
flow of airmen through basic training and entry-level technical training. For a more detailed
description on the use of the Training line Simulator, refer to AFHRL-TR-72-69, the Airmwz
Training Line Simulator. This report Oyes an extensive description of input control cards and files
necessary for an application of the Airman Training Line Simulator Model. The objective of this
Training Line Simulator is to assess the impacts of alternative recruit classification and training
policies under a wide variety of assumptions regarding the quality of recruits and entry-level training
parameters. Parameters accurnmodated by the model ii iude mandatory course prerequisities,
attrition and setback rates, class schedules and quotas. and a host of individual airman attribdles. The
model evaluates the imp-acts of training parameier changes by determining the maximum percent fills
of training quotas, the size of the waiting linos f,ir technical training courses. student-instructor ratios
and the numbers of setbacks, aitritions and un:' 'Riled basic training graduates.

The Training Line Simulator is an entity simulation model with imbedded optimizationsio
achieve optimal till of training quotas. The 'model employ:-. an asynchronous as opposed to
incremental projection methodology to achieve execution e'Iiciencies. (49 pp.)

303 Vitola, B.M., Mullins, C.J., Wilhiants, t.D., & Michelson, A.E. Preliminary evaluation of the
effectiveness of Air Force advertising. AFFIRL-TR-73-62, AD-775 (19. Lackland AFB, TX: Personnel
Research Division, January 1974. Project 7719. NTIS. The la,' Enlistment Questionnaire was
administered to a sample of non prior-service enlistees, 1,667 300 females. Analysis of the
responses shows (I) educational opportunity is the strongest mutt, itor for enlisting in the Air Force,
(2) there is an indication that Air Force wive:Using sitould make different appeals to men and
women, and (3) Air Force radio program; are not reachtng a large number of the desired population.
Relationships between these and other variables will be examined in more comprehensive study
involving a ppro xima tely 12,000 subjects. (47 pp.)
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304 Boyd, K.N., & Jones, /1.H. An analysis oi factors related to desertion among FY 1968 and FY
1;109 Army accessions. AFHRL-TR-73 :)3, AD-772 731. Alexandria, VA: Manpower Development
Division, January 1973. Project 4499, Contract F41609-72-C-0038, Human Resources Research
Organizaeion IllumRRO). NT1S. Desertion among Army accesons who entered,the/service at a time
when entran,x requirements were less restrictive for some perSonnel was investigicted. Several personal
ani demoraphic factors we,e found to distinguish deserters from non-deserters. Implications for
persimnel selection and management are discussed on the hasis of anticipated desertion rates for thow
ftetors reflecting trickgounds prior to service entry. (51 pp.)

305 lkusse, W.E. Analysis of survey findings concerning the USAF1 high school GED program.
AFFIRL-TR-73-64, AT1-772 680. Alexandria, VA: Manpower Development Division, June 1973.
Project 4499. NT1S. . is study provides information concerning the training of GED participation
and its effect upon GED attainment, the degee of encouragement received and initiative
demonstrated by the serviceman, where and how the serviceman heard about the GED program,
participation in preparatory couLes and their effect upon GED attainment, the knowledge the
serviceman has about his success, conversion of GED test results into official state issued high school
equivalency certificates and the reains why individuals do not participate in the program. (33 pp.)

306 Beusse, W.E. 1n-service and past-serrice benefits of GED program participation.
AFHRL-TR-73-65, AD-778 110. Alexandria, VA: Manpower Development Division, December 1972.
Project 4499. NT1S. This study analyzes the benefits whiLh accrue to servicemen who participate in
ard pass the GED equivalency tests. Achievement of GED equivalency was found to result in tangible
benefits for the individual, both while ir the serV,ce and in civilian life. GED redpients attained
r.igher pay grades than those who did not receive equivalency certification. In civilian life, GED
recipients were more likely to be emplod in higher paying, more prestigious occupations. Also,
GED holders had higher mean weekly earnings than non-high school graduates without a GED.
Receipt of an official state certificate was found to increase the level of benefits which the individual
received in civilian life. (34 po.)

307 Nadel, A.B. Attitudes of youth toward military service: selected data from four surveyS, May
1971 to November 1972. AFFIRL-TR-73-66, AD-778 111. Akxandria, VA: Manpowe- DeyelOpment
Division, June 1973. Project 4499. NT1S. Selected data tabulations were extracted f-o-r EumRRO
Consulting Report summarizing the results of three national surveys Of attitudes ( 'irth toward
military service. Data from the fourth survey were added to complete the two year . sqrveys
so far available. The period covered included the two years of 1971-1972, wit?' tick; su..,e!,s
accomplished by Gilbert Youth Surveys Inc., and data analysis by Hum RRO. 11.c present rep: -t
selected data from various tabulations, converted these data into graphic form, with certain few
eNceptions, and presented the data in a format believed useful to manpower management. (S)
pp.)

30S Lohman, DP. An examination of some behavioral correlates of Air Force undemaduate pilot
training through the use of the Porter and Lawler performance/satisfaction model.-AFHRL-TR-73-67,
AD-775 043. Williams AFB, AZ: Flying Training Division, February 1974. Project 1123. NT1S. The
study tested the applicability of portions of the Porter and Lawler model in a cognitive training
environment and to examine the relationships among some behavioral, variables in Air Force
Undergraduate Pilot Training. The variables analyzed were th..' Maslow need hierarchy, effort,
abilities, role perceptions, perfornance, satisfaction and the propensity to leave the organization. The
statistical procedures employed were muhivariate regrezion analysis with binary variables usirr,.
backward F te!;ts, Student t tests, correlation analysis, two way analysis of variance, the Fisher r to Z
transfomiation and thc non parametric 1(2 !fondness of fit test.

The findings ot' the reward, support the Porter and I awler model at the component level. Hi'
do not support the IN: it t Porter ;Ind Lawle r model in a cognitive training environment to



performance. The model's assumption that performance is a hinction of effort was not supported.
The research findings supported a monotonically increasing relationship bet ween effort and
rrformance, and a Monotonically decreasing relationship between effort and the'will to learn. The
policy recommenda;ions derived from the.research include modifications in the instructor pilot force,
removal of identified icritants in training, individualization of instruction and reward structures,
programs to enhance role congruity and revisions in entrant screening procedures. Further research is
recommLnded on the behavioral aspects of undergraduate pilot training, extrapolation of the research
into the operatioual environment and research in other learning enVironments using the methodology
developed. (210 pp.)

309 .Fisher, A.1t, Jr & Harford, M.A. Trends in enlistment motivation: msults of AFELS surveys
of enlisted men front April 1971 to April 1972. AFHRL-TR-73-68, AD-778 089. Alexandria, VA:
Manpower and Persoimel Systems Division. September 1973. Project 4499, Contract
F41609-73-C-0030, Human Resources Research Organization (HumRRO). NTIS. A year long survey
was conduct,:d at a sample of Armed Forces Entrance and Examining Stations to ascertain enlistment
motivation of individuals entering military service. During the survey period of April 1971 to April
1972 there was a declirie in draft motiVated enlistments with learning skill or trade and the
opportunity for advanced education as the most desirable motivators. The survey also showed the
importance of family, friends, recruiter on determining in which service a man enlists.(123 pp.)

310 McGoff, R.M., & Harding, F.D. A report on literacy training programs in the armed forces.
AFFIRL-TR-73-69, AD-781 366. Alexandria, VA: Manpower and Personnel Systems Division. Apfil
1974. Project 4499, Contract F41609-71-C-003!, Inteniational Training Consultants, Inc. N1 IS. The
purpose of the study was to describe the status of literacy training programs in the Military servim
during the summer of 1971 and to develop suggestions for more effective training. Data \N as obtained
through questionnaires, interviews, record search, and observation. The report showed wide diversity
in methods and effectiveness of the various programs. The inclusion of procedures,for follow-up
evaluation was suggested. (52 pp.)

311 Waller, E.A. Young men and military service: condensation of volume V. youth in transition.
AFEIRL-TR-73-70, AD-777 913. Alexandria, VA: Manpower and Personnel Systems Division.
January 1974. Project 4499. NT1S. Condensation of a report documenting a study to discover what
factors influence young men to enlist in the military service as opposed to taking jobs or continuing
education. The study covers a span of four years, 1966-11)70, in the lives Of 2,213 young men,
beginning in the tenth grade and ending one year after high school. The major finding of the study
was that there is no single military type. Enlistees are not characterized by any particular profile of
background, ability or personality. (58 pp.)

312 McCombs, B.L., Marco, R. A., Sprouls, M.W., Eschenbrenner, A.J., & Reid, G.B. Media adjunct
programming: an individualized media-managed approach to academic pilot training. AFHRL-TR-
73-71(1), AD-775 723. Williams AFB, AZ: Flying Training Division, January 1974. Project 1123,
Contract F41609-72-00015, McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company East. NTIS. Media
adjunct programming (MAP) techniques for presenting individualized, self-paced instruction were
compared to traditional instructor-classroom (TIC) techniques in an undergraduate pilot Weather
course. The MAP group completed the course in significantly less time than the TIC group,
representing a 2 9r7r time savings. In addition, MAP students per'formed equally as well on the posttest
and retention test, had sigiificantly lower state anxiety scores while learning the materials and
reported significantly higher attitude scores toward the instructional method than TIC students.
Predictions on the inverse relationship between state curiosity and state anxiety were partially
supported, in that significant interactions were found between treatment conditions and flight
groups. Possible factors contributing to flight group differences were discussed. (6 pp.)
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313 McCombs, ILL., MareoiRA., Spro:is, Esclienhrenner, A.J., & Reid, G.B. Media adjunct
programming: an individualized niedia,managed approach to aeadenUc pilot training. AFEIRL-TR-
73-71(11), AD-779 950. !Lilts AFB, AZ: Flyirg, Training Division, Ma/ch 1974. Project 1123.
'Contract F4160.9-72-C-0015, Dougks Astronautics Comp:my' East. NTIS. Media
Adjunct Programming (MAP) techniques for piesenting individualiied, self-paced instruction were
compated to trinlitional instru"tot--,:lassfootr (TIC) teelmic,ues in lin undergraduate pilot weather
course. The MAP group complewd tl:e ..ourse in significantly less time than the TIC group.
representing a tone savings. In additi u, MAP st Nrformed equally Is well on the pAtest
and retention test. had significantly lo Wer stilte anxiety scores while learning the materials and
reported signirtc:antly lugher attitude scores toward the instructional method than TIC students.
Predictions on the inverse relationship between state curiosity and state anxiety were partially
supported, in that significant inte:octions were found between treatment conditions and flight
groups. Possible factors contributin.: to flight group differences were discussed. (( 6 pp.)

314 Eddowes. LE. Further development of automated GAT 1 perform:wee measurts.
AHIR Li R-73-72. AD-7S3 240. .AFB. AZ: Flying Training Division. Mav 1974. 1.)rojeet
1123, Contract 1241609-72-C,1012. Stanford Research Institute, NTIS. This report describes a

stcmatic. staristicall-direch 11 se H ch FM automated flight measurements that conelate with pilot
riot LiCcircr. The approach ur hased on wo separate experjments carried out in a LAT-I trau.cr:
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315 11.man, A.. Nurdhati:er. F. conceptual vie, of the officer procurement model ITCNWS).
Al 1:R1.-1R.73-73, D-.1001 577. Laekland \lanposker and Personnel Systems Hvision.
In's 1074.. Pro;eci 207-, Contract 141609-72-CL(b42, Sy, rem Automation Corporation. N rl! .1 he
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Project 7719, NTIS. This is one of a series of rep-its des,:ribing the developmeht Of long-term
AFROTC detachment effectiveness criteria and the relationships between ilc criteria and
characterisiks of the host college or univeisity. Normative data are presented for selected criteria
obtained from a seven year longitudinal study of detachment graduates entering active duty in
1063-64. The criteria included various measures of gross pioduction, training success, aptitude level,
career retention and cost effectiveness.

Criterion stability across time was deternnned by comparing the present data with similar
meas.ures obtained in an earlier study. Multiple regression techniques were used to analyze
relationships between the criteria and a comprehensive set of institutional variables. implications of
findings for evaluatiug both current detachments and proposed detachment sites were discussed. (28
PP.)

317 Christal, R.E. The United States Air Force occupational research project. AFHRL-TR-73-75.
AD-774 574. Lickland AFB, TX: Occupational Research Division, January 1974. Project 7734.
NTIS. This paper describes a significant segment of the An Force's occupational research project...It
was originally presented at a U. S. Navy sponsored symposium on the state-of-the-art in occupational
research and levelopment. The first part of the paper describes how and why the Air Force uses the
job inventory approach fot collecting. analyzing. and reporting information describing the work
performed .by its personnel. This is followed by a brief description of. the Comprehinsive
Occupational Data Computer Program system (CODAP). a major product of the Air Force's
occupational iesearch projet which is now being used by all U.S. Military Services and the U.S. Coast
Guard. Finally. the last section describes applications of job survey information to problems in
managing the personnel system. The applications section had to be restricted because of time and
space limitations. It is lin'ited primarily to one stream of research which combines information on
task and job difficulty levels with data describing individual jobs. This report should be of interest to
all individuals who participate in the management of the Air Force personnel system as well as to
individuals whu conduct occupational research.

Since this was an informal presentiti(in. n rural citation practices were not followed. A
reference and credits section is hicluded in the back of the paper. An appendix has been included
which presents abbreviated descriptions of major CODAP programs. (36 pp.\

318 Akman, A., Nordhauser, F., & Roach, J.F. A technical description of the officer procurement
model (TOPOPS). AFIIRL-TR-73-76, A1)-A000 0520 Lacklmd AFB, TX: Manpower and Personnel
Systems Div;sion, July 1974. Project 2077, Contract F41609-72-C-0042, System Automation
Corporation. NT1S. This teelmical report presents a more compiehensive mathematical formulation
of the TOPOPS model than is contained in an earlier report. ArliRL-TR-73-73, "A ('onceptual riew

th: Officer Procurcnient Model (TOPOPS).'' TOPOPS is an aggregate-level, computer-based model
of the Air Force officer procurement system developed to operate on the UNIVAC 1108 system. It is
designed to simulate officer accession and training and achieve optimal solutions in terms of either
cost Illinimiiati(m or accession quality maximization over a five-year procurement period.

The technical description specifies the objective functions and constraints in symbolic terms.
The constraints He categorized as quality distribution constraints. prQgram budget constraints, supply
,:onstraints. requirements constraints, policy constraints. and operating constraints. A hypothetical
sample problem for Millinliting cost is presented and the results are discussed. The problem is also
subjected to sensitivity analysis which examines the impact of various policies on cost and accession
.juality. Tire computer-generated reports arc included in the Appendix. 1112 pp.)

319 Williams. R.11. A new method for long range forecasting of F type PCS moves of airmen.
AFIIRLJR-74-1. AD-781 034. Lackland AFB, TX: Manpower and Personnel Systems Division.
February 1974. Project 2077. NTIS. This report describes a flew regression forecasting model and

()



:issocuated operational methodology for the prediction of the annual Air Force requirement of airman
.1: type PCS moves. The results of a five year test are presented as an eraluation of predictive
effectiveness of tl model. Reco(nmendation was made to Miplement the new model and
methodology to impror, the accuracy ('f the Air Force PCS budget and as a basis for further model
development and testing..,16 pp.)

320 WiHiants, R.B. Regession prediction of airman E type PCS moves. AHIRL-TR-74-2, AD-781
036. Lackland AFB, TX: Manpower and Personnel Systems Division, Februaty 1974. Project 2077.
NT1S. This report describes a Pew regression forecasting modcl and associated operational
methodology fin the prediction of the annual Air Force requirement of airmail E type PCS mor,s.
The results of a four y ear test are presented as an evaluation of predictive effectiveness of the !Muhl.
Recommendation was made to implement the new model and methodology to improve the accuracy
of the Air Force PCS budget and as a basis for further model development and testing. (16 pp.)

321 Judd, W.A., O'Neill, H.F., Jr., & Spelt, P.F. Individual differences and learner cOntrol I:
program development and investigation of control over mnemonics in computer-assisted instruction.
AFIIRL-TR-74-3, AD-783 844. Lowry AFB, CO: Technical Training Division, July 1974. Project
1121, Contract F41609-73-C-0032, The University of Texas at ustin. NTIS. The reported research
was designed to investigate the impact of learner .control (.1, performance and anxiety in a

computer-assisted instruction task. The research was divided into three phases. Of these three phases,
only Phases 1 and 11 are (.eported in this document. The tirst phase entailed the development of a
two-hour computer-assis.ed instruction Program on the identification of edible plants. The
instruction was -un on an 113M 1500 instructimul system. The second phase was experimentation to
determine the efLetiveness of learner control. Four groups were used in the experimental design. Thc
first group (Treatment Present) always receitted a presumably facilitating treatment (mnemonic
devices relating plant names to their critical featires) while the second group (Treatment Absent)
.never received this fac;litating treatment. These two groups served as control groups. The third and
fourth groups wcie given learner control over access to the mnemonics but differed in the
extensiveness of instructions received on the utilization of learner control. Responses to a state
anxiety measure, learner control requests for ninemonis, and errors committed on segment and final
tests were the dependent variables. Measures of individual differences %%ere taken in thc areas of task
specific memory, Locus of Control, and Achievement via Independence. Subjects were 162 University
of Texas at Austin undergraduate student volunteers who were paid for their participation. A
comparisor, between the results of the TP and TA control groups showed that the presentation of
nmein(..11c devices did not have the hypothesized general facilitating effect. Consequently. providing
:iccess to mnemonics via learner control did not have the hypothesized effect of reducing state
anxiety or producing significant increase in perfAnance above that of the TA group. The results of
the ohserved relationships between the individual difference variables and learner control were
complex; however, there was sufficient indication that these variables significantly interact with the
use of learner control given a generally facilitating treatment being placed under learner control. A150,
the intended development of well designed instructionally effective materials apparently reduced the
impact of the individual difference variables. (120 pp,)

322 N1cGrevy, D.F., & Vakntine, L.D., Jr. Validation of two aircrew psychomotor tests.
AFHRL-TR-74-4, AD-777 830. Lackland AF13, TX: Personnel Research Division, January 1974.
Project 7719. NT1S. This study documevts the initial validation of two psychomotor tests developed
hy the Au Force Human Resources Laboratory. The tests, known as Two-Hand Coordination and
Complex Coordination, hear the names of two devices used in aircrew selection in World War 11. hut
the new tests do not clOsely resemble the old. The new tests use equipment which takes advantage of
solid-state electronics and a mini-computer. These tests were validated on a sample of 121 student
iitficers scheduled for pilot training. Criteria were graduathin from pilot training and attrition by

deficit:no.. Multiple rezression an:dyses surpolted the conclusion that the two



32.3

llsvchomotor tests together make a siginficant contribution to prediction of graduation in the.context
of the Ah Vorce Officer Qualifying Test. Correlation data suggested that Complex ('oordination is the
moue effective of the psyhoinotor tests when taken singly. A second valiikition study, ming a
similarly defined salliple of ()2 subjects, was focused only on Complex Coordination. Scores on this
test contributed significantly to the prediction of graduation in the context of the Air Force Officer
Qualifying Test. In the same context, Complex Coordination contributed significantly to prediction
or a criterion category containing flying deficiency chminees and self initiated eliminees. It is

concluded that the psychoinotor tests, especially Complex Coordination. are effective in predicting
performance in undergraduate pilot training it is recomniended that an operational version of the
tests and equipment t.be.ileyeloped and used in 1 large scale validation study. (I S pp.)

Siegel, A Federman, P.J., & Sellman, W.S. A survey of student me:Isurement and course
oaluation procedures within the Air Training Command. AFI1RL-TR-74-5, AD-756 041. Lowty..
AFB. CO: 'Technical Training Division. July 1974. Project 1121, Contrzrt F4l609-71-(-0025,
Applied Psychological Services, Inc. NTIS., The methods. procedures. and results of an interview
survey into reactions or user personnel to the Air Force Instructional System Develonment (ISD)
system are reported. Training evaluation, student measurement, and training nuinager/instructor
personnel wert.t interviewed. All iyoups reprded the ISD procedures favorably. but some problems
assoctitted with the ISD proceduies were identified. Recommendations for ISD program iliprovement
are presented. The results of an interview survey of the Air Training Command to clarify issues
relating to training evalualion and student measurement are reported. The survey was also concerned
with a general assessmerit of the use and application of the Instructional System Development
technique. A total of 130 training evaluation. student measurement and :raining manager/instructor
personnel were in terviec.ed. Cenerally favorable attitudes were reported regarding the use innl
application of the ISD system, the student measurement techniques, and the course review
techniques. Problem areas were identified and specific recommendations flq iniproventArt are
presented. ( I 14 p0.)

324 Carpenter. J.B. Sensitivity of group job descriptions to possible inaccuracies in individual job
descfiptions. AFIIRL-TR-74-6. Al)-775 539. Lackland AFB. TX: Occupational Research Division.
March 1974. Project 7734. NTIS. The srud %%as- designed to determine th.J relativu impact or
dichotorm./ed task perrormance dam compared to percent time-speut estimatts forlhose members
perlormtAg .each task ni the group job descriptions determined through application or the
rtnuptchensivc Nct or Occupational' 1)at Anal% sis Programs ((.1 )1)A1). rsing groups identified by a
ioutmc appheation 4 e ( 01).,\P :..Sh211u . the pL (cent in:mbers perform* vectoTM.1, 4. und to
-cor relate iii he ,Hd tn inCh nttrs, %%WI. :he percent time spent by total group vector ot t:tr,tup i(t

tinduitts that in tntliirs ,11 Ike ttr inme dieluttointied task
&aid, ir,r1 previousk been shin\ fl 1,, trice irrh 1,211,1hIlity ;111d \,-,diditV. IS the most

cht nil ompoliciit in the 1.,-.Ht Jill Cm trip toh de, time-spent inaccuracies in
!!!ii ldwd II de-:!iplittth, \,-ild !Ito hc ..:\p.cdit.,1 it emh.e hi tieniormin oh description
Ii': 1K ntft Ito 111;111 Pr to the ;01.11 resditi,
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315 McFarland. lit. A comparison! of task difficulty ratint.ts made by nurses and me(Iical service
orpsmen. .\1111U..-TR-74-7. ,1)-775 s40. [Ackland TX: Occupational Research 1/,,ision.

March 1974. Project 7734. NT1S. lire rurp.se ni thk deveHr ;Ind comitme rj4.
\ C,,11,,,111d11. lirk k (,nre 01 a \elre Ii RTMIt'.
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was extremely high, suggesting that direct comparisons between ditileulty of jobs performed by
Medical Sei-vice Corpsmen and Nurses could be made without fear of bias as' a function of raters. (2(

PP!)

326 Wood, M.E., & Gerlach, V.S. Tran.sfer from audiovisual pretraining to a continuous perceptual
motor task. AFIIRL-TR-74-8, AD-778 078. Williams AFB, AZ: Flying Training Division,. March
1C74. Project 1138. NTIS. A techniqne was developed for providing transfer-of-training from a form
of audiovisual pretraMing to an instrument flight task. The continuoths flight task was broken into
discrete "categories ls.ach category combined an instrument configuration with a

t et urinto-crit erion a.ircraft coutrol response. Three methods ot sequencing .ategories during
pretrainit g Were compared: (1) or e Ltroup was pretrrined by presenting categoric in a natural task
sequence, (2) a second gr oup was pretrained. on categories presented in random order: while (3) a
basehne group received no category pretraining. Significant positive transfer,was found for both the
sequenced and random forms of pretraining Rilative to Ow h,iseline group. Transfer percentages
tanged from seven to 48': throughout transfer practice. (20

327 Raben, C.S., Wood, M.T., Klimoski, R.J., & Hake!, M.D. Social reinforcement: a review of the
literature. AFIIRL-TR-74-9W, AD-A001 118. Lowry AFB, CO: 'technical Training Division, August
1974. Project 1121, Contract F41609-72-C-0044, Ohio State University. NTIS. This .. review
summari/es inajor studies and theoretical poitions within the incentive motivation field in order to
present an integrated picture of past and present ftsearch. Special emphasis is placed on delineating
social reinforcement variables in an attempt to expk:ate their lelative itnportance within the context
of social reinforcement theory; however, little emphasis is placed on strategies which have
investigated different combniations of these variables. The revie,v concludes with a summary of social
reintOrcement concepts and reseal:ch. ((.4 pp.)

328 Klimoski, Ilaccoun, R.R., & Gilmore, D. An annotated bibliography on social
reinforcement: evaluative abstracts of research and theOry. AD-A001 119.
Lowry A F B, CO: Technical Training Division, Augu.st 1974. Project 1121, Contract
F4I609-72-C-0944. Ohio State University. NTIS. This paper is an annotated bibliography of studies
dealing with social reinforcement in diverse psychological and educational contexts. The research
reviewed covers the period from 1%4 to 1972 and indivIdual studies are classified according to
classes of variables which have been founU to moderate the effectiveness of social reinforcement. All
total. 234 studies representing a wealth of theoretical and empirical oidence, are summarized. (270
P1)1

319

330

Kingsley, & Stelzer, J. A theoretical basis for individualized instruction.
AVIIRL-TR-74-10, AD-786 040. Lowry AFB. CO: Technical Training Division, July 1974. Project
1121, Contract F41609-73-C-0020, !Inman Resources Research Organization (IluniRRO). NT1S. This
research was designed to formulate a theoretical basis for a model of individualized instruction. The
theory is setiaaxiomatic in nature so that the definitions and assumptions used are stated explicitly.
Set theory and symbolic logic are the conceptual tools used. The model includes theories of
sublect-mAter shucture and student state doscription. These are related by an overall instructional
model. A main result shows how subiect-matter structure const rains student state transitions through
a subject matter. An application of the subject-matter theory is made to an existing Air Force collrtie.
A number of or n problems are given whose further investiption would help make the model a !nitre
practical instructional tool. (122 pp.)

Sunk an. D.J.. Smith, LA., & Filinger; R. A survey of the present state-of-the-art in learning
center operatit,ns. AFIIRL-TR-74-11, AD-776 776. Lowry AFB, CO: Technical Training Division,
February 1974. Project 1121, Contract F41609-72-G0033, Hughes Aircraft Company. NT IS. This

summari/es sin vev of selected military. industrial. government, and academic learning
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centers. Documentation of 28 learning center programs is recorded and illustrated. This
documentation includes primary characteristics and a description of operational procedures and
experience at the learning centers. Learning centerS deemed effective were (I) designed to meet a
clearly defined and existing instructional need (and typically included student performance
requirements), (2) administered under a unified control of courseware c'hutent ankpioduction
quality, and (3) largely developed and produced their own courseware to meet their specific needs. in
general, student time savings and increased training effect ivenes:; were reported. Learning centers can
provide cost-effective mstruction. (II 2 pP.)

331 Joyce, R.P., & Chenzoff, A.P. lin proving job performance aids through condensation, duaHevel
presentation, promotion of learning, and entry by malfunction symptoms. AFIML-TR-74-12,
AD-7S1 757. Wright-Patterson AFB, 011: Advanced Systems Division, March"1974. PrOject 1710,
Contract F33615-73-C.4033, Applied Science Associates, Inc. NT1S. This report describes the
research effort that attempted to simplify and condense the presentation of Job Performance Aid
(WA) data. It also describes a thethod of presenting technical data ko both experienced and
mcxperienced personnel in one JPA format. Such factors as text limitatNis, illustration criteria;
layout restrietions, and physical size of the manuals were found to contribute to the exLescive bulk of
the J Controls were developed for each of the influencing factors. Dual-I .vel piesentation of
technical lata was also studied. This pOrtion of the study identified the types of information
required, and not requiied by experienced technicians. The original JPA sample was reformatted.
incorporafi g both condehsation principles and dual-level presentation factors. The application of
condensation principles resulted in a decrease from 104 pages in the original 4" x 8" size to 18 pages
in the larger S 174" x 10 3/4" size, and information was provided for both experienced and
inexueficfrced personnel. The sample JPAs were then evaluated by novice and experienced mechanics.
The cm. :used. dual-level .IPAs provided:proper information to both experienced and inexperienced
PCISoltild amid were well received.'A third aspect of this study concerned troubleshooting. A revieW of
the of tully proceduralized troubleshooting was accomplished, and .possible changes in goals
were suggest d. A possible way to enter a troahleshooting protxdure dilizing known failure
s upturns was developed and discussed. (84 pp.)

332 Schumacher, S.P., Swezey, R.W., Pearlstein, R.B., & Vaherde, H.H. Guidelines for abstracting
technical literature on instructional system development. APHRLTR-74-13, AD-777 757.
Wright-Patterson AFB, 011: Advanced Systems Division, Febniary 1974. Project 7907, Contract
F33615-72-C-1884, Applied Science Associates, Inc. NT:S. Guidelines are presented for preparing
abstracts of technical literature on instructional systems development (ISD). Although specifically
developed for abstracting information duriug the preparation of a technical data file on 1SD, the
plidel1nec,;11k. sufficiently general to apply to other areas in which abstracts of technical literature are
desired. For abstracting purposes. the litet at tue was divided into two categories: (1) Type I and ( 2)
Type II documents. The first category includes opinion articles, methodological developments.
evaluative summaries, literature reviews. and bibliographies. The second category includes statistical
sampang studies, correlational research, and research studies in which variables are manipulated. Both
types of abstract are prepared on the same general form. A sample of the abstract frm and examples
of Th.completed Type I and Type II abstract ate included. The sailihile form permits the most
important characteristics of a document to be synthesized to facilitate the computerization of the
technical data tile. 1 S9 pp.)

31; Schumacher, S.P., Pearlsteir, R.B.. & Martin, P.W. A comprehensive key word index and
bibliography on instructional system development. AFFIRL-TR-74-14, AD-777 192. Wright-Patterson
AFB, 011: Advanced S: .aLms Di,ision, February 1974. Project 7907, Contract F33615-72-C-1884.
Applied Science Associates, Inc. NT1S. This report provides a hibliographic listing of the 2,692 items



,

selected and- abstra..ied for a basic file of technical information on instructional system development.
Both reports of pertinent original research as well as summarizing and discursive articles are included.
The items date as far back as 1953 and represent a subset of articles within the uneral topic selected
for spedal relevance. In addition, a comprehensive index according to ov& 600 key words is provided
to assist the user in finding items of immediate interest. (243 pp.)

334 Schumacher, S.P., & Wiltman, S. A compendium of research and development needs on
instructional system development. AFFIRLTR-74-15, AD-777 196. 'Wright-Paterson AFB, OH:
Advanced Systems Division: Februaiy 1974Tfoject 7907, Contract F33615-72-C-I884, Applied
Science Associates,,Inc. NTIS. This report provides a comprehensive listing of specific needs for
research on instructio'nal systems development, as identified and noted by the authors of 2,692
related articles. The articles from which the needs were taken had been selected and abstracted for a
basic file of technical in forion on instructional system development. Ikcause the items date as far
hack as 1953 some, of course., may no kmger be relevant but no attempt was made to retlect degree
of current relevance in this listing. The needs are categorized and listed by principal system

clopment activities and, in turn, by more specific subsidiary concerns. (52 pp.)

335 Miller, R.E: Devdopment and standardization of the Air Force Officer Qualifying Test Form M.
AMR L-TR-74-16, AD-778 837. Laekland AFB, TX: Personnel Research Division, March 1974.
Project 7719. NTIS. Air Force Officer Qualifying Test Form M. was constructed as a replacement fin

AFOQT Form L in Fiscal Year 1974. The new form serves the same purposes as its predecessor and
possesses basically the same characteristics. It yields Pilot. Nayigator-Technical, Officer Quality.
Verbal, and Quantitative composite scores. Three sets of conversion tables are priwided for examinees
al the various educational levels where the test is administered. Standardization was accomplished by

equipercentile conversion to composites of Project. TALENT tests from a previous form which was
administered to Air Force Academy candidates, and thence to the new form in a S'tratified sample of
basic airmen. This strategy permits the new AFOQT scores to be related to Academy candidates and
to 12th grade males in the original, Project TALENT study. Because recent operational data stillest
that the AFOQT is, becoming too difficult, a correction which was used prior to .AFOQT-64 was

reinstated. The correction is for. the unusually high academic aptitude of the Acaderm
group, especially with respect to the quantitative domain. The correction primarily ail(.:t :he

Navigator-Technical, Officer Quality, and Quantitative co'mposiks and shuld lead to somewhat
increased qualification ,rates without fundamentally changing the AFOQT normative base. (14 pp.)

336 Fallentine, B.C., Harris, Lit, Maginnic. E.B., & Hanson, A.L. Advanced development work
resulting in inventory management (IM) individualized instruction materials. A FHRL-TR-74-17,
AD-777 833. LoWry AFB, CO: Technical Training Division, February 1974. Project I193,,Contract
F33615-71-C-1813, System Development Corp. NTIS. This report describes a study to develop
prototype indi zed instructional materials and identify potential problems for the Inventory
Nlanagemcl- :s part of the Advanced Instructional System. Typical course segments and a

final b1oct, ,
L

ii were selected,and instructional materials were developed for these segments.

The wcr ,. ied in the classroom by the contractor on an individual basis and then with a
materials were revised as required. The materials were then tried out on several

Air Force. Ail students attained all learning objectives. A mean student time savings of
55' during the AF trials. No major problems were encountered. Student attitudes

ials and methods were highly favorable. (188 pP.)

337 Gott, C.D. Development of the weighted airman screening system for the air reserve forces.
AFHRL-TR-74-18, AD-781 747. Lackland AFB, TX: Computational Sciences Division, March 1974.
Project 6323. 'NT1S. In July 1973, a policy-capturing study was conducted at the Computational

Sciences Division of the Air Force Iluman Resources Laborawry to sdpport the development of a
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Weighted Airman Screening System (WASS) for the Au Reserve .Forces (ARF). A .roup of ARF
personnel consisting of six officers and six noncommissioned officers convened to form ad
experimental promotion poliy board. Each board member was tasked with tanking for Nomoritm a
representative sample of ARF enlisted men. The sample consisted of E-4 airmen chcible for
promotion to E-5 an4)E-6 airmen eligible for promotion to E-7. The rankings were perform!d with
respect to each airman s promotability on the basis of the following six promotion sdection factors:
(1) Specialty Knowledge Test (SKT), (2) Promotion Fitness Examination (PFE), (3) Time-in-se-vice
(T1S), (4) Time-ii -grade (TIG), (5) Total go.od years (TGY) for retirement, and (6) Performooce
Evaluation Report (PER).

. The rankings prOvided by the pmmotion board were first used in a regression analysis to
develop an individual policy equation for each board member. Next, hierarchical grouping procedures
were applied to determine which members employed simila; promotion judgments.. Three basic
overall policies were apparent. The weights derived for each selection factor reflected the relative
importance placed upon the factors by each overall policy. The first policy, representing eight out of
the twelve board members, placed dominant weight on the SKT selection factor. The second policy,
reflecting the judgment of two other members, likewise showed a dominance of one factor, in this
case the PFE factor. The third policy, derived from the remaining two members, placed primary
eMphasis on SKT and PFE with lesSer weights on PER and TGY. The weights for TIS and T1G were
for practical purposes almost negligible for all three basic equations. Finally, procedures were
outlined to aid ARF persomiel managers in evaluating the various alternatives and in selecting an
operational system.

In total, this report describes the experimental promotion policy board, the reserve airman
sample, the promotion selection factors, the procedures followed, the analyses performed, and results
in the development of WASS. (22 pp.)

338 Christal, R.E. Proceedings of 19. Division Military Psychology symposium: c011ecting,
analyzing, and reporting information describing jobs and occupations. AFHRL-TR-74-19, AD-774
575. Lackland AFB, TX: Occupational Research Division, February 1974. Project 7734. NTIS. A
symposium was conducted by Division .19. Military Psychology, of the American Psychological
Association at the 77th Annual Convention of APA in Washington, D.C., 31 Aug A Sep 69. The
four presentations dealt with job analysis in 'the Canadian Forces, the military occupational data bank
and job analysis, job analysis in the US Training and Employment Service (UST&ES), and collecting,
analyzing and reporting information describing jobs in die tin;leti States Air Force. (92 pp.)

339 - Pieper, W.J., Pinkus, A.L., & Thomas, D.L. omoutc: generated troubleshooting trees:
application and tryout. AFFIRL-TR-74-20(I), Ab-A1XL-, orz".. Wright-Patterson AFB, OH: Advanced
Systems. Division, November 1974. Project IL1R, Contract F33615-72-C-1682, Applied Science
Associates, Inc. NT1S. This report describes the results of a project to refine and test a proo:dure for
developing troubleshooting trees by computer. In an earlier project conducted by NASA, a computer
program and data preparation procedures were developed. However, the program and procedures
were not fully tested. In this project, the procedures and program were refined, adapted, and tested.
They were tested by using them to develop troubleshooting trees for a moderately complex electronic
system. The troubleshooting trees were then evaluated by inserting faults into the equipment and
using the trees to isolate the faults. Although the trees did not lead to isolation of 100% of the faults,
the results did indicate that development of troubleshooting trees by computer is feasible. llowever,
further refinements of the process arc required before it can he used operationally. Additional
information on the-development and use of the computer program is given in AFHIZL-TR-74-20(11).
(96 pp).

340 Pieper, W.J., & Pinkus, A.L. Computer generated troubleshooting trees: the program.
AFHRL-TR-74--20(I1). AD-785 139. Wright-Patterson AF13, OH: Advanced Systems Division, July
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ranumr Division. November 1974. Project 1121, Contract 1:41609-71-C-0026, Purdue Research
Uoundation. NTIS. I citlise man.u.ement ktr incentise motivation techniques t-ssentially offer valued
initcoirirs tor high perimlnafIce. Stich systems have licd positive effects on performanw in such
(11(me arstwins, menial institutions, .).,d industry. The purpose of this report is to
describe afl 1>i-intnillt research project designed to ev e the effectiveness of incentive motivation
teLlartque% in Au Force teLltilical traunng. The rese. ondueted at Chanute Air Force base
near Rantoul, Illinois. The first phase td the researi, I a variety of techniques to identify
incenties. i. kell as to determine their attiactiveliess sihility. These incentives so identified
wen. mud in the second phase of the research whit urade these incentives contingent on
pertomunce iii (sill tit the 10.1dellt training comses at the base. The first system pve incentives based
cii atau.d ;1(.1 f ormance iii th).: courses. 'Me second trollied a system whereby an atrempt was made to

111,. incentives on the basis ii Mort, 1 he (hird was identical to the s.!cond exaTt that additional.
buanciall based 111cCfdllics were ottere(1. The results Indicated that while secondary performance
111V.1,11f1'1,,IILII of remedial instruction, fn. "t.) Plohations. 'and frequency iii cows':tallow , decreased under the incentive plogram. the mutat', performance measures of scores on exams
and .,peed 1,1 Louise completion did not generally show much improvement. Yet, from a

-elle,tri,ency, viewpoint, even the relatively small percent) increase in speed of course
,ollipletton was meant!) rt tides generally improved or stayed the same under the program. It

t.ti; hided th imentive), s,stenus utihnied in this resetirell was ettt-et focityl, f,). Alt
,/, 1I,1 improving nucentive system:i weie given. (294 pp.)

%1(-(;r%,,v, 1).1'., )(lionise, S.11.,1( Ilnunripsoin. R.A. Relationships aiming air individual intelligenct
test )c.al two Air Uoree screening aml selection tests. Al'111(1.-.1.R-74-25, Al)-781 033, Lackland A1.11,
1 \ l'ersonnel Research 1)ivision, \larch 1974. Project 7719. N'1.1S. With the implmnentation ot the
Ad Voltmic et I t tin) (tr. the All hoc. 111111 IIIS111)' that 1110 ,)lcit'ClIVely measuiable range ot

ri.. ir,1,1I helm, mihied. I lir, is especially initionity gioups
uert and A.11111(.10,1 into military cafl'el arca'. hased 111x)11 then pellmniance clii tsc().),, ,r, f.'s/ . 111c Attnt.d ow". ()11.1111it 'lest (Al ()I ).111d HO! (.)11:1111y1fIr I.V1111111:11nPi\()) ) nw-.1n..itt' rchtromitip ot A401 and A()1 to thr yclieral mental ability ol

doter) lit u.i i,il glottp. ),I molten, a sample of IOU 1)1,1(.1. an(I Itt() %011ie Air 1 wee Ita,,n_ trainer'. it.a.%
,in 14".1 ol general iwnt.il ahdity. the WecIrder /Nthilt Intelligence Scale( Nr-,) I h.. ycibal, .111)! 1 till Scale It) %knit.), of the whift and black airmen weir

to then ')I ..011e),11) 11 lion A()I Aptitude Indexes !;ignmIlit.11
1, 1 ion 1111' Al.()'l , the I till A()I Aptitude Indese.., and the

V./1 It) 11).. analya", demonstrated ince.t dilleience,, 1,, itt uitii,uc 11,41 chic( I.
i, itt1 Ali hccrcc ..1,re. hurdler ir.,ear, li into Au Jun i ;lumen sclecliont,".1.,

.0,, 1, ,1:,11.,..ed (fS. pp )

%idler. 14.11. A ruellifirl for dterminitit! task strategies. A1.111(1 ,1'14-74-26, A1)781 8,17,
%Alight l'atti.ryor Al It, Advanred Systenr, 1/ivisitni, May 1974, l'roject ,7907, Contract
I 1461 c 724,1 014, American Institutes for 14esearth NI1S, %rutty exicirami ,11
analya.. it, thodidocv I he 11/11,1V ./1 ',11:11(TIC pont 'pies oi Lel 'diatom)", implied in Ilic jot)

1,0,11,1rni poirwilirr. 1., vx;inimuicul with Ow ol Holum/nip !tannin, *I lie ro,11
1. icc idcutlity )11 nivent h ,uppriwnhiti., ,ind tlien plot evil with hallow. en( oinagnit'
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347 Dailey, KA. Compressed speech: potential application for Air Force technical training.
AFIIRL-TR-74-27, AD-781. 754. Lowry AFP, CO: Technical Training Division, April 1974. Project
1121. NTIS. Tinie-coropu.,sed speech (also denoted as compressed speech, speeded speech, or
acmlerated speedi) is an extension of the normal recording procedure for reproducing the spoken
word. Compressed speech can IP: used to achieve dranutie reductions in listening time without
signitiant loss in comprehension. The implications of such temporal reductions in the educational
setting are that time savings Carl be used functionally to ieview, repeat or extend the material which
was originally presented. This report includes a definition and description of compressed speech

tethniques as they have been evolved, a discussion of certain methodological issues engendered by the
current literature, a summary of selected literature (grOped by system topics), and a discussion of
current and potential studies, possible applications, aild general :1..ammiendations concerning the
impact of compressed speech on technical training in tilt Air Forc: (20 pp.)

348 Siegel, A.1., Federman, P.J., & Burketi, J.R. Increasing and evaluating the readability of Air
Force written maLrills. AFIIRL-TR-74-28, AD-186 820. Lowry Al B, CO: Technical Training
Division, August 19.4. Project 1121, Contract F41609-72-C-0911, Applied Psychological Services,
Inc. NTIS. This report describes how to apply techniques that have been used in measuring the
readability/comprehensibility and reading level of textual materials. Instructions are provided, in a
stcp.hy-step fashion. tor determining the 'railing level of written material arid for presenting subject
matter material throw+ methods other than prose. In addition, procedures for simplifying written
material are piescrit I sperimental procedures, to be used in determining the effectiveness of
written rihrterial, arc Finally, noiltisem y presentation of Air Form training material is
examined, (90

.149 Williams, A. R., Jr., Siegel, A.I., & Burkett, J.R. Readability of textual materialsa survey of the
literature. AFIIRL-TR.74.29, AD-785 140. Lowry AFB, CO: Technical Training Division, July 1974.
Project 1121, contract 1,41609-72-C-0011, Applied Psychological Services, Inc, NT1S. The lite rat ure

relatine ii int..thods of measuring the leadability/comprehensibility of textual materials is reviewed
And aridly/ell, Various formulas tor calculating readability are presented and placed in historical
peispe,.0se. I he general status of research into the development of readability indices is discussed,

111 pp ,

ISO Judd, W.A., O'Neil, Jr., & Spelt, P. Individual differences and learner control II:
investigation of control (iver pictorial mediator, in compu(er-assisted ihstructiou. A H1RL-TR-74-30,
AI)-783 845, Lowry Alit, ( O. Technical Training I)ivision, July 1974. Project 1121, Contract
I.41609-71 -C-0012, The University of Texas at Aiistjii, N1 IS. The repotted research was designed to

investirAfr th.: WINO Id lc:liner control on pt.rloonanco ;Ind anxiety in a computerassisted
instruction hel . The n".earch wa!, livrHl 1(0(1 pllay".. The liNtlik of l'hases I and II are

le1H.111011 in I lii il 1.,.tHrt ATIMI.:1 R.74. Iiulividu,il 1)illerencc., and 1,carner rontm(d
l'iorrati 114.velopinvnt iii Im4",tiration of Control ovei Mnemonic.; in (omputer-Assisted

tin ( hold, I ititql, and Sp:11, P) /4). 1 hv re..ult. of Phase III ale lepoited in this document,

Vie le:W.1111r task tor Phase III was the idenidication of d hie planl,, awl their critical features
and er141).10 park. I'v.pcomontal hyp,thwa-, crnIcrcil 4)11 the Illtectlye :141%111114es of learner contiol .
prramlit'y vanIIIh", wioli 11011101RO the the Id loner i:unte I, oil die instructional el f ectiveneY.
pich,oal rordialor, unilpt Icarnvi world liii vxpconicntal groups were used. A Ireatnirnit picscnt
I I group always rei.eived a I1(1111;01Hr iicatinent (pichuhd nwdiatoe.). A treatment absent (TA)

lecerved ii 1.1,1111;0HW Ile;)1 the HOW', nt il (11) rtiMp had control over
rh, vailahMly of the laialoalno, to.arm,111

I or perlomoin,,, thrust, 1 ;ili it dIth'1011,1' lIssi ti IP and 'IA gnow. with IP
Ii rn IL 111;01,3 noAl, 1,1h,linio.e I hr. if 111.11 the fat dilating Ine,1111/I'llt via% all Id
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lc truing vanahle to he placed under !earlier Performance of the If group excelled that of the
'FA ,./.roup and did not significantly differ from thlat of the TP group. The prestinv!cl affective
advantage of learner control was not shown. Of th'e two personality measures used, (Arens of ('ontrol
(If ) Scale irul AchIevement via independence (Ai) Scale, only the Ai scale was found to predict
individual differences tit learner control behavior; however, the best predictor of learner control
hehavior and performance Yvas a task specific measure developed for this project. (70 pp.)

351 Tetmeyer, D.C. Estimating and controlling manpower requirements for new systems: a concept
and approach. AFIIRL-TR-74-31, AD-778 838. Wright-Pattekon OD: Advanced Systems
Division, April 1974, Project 1124. NT1S. The Air Force faces qualita.tive, quantiCative arid budgetary
limitations on the number of personnel by AFSC that can he provided to maintain new v.eapon
systems. A systems concept is proposed I'M manpower prediction and control dttrim, the development
cycle, usinr automated data systems and simulation techniques. A plan is presented for a femahility
demonstration duriim validation phase on the A- \ Tactical Aircraft. (d0 pp.)

352 Pritchard, R.D., Leonard, Von Bergen, C.W., Jr., & Kirk, R.J. The effects of varying
schedulm,of incentive delivery on technical training, AFIIRL-T12-74-32, A D-A001 117. I owry AFB,
CO: .rechnical Training Division, September. 1974. Project 1121, Contract F4160c,73-C-0022,
Institute for Organizational Behavior Research. NT1S. The research reported here was initiated and
designed to m.sess the impact of various schedules of incentive delivery (schedules of ci itoreemnienut)
on performance and attitudes ill an Air Force-related setting. Civilian subject', matching the
Lharacteristics of Air Poice trainees were hired to work tor four weeks, (me week urder each of lour
schedules of leinforcernent: salary, fixed ratio, variable ratio, and variable ratio-vatiable amount. The
remits indicated th,i t. the salary schedule resulted in the lowest performan.e and attitudes,
Performance Was hest under the variable ratio-vaiiahle amount schedule, while ;:ttittides were hest
tinder the lised ratio !Aliedule. It w;ts concluded that institating a fixed or vadahle ratio-v:111.11de
.nnoina schedule of incentive delivery would hc a highly cost-effective procedure in computei
managed An hoice traming.( 102. 1)1)))

153 Meyer, Lavesons J.1., Weissmau, N,S., & Fddowes, E.F, Behavioral taxonomy of
undergraduate pilot training Lisks and skills: executive sunimary. AFIIRL-TR-74-33(1), AD-A00S
771. Williams AN1, Al.: Flying Training Division, December 1974. Project 1123, Contract
1.41609-73.C4)040, Design Plus, NT1S, This report SIIIIII11:111/e' lilt' development and application ol
hehaviord taxonomy ol undergiaduate pilot naming (I PT) tasks and skilk. 'he taxonomy spl.cif les
the fundamental dying. abilities which comptise
1)11)yide a hroadly applicable conception of 1)1'1' I hat obviates the need to continually study each
specific Hamlin, task in anerdt to determine the icipinements lot training haidware and software m
o".emeli on and the development ot otalnu/ed !lying training, plogram,.1.).(i PP.)

35,1 Meyer, R.P., Laveson, _LI., Weissman, N.S., & Fddovves, FT, Ikhavioral taxonomy of
undergraduate pilot training tasks and skills: surface tasks analysis, taxonomy structure, classification
rules and validation plan. AFIIRL-TR-74.33( 11), AD-A000 053. Williams A HI, AZ: Flying Training
Division, July 1974, Project 1121, Contract F41609-73-C-0040, Design Phis, NT1S, he ohjective

and specify the hind:mental Hying aluhtie,, which outwits(' the waning obroolve,. nit
inderoaduate Pilot Tiainuip, (tiig). 'rho results Id Ilits analysis used m Imindahor tor

mmtming tesemeh on mid wcommendmwth ba kitwovenit!tus m Air rflICC Ilymg baMmg
progiatre.. '1 he Phase I l'hfilf 11)01sed (Hi teviviv (It htemtme tclev)mt Inn the deveh)011)111 ) )

t)txmilony nil llymg, tasks ;Ind skIlls, a SilliaW aihilV,IS id fundamental flying tasks, generation of a
hmar taxonomo",10104,and lurk". and planning tot an evaluation ot the taxonomy.

Hut. (0 previous taxonomic studies weir teviewed tin uvinuui duplicatom nit '11.'0 in
tho pie.prit teseatch. AnalrA", nil elevant Ilying tasks %yen. tevicwed and 'heti m woduring Leh

,



analysis. A concept of the pilotaireraf1 syst,in operation was evolved and subsequently applied in
configuring both the surface analysis and the taxonomy structure. Examination o, previous task and
krli taxonomies failed to provide a useable basis for the present.effort. The surti.ce task analysi s. was

developed on the basis of a breakdown of task elements according to the cue, mental action and
motoi action involved. The flying tasks analyzed were found to fall into three categories:
fundamental transitions, composite transitions and .intinuous transitions. The surface task,analysis

was org.utized so the more complex flying, maneuvers could be accommodated by a sequence of two
or more of the three categories of task types identified. A cubic taxonomic structure was developed
with cue, motor action arid mental action dimensions. A set occlassification :ales was provided for
locating ;my flying training task in a specific "pigeon hole- within the taxonomic structure. A
procedure tor evaluating the validit!, of the taxonomic system was established for use during Ph.:4- II
ol this pro,,J.1;111i. (102 pp.)

355 11eyer R.P., Laveson, J.I., Weissman, N.S., & Eddowes, Lii. Rehavio:.i taxonomy of
undergraduate pilot training tasks and skills: /taxonomy refinement, validation and, operations.
AI' I IR L-TR-74-33( AD-1i '108 201. WilliamY AFB, AZ: lying Training Division, December 1974.
Project 1123, Contract 1:41609-73-C-0040, De:;ign Phis, NTIS. The objective is to analy/i and peel f,.
lie rund;miental Flying ahri,ir't which comprise the tiaining ki'ojectives of tlndergradmite Pilot

Trainnw (1'19-). The re Adts i 01., study will he used as a basis for structuring research on and
recommendations lur iinprovt :rent in Alf Loice Hying train ng piovrams. The' night training,

illatiellvers of UVF were analyzed accordnig to a .brcakdown id c' 'In-ots into the cues, mental
actions and mutor r.,:uired hi accomplish then.. Hying tasks ,ihaf,yed were tumid to fall into
three cakTorit",- 11111(13th '111;,) tiansitions, compirate transitions and rantinaous hanritions. A set ot
cLissilicatiun MIL'S Were devel"Pcd to look' any flying tr:dinne task dement in a specific "pigeon
hole- within a taxonoliliC :AR: Imre' 'Lc with 3 cLle. ;retion am' actimis scrvilo,
iespectively :irS the vertical, huniunt tl 4 lcptli axes of thy euhe.

The taxunumie cu;lic structuu Si, relined mut s'ihs,opiently validatel having flying training
who had riot participated in d 'Yelopment 4 'lie taxonomy's classification rules and

proceduu", use them to classit, several, lire validation test resulted in all overall

1 his outioine was intcrpieted as indicating that the
taxonomy coidd 'ised tor id ;He pigo", lot whith it was devci-ped, that is, to describe an orderly
relationship hetwcer Ii llvrr List., analyzed and the,skills in their execution.

Durum' this phase of thy study, Ilight tasks were analy/ed supplementing the 14
;11,:rHed All oic :1,131701 exie el:embed and the resulting skill data were

tiniher cateyouied I a Inerauhy of taxonomic I The la \oirolilic humidly was
adapted to a mato svstein f inhumation categorization which was hound to piovide for !,1111phrled
.L11.1 N'Illt'eA. (21(1 PP.)

Meyer, RT., I:ivcson, J.1., Weis.sman, N.S., & Eddoves, Rchavioral taxonomy of
undergraduate pilot training tasks and skills: guidelines and examples for taxonomy application in
flying training tu,,earch. AlIIRL-TIC74-33(1V), A1)- A008 897, Williams AFB, AZ: Flying Training

Ikeember 1974, Project 1123, Contract F41(,09-734'41040, 1)esign Phis, NTIS. This repuit
plewilts the n".tilr, f the thud phaw (it a n",er.uch plograin to develop a hehavnual taxonomy ol
lueleigiaduate pilot Hamlin' 11 1'1) tasks and skills. 1 he Phase III ellOrt consisted id the confirmed
d.Aci..pm...10 of 'ankh(' analy.es ii inch& nudiumord flight manenvers, the classification of the
resnIting 'mho' ;inalyas Inhomarion and its integiarion within ill, taxonomic data system. an

ot 1'1'1 tr,.". in icons id 1/1(".(10 3ffil 311(111U'

(,1 fiut 111,' II oc. ii 11c LO.ounomic (1111 lir 11)1w, hammy rear Ii poddctir,
111.' d!" the driermination

.111 'Mtn Mt% v ohm mul sdnudi'd long tasks and i'enerating
l'ult pp I



357 Smilers, B.N., Dunham, A.D., & Nordhauser, F, The development of a methodology for
estimating the cost of Air Force on-the-job training. AHIRL-TR-74-34, AD-785 141. Lack land AFB,
TX: Manpower and Personnel Systems Division, July 1974. Project 2077, Contract
F4I609-72-C-0048, Cooper and Co. NTIS. The Air Force uses a standardized*costing methodology
tor resident technical liainmg schools (rrs); no comparahle methodology exists ,Lc.ar compuang the
cost of on-the-joh training (OJT). This study evaluates three alternative survey methodologl.ts and a
number of cost models for estimating the cost of OJT for airmen training in the Admi-astrative
Specialty ! /02.\0) from the 1-level (helper) to the 3.1evel (semi-skille:(1). The final costing
metInidology selected for use in the next phase of this research effort cal easily be adaptec. to other
Air Force specialties and skill 'evels. Tule quality of OJT' and rrs graduates is compared ac( ording to
several criteria, and the evidei mdicates that neither type of training is superior to the off er for the
Administrative Spec The st per graduate of OJT for this specialty was estima,ed to be
significantly helo'. cr t of I; However, it is important to cos.sider other factors in addition to
cost prior to drawing anv I .'erenc-s ncerning the optimal OJT/TTS mix. The effect of thne factors
is discussed at length in this eport.tr(i g ,)

358 Vitola. B.M., Mullins, CA., & lirokaw, Quality of the all-volunter Air Fcrce-1973.
AFIIRL-TR-74-35, AD-781 755, Lackland AFB, TX: Personnel Research Division, April 1974.
Project 7719, NTIS. Characteristics of all-volunteer force enlistees were compared to characteristics
ol 1070 through 1072 enlistees. Analyses of the four. years of data result in tht following
m;iLlusiyns: (:1) coin pared to 1071 and 1072 accessions, there has been an increas.: in averige

into odes of the 1073 accessions i,. lie 'Acchanical and Electronics areas. There has been :( decreas, ia
the Adnidistrative and General ir Force quality is improving but did not read the qua!ity
level demonstia ci hy 1070 lirst-te. accessions. (h) there has been :in appreciable loss of accessi,ms

ho have completed educat beyond the high school level, This loss is accompanied by a
year-4-year downward shift of percentages of first-term airmen scoring at tile higher cewile levels of
the I our ;quintile mdcxe- of the AOE,(c) the aptitude level patterns of South-Southest (areas 3 and
.1) cnItstecs were not consistently low, compared to the other areas, as they were irt 1970 through
1072. (d) the aptituoe levels of lilack enlistees in 1973 are higher than they were 1970 thlolleh
1972. This phenomjnon ( ditained by geographic area of enlistment and total saw: , and (e) othei
than a possible need to oiler nicentivcs to high-aptitude people, especially in .he General and
flectl()111c Air Force operational capability does not appear to be significantly affected by the

'AMCC tit OW 1/ pp.)

350 Sticht, I.G Beck, L.J., Ilanke, R.N., Kleimmi, & James, Ili. Auding and reading: a
developmental model. AFIIRL-TR-74-36, AD-786 042. Lowry AFII, CO: Tedinical Training
Division, July 1974. Project 1121, Contract 1:41609-73-('-0025, !Inman Resources Research
Organi/ation I IliunR1(0), NTIS. This report describes an auding/reading model thattnecounts for the
ile,,e1(ipment id receptive ()racy mid literacy skill' I lie nmdel presents a classification scheme fin the
development ot leading and iruding skills which considers hasie adaptive processer., langoaging
precuriani md 1:111r,11,Winy processes. Four hypotheses consistent with the model were deriv(A: (1 )
the ability to comprehend liniguage hy auding will surpass ability to con,prehend language by reading
111111W callY years until reading skill is acquired following which lime the ability to
comprehend by :iodine and reading will beeome equal (2) performance on measures or ability lo

imprehend h s :roiling will he predictive of performance (in measures of ability to
( imprehend 1;11:0: 'iv reading, attei reading skill is acquired; (3) performance on measures of'
re.ghtni rat, and .11111110' will he comparable, alter reading decoding skill has been developed: and
ti1) !tannin, h y ;Hiding will transfer to reading, atter leading, skill is acquired. An

literature rev9iia. ol empirical (lata 1(eining, 141 the im,del supported each of the low
ji It i,car,,,,,judii,l dual khed upon, and ntili/e., the same I (ineeptnal base and

laniitanime impel od or mlii, nd !hot re3ding ',kilh; can he inippoied thrimgh Irnning In

;
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languaging [NMI! oracy skills ( afiding and speaking). Other conclusions and implications of the model
are provided, including set'cstiiuls for improving literacy training and directn fir future research,
!1( pp.)

360 Fisher, Ail., DiSarh), M.R. Attitudes of youth toward military service m a zero-draft
environment: results of a national survey conducted in November 1972. ,AFFIRL-TR-74-37, AD-781
370. Alexandria, VA: Slanpower and Personnel Systems Division, February 1974. Project 4499,
Contract 141609-734-0030, Human Resources Research Organization (HumRRO). NTIS. This study
analyied the 1972 results of. a continuiq Doi) national survey aimed at studying the enlistment
rmdivation ;mil attitudes toward military service of American youth. A total of 1,Q24 male youths,
:wed 16 to 21 years, were interviewed during a period of low draft ,calls, reduced troop levek in
Viet nallt. and increased service pay allowances. Topics covered included their willingness to enlist in
the active service under a /ero-draft condition, to volunteer for active service as officers. and their
views on enlistment incentives, senvic, preference, and career objectives. Results varied :recording to
age and educational status, with high h,o1 students showing a higher enlistment potential than
college students ;Ind nudes not in :.chool. Fully pakl college educations provided the gieatest
enlistment incentive, especially to the lb and 17-ye;.r olds. Bonus options appealed especially to
num-whites. Pay and secure employment were indorsed Jis the two most iniportant life goals. (108 pp.)

361 Fisher, A.II., Jr., & 1. S. Career potential of enrollees in PLC, ROC, and AVROC: a
comparison of suiveys conducted ir slay 1972 an. Slay 1973. AHIRL-TR-74-38, AD-781 371.
Alexandria, VA: Manpower and Personnel Systems Division, November 1973. Project 4499, Contract
1:41609-73-C-0030, Human Resources Research Organization (HumRRO). NT1S. Reseal ell iii In) the

short-range and lung-range career intentions of PLC, ROC and AVROC enrollees inn I 973 and 1').12

showed that most cm:dlees intended to stay, in their programs. From 30 percent to 40 percent
indicated they intentkd to pursue a military career, while about 50 percent were [Undecided.
Knowledge (I( till:INCH benefits did not influence career intentions; those planning t6 leave the
service were as likely to overestimate pay and ben!. fits as were the career-oriented personnel.

Reasons given for entering the prOgNIM were similar in limit years, with "Military CART f
opportunities," "Travel, adventure, and new experiences," and "Service to your country" the most
popular reasons. (5X pp.)

362 Fisher, A,If., Jr., Orend, R.J., & Rigg, 1. S. ( areer potential among ROTC enrollees: a
comparison of 1972 and 1973 sin ey results. AHIRL-TR-74-39, A1)-781 374. Alexandria, VA:
Manpower and Personnel Systents 1)ivisiw, November 1973. Project 4499, Contract
141609-7.1-C-0030, Human Resources Research Drpa.l1/ation (llinuRRO)..NTIS. Research into the
career intentions ol Army, Navy and Air Force RO.1.1 cadets showed that :1 majority were willing to
stay ;Ind continue into the advanced program, eve i illumt financial aid. The prop); Iron lor Army
ekrollees was much lower than for Navy or Air Force ero once!, Almost half of ,,11 advanced ,adets
were undecided abmit staying on active duty for mme than one four of duty, with Army enrollees
the least likely ;Ind Alf Fl I cr ell In the must likely to mern;an,

"Military career opportunities" and the chance lor "travel, adventure, and new expeocnees
were tine most commonly cited reasons hit entering ROIL NaJ.,y cadets also indorsed the
'opport flinty to' further academic education.-

A imn.npniI f Arm and An lima.: scledardnp hidden., and than hall the Navy scholarship
enrollees, indicated the:, viould have entered 1M1 (' without a scholarship. Over 60 percent in all

servif es indicated they would have entered C without a sule.p.ictice alliwance. .!.1 pp.)

.36 I little, I .C., 1(r,wklialts, W I , & 11a/d1, J. F. 1)evelopment and leasibility test of a method to
study location :e.siglina.lit preferences (if airmen. A 4111t1.11( -74 -10, A1)-781 041. Lachland A 11,

I .1



TX Deenpational Research Division, April 1974. Project 7734. NT1S. This study evaluated the
feasibility of an approach to imestigate geographic location preferences of airmen. Two prefere110.2
Falillp were obtained from 509 basic airmen for each of 150 Air Force locations, one ha.sed on the
location name. then tumarned, based on a 22 variable environmental profile description. Findinsf,s
indicated the approach was teastblef that citnsitletable variance was revealed across both individuals
and locations, that the base selected variables could explain a considerable proportion of the rating
variance throuch regression analysis. Further study of location preferences of experiena:d personnel
is recommended. I I() pp.)

364 C.J., Vitola, & Abellera, J.W. Users of cannabis only. AHIRL-TR-74-41,
AD-A002 145. 'Ackland AFB, TX: Personnel Research Division, April 1974. Project 7719. NT1S.
Subjects Wili) hate used only cannabis welt: compaied with those who have used cannabis along with
other drugs, and with a control sample HE wht1111 rio drug-using information,was available. Results
indicate that cannabis-only users are more effective than users of other drugs, and that even
cannabis-only users compare ullfavw3hly with the cnnt rot subjects in certain metrics which appear to
ovine motivation a), :in important component. It is t....gy..fsted that this may be evidence Inr the

syndroine"_ reported ill the literal ure. (14 pp.)

365 Foley. %V.L. Iligh-speed rotating mirror system for wide-angle image projection.
APIIRIA R-74-42, AD-A001 629. Wright-Patterson A1:13, OH: Advanced Systems I)ivision, June
1974. Project 6114. NT1S. design and fahricatinn of visual display systems with a wide
treltd.ol.view and high resolution, as dt; required for print training simulatois, is a formidable problem.
Individual displays must tw (Awfully Lubricated and mosaicked together sn the resulting system
manual! t. continuity and restitution ',vet the total display lick!, While sudi systems have heen
successlully developed, the optical components tf:111 be large and expensive, and alignment is a

formidable problem ).sbere se?,eial charmed, tire required. Methods were investigated tor wide angle
tkilecnon ()I a Itcwi beam ,rt rates compatilde with standard video procettang. The Mort consisted ol
inve.antation and detattn ot a 111;WliC11, '.11',,W11`.1(111 ;1114.1 m1/1;1111/11 t1Cyfte iii i:Iirevrnmj' c:111 1;11e!: rim

it 1,1)1111 ncv.didiup, ,co pH& th,".11'11 (V' .1)11 311d dffielen11,11 pickup) appillachet.
were invc..,tigaiutt tel m1;011111.11 MR"s rid acceleration versus input (hive
ptetsci. (italtilny Invest wated tinder 'Jinn nom condition!, Ito tilt fluent odor cnnlig.urationt,ool
..peta d irwatant", y,,tre undertaken to nunimi/v doft ot tlw supported hotly, One ()I the desnun.,

ditt lerentral pit Imp ly pe, appeals wort hy lurther investigation and testing. (`-)2 pp.)
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367

, Smith, 1.1'. Advanced jmulatitm inn untlergrmluatt. 'tilt)t training
facility titilDation plan A1.1111,-.1R-74.4 Al).786 411. Williams A1.11, A/.: Flying Iraining
Ihsj,i0,1, Jimmie 1974. prii.,.1 I Hi N'115. jj. ml flight simulatimi irsearell facility
Itt. Att.! at 1Villkunt. Al It, A/ ;111' pilllny,phy hi ht. AppliCil th',CtlY,e(1. I Mir
1.11T, .111,1 'il1,11 .11(' 1,11'111111t'11. A 11111c 1/11:1',t't1 p1:111 1;1111'('

d.kullIpil'11110111 1', (1,.-,C1111c1I, Ini ,i(111111141, CV,11111d,". if 111'.11 11.1111 ri",CAlch c11"It' \A111111 'A 111 fit'
)11k111C1c,1 111111111' 1110 I111;11 ''.11111 1', 111)1 .1v.111;11)1c ;lir ult".crihrd tm ',ion(' detail. I

f f 11..k I f 1,1 h I ".1111 III:ill)! I f

Itust, S.K., Smith, & Wtnulrull, Wit Syllabus and sylhibtis ticveloputent techttitIttes used
iii evalualiog the A/1.37/1/1 4(; flight simulator. Al'IIR1.-1R-74-14, Al).786 412, Wdliams A1.11, A/.
living !raining IIivkinn, June 1974. l'roject 1123. NIIS. 1 lit', wpm All /A/ I

I .I(,) Anitilator syllabus developed hv Ow I lying 'halfwit) l)mvitaon .11 lhe Air I HI«.
I<J-01111,t". I , ii demonstrate the elle( !wow..., ()I a limited visual, limuttd motion flighti ,1i,.widthrate pilot limning I 61t, r(tort (I) deAtribet, the t.v11.11)m, development
runt...Inlet, employed, I.') i ',loft", I h.. re atlinig otottnt ;mud format :mil IiInovitlet. a gigolo
HI development of noun. .pet piirpotd,

it I



368 Garza, A.T., & Carpenter, IR Comparative job attributes of airmen and civil service personnel

having similar job types. AEHRL-TR-74-45, AD-786 407. Lackland AEB, TX: Occupational Research

Division, May 1974. Project 7734. NTIS. Military and civil service personnel having similar joh types

and from comparalik accounting and linanee career ladders were compared or( several attributes. The

data reveal certain distinct differences between the two populations with the magnitude of the
differences being !ghly variable as functions of specific joh types considered, Generally, _civilians

perform a larger number of tasks, the tasks and overall jobs they perform are more difficult, they find

their johs more interesting, and feel that their jobs make greater use of their talents and training. In

view of these differences in attrihutes and the potentially higher cost of military personnel,
conversion of certain military position's to civilian positions to meet operational 'needs appears

feasible. 1 ilique attributes of civilian and military personnel also point our the necessity for further

reseal ch into their calli;eS :Ind consequent effects in such areas as promotion, skill upgra.htig, career
opiession, worker attitudes, and retention. The need for investigation appears more critical for the

aiimen p:)pulation because of their expiessed joh dissatisfaction, particularly those performing
disbinsement accounting functions where simple highly repetitive tasks tend to predominate. (18 pp.)

369 Lewis, W.F., Willow, J.D., Brock, C.R., Lonigro, J.K., Jr., Eschenbrenner, A.J., Jr., & Hanson,

A.I.. l'recision measuring equipment (PME) individualized instruction. AEIIRL-TR-74-46, AD-A001

239. Lowry A HI, CO: Technical Training Division, August 1974. Project 1193, Contract
1:33615-71-C-1846, McDonnell Doughs Astronautics Company East. NTIS. Self-paced programmed
:Ind audio-visual (AV) nisi netional materials covering portions of Air Force C'ourse, 3A13R32430-2,

Precision Measuring Lquipment (PM(',) Specialist, were developed, tulininistered, and evaluated as
the leasibility of individualifing the PMF. course as part of the Air Force Advanced

Instructional System ( MS). The materials hir a )04hour block of instruction, entitled Waveform
Anal,. sr, !minded punted and AV media ;old coveted cOmplex cognitive and peifonnance skills. For

1111., Hock, there was ,1 .3 eductilm ni ine;111 traouiir lin it with :111 trainees achieving all criterion

()Incenses. 'I lainees achieved 'PC of du: perhomance ()Wctives on the tirst attempt. The mean
men test soac was 80,1'" (the passing sone was 7(")). Three of the 35 trainees required

reine(liation hecause of low mitten test scores. Trainee attitudes toward the materiak and system as

measufed hy ;lit it tide scale' weie positive. "I he materials for three smaller course segments, 6, 6, and

't limns, respectively, consisted of plinted adjunct programs and cotvred cognitive skills. The
reduct nor in training, limes were Or; 70Y and (u1"), respectively. The written test scores were
')((' , and 'Pr .1 he mednuctrin mm it:Milli), lime coupled with trainee achievement suppoits the

individuali/ing the PM1 cour,e ,,s part id the A1S. The piojected cost savings for 1,025

students of [educed ionise length resulting hom the convulsion of the 90-hora block into self-paced
instruction exve'(' (it 5ell),000.00/yr. Such projected savings argue strongly for the

,,Imeltcorvero-,,, (If urdivoluli/m1, PM1. ;Ind other similar- tecluneal training

conises DO pp')

(70 Siegel, Al, Lambert, & Burkett, J.R. Techniques tor making written material more
readable/comprehensible. AFIIR 1.-TR74-47, AD-786 849, Lowry AFII, CO: Technical "[raining
Division, August 1974, Project 1121, Contract 1;41609-73.('-0018, Applied Psychological Services,

N 115, 1 M., tochnical memoranduni pleserik au outline (d how to apply psycholinguistic and
intellective concept., i() unhance the leadahility and compiehensiluhty nit wiitten matelials.

(,111,1elmes ii wakilly the lead,.(1',, easier arc plovided, and SffilIC readabihty ineatifeinent
pr. wedine., air also dr-all...x(1,12.8 Pp)

(71 Fagan, R.1, '1;1111, P., & Dids, W. t omputer-based adaptive testing
models tor the Air horce R.(11114;11 training ruvironmen1 phase I: development of a computerized
mea..inement system for Air 1.1,rce technical training. AD785 142. Lowry APB,

( 0. I echuical I raining Division, July 1974. Project 1121, Contract F41609-73-r-0013, Florida State
N IIS, Adaptive iesi me is viewed as a thrown( al liainewolk with :rYanciated compute:lied



techniques combining to offer solutions to the growing measurement challenges of individualiied'
technical traihing. It is characterized by three subprocesses: (a) appropriate test selection and entry;
09 tailored presentation of test items; (c) sensitive scoring, diagnosis, interpretation, and reporting. In
the context of Air Force technical training, five benefits of adaptive testing are seen: (a) saving
instructional and test time; (b) improving reliability and Nalidity of test decisions; (c) optimizing
entry and Inovenrrit within a required learning hierarchy ; (d).assisting training management through
refined data specifIcation, collection, and dissemination; and (e) minimizing remediation time.
Related literature is reviewed and synthesized into the three areas of subprocesses listed above,
including review papers, test selection and student entry, tailored testing with descriptions of eight
models, adapti-, testing for hierarchical structures, and scoring, diagnosis, interpretation, and
reporting. Three proposed studies, based on prior work done in two Air Force technical courses, are
described in a design for validation of adaptive testing. These are a flexilevel test study, a hierarchical
learning task adaptive test _study, and a criterion zone decision study. The paper concludes with
discussion and recommendations. (86 pp.)

372 Siegd, A.I., & Burkett, J.R. Application of structure-of-intellect and psycholinguistic concepts
to reading comprehensibility measurement. AFHRLTR-74-49, AD-A001 573. Lowry AFB, CO:
Fechnical Training Division, September 1974. Project 1121, Contract F41609-73-C-0018, Applied
Psychological Services, Inc. NTIS. Concepts and considerations relative to the measurement of textual
rcadabihty/comprehensibility through psycholinguistics and through intellective variables are
presented. Two experiments, each investigating the potential of each of these areas for
readability/co,:ip:Thensibility measurement, are described and the results of these experiments are

The results supported a contention favoring the potential of psydiolinguistics and intellective
concepts for readability/comprehensibility measurement. Concepts arc presented for automating the
measurements described. (164 pp.)

373 Logan, R., O'Neil, H.F., Jr., Judd, W.A. & Ilannon, E.G. Technical literature review concerning
inanagement information systems. AFIIRL-TR-74-50, AD-781 749. Brooks AF13, TX: Headquarters
Air Force Human Resources Laboratory, May 1974. Project DALS, Contract F4I609-73-C-0019, The
University of Texas at Anstin. NTIS. The primary objective of the literature review, was to ohtain
',maces of information relevant to the leasihility and utility of an on-line data managAent system in
support of the management and planning effort in the research and development enviro6ent of the
Air Force Ihnuan Resources Lahmatory. The tOrmal documentation of the tedmical literature
reviewed resulted in an annotated bibliography of 112 references.

"lhe iatended audience for the hihhography was iniddle, and upper-level management personnel.
Documents were selected that would familiarize such personnel with the context and
unettelationships of the many aspects of management information syStems (M1S); that is, with how
analysis, desig,n, operation, evaluation, ;ind user consideratims tt feet management information
systems. (44 pp.)

374 H.F,, Jr., Walker, & Judd, W.A. Feasibility and utility of an online information
colninUnication system iii a ratseareli and development management and planning environment.
AFIIR I.-TR-74-51, AD-785 143. Brooks Atli, TX: Headquarters Air Force Human Resources
Laboratory, July 1974. Project DAIS, Contract F41609-73-C-0019, The University of Texas at
Austin. NTIS. The objectives of thk study consisted of three stipulated tasks. These tasks were: (I) to
conduct ;Ind document a thwough, comprehensive wview of existing literature whkh addresses itself

InipklentaInnl and evaluation of on-line data management systems; (2a) to analyze methods
co:lowly in existence within the Air Force Ilinnan Resoure.is Laboratory (AFIIRL) for processing,
management and planning, intimnaln»)', and (21)) It) :inaIyie the informatinn needs of a designated'
suhse) within th AlIIIJ., (3a) I() d(voIni) impIementatinn and evaluation strategies: (31)) (,)dernonstiatc and evaluate the feasibility of the stiategies and leclunques developed. This intrim'
iepoit Win kr.ks( and (.') and will 'novel( haselme data for task (3). (64 pp,)



(/
375 Fitzgerald, J.A. The value of an air combat maneuvering range to the Tactical Air Command.

AFHRL-TR-74-52, AD-786 850. Williams AFB, AZ: Flying Training Division, June 1974. Project
1123. NTIS. In tliis briefing to the CUR Group, the author takes the position that the Tactical Air
Command needs an instrumented range for training in air-to-air combat-Air Combat Maneuvering
Range (ACMR) as early as possible, and makes a case for a coordinated plan of utilization for the
Simulator for Air-to-Air Combat (SAAC) 'and an ACMR. It is asserted that the complementary
capabilities of the two systems can make important contributions to tactical fighter training, tactics
development, and simulator development. (10 pp.)

376 Wiley, L.N..Across-time prediction of the performance of airman administrators and mechanics.
AFHRL-TR-74-53, AD-786 409. Lack land AFB, TX: Occupational Research Division, July 1974.
Project 7734. NTIS. It was found that supervisors' ratings of Administration Specialists' and Aircraft
Mechanics' job performance were predictable across time. Airmen in duty AFSCs 702X0/70490 and
431X1143190 were rated on ov,%-all job performance and 65 traits. After two years for mechanics and
three years for administrators, the available airmen were located and rerated. More than half were
rated by Iwo supervisors on each occasion, which permitted testing the agreement between raters for
aiimen at the same skillievels. At least 16% of the Time 2 performance variance was predictable from
trait ratings, with multiple Rs from .40 to .47. The first overall performance ratings made less
prediction than did the 65 trait ratings taken as a whole. The results helped to support earlier
findings, on samples which included these airmen, that the traits important for the performano of
mechanics differed somewhat from the traits important for administrators: also, that skill levels
within ladders differ in their trait requirements. The traits used weie stateuxnts of consistent work
behaviors, as distinguished from vague generalizations, (28 pp.)

377 McFarland, B.P. Potential uses of occupational analysis data by Air Force management
engineering teams. AFHRL-TR-74-54, AD-A000 047. Lackland AFB, TX: Occupational Research
Division, July 1974, Project 7734. NTIS. The purpose of this study was to identify and evaluate areas
in which Air Force Management Engineering Teams (MET) might benefit from occupational research
data. For the study occupational' research data was prmided as a supplemental input to the
development of MET engineered mimpower standards for base level Data Automation, Thri analysis
revealed that the teclmiques used by MET and occupatiomil analysis yield essentially the same
information. Also a number of areas were identified in which occupational research data and
techniques could be beneficially employed by MET. (14 pp.)

378 Kauffman, D., Johnson, M., & Knight, C. The empirical derivation of equations for predicting
subjective textual) information. AFIIRL-TR-74-55, AD-786 427, Williams AFB, AZ: Flying Training
Division, July 1974. Project 1123, Contract F41609-71-C-0027, Arizona State University. NTIS.
Parameters pertaining to inharnation processing by human beings have, in the past, been determined
hy learning and memory experiments with mmsense syllahles, number sequences, etc. Ilowever, in the
real world we are concerned with the processing of "inemingful inforination not senseless texts.
Therefore, the determination of subjectire inlOrmation directly from ineaninghil material becomes
extr..mely important in the instruction-learning process.

This study derives an equation for predicting the suNcctive textual infornuition contained in a
text ()I material written in the higlish language. Speeilkally, this investigation describes, by a
mathematical equation, the relationship betweim the subketirc information coffin! of' written
textual material and the ielative number of errors committed by a leamer wlv.in asked to predict,

hy letter, the content of given textual in:den:IL This relationship shows that the subjective
miormation of a given text foi a specific learner is directly proportional to the number of
wrongly-guessed sign!. nruhi hy that learner. This is expressed mathematically by
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Where: 1 = lidormation in Bits

= Numher of wrongly guessed signs

The application of Shannon's guessing inocedure (1951) in this study permits the meastiremem
of the subjectire information of a given text for a specific !earlier. Unlike senseless texts, th:
subjectiw information of a meaningful text varies from learner to learner, Therefore, the (lerived
equation permits the measurement ot information in terms of a value that is dependent not only
upon the inherent qualities of the subject matter, but also upon the internal state of the learne7..

The derived equation for the English language is then compared to an equation derived by
Welt ner (l967) for the German language and found to he remarkably similar. (40 pp.)

379 Archer, J.R., Giorgio, M.J. Bibliography of the Occupational Research Division, Air Force
Human Resources Laboratory (AFSC). A:AIRL-TR-74-56, AD-A003 421. Lack land AFB, TX:
Occupational Research Division:7July 1974. Project 7734. NTIS. This report presents an unclassified,
unlimited bibliography of fechnical reports and othcr publications on research conducted by the
Occupational Research Division, Air Force Human Resources Laboratory (AFIIRL). The cited
references cover the period July 1957 March 1974. The reports listed in this bibliopsaphy are
obtainable to quahfied requestors upon request or information as to where the requested paper or
report may he obtained svrli he provided. (34 pp.)

Foley, J.P., Jr. kaluatiol.; maintenance performance: an analysis. AFIIRL-TR-74-57(1),
9-A004 761. Wright-Patterson AFB, OIL Advanced Systems Division, October 1974. Project 1710.

N I IS. Late in 1902, the writer prepared a paper entitled PerfOrmwice Testing: nsting for Ithat is
kcal (Foley, 1)63). Illis.was tollowed by a Hilliography on Maintenance Personnel Performance
Measurement by Askren (1963) and work on a draft of an annotated bibliography.byTortertiekl in
the same year. All of these efforts indicated that there was probably a lack of job realism in the
formal measuring devices used to ascertain the training success and promotion potential of
maintenance personnel. They also indicated that although a rAtiler extensive technology had been
developed for paper and pencil testing, no well-structured technology Ur guidance existed for the
development and admini,,tration of job performance tests. 'Fliese preliminary works and findings
mdicat a requirement for exploratory development concerning job performance tests for
main( cilance.

o ovoid duplication in Stiehl an exploratory development pi-ova:tin, the approach was to tap the
wealth of exiS1111r!. kir Scattered, tiorneeS tnt availahle hard data concerning: .14,h performance
measurements, to structure these data ati they Applied to the measurement of obility to perform
,..iectionic maintenance , tin onalyte them in relation to current Air Force practice and to make
ricommendatrons for the development irid tryout of effective nib performance measurements tor
Ail Force

Paper and /t.'11(211 testing ptocedines arc Used almost exclusively for determining which
personnel ;lie %ciccted for training, tor determining studeut progress while in training, and for
determining the promotion ehigrhrirt y of personnel assigned to field maintenance units. A number of
studies are cited which indicate that low correlations were ohmined by comparing job task
pertormance tests to paper ;Ind pencil theory tests and to oh knowledg.e tests, Several studies also are
cued which indicate that the I mditiomd theory content. found in most electronic maintenance
Irainimt pr.trianc, doe., not contril,die rreat deal to the ability to perform electronic maintenance
tasks. A lull application ul the lOurrelll lechnolory lot technical training development would '..olve the
course content problem. This technology requires a sy!,tems :mproach to traitung program
ilevr.lopment inn Yshich training olne,:tives are based on a complete joh task identification and aralysis,
L,iterion referenced Job lask l'citonnance test,; (11I'ld are required to determine it ttaining
.,biective., are achieved. lloyvever, a serious gap 10111;lilL tnt tint. ICCIIII(Ihngy ';1110: Adenr1:01'
11(rt ViAll;rhie tinf I In,
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As a result of this analysis, it was recommended that comprehensive exploratory and advanced
development efforts concerning Air Force maintenance should be established and funded. These
programs should systematically and comprehensively identify and solve problems concerning
maintenance practice in the field and problems concerning the selection and training of maintenance
personnel. A necessary first effort should be to gather and study hard data on how well maintenance
men can perform the key tasks of their jobs. Also, based on the results of this analysis a.contractual
et fort was initiated to develop criterion referenced JTPT for electronic maintenance tasks. This effort
was followed by an attempt to develop both graphic and video symbolic substitutes of improved
empirical validity. The results of these efforts are reported in Volumes II, III, and IV of this series of
documents. ( pp.)

381 Shriver, ,dey, J.P., Jr. Evaluating maintenance performance: the development and
tryout of critt ;1,)11 referenced job task performance tests for electronic maintenance.
AFHRL-TR-74-57( II), Part I, AD-A004 845. Wright-Patterson AFB, OH: Advanced Systems Division,
September 1974. Project 1710, Contracts F336I5-69-C-1232 and F33615-70-rI695, URS/Matrix
Research Co. NTIS, The previous Volume, All IRL-TR-74-57(1), recommended the development of
criterimn referenced Joh Task Performance Tests (JTPT) for typical electronic maintenance aCtivities.
nis Volume reports the development of a bat tery of such tests together with an appropriate scoring
scheme tOr reporting the resultqxof administering,them. The development (f a Test Admingtrator's
Handbook ako is descrihed. ThiS battery is considered to be a model for future criterion JTPT
deveh)pnent and is intended for both formal training and field use. The battery includes separate
tests lot the following classes of job activities: (I) equipment checkout, (2) alignment/calibration, (3)
removal/replacement, (4) soldering, (5) use of general and special test equipment, and (6)
troubleshooting. The Doppler Radar, the AN/APN-I47, and its computer, the AN/ASN-35, were
selected as a typical electronic system. This system was used as the test bed for this model battery.
The solder* and general les, equipment JTPT are onpucable to all electronic technicians. The other
tests of the battery apply to technicians concerned with this specific doppler radar system. Each class
of activity for which JTI'l were developed contains its individual mix of behaviors, but it is not
mutually exclusive. There are dependencies among the classes. As a result, a four level hierarchy of
dependencies can he stated: ( ) chedsout, removal/replacement, and soldering; (2) use of general and
special test equipment, (3) alignment/calibration; ,,ind (4) troubleshooting. For example,
troubleshootim! In:1y include all the activities 'nem ioned belitre it. Due to the diverse charact^r of the
various mixes of behaviors involved in each class of maintenance activity, a single score report of test
results would be meaningless. A profile of test results therefore was developed which pmvides for an
individual cell for each test prohlem. The tests are structured so that each problem produms a
product. The result for each problem is reported in IcrIlls Of a go, no-go score. Either the test
subject produces a satisfactory product Or he does IlDt. WIWI(' time is important, he imist produce the
sat klactory product in a specified time. Although prcces.s Iv he valuable as a diagnostic tool, it is

not cw,idered as an appropriate factor for scoring purposes, The hierarchy of deptmdencies
mentioned previously has implicatioh for the order in which tests are administered as well as for
thayme.1 For compk% since troubleshooting includes the use of test equipment and othe,r
;Ictivities in the hierarchy, logic would dictate that administration of the tests for the sith-aetivities
%could precede the t muhleshooting tests trid that a test subject would not he permitted to take the
troubleshooting tests moil he had passed these other subtests. Due to the unavailaliility of a sufficient
nuniher of experienced lest subjects at the time ()I the tryout of the iTPT hattery, the tryout was not
;Is extensive :I!, planned. The limited tryout did indicate that the tests as developed are
,phrunistkitively teasible. Tien- continued use, no doubt, would result in further modifications and
pi dish. The report also includes ;I disellSsioll ()ISO/CIA Miplementat ion considerations and suggestions.
( pp.)
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382 Shriver, E.L., Hayes, J.F., & Hufhand, W.R. Evaluating maintenance performance: test
administrator's manual and test subject's instructions for criterion referenced job task performance
tests for electronic maintenance. AFHRL-TR-74-57(11), Part 11, AD-A005 785. Wright-Patterson
AFB, OH: Advanced System Division, January 1975. Project 1710, Contracts F33615-69-C-1232
and F33615-70-C-1695, URS/Matrix Research Co. NT1S. 'Inc purpose of this document is to furnish
a complete copy of the Test Subject's Instructions an, . Test Administrator's Handbook for a
battery of criterion referenced Job Task Performance Test:, ITT) for electronic maintenance. Part I
of Volume II of this series of documents, AFIIRI f R-74-57, reports and describes the development
and tryout of this battery of tests. (690 pp.)

383 Shriver, E.L., & Foley, J.P., Jr. Evaluating maintenance performance: the development of
graphic symbolic substitutes for criterion referenced job task performance tests for electronic
maintenance. AFHRL-TR-74-57(111), AD-A005 296. Wrijit-Patterson AFB, OH: Advanced Systems
Division, November 1974. Project 1710, Contracts F33615-70-C-1550 and F33615-71-C-1505,
URS/Matrix Research Co. NT1S. An M-dePth review of the literature reported in AFIIRL-TR-
74-57(l) of this series or documents strongly reiterated the fact that paper and-pencil tests of job
knowler],:;. and electronic theory tests have very poor criterion-related or empirical validity with
respect to the ability of electronic maintenance men for performing their job tasks. As a result', a
battery of criterion referenced Job Task Performance Tests (JIM) was developed and tried out and
resultf; were reported in AFIIRL-TR-74-57(II). The battery included testsfor the various job activities
performed by electronic maintenance technicians such as checkout, align/adjust, removelreplace,
soldering, use of general and special test equipment, and troubleshooting. Past experience with tests
similar to these criterion referenced JTPT has indicated that even though criterion referenced JTPT
were recognized as being superior by many training people, paper and pencil tests were substituted
because they w2.re more easily and cheaply developed and administered. 'The JTPT developed
reqtnred the test subject to use actual equipment and they could only be adMinistered to very small
groups; in scnie cases, to only one subject. Graphic symbolic substitutes would probably overcome
these administrative problems. But such substitutes must have high empirical validity. Most previous
attempts to develop such tests resulted in low validity. This volume describes another attempt to
develop a battery of graphic symbolic substitutes of improved validity. A review of previmis attempts
resulted in a hypothesis that previous attempts had weaknesses in realism that could possibly be
rectified. The successful accomplishment of most maintenance tasks must follow a main line
procedure or strategy. But this main line usually is "cluttered" with distraction and subproo.dures
which interfere with the accomplishment of the main line procedure or strategy. For example, when
troubleshooting, the technician must usually interrupt his strategy several times to set up his test
equipnient and to obtain check point information. Unless he is well organized and very persistent in
following his strategy, he may lose track of his strateg. Even if he stays on the main line, he may
gather faulty information from his test equipment which will prevent him from finding the trouble.
Based on this rationale, it was concluded that previously developed symbolic tests such as the tab test
did not provide such clutter. It was hypothesized that symbolic substitute tests could be developed
that would retain a large amount of realistic task "clutter" and that such tests would have higher
empirical validity than previously developed symbolic tests. In this effort, a battery of symbolic tests
was developed including a companion symbolic test for each of the job activities for which a criterion,
referenced JTPT had previously been developed. Based on two limited validations, all of the graphic:
symbolic tests, with the exception of the symbolic test for soldering, indicated sufficient promise to
justify further consideration and 'refinement, All of these promising symbolic tests should be given
mote extensive validations using larger numbers of experiencvd I.,. The validation of any such
symbolic tests requires the administration of a companion JTPT a lid. Ion criterion. As a result,
a validation is an enensive process in tennis of equipment and \perienced manpower. The
troubleshooting symbolic tests require the most extensive refinement. Several suggestions are made
for improving their empirical validity. (76 pp.)

n
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V:.-rer. 1.1.. Haves, J I., &. kollund, Wit Evaluating maintenance performance: a video
aprroa,h to sv tubolic tlig of vIt.ctnmi( s maintenance tasks. AFIIRL-TR-74-570V), AD-A005 297.

\viol! Pilteo %Fir, oft Advanced Svtitellb Division, July 1974. Project 1710, Contract
1144,1.; 714.?0, 1, :atris. Research to. NBS. This volume reports an Ohio to use the video

Ir. ln Fr the ptepatation of a battery ot symbolic tests that would he empirically
ior ,:nttnArt reteteno : oh [ask Perfornunce 'Tests. The llevelopment and tryout of

.;.', tett icrio..d tests and pronnsuig graphic symbohc substitute tests are reported in
;-;.re paphic s,Thhohc tests require the Iit age of a large amount of pictorial
;Ullst be scarcl.cd tapollv tor display. At the time this video effort was started, 110

,.' 1 Li ,11 V.L110r ,. h;id hcen tound lot rapidly searching and displaying such information. In
ri,11111c displays would have been desirable for those graphic symholks whereas all

71,:111.11 '1.11,tik: pictorials arc static. The anticipated results, that the video media would
e an(1 economical solutions to these problems, did not materialize. Erom a testing
o vle mbolk: tests place the test subject in a passive. evaluative role of watching someone

-troon each task. Success, in this passive r, !c. does not insure his success in the active role of
11,1 the ,..nite task. Also, the development costs of the video tests pioved to be %co( high in

-I equipment and test development time. To obtain video materials of acceptable quality
cur: hoth qualit video equipment and studio prauction facilities. As a :esult, it wati

!!.0 video should not be turther considered as a testing medium for performamx
that ;taint,. clhrls houhl be aimed at improving and refining graphic symbolic

pp.)

Pula. M. Die assignment of airmen by solving the transportation problem. AfHRL-TR-74-58.
V.),"%,..1. 426. Lackland AFB. TV Manpower and Personnel Systems Division, July 1974. Project
207. NTIS T h:lp the Air Foice /tanagers understand some of the many optimization techniques,

olo which diNcf!y optimizes payoff values and one which indirectly optimizes

sues. are discussed. In sll,cussing these optimization techniques. the policy of Liii and the

-f discussed sihce tf.ey are an important part of both technio ic techniques for

,.,.!,;! roe 11-an!.r.ortatlon prob:cm stll giw the .Alr Force manager some 111`.1'H 11i to at least two

pohoc, ,ifid two opuruzmion techrhques and will pose questions which must be
!,Idefe.! in try :ft: r.) opthiaze assignment of Basic Military Training gaduates to their Air Force

jtt t ode ;Joh). ft: pp.)

t. nob, B.M.. Muffins, C.J., & Weeks, J.L. Characteristics of women in the Air Force 1970
throngh 1973. AFIIRLTR-74-59, AD-A000 049. Lickland AFB, TX: Personnel Research Division,
Joh 1974. Project 7719. NTIS. The total input of WAF enlistees for 1970 through 1973 =

' H.4" wis compared with flute enlistees for the sante period (N = 324.935). WAF AQE-A -and

rc iii P)73 have dropped less than those for males relative to 1970. WAF AQF-M and
\91 -1 :,,te\ tn 1973 Nele higher than they were in 1970, wherea, milar scores for male-, have

ci sh.-htls . I Iuatinial level for males has declined in the years 1970-11)73. whereas. fo: WAF,
\IIItL5 hat. Iticial mix for tenules is about the same as for males, but the contribution

Hums, areas to the tot.11 number ot Black women in the Air Fo,ce varies
-dR trill area to area. ks with maks, the younger temales tend to :lave low,:t aptitude
,. ts pp

Weeks. II_ 11ullins, C.1.. & Vitola. B.M. Prediction of drug abuse by t!te life values

,luestroonaire. AFIIRLTR-74-60, .AD-A000 048. Lackland AFB, TX: Personnel Re!,earch Division,
kturust 1974 l'roject 7719, NTIS. Three experimental psychological tests were investigated to

It o intrihuted significantly to the prdiction of seven drug abuse criteria when

with aailable demographic and aptitude variables. The results indicat-r that only one of
tcsts. ii I IL it cs Qucstionnaire, adds significantly to prcdiction. Although the validities

.,f Iht: I ite Valocs Questionraire tor the criterra ;re not high. it appears that its predictive
'.II!fs Ill-grit'. ( I ": pp.)



3S8 Woodruff, R.R., Smith, J.F., & Morris, ICA. Use of the T-4G simulator in USAF undergraduate
pilot training (UM, phase I. &FURL-TR-74-61, AD-786 413. Williams AFB, AZ: Flying Training
Division, July 1974. Project 1123. NTIS. The A/1:37A/T-4G, a T-37 flight training simulator with
limited visual and motion capability, Y as evaluated to determine the extent to which its technology
could be used to substitute for flying hoins in the UPI T-37 syllabus. A special syllabus maximizing
T4G capabilities was used. This report describes the first phase in which six UPT students were
tiained in the 1-4G/1-37 progiam. The SiX students completed contact t raining in 23.4 flying hous
savings of 3.5 hours), and they completed instrument training in 9.7 flying hours (a savings of 11.1
horns). (40 pp.)

389 Ward. Jr., & H.P. Computer-based enlistment quota reservation system using the
general data management system 2000. AFIIRL-TR-74-62, AD-A002 146. Lackland AFB. TX:
Manpower and Personnel Systems Division, August 1974. Project 2077. NTIS. This report describes
the capabilities of a computer-based quota reservati, n system using the general data mankrement
System 2000. The system was designed as a feasibility demonstration for Air Force Recruiting Service
staff. Operational commands are described which allow a user to search the data base to locate
enlistment openings for which applicants might be eligible. A usa L,fli also '.F.rve an enlistment
openimt when the applicant is ready to accept a position.

Management can use commands that summarize opening and enlistments by Air Force
Specialty Code, aptitude area and other categories. (28 pp.)

,/390 Eddowes, E.E. A cognitive model of what is learned during flying training. AFIIRL-TR-74-63.
AD-A000 046. Williams AFB, AZ: Flying Training Division, July 1974. Project 1123. NTIS. The
cognitive model of what is learned during flying training presents an alternative to the familiar
concept of flying skill as hand-eye coordination. The model relates the growth of pilot abilityp the
student's increasinf fined cognitive discriminations about his flying performances made possible
by his improved tami', nty with the phenomena of flight gained pfulicing aircraft control tasks.

As the student pilot becorceS familiar with his flying tasks, he anticipates his control
requirements. Consequently, his performance This leads to better error discriminations,
increased aircratt control effectiveness and more fa iiliarity wilh the phenomena of flying, which is in
t Urn ft)llo\cd hy another incremental cycle.

. nterpreration ie s the acquisition of flying skill as
a spiral-type expanding cognitive process rather dr :.rrar-ty pi: perceptual motor skill refinement
process. (12 pp.)

391 Hoskins, J.A. Modified TOPCAP objective force structure model. AFI1RL-TR-74-64, AD-A004
760. Lackland AFB, TX: Manpower and Personnel Systems Division, August 1974. Project 2077.
NTIS. Spiralling personnel costs, coupled with increased emphasis on management by objectives, has
accentuated evaluation of personnel quality/quantity/cost tradeoffs pertinent to the development of
a career force objective ar.2 enlisted force management system. A modification to one of the
methodologies in the Total Obrective Plan for Career Airman Personnel (TOPCAP) Computerized
Management System, the Objective Force Structure Model, is proposed. The effort was prompted by
a need tor a inethod to evaluate tradeoffs between the "quality of personnel entering the careerfora and the effects on the TOPCAPobjective grade and force configuration. (18-pp.)

392 Miller, G.C. Some considerations in the design and utilization of simulators for technicaltraining. IF IIRLTR-74-65. AD-A001 630. Lowry AFB, CO: Technical Training Division, August
1974. l'roject 1121. NTIS. The current technical literature. as it relates to simulators, training devices,
and simulation in technical training is reviewed. Rules principles for the cost-effective application
of simulation are also included. A major finding is 0 lity can he quite low in certain procedural
ta,1\s.ithrout a decrement iii performance.
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Other studies indicated that some complex electronic equipment can be simulated ill simple,

relatively inexpensive de%ice,, fthout having an adverse effect on training.

ill general, yell' ic have been completcd to validate the rules and principles ot
simulation that were d xd owl 20 ye,irs ago. (32 pp.)

393 Stephenson, R.W., & Burkett, J.R. An action oriented review of the on-the-job training

literature. AF1IRL-TR-74-66, A1)-A011 620. Lowry AF11, CO: Technical Training Division,
Ikcember 1974. Project 1121, Contract F41609-72-C-0036, American Institutes for Research. NTIS.

The on-the-job training (NT) hterature was reviewed, and sick', tcd references were organized in terms
of the following categories: literature reviews and hibliograples: handbooks and manuals: cost
effectiveness, technique comparison studies; systems analysis of !raining: approaches to program
evaluation; and natal) documents. In additiim, a number of. references were selected that are
thought to contain innovative ideas that should he considered by people with responsibility for

managing and evaluating OJT programs. The various ways in which these innovations might address
current ill (Crest S or problems in the Air Force OJT program are described. Specific comments are
made about the possible advantages associated with each idea. Estimates are also made of the resource
requirements involved if ruodifications to existing procedures of programs were to he implemented.

( 1(8 pp.)

394 Hayes, J.F., & Pulliam, R. Development and evaluation of video systems for performance
testing and student monitoring. AFIIRL-TR-74-67. AD-786 891. Lowry AFB, CO: Technical
Training Division, July 1974. Project 1121, Contract F41609-72-C-0021, URS/Matrix Research Co.

NT1S. A video performance monitoring system was developed by the URS/Mat fix Company, under
eontract to the IISAI I luman Resources Laboratory (AFIIRL/TT), and was evaluated experimentally
in three tcchincal training settings. Using input from I to S video cameras, the system provided a
flexible combination of signal processing, direct monitor, recording and replay options including fast,

slow. and stopped ;notion. rile system design was based on hypothesized benefits of manpower
technical training, achieved by the remote and/or recorded monitoring of trainee

per., , nutlet:. and the standardization of measurement criteria using recorded performance samples.

URS/Matrix designed and procured assembly of a presumed cost-optimized system, using
commercially available components. The system was demonstrated in jet aircraft mechanic

pertormance testing, in the screening of candidates for power lineman (pole climbing) training, and in

the evaluation of instructor I rainees. Research findings and recommendations were reported.
Instructions for further use of the system were developLd, and the system W as delivered to AFIIRL
for I SAI: application. (210 pp.)

395 Cooper and Company. The attractiveness of Air Force non-monetary benefits. AF1IRL-TR-
-74-68. AD-A005 299. Lackland AFB, TX: N1anpower and PeNonnel Systems Division, July 1974.
Project 2077, Contract F41609-72-C-0051, Cooper and Co. NT1S. This study provides estimates ot
the valuations placed on various military non-monetroy henelits hy Alf Fol CC personnel and explores
the reknionships hetween these valuations and personnel retention. Empirical data were obtained
using a stratified sample Nurvey approadi for 3,01) active duty personnel which included a large
arrmninni Or biographical and attitudinal data. LIS well as the dollar compensation that would he
reqnued for each id 15 non-monetary henefits it eliminated to make the respondent feel just as
well di 'AS Ire does now. w met

Major conclusion,
Force shot,ld take ii

hehelits except t he

lations iietived from this effort inclnde the following (a) the .Air
rir educate its ruesent personnel in the area of nonmonetary

henefit mu general (evidence indicates that increased knowledge has a

negative ertect henefit saluatioir.); (b) the teurement benefit should he stressed and
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explained in toms of its high "present value" during the first enlistment because of its positive role in
personnel retention: and (c) the Air Force should consider providing cash to its present personnel in
lieu of nonmonetary benefits (benefit allocations which :re provided by the Air Force are not
necessarily the same allocations that would be chosen if Air Force meml cis had cash). (190 pp.)

396 Mullen, P.A., & Joyce, R.P. Demonstration of fully oroceduralized job performance aids and
matching training. AFHRL-TR-74-69, AD-A002 147. Wrie,-Patterson AFB, OH: Advanced Systems
Division, August 1974. Project 1194, Contract F33615-69-G1812, Applied Science Associates, Inc.
NTIS. Sixteen airmen with no background in electronics were given four weeks of job-oriented
training and then observed as they performed maintenance while using fully proceduraliz.ed job
pci foi mance aids (FPJPAs). llalf of the airmen had the high aptitude usually required for training in
electronics. The other half had significantly loweraptitudes. There is some evidence that most of the
airmen were below average in reading ability. This effort had two purposes. One was to provide
interested military and civilian personnel a preview of the maintenance performance of minimally
trained airmen using FPJPAs. Another was to shake-down or debug the FPJPAs and the matching
training program prior to a major experimental comparison of alternative types of technical data and
training for maintenance. The airmen were observed by the experimenter and a continually changing
group of interested observers as they performed 14 maintenance tasks on a Doppler Radar set
(AN/APN-147) and its Computer (AN/ASN-35). Ten of the problems involved troubleshooting, two
involved removal and replacement of hardware and two involved soldering. With an average of 1.5
"assists" per troubleshooting problem, the airmen were able to solve the problems in average times
(for various problems) ranging from 18 to 59 minutes. The 90 "assists" were needed because of
reading errors (52), misuse of multimeter (20), lack of manual dexterity (6), misuse of oscilloscope
(5), and miscellaneons errors (7). On the troubleshooting tasks, the high aptitude trainees scored
consistently better than the medium aptitude trainees in both time and number of assists; however,
neither of these differences were statistically significant. The high aptitude group was able to
complete 10 of their 30 problems without an assist while the medium aptitude group completed only
two problems without an assist. On the remove and replace tasks, both groups proceeded smoothly
and, with one exception, without error. In the soldering tasks, the medium aptitude group was slower
but their products were of higher quality than the high aptitude group. Although the airmen did not
exhibit the errorless performance that had been desired, their performance should be considered as at
least promising. Causes for many of their deficiencies were identified and can be corrected. In general,
the presence of the high-ranking observers seemed to disturb and slow the performance of the airmen.
Also, it should be noted that no baseline is available to compare the performance of these airmen
with the performance of conventionally trained airmen using conventional technical data. A training
program about two weeks longer than the four week course used in this demonstratiOn will be
necessary to achieve satisfactory performance of maintenance tasks, including troubleshooting, while
using FPJPAs. The FPJPAs must bo completely verified to insure 'clarity and accuracy. Although
personnel with high aptitude for electronic maintenance probably will outperform those with lower
aptitude, satisfactory maintenance performance probably can be obtained from personnel of either
high or inedium aptitude if they are provided with job-oriented training and FPJPAs. (56 pp.)

397 Dansereau, D.F., Actkinson, T.R., Long, G.L., & McDonald, B. Learning strategies: a review
and synthesis of the current literature. AFHRL-TR-74-70, AD-A007 722. Lowry A' CO: Technical
Training Division, December 1974. Project 1121, Contract F41609-74-C-001 texas Christian
University. NT1S. This report reviews and synthesizes psychological and educational research on
learning strategies. The report ccptains an overview of strategy modification; a review of factors
influencing strategy selection andltse (including intellectual aptitude, personality variables, cognitive
style, reception preference, motivation, sex, and prior knowledge); a review of learning strategies
(general, comprehension, memory, problem solving, and creativity); and recommendations involving
future research. The report develops and uses a conceptual framework providing coherence to the
variety of studies which relate to research on learning strategies. The intent of this study is to provide
a basis for developing specific research plans to improve students learning strategies and skills. (91
PP.)
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398 Potter, N.R., & Dieter ly, D.L. Methods for predicting and amessing the impact of technology on
human resource parameters: report of the literature. AFHRL-TR-74-71, AD-A000 051.
Wright-Patterson AFB, OH: Advanced Systems Division, August 1974. Project 7907, Contract
F33615-74-C-4019, Systems Research Laboratories, Inc. NT1S. A research objective of the Air Force
Human Resources Laboratory is the development of methods for defining the components of
innovative technology and for measuring the L.ffects of the incoming technology on Air Force human
resources. The human resource parameters of concern include manpower (e.g., numbers, job types,
skill levels), training considerations, and cost data. Earlier investigations established the feasibility of
using human resources data in design trade studies and of determining and graphically depicting the
array of trade-off options available hefore inception of hardware design. The purpose of this review
was to establish the current status of the methodology for forecasting and assessing technology and
for quantizing human resource parameters with respect to the impact of incoming technologies. A
search and critical analysis of the literature was undertaken to review the status of forecasting and
assessing technology and of techniques for predicting the impact of technology on human resource
parameters. The size of the literatare base in the area of technological forecasting and technology
assessment precluded the conduct of an exhaustive review. Rather, the determination was made that
inclusion of selected referencvs which described current methodologies in detail and which were
judged as representative would better satiSfy the objectives of the research effort. A total of 140
documents applicable to this effort were reviewed. Seventeen of these were identified as having major
significance to the present effort. The review of the literature failed to provide solution to the
problem of quantizing human resource parameters with respect to impact of incoming technologies.
However, the use of a normative forecasting technique was strongly supported by the literature. In
particular, a relevance tree approach was the technique viewed as amenable to the problem of
successive identification of increasingly finer components in an organized, structured manner. The
relevance tree procedure known as a Design Option Decision Tree was identified as practical for
detailing a system to a level permitting the identification and assessment of human resource
components for impact quantification. (96 pp.)

399 Yasutake, J.Y. The effects of pacing and mode of adjunct questions on short and long term
retention of written materials. AFHRL-TR-74-72, AD-A005 295. Lowry AFB, CO: Technical
Training Division, October 1974. Project 1121. NT1S. This report summarizes the results of a Study
to determine the overall effectiveness of adjunct programming techniques and to determine further
whether the form and frequency of self test questions contained in the adjunct program have
differential effects on learning. Four formats of adjunct programs were used by different groups as a
supplement while reading text on military justice. A fifth group read the text without the aid of an
adjunct program. Results are discussed in 'emis of short and long term retention effects and on the
retention of incidental and relevant information. (74 pp.)

400 Samers, B.N., Dunham, A.D., & Nordbauser, F. Evaluation of methodology for estimating the
cost of Air Force on-the-job training. AFHRL-TR-74-73, AD-A005 298. Lacklana AFB, TX:
Manpower and Personnel System DiYision, November 1974. Project 2077, Contract
F41609-72-C-0048, Cooper and Co. NTIS. This report describes the final phase of a study directed at
the development of an on-the-job training (OJT) costing methodology. Utilizing a modification of
survey techniques tested and evaluated during the previous phase, estimates were obtained for the
cost of OJT for airman training from the 1-level (unskilled) to the 3-level (semi-skilled) in five
category B Air Force specialties. The specialties studied were pavement maintenance (551X0); fire
protection (571X0); food service (622X0); fdel service (631X0); and materiel facilities (647X0). The
cost per graduate of OJT for these specialties was compared to the cost per graduate of resident
-chool technical training. For three of the five specialties, OJT cost per graduate was below the
'echnical training school cost per graduate. Supervisors were surveyed to determine if there was a
difference in performance between OJT and technical school graduate in these AFSCs. As was true in
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the previous phase, no evidence was obtained to support the hypothesis that either OJT or technical
school graduates Were superior in performance. Conditional cost models Were also formulated ard
tested. 'the conditional cost models are based on an alternaiive or opportunity cost concept ai d
repiesent a refinement of the original cost models. (60 pp.)

401 Beusse, W.E. Utilization of veteran's' benefits by Army new standards FY 1969 separatee;.
AFIIRL-TR-74-74, AD-785 384. Alexandria, V Manpower and Personnel Systems Division, Marci
1974. Project 4499. NTIS. This study provide., i Illation on the utilizfition of veterans' benefits
Army New Standards separatees. Information is presented concerning: their knowledge of their V.A
benefits; past, present, and anticipated use of educational benefits; their need for and use of medical
benefits, their use of employment assistance; and their use of other V.A..benefits. The results indicate
that a majority of the New Standards veterans were aware of their veterans' benefits. Although maily
made use of their benefits, there appeared to he room for increasing the low aptitud.' ve,eran's
utilir.ation of these programs. (30 pp3

402 Beusse, W.E. The impact of military service on low aptitude men. AFHRL-TR-74-75, AD-785
394. Alexandria, VA: Manpower and Personnel Systems Division, February 1974. Project 4499.
NTIS. The purpose of this study was to examine the impact of military expericoce upon the
post-service lives of low aptitude men. The data were collected by interview on a set of 477 Army
New Standards FY 1969 separatecs and 477 nonveterans who were matched by race, educational
level, age, geographic location, and were within a ilarroW AFQT range.

The literature concerning the theoretical post-service effects of military service was reviewed.
Also, the results of a number of empirical studies dealing with the effects of military service upon
post-service Lconontic status were examined.

The results of the data analysis indicate that mihtary service has a positive impact upon the
post-service lives of low aptitude men. Compared to their nonveteran twins, it was found that
veterans were more hkely to ( I) complete their high school education or obtain a GED, (2) be
employed in the higher skilled, Ingher paying occupations and industries, (3) have joined a union, and
HI to !hive migrated flow the geographic reon in which they resided at age IS.

It was also found that veterans earn significantly higher wages than nonveterans. Veterans fared
better than nonveterans within each racial-educational subgroup. These income differences were
round to be independent of unmatched background characteristics.(50 pp.),

403 Irish, K.M., & Orszulak,1.11. Visual simulation video processing techniques. AFHRL-TR-74-76,
AD-A009 640. Wright-Patterson AFB, OIL Advanced Systems Division, December 1974. Project
6114. Contract F33615-73-C-4057, Systems Research Laboratories, Inc. NT1S. This report describes
a two-phase program to further the development of visual sinnilation video processing techniques as
applied to a wide angle optical probe/TV camera. Phase I of the program included the study of
applicable wide-angle display teclunques, study of additional pl'ocessing of the prohe's video signal for
proper mating to a display, study of color visual requirements. and a review of state-of-the-art
separation techniques tOr TV cameras. Phase II of the program dealt with the construction of a :ideo
mat rix generatOr tI rovide the necessary elect ionic processing to mate the optical probe/TV camera
systein to applicable %Nide angle displays. T he conclusions reached were that a matrix of display
elements is necessary for a compact and realistic wide-angle display; and a color TV camera could be
deNeloped using_present technology to mite with the Farrand wide-angle optical probe. ( I 76 pp.)

404 Brown, J.S., Bell, A.G., & Burton, R.R. Sophisticated instructional environment for teaching
electronic troubleshooting. AFIIRL-TR-74-77, AD-A002 148. Lowry AFB, CO: Technical Training
Division, October 1974. Project 1121, Contract F41609-73-C-0006, University of California, Irvine.
NT1S, flos report descobes the piogramining approach used to implement a simulated laboratory
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training situation in which a student is allowed to troubleshoot a defective regulated power supply.
The ways in which students can use English to ask questions atiout and manipulate the simulated
device are described. The techniques developed to recognize English. to simulate the electronic
circuit, and to model t tie iludent's knowledge about the circuit are explained. A conclusions section
explains the generahty : the work performed, and possible extensions of the techniques to other
training sit uat ions. (144 H.)

405 Woodruff, R.R., & Smith, J.F. T-4G simulator and T4 ground training devices in USAF
undergraduate pilot training. AFHRL-TR-74-78, AD-A008 197. Williams AFB, AZ: Flying Training
Division, November 1974. Project 1123. NTIS. Twer .one Ss selected from three Undergraduate
Pilot Training classes were given contact flight training in a T-4G/EPT simulator before going to T-37
aircraft for further training. Fourteen of these Ss were also given instrument training in the T-4G/EPT
before completing such training in the aircraft. The remaining seven Ss received instrument training in
the UPT T4 instrument and procedures trainer. A specially designed syllabus was used which
incorporated batch training, proficiency advancement, and other revisecl instructional strateOes.
Check pilot scores for each of the instructional phases were d in comparing performances of the
experimental Ss with those of the conventionally trained studert,.. Results indicate devices having the
capabilities of the T-4G could be used to achieve an average saving per student of three aircraft
hours in Contact flight training and ten hours in instrument training. Results also indicate a savings of
eight aircraft hours could be achieved in instrument training by using the specially devised syllabus of
instruction with existing T-4 instrument trainers. (24 pp.)

406 Haygood, R.C., Leshowitz, B., Parkinson, S., & Eddowes, E.E. Visual and auditory information
processing aspects of the acquisition of flying skill. AFHRL-TR-74-79, AD-A007 721. Williams AFB,
AZ: Flying Training Division, December 1974. Project 1138, Contract F41609-72-C-0037, Arizona
State University. NTIS. The result of a number of experimental studies of human auditory and visual
information processing behavior amd their possible relationshipAo the student pilot's acquisition of
flying skill were explored in terms of conceptual model developed for this study. The results were
interpreted m terms of the potential interfering effects of the intake of and response to information
processed during flying tasks and in terms of the student pilot's nonoptimal information processing
strategies during his acquisition of 11: ag skill. It was concluded that the experimental procedures
employed could be adapted successfuhy for research in the area and that the relationshfps found
between information processing and flying skill warranted their further study. (62 pp.)

407 Beusse, W.E. Documentation of the 1973 DOD personnel survey. AFIML-TR-74-80, AD-785
'W. Alexandria, VA: Manpower and Personnel Systems Division, May 1974. Project 4499, Contract
F41609-73-C-0030, Human Resources Research Organization (HumRRO). NTIS. The 1973 DoD
Personnel Survey was adMinistered as part of the Office of the Assistant. Secretary of Defense
(Manpower and Reserve Affairs) research program. Tly: purpose of the survey was to provide DoD
officials with information on the attitudes of servicemen toward a number of DoD-wide programs,
policies and issues. This ieport documents the survey development, administration procedures and
processing of the data. (102 pp.)

408 Headquarters Air Force Human Resources Laboratory. Fiscal year 1975 Air Force technical
abjective document. AFHRL-TR-74-81, AD-A002 154. Brooks AFB, TX: Headquarters Air Force
lluman Resources Laboratory, September 1974. (Covers all AFHRL projects). NTIS. This document
provides the academic and industrial R&D community with a summary of the technical area
objectives of Air Force .esearch in the field of human resources. The areas covered are: (a) Personnel
Systems Technology and Utilization: (b) Education and Training Technology: (c) Performance
Evaluation; and (d) !human Resources Data and Systems Design and Operation. (20 pp.)
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409 Hawkins, M.D., Crow, It, & HaltmanH. Cost estimates and implications of alternative
configuratMns of an advanced personnel procurement system (APPS). AFEIRL-TR-74-82, AD-A011
619. Lack land AFB, TX: Manpower and Personnel-Systems Division, June 1974. Project 2U77. NT1S.
This study estimates operating, equipment installation and other start up costs of replacing the USAF
Recruiting Service's semi-automated Accessions Control (ACC) by an on-line real time, computerized
job reservation and person-job inatch system. The implications (including benefits) of such a system,
referred to as an Advanced Personnel Procurement System (APPS), are also discussed. There are a
number of ways that APPS can he configured and each configuration will hae significant effects on
how the Air Force cotiducts its recruiting efforts. For this reason, the costs and benefits of each
configuration are compared so that decision makers can decide upon the best configuration. (42 pp.)

410 Weissmuller, J.J., Barton, B.B., & Rogers, C.R. CODAP: source program listings for the
UNIVAC 1108. AFHRL-TR-74-83, AD-A004 084. Lackland AFB, TX: Computational Sciences
Division, October 1974. Project 7734. NT1S. The Comprehensive Occupational Data Analysis
Programs (CODAP) package is a highly interactive and efficient system of computer routines for
analyzing, organizing, and reporting occupational information. Since its inception in 1960, CODAP
has grown in tandem with advances in job analysis methodology and is now capable of answering
most of the wide variety of management questions which confront CODAP users. This
documentation of the UNIVAC 1108 CODAP system is being published in a series of 3 technical
reports covering the control card and programming aspects of the system. A fourth report is in
preparation by the Occupational Research Division of AFHRL which covers the research and
operational applications of the CODAP system..This document contains the source programs for the
UNIVAC 1108 version of CODAP. This includes 34 FORTRAN main programs, 78 FORTRAN and
20 Assembly Language subroutines. Additionally, a table of contents, an introduction, an entry point
t able, and an index are provided. (536 pp.)

411 Stacey, W.D., Weissmuller, J.J., Barton, B.B., & Rogers, C.R. CODAP: control card
specifications for the UNIVAC 1108. AFHRL-TR-74-84, AD-A004 085. Lackland AFB, TX:
Computational Sciences Division, October 1974. Project 7734. NTIS. The Comprehensive
Occupational Data Analysis Programs (CODAP) package is a highly interactive and efficient system of
computer routines for analyzing, organizing, and reporting occupational information. Since its
inception in 1960, CODAP has grown in tandem with advances in job analysis methodologv and is
now capable of answering most of the wide variety of management questions which confront CODAP
users. This documentation of the UNIVAC 1108 CODAP system is being published in a series of 3
technical reports covering the control card and programming aspects of the system. A fourth report is
in preparation by the Occupational Research Division of AFERL which covers the research and
operational applications of the CODAP system. This document contains control card writeups for the
34 main programs in the UNIVAC 1108 version of CODAP. These writeups are preceded by a short
summary of the program functions. The summaries and the writeups which follow are arranged
alphabetically by program name. Each writeup includes detailed control card specifications necessary
to use the CODAP system. Also contained in each writeup are general input-output specifications,
general program lo*, and diagnostic aids. (204 pp.)

412 Weissmuller, J.J., Barton, KB., & Rogers, C.It CODAP: programmer notes for the subroutine
library on the UNIVAC 1108. AFFIRL-TR-74-85, AD-A004 086. Lackland AFB, TX: Computational
Sciences Division, October 1974. Project 7734. NT1S. The Comprehensive Occupational Data
AlialysLs Programs (CODAP) package is a highly interactive and efficient system of computer routines
for analyzing, organizing, and reporting occupational information. Since its inception in 1960,
CODAP has grown in tandem with advances in job analysis methodology and is now capable of
answering most of the wide variety of management questions which confront CODAP users:_This
documentation of the UNIVAC 1108 CODAP system is being published in a series of 3 technical



reports coveiinr the control card and programming aspects of the system. A fourth report is in
preparation by the Occupational Research Division of AFIIRL which covers the research and
operational applications of the CODAP system. This document contains programmer notes on 100
library subroutimzs used by the current UNIVAC 1108 version of CODAP. After a table of entry
points, the writeups appear in alphabetical order 011 subroutine name. Each writeup includes a
summary of subroutine functions and a list of entry Nints. For each entry point, a calling sequence
with descriptions of input and output arguments is povided. Comments on pecuhar requirements for
conversion and use of the subroutine close each snwriteup. t,1 pp.)

413 Le Master, W.D., & Gray, T.H. Ground training devices in job sample approach to UPT selection
and screening. AFEIRL-TR-74-86, AD-A009 995. Williams AFB, AZ: Flying Training Division,
December 1974. Project 1123. NTIS. The purpose of this study was to develop a screening procedure
for undergraduate pilot traiiing (UPT). Thi- pmcedure was based upon the use of gound-based
instrument trainers in which UPT candiva'ies, naive to flying, were evaluated in their perfornance of
job sample tasks; i.e., basic instrument flying. Training and testing sessions were conducted in a highly
standardized and tightly controlled environment. Student perforzance was scored using only
objective measures of aircraft control and systems management. The job sample approach proved
hitthly successful in predicting student performance in the T-37 phase of UPT.' Attrition, due to
causes other than a lack of flying skill, was not satisfactorily predicted by this approach. (58 pp.)

414 Connelly, E.M., Boume, F.J., Loental, D.G., & Knoop, P.A. Computer-aided techniques for
providing operator performance measures. AFHRL-TR-74-87, AD-A014 330. Wright-Patterson AFB,
OH: Advanced Systems Division, December 1974. Project 6114, Contract F33615-72-C-2094, Quest
Research Corp. NTIS. This report documents the theory, structure, and implementation of a
performance 'measurement processor (written in FORTRAN IV) that can accept performance
demonstration data representing various levels of operator's skill and, under user control, analyze data
to provide candidate performance measures and validation test results. The processor accepts two
types of information: (1) sample performance data on magnetic tape and (2) user information
reflecting knowledge about features of flue performance that are considered to be important to
measurement. The sample performance data input is smoothed by the processor in order to remove or
reduce noise factors in accordance with information provided by the user. Criterion performance
functions are, optionally, provided by the user or are computed by the processor .using skilled
performers' data. The processor then develops a discrete representati,m of continuous performance
daia based on observed deviations from the criterion functions. This discrete representation, in tum,
is used to model each °performance using state-space techniques. The processor operates on the
state space model to compute vectors which form generators of various conceivable measure spaces.
Candidate performance measures are then generated by operating in the vectors with multiple
regression algorithms. Empirical validation tests of several types are applied to the candidate measures
for assessment of their validity-likelihood. The processor can be 'applied to measurement problems
where the human operator working with his equipment obtains demonstrations of various levels of
performance. These potential applications include those situations wnere criterion perforrnarce
cannot be quantitatively predefined and/or the existing definitions are ambiguous. Demonstration of
some portions of the processor was accomplished using limited flight demonstration data from an
instrumented T-37B aircraft for five undergraduate pilot training (UPI) maneuvers: (I) Barrel Roll,
(2) Lazy 8. (3) Cloverleaf, (4) Split S, and (5) Normal Landing. (84 pp.)

415 Connelly, E.M., Boume, F.J., Loental, D.G., Migliacdo, J.S., Burchick, D.A., & Knoop, P.A.
Candidate T-'' pilot performance measures for five contact maneuvers. AFHRL-TR-74-88, AD-A014

211.-ya AFB, OH: Advanced Systems Division, December 1974. Project 6114,
>S-72-C-2028, Quest Research Corp. NT1S. The objective of this program was to

,..ulkiate pilot performance measures for five undergraduate pilot training (UPT) contact
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training maneuvers flown in the T-3713 air c r aft . The work included development and application of a
method of analyzing operator performance tasks for purposes Of identifying candidate measures. This
iesulted in sectoring of each T-3711 maneuver into functional segments, wherein the dominant
measurement variables are consistent, and task segments, wherein the relationships among the
dominant measurement variables are consistent. Several types of Measures were then defined which,
collectively, satisfy measurement needs over all task segments. Specific candidate measurement
formulae were developed for each segment in accordamx with the analysis results. Computer
programs (FORTRAN IV) were developed and implemented to: ( 1) smooth, print out, and plot data
recorded on-hoard a T-3713 aircraft, (2) automatically detect task segment boundaries: (3) compute
criterion functions from skilled perfOnner's data; (4) compute measures specified at run-time by the
user: and (5) perform and print results of several empirical validation tests of the candibte meaSures
for subsequent researcher analysis. (88 pp.)

416 Whalen, G.V., & Askren, W.B. Impact of design trade studies on system human resources.
AFIIRL-TR-74-89, AD-A009 639. Wright-Patterson AFB, OH: Advanced Systems Division,
December 1974. Project 1124, Contract F33615-73-C-4150, McDonnell Douglas Astronauties
CompanyEast. NTIS. This study was undertaken to accomplish two objectives. The first objective
was to identify and classify the characteristics of conceptual design trade studies that have high
potential impa,:t on human resource requirements of Air Force weapon systems. The approach used
was a case hisiory review and analysis of 129 F-15 aircraft design trade studies. The analysis indicated
that the avicmics system demonstrated the greatest impact on human resources. It was also found that
trade studies dealing with design alternatives that encompass widely different technologies have
substantial impact on human resources. The types of human resources data (1111D) most influenced
by alternative design options were maintenance task times and personnel costs. The second study
objective was to determine the accuracy of using subjective estimates as a technique for deriving the
IRD impact of trade study options. Using only engineering information for six avionics subsystems,

from the conceptual design phase, Air Force maintenance technicians made subjective estimates of
the impact of the designs on selected IIRD items. It was found that technicians can make highly
accurate estimates of the amount of time, the Air Force occupational specialty, the level of technical
skill and the number of personnel needed to perform field maintenance t asks. (66 pp.,)

417 Mockovak, W.P. Literaty skills and requirements in Air Force career ladders. AFHRL-TR-
74-90, AD-A008 770, Lowry AFB, CO: Technical Training Division, DeceiaLer 1974. Project 1121.
NTIS. In a previous study (Mockovak, I974b), a methodology for estimating the reading demands of
training literature, as well as the average reading'aillity of groups of airmen, was demonstrated in tive
technical training areas. The methodology was designed to be objective, inexpensive, not overly time
consuming, and simple enough to be accomplished by Air Force subject matter experts.

In the present study, this methodology was applied to 56 care:..r ladders by Air Force subject
matter experts in an effort to determine: (I) the reading demands of different career ladders. (2) the
average reading grade level of personnel in those ladders, and (3) the rcading demands of different
training materials (('DCs, TOs, and resident training literature).

In general, the results indicate a wide variation in both readirv skids and requirements, within,
as well as between career ladders. (34 pp.)

418 Cyrus, M.L., & Woodruff, R.R. Grading system for T-4G simulator students in UPT studies.
AFIIRL-TR-74-91, AD-A004 605, William AFB, AZ: Flying Training Division, November 1974.
Project 1123. NT1S. The Air Force Iluman Resources Laboratory, Flying Training Division, elgages
in the evaluation of new flying training technology. One research .technique used is to determine
savings in training time which results when new technology is used. This is done by comparing the
performance of students trained the new way with that of students trained in the us'.!al way. A
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pa.sible iesult is that experimental students receive less training in the air than other students. A
correction to experimental subjects' flying grades to compensate for potsiblg reduced flying hours, is
believed to be necessary. 'Tins report describes a mathetnatiLJ technique developed for this purpose.
The desired function is basically an optimum linear combination of new training and aircraft
performance, with an additional non-linear term to correct for non-linear items inherent in the overall
subjective grading system currently used by ATC. (10 pp.)

419 Spangenberg, R.W. Tryout of a general purpose simulator in an Air National Guard training
environment. .AFIIRL-TR-74-92, AD-A009 993. Lowry AFB, CO: Technical Training Division,
December 1974. Project 1121. NTIS. An evaluation of the usability, effectiveness, and acceptance in
a job environment was perrorined on a general purpose siimilat or using a simulation of a radar system.
General purpose simulators permit sharing of a programmable capability among simulations, thus
providing economical hands-on training and training not usually economically availahle by other
means. Training and exercises in malfunction isolatioQ were given Air National Guard personnel. Data
obtained using questionnaires, a performance test. 'and interviews indicated that the simulation was
usable, effective and acceptable. However. the requirement for articulating predictive principles for
guiding siinulat ion design was indicated. (18 pp.)

420 Brown, J.S., Burton, R.R., Bell, A.G., & Bobrow. R.J. SOPIIIE: a sophisticated instructional
environment. AFIIRL-TR-74-93A1)-A010 109. Lowry AFB, CO: Technical Training Division,
December 1974.. Project 1121, Contract F4I609-74-C-0015, Bolt, Beranek and Newman, Inc. NTIS.
The SOPIIIE program, which implements mixed initiative CAI within a simulated electronics
troubleshooting training laboratory interaction. has been extended in several manners. The language
processor now :fecepts ellipses and other nonspecific iequests and resolves these from dialogue
context. A help requesting facility has been prosided which will suggest possible t'eults (based on the
student's knowledge about the circuit at tEe time of request) which could explain the symptoms he
has observed. 'Tile net effect of modifications is that a dialogue is much more like a conversation with
a very skilled tutor who can infer what a student means, based on a compief.: interaction session, and
respond appropriately. The resulting program can be accessed through the ARPA network of
computels. (45 pp.)

421 Mullisus, C.J., Weeks, J.L., & Vitola, I3.M. Variables related to hallucinogen use.
AEHRL-TR-74-95, AD-A011 615. Lackland AE13, TX: Personnel Research Division, December 1974.
Project 7719. NTIS. A sample of 1,283 self-admitted. pre-service hallucinogen users was compared
with an equivalent sample of airmen who had no known record of drug abuse. The results of this
study indicate that it is highly probable that hallucinogen users have used other drugs. There ;re
ielationships between hallucinogen use and geographic area of enlistment, aptitude scoies.
educational level, age at enlistment, and religious preference. Hallucinogen use is also related to the
probability ot'receiving an undesirable discharge. to APR. and promotion rate. (24 pp.)

422 lloskins, J.A. Effects of accession quality on TOPCAP objective force structure.
AHIRL-TR-74-96. AD-A009 994. !Ackland AEI3, TX: Nianpower and Personnel Systems Division,
December 1974. Project 2077. NTIS. This relx)rt utilizes the methodologies advanced in

AVIIR1.-TR-74-64, MPC..11' Obiectirc Force Structure It is an effort to evaluate
tmde ohs between the -quality- of personnel entering the enlisted career force and the effects oi the

OPCAPI Total Oblective Plan for ('areer Airman Personnel) objective frce configuration. (22 pp.)

423 Maher,' E.A., & York, NEL, Simulating maintenance manning for new weapon systems:
maintenance manpower management during weapon system development. AFIIRL-TR-74-97W.
AD-A011 986. Wright-Patterson AE13, OIL Advanced Systems Division, December 1974. Project
1124. NTIS. The Air Voice Iluman Resources laboratory, in conjunction with Headquarters Air
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Force Systems Command and the Aeronautical Systems Division, has developed and implemented a

new method for determining and evaluating the maintenance manning required for new weapim
systems. Key features of the new approach are: 1. Manning requirements are determined by dynamic
simulation of niainteoance 'work to support specific operational scenarios. The number of people
needed to support the same aircraft and flying hour program varies greatly with basing and
deployment mission types, and sortie length. 2. Manning is based on required availability, not just on
the sum of inan-1,ours worked. While worktime is a major consideration, equipment does not break
on a schedule and combat aircraft cannot always fly on a schedule that provides an even workload. 3.
Maintenance frequenc;es and job requirements for a new :,ystem are extrapolated from Air Force
experience with similar equipment, adjusted for differences in design and environment. The total time
a man is tied up on a job is explicitly modeled, not just "wrench turning'' time. 4. Output is in a
format compatible with the Air Force manpower authorization system. This approach provides more
realistic and useable estimates of manning requirements and focuses on how both a contractor's
design and Air Ence operational procedures contribute to maintenance cost. As soon as the new
aircraft configuration can be detined, comparable equipment and design differences are identified at
subsystem level. Maintenance data on comparable equipment is processed through a series of specially
designed programs. These data are the basis for developing initial estimates of the frequency, time,
and resources for each maintenance task when modified by the judgment of experienced maintenanix
technicians and project engineers. The logistics and operational concepts, basing maintenance
organization, and flying schedules are developed in detail for various scenarios and set down in
explicit form for input to the simulation. The simulation attempts to generate the specified missions
in the computer. Aircraft are turned and maintenance 'accomplished as they break or need service
accordn,g to the task data specified in the input. Manning levels in the various work centers are
constrained on successive runs untA further reenction prevents the necessary number of missions
from getting off. The results of various simulation runs are integrated in a final series of computer
programs that computes manning in each work center for any flying program within the simulated
range, adds authonzed overhead, adjusts for grade level limitations, and produces a complete basic
authorization ducument for maintenance manning in the required format. The methodology and
models have been successfully applied on the A-10 program and are .being considered for
implementation on other aeromutical systems in or entering development. Work is underway in
conjunction with Air Force Logistics Command to incorporate this methodology into a system for
total logistics trade offs and life cycle costing. (34 pp.)

424 Tetmeyer, D.C., & Moody, W.D. Simulating maintenance mannitig for new weapon systems:
building and operating a simulation model. AFFIRL-TR-74-97(11), Al:011 987. Wright-Patterson
AFB, OH: Advanced Systems Division, December 1974. Project 1124. NTIS. The Air Force Human
Resources Laboratory, in conjunction with lleadquarters Air Force Systems Command and the
Aeronautical Systems Division, has developed and implemented a new method for determining and
evaluating the maintenance manning required for new weapon systems. Key features of the new
approach are: I. Manning requirements are determined by dynamic simulation of maintenance work
to support speci tic operational scenarios. The number of people needed to support the same aircraft
and flying hour program varies greatly with basing and deployment, mission types, and sortie length.
2. Manning is based on required availability, not just on the sum of manhours worked. While
worktime is a major consideration, equipment does not break on schedule and combat aircarft cannot
always tly on a schedule that provides an even workload. 3. Maintenance frequencies and job
requirements for a new system are extrapolated from Air Force experience with similar equipment,
adjusted for differences in design and environment. The total time a man is tied up on a job is
explicitly modeled, not just "wrench turning" time. 4. Output is in a format compatible with the Air
Force manpower authorization system. This approach provides more realistic and useable estimates of'
manning requirements and focuses on how both a contractor's design and Air Force procedures
contribute to maintenance cost. As soon as the new aircraft configuration can be defined, comparable
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equipment and design diffeiences are identified at subsystem level. Maintenance data on comparable
equipment are processed through a series of specially designed programs. These data are the basis for
developing initial estimates of the frequency, time, and resources for each Maintenance task when
inodified by the judgement of experienced maintenance technicians and project engineers. The
logistics and operational concepts, basing, maintenance organization and flying schedules are
developed in detail for various scenarios and set down in explicit form for input to the simulation.
The sinmlation attempts to generate the specified missions in the computer. Aircraft are turned and
maintenance accomplished as they break or need service according to the task data specified in the
input. Manning levels in the various work centers are conskoined on successive runs until further
reduction prevents the necessary number of missions from getting off. The results of various
simulation runs are integrated in a final series of computer programs that computes manning in each
work center for any flying program within the simulated range, adds authorized overhead, adjusts for
grade level limitation, and produces a complete basic authorization document for maintenance
manning in the required format. The methodology and models have been successfully applied on the
A40 program and are being considered for implementation on other aeronautical systems in or
entering development. Work is underway in conjunction with Air Force Logistics Command to
incorporate this methodology into a system for total logistics tradeoffs and life cycle costing. This
volume describes the procedures to build a maintenance simulation data base for a new aircraft, to run
it with the Logistics Composite Model (LCOM) computer program, and to use the results to predict
the 4intenance manning required for a new aircraft flying a specific operations scenario. Computer
progrramming knowledge is not necessary to follow and apply this instruction. The procedures
presented have been tested and used at the Aeronautical Systems Division of Air Force Systems
Command in building and operating simulation models of A-10 and A-7 aircraft. (140 pp.)

425 Tetmeyer, D.C., Nichols, S.R., & Deem, R.N. Simulating maintenance manning for new weapon
systems: maintenance data analysis programs. AFHRL-TR-74-97010, AD-A025 342. Wright-
Patterson AFB, OH: Advanced Systems Division, May 1976. Project 1124. NTIS. There is a need for
a more responsive method for predicting maintenance manpower requirements for aircraft systems
during development. This method should provide early estimates for use in trade-offs and evaluations,
and should be sensitive to the ways in which the new aircraft will be employed. A. maintenance
manpower simulation mod.el was developed. In using the model, early estimates ofmainteilance task

data for the new aircraft are based on Air Foro,: experience With comparable subsystems and
equipment on existing aircraft, factored for the new design and environment. These data are meshed
with a deled operations scenario and support concept assumptions in a model run on the Logistics
Composite. Model (LCOM) simulation program. The simulation output is iterated and analyzed in
post-processor programs whose final output is a complete basic manning authorization document.
This approach was evaluated by applying it to the A-10 Weapon System. This entire effort is reported
in a 6-volume technical rept:rt.

This volume has been updated to be consistent with changes in the Air Force maintenance data
collection system effective 1 July 1975. In addition, improved capability to synthesize an output
Crom a combination of input data sources has been added.

The series of computer progranis described in this volume process availabie Air Force
maintenance data from existing aircraft and put it in a form that cot be used for developing
maintenance task estimates on comparable equipment planned for new aircraft. Primary inputs are
the standard six month maintenance tape kept at base level and corresponding operational summaries
from the AFM 65-110 data system. A variety of outputs can 're obtained at user's option to display
data on unscheduled flight line work, unscheduled mainJeriance in phase; engine shop work, and field
shop work, each to the desired level of detail.

Typical output data incitidc mean sorties between maintenance actions, task sequencing, task
times, maintenance crew si, lid maintenance crew composition. The programs are currently in
operation on the Aeroriautica: stems Division's CDC 6600 computer. (318 pp.)
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426 Hicks, V.B., & Tetmeyer, D.C. Simulating maintenance manning fornew weapon systems: data
base management programs. AFHRL-TR-74-97(IV), AD-A011 989. Wright-Patterson AFB, OH:
Advanced Systems Division, December 1974. Project 1124. NT1S. The Air Force Human Resources
Ldboratory, in conjunction with Headquarters Air Force Systems Command and thL. Aeronautical
Systems Division, has developed and implemented a new method for determining and evaluating the
maintenance manning required for new weapon systems. Key features of the new approach are: I.
I tanning requirements are determined by dynamic simulation of maintenance work to support
soecific operational scenarios. The number of people needed to support the same aircraft and flying
hour program varies greatly with basing and deployment, mission types, and sortie length. 2. Manning
is based on required availability, not just on the sum of man-hours worked. While worktime is a major
consideration, equipment does not break on schedule and combat aircraft cannot always fly on a
schedule that provides an even workload. 3. Maintenance frequencies and job requirements for a new
system are extrapolated from Air Force experience with similar equipMent, adjusted for differences
in design and envi,ronrnent. The total time a man is tied up on a job is explicitly modeled, not just
wrench turning') time. 4. Output is in a format compatible with the Air Force manpower

authorization system. This approach provides more realistic and useable estimates of manning
requirements ...and focuses on how both a contractor's design and Air Force procedures
contribute to maintenance cost. As soon as the new aircraft configuration can be defined, cOmparable
equipment and design differences are identified at subsystem level. Maintenance data on comparable
equipment is processed through a series of specially designed programs. These data are the basis for
developing initial estimates of the frequency, time, and rmrtirces for each maintenance task when
modified by the judgment of experienced maintenance tc.chnicians and project engineers. The
logistics and operational concepts, basing, maintenance :mgaMzation, and flying schedules are
developed in detail for various scenarios and set down in explicit form for input to the simulation.
The simulation attempts to generate the specified missions in the computer. Aircraft are turned and
maintenance accomplished as they break or need service according to the task data specified in the
input. Manning levels in the various work centers are cons!:r.tined on successive runs until further
reduction prevents the necessary number of missions 1r getting off. Computer programs used in
the final stage of the maintenance manpower simulation modeling 'process integrate direct work
center mannhig output from a numbc. of simulation runs; add supervision, overhead requirements,
and standard element manning; and apply appropriate grade spread criteria. The output is a complete
basic authorization document for maintenance manning, compatible with Air Force manpower
authorization procedures. The program may be exercised to obtain manning for any proposed flying
rate with the simulated range and has an option for adjusting existing equations with new data
representing updated or alternative conditions. The series of COBOL and FORTRAN computer
programs described in this volume was developed to permit a Logistics Composite Model (LCOM)
maintenance data base to be constructed in simplified format with ail the data describing a single task
contained on one punch card or magnetic file record. The programs translate'the task data into the
necessary LCOM inputs and incorporate a number of useful diagnostic checks which eliminate the
more frequently encountered data preparation errors. Use of these programs simplifies data base
development, update, and control. They arc currently in operation on the Aeronautical Systems
Division's CDC 6600 computer. The methodology and models have been successfully applied on the
A-10 program and are being considered for implementation on other aeronautical systems in or
entering development. Work is underway in conjunction with Air Force Logistics Command to
incorporate this methodology into a system for total logistics trade-offs and life cycle costing. (50 pp.)

427 Moody, W.D., Tetmeyer, D.C., & Nichols, S.R. Simulating maintenance manning for new
weapon systems: manpower programs. AFHRL-TR-74-97(V), AD-A011 990. Wright-Patterson AFB,
01-1: Advanced S. tems Division, December 1974. Project 1124. NT1S. The Air Force Human
Resources Laboratory, in conjunction with lkadquarters Air Force Systems Command and the
Aeronautical Systems Division, has developed and implemented a new method for determining and
evaluating the maintenance manning required for- new weapon systems. Key features of the new
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I etntryer. Nichols, S,R,, Hart, W,I. , & Maher, F.A, Simulating maintenance manning for
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II I Wtight i'atterson Al II, OH: Advancer! Systems I)ivbion, May 1976, Project 1124, Nils, Film
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24.hour day, depicting the number of demands for any given hour of a day. The program may be
exercised to obtain demands for any proposed flying rate within the simulated range. The
methodology and models have been successfully applied on the A-10 program and are being
implemented on other aeronautical systems in or entering development. Work is underway, in
eonjimction with Ail Force Logistics Command, to incorporate this methodology into a system for
.ital logistics trade-offs and life cycle costing. (80 pp.)

4.. O'Neil, H.F., Jr., Walker, M.E., Walther, G.H., & Judd, W.A. On-line management information
system: feasibility in an R&D environment. AFIIRL-TR-74-98, AD-A007 723. Brooks AFB, TX:
Headquarters. Air Force Human Resources Laboratory, December 1974. Project DALS, Contraa
F41609-73-C-0019, The University of Texas at Austin. NT1S. The objectives of this study consisted
of three stipulated tasks. These tasks were: (I) to conduct and document a thorough, comprehensive
review of existing literature which addresses itself to implementation and evaluation of on-line data
management systems; (2a) to analyze methods currently in existence within the Air Force Human
Resources Laboratory (AF1IRL) for processing management and planning information; and (.2b) to
analyze the information needs of a designated subset within..the AFHRL; (3a) to develop
implementation and evaluation strategies; (31)) to demonstrate and evaluate the feasibility of the
strategies and techniques developed. The interim report discussed tasks 0) and (2) and provided
baseline data for task (3). This final report will address itself to objective (3). (82 pp.)

430 Idt, R.1., An approxhnately reproducing scoring scheme that aligns random response and
omission. AHIRL-TR-74-99, AD-A005 301. Lowry AFB, CO: Teclmkal Training Division, Nomnber
1974. Project 1121, Contract F41609-70-C-0044, Educational Testing Service. NTIS. One
formulation of confidence scorMg requires the examinee to indicate as a number his personal
probability of the correctness of each alternative in a multiple-choice test. For this formulation a
linear transhumation of the logarithm of the correct response is maximized if the examinee
accurately reports Ins personal probabihty. To equate omits scores with choice scores, the
t ranshamat ion can be chosen so that the score is zero if the examinee indicates complete uncertainty.
It this is done, the sta Imiction depends on the number of alternatives. One could also align
uncertainty and response omission by granting credit fOr omitting items, though it is felt this might
he har(I I() explain. (8 PP.)

431 lkw,se, W,F. The impact of draft vulnerability on service academy attrition. AFIIRLTR-
74-1M, AD-A0I7 081. Alexandria, VA: Manpower and Personnel Systems Division, April 1975.
Project 4499. NTIS, The put pose of this study was to examine the relationship between draft
vulnei.ibility and at union from the service academies. At tritionramong the members of the Classes of
19121976 at each of the three Hol) Academies was examined in relation to the individual's draft
vulnerability imputed from his lottery ninnhet. The data (lid not indicate any strong,or consistent
tendency hir draftsafe cadets/midshipmen to have Alined in higher proportions than men who were
vulnerable to the draft, (17 pp.)

432 Smith, L.A. Acceptimce inspection for audio cassette recorders. AHIRL-TR-74-101, M)-A01
,618, Lowry A HI, CO: Technical Training Division, December 1974. Project 1121. NT1S. This
technical de,iclibeti tillaeS ut IIICpecti011s (or cassette recm ders that can be performed

aYolle lhat the device., au. acceptable, The inspections can he completed in 20 minutes and can be
perfumed by instructional personnel. The seoes of inspection procedures includes tests of the

ot audio, physical condition, tape speed, impuke reIhiliy, response range anti tongue
dehveled Ii / hie hiPe. h i hat acceptance testing could both void dismIlioll
nv,iinction and ivi money by obtaining repaii or replacement Wider the warranty WI the deAtice.
PP.)
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433 Reid, G.B., & Cyrus, M.L. Transfer of training with formation flight trainer.

AFIIRLIR-74-102, AD-A009 638. Williams AFB, AZ: Flying Training Division, December 1974.,

Project 1123. NT1S. The present research was conducted to determine transfer of practice from a
formation simulator to aircraft formation flying. Evidence in support of positive transfer was

obtained by comparing students trained in the formation simulator with students who were
essentially untrained and with students trained in the aircraft. This design provided data for a direct

comparison of five simulator sorties with two aircraft sorties in an effort to quickly establish a

training cost/transfer comparison. The results indicate that the simulator has at least the training
effectiveness of two aircraft sorties. (16 pp.)

434 Leshowitz, B., Parkinson, S., & Waag, W.L. Visual and auditorysinformation processing in flying

skill acquisition. AFHRL-TR-74-103, AD-A009 636. Williams AFB, AZ: Flying Tigning bivision,

December 1974. Project 1138, Contract F41609-74-C-0002, Arizona State University. NT1S. This

document summarizes a series of experiments conducted to study further refinements in the

development of experimental paradigms for the investigation of information processing skills relevant
to pilot training. A series of tasks have been developed and studiedWhich attempt to measure the
individual's information processing capacity as well as his susceptibility to performance degradation

resulting from the introduction of interfering stimuli. Data suggest performance on these tasks to be

highly dependent upon individual differences, therefore, making them good candidates for use as
tools in the investigation of information processing skills in flying training. Implications for direct

apphcation to flying training research ate discussed. (20 pp.)

435 Tenpas, B.G., & Higgins, N.C. Practice and incentive effects on learner performance: aircraft
imtrument comprehension task. AFHRL-TR-74-104, AD-A011 616. Williams AFB, AZ: Flying
Training Division, December 1974. Project 1123, Contract F41609-71-C-0027, Arizona State

University, NTIS, AFROTC cadets learned an aircraft instrument comprehension task by reading
self-instructional materials. No significant changes in posttest scores occurred when practice items

were added to the materials or whcir simulator rides were offered as incentives. Ilowever, cadets who
practiced the task and cadets who were offered the incentive performed faster on the posttest than

those who only read the materials. (28 pp.)

436 Tenpas, I3.G Reiser, R.A., Kearns, D.R., Booth, G.E., & Deden, A.E. Systematic variations of

instructional variables on learner perfonnance: aircraft instrument comprehension task,

AFIIRL-TR-74-105, AD-A010 106, Williams AFB, AZ: Flying Training Division, December 1974.

Project 1123, Contract F41609-71-C-0027, Arizona State University. NTIS. Incentive, prirctice,

instruction, arid feedback were manipulated. in a series of four 2 x 2 factorial studies, with AFROTe
cadets and graduate students in education, to determine the individual and combined effects of these

variables on learner performance of an aircraft instrument comprehension task. AFROTC cadets, who

eitlwr practiced the task or Were offered a performance-contingent inontive, performed significantly

faster on the posttest than learners who did not receive these treatments, No significant feedback

effects were observed in any id Ilie studies, These results are discussed in terms of instruction, as the

variable of singular import:al:X. in designing, materials and procedures ro hcilitate desired leruning

outcomes, (50 pp,)

437 Baran, 11,A. Air Force !Inman Resources Laboratory military personnel costing conference,
AFIIRL-TR-74-106, AD-AO13 171. Wrkght-Patterson AFII, 011: Advanced Systems Division,
December 1974. Project 1124. NT1S, This conference was Mc initial step ni an R&D project to
develop aml &ministrant a faintly ot lei:11,0(1ms genelate stamlard per;rninel cost data for use M:
(a) weapon system design engineerMg; (b) weapon system life cyck support rperations; and (c)

personnel/manpower budgeting. It was organized to provide technical guklance in directing the

ell (Os (0 this protect. Representatives from various organizations within Air Force Headquarters,
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Tactical Air Command, Air Force Systems Command, Air Tpining Command, Air Force Logistics
Command, and the US Naval Personnel Research Laborato\ry comprised the membership. The
objectives were: (A) identify and summarize the various concepand practices of personnel costing
and how they relate to system engineering design, system sup rt, and various command level
personnel, manpower, and budgetary activities; (B) identify the "us s" of personnel cost data, their
present requirernents and uses for it, and their desires for new type or formats of such data; (C)
ascertain what has been accomplished by other agencies that cou d be adapted to satisfy in
part/whole the requirements identified in objectives B and identify wor currently in progress which
might be applicable; and (I)) summarize the most pressing research goals a d requirements. (52 pp.)

438 WcAruff, R,R., Mullen, J.T., & Winans, J.R, T-4G methodology: uriiergraduate pilot training
T-37 phase, AFFIRL-TR-74-107, AD-A0I2 247, Williams AFB, AZ: Fying Training Division,
December 1974. Project 1123. NTIS. Results of an earlier study indicated Ehat revised instructional
methodologies could be used to save ..irnificant number of T-37 aircraft h urs when applied to the
instrument training phase of UndergiL j'Aot Training(UPT).

To determine the operational feasibility of adopting these method Aogies commandwide,
Headquarters, Air Training Command directed the 82d Flying Training W ng, Williams Air Force
Base, Arizona, in consultation with AFIIRL, Flying Training Division persor nel, to train a total UPT
class using the revised procedures. ATC further directed similar procedures be applied to advanced
T-38 UPT on a test basis.

This report .summarizes the methods used in the T-37 phase of the i)loject and includes.a copy
of the revised syllabus, the ATC-prepared evaluation report, and associate( schedules and flow charts.

The potential savings demonstrated in this study averaged 42% (8.8 T-37 hours) per student for
the instrument training phase and it is re(annmended that frivol-1bl consideration be given to
command-wnle application. (78 pp.)

439 Obennayer, Vreuls, D., Muckier, Conway, E.J., L Fitzgerald, J.A. Combat-ready
crew performance measurement system: final report, AFIIRL. R-74-108(1), AD-B005 5I7L.
Williams AFB, AZ: Flying Training Division, December 1974. Project 1123, Contract
F41609-71-C-0008, Manned Systems Sciences, Inc, DDC. Goals: To improve acquisition of training
performance information through usable toots, this study was iirected to: (1) Systematic definition

perbirmance measures appropriate to combat-Raining nee/ds. (2) Definition of a cost effective
measurement system usahle in combat-crew training enviro finents to acquire and process needed
training information

Methiid: Definitions of needed performance measures ere based on data derived from data
collection trips to Castle Mgt (B-52), Altus AFB (C-141)i, Dyess AFB ((-I 30), Davis-Monthan AFli

TyndaH AH3 (1?-1(6), Luke AFli George i413 (F-4 crew), Nmton AFB (('141 crew),
Nellis Ani IF-4 ACM). System criteria were based on j1n ;malysis of combat-crew training research

(icedmes. Design studies Werc performed to provide Øata for tradeoffs between alternalive system
candidates. Finally, detailed system specilicatimis and i implementation plan were prepared.

Performance N1easures: Measuiement was generated i the f011ownir steps: (1) The requirements of
aircraft were corkolidated into a common Ira! ework of maneuvers: "Fransition, instruments,

[(011jull, Air Combat, Air Refueling, Giound At ack, Mr Drop, Radar Navigation and Rombmg.,
( Rit each 111;111ClIvel. data collected from ( "IS visits were formalized into measurement
ioquitentents. (3) Mcivairement paiame ter; and (, ) Specifications wete ptoduced ur hardwaie and
.,olti.cau. implications, tespectively, and (5) Exai illation of crew interactions led to an analysk
communications measulement.

the Performance Measurement System: The ivifmniance measurement system consists f
tor,owing siihyRiu ( ) AIN ,,Irquicition. A hy fid dudio/video/photo/digital recording sy,'



programmed recording control was derived from system tradeoff analyses. A data playback station

for cornbined manual and autornatic processing is provided. (2) Data Processing. A general purpose

digital computer with standard peripherals is required. In addition to executive and utility programs,

specialized input, edit, measurement and analysis software is needed. (3) Personnel. A crew consisting

of the following types (1) system director, (2) research personnel, (3) computer progammer, data

clerks, engineers and technicians, and secretary, is needed to perform functions leading to research

objectives. (4) Facilities. Two mobile-home trailers are recommended to house personnel and

ground-based equipment. (72 pp.)

440 Obermayer, R.W., & Vreols, P. Combat-read, crew performance measurement system: phase 1
measurement requirements. AFIIRL-TR-74-108(11), AD-B005 5181. Williams AFB, AZ: Flying
Training Division, Decemtwr 1974. Project 1123, Contract F41609-71-C-0008, Manned Systems
Sciences, Inc: DDC. Resench for the improvement of combat-crew training, and the efficient
execution of ,current training programs, are heavily dependent upon good sources of information

about trairwe performance during and at the end of training. In an effort to improve training
performance information, this study is dir;cted to systematic definition of performance and
development of methods for measurement. The primary goal of this study is to provide usable

measurement tools for attacking problems related to combat-crew training.

The first phase of this program is devoted to the definition of requirements for information
based on data-collection surveys to six selected combat-crew training sites (A-7, B-52, C-130, C-141,

F-4, F-10( weapon systems). (64 pp.)

441 Obermayer, R.W., & Vreuls, D. Combat-ready crew performance measurement system: phase II
measurement system requirements. AFIIRL-TR-74-108(111), AD-B005 5191. Williams AFB, AZ:
Flying Training Division, December 1974. Project 1123, Contract F41609-71-C-0008, Manned

Systems Sciences, Inc. DDC. Research for the improvement of combat-crew training, and the
sufficient execution of current training programs, are heavily dependent upon g,,od sources of
Wormation about trainee performance during and at the end of training. In an ettort to improve
training performance information, this study is directed to (1) systematic definition of performance
and (2) development f methods for 111Casurement.

The current Phase II Report deals with the requirements fin- a measurement system to process
the measurement which has been dictated by the previous reports. The billowing topics are included
in this paper: (I) liesearch procedures to indicate the operation in which a measurement system is to
serve as a tool in achieving research goals; (2) Measuriltuvit processing to investigate the nature of
data processing associated with training research measurement; (3) System criteria to guide design
tradcoffs (4) Preliminary system analyses to establish measurement system requirements which
follow rather directly flow the system criteria. (3() pp.)

442 Obermayer, R.W., & Vreuls, D. Combat-ready cr:w performance measurement system: phase
111A crew performance measurement. AFIIRL-TR-74-108(1V), AD-B005 520L. Williams AFB, AZ:
Flying Training Division, December 1974. Projeci 1123, Contract 1;41609-71-C-0008, Maimed
Systems Sciences, Inc. DDC. Research for the improvement of combat-crew training, and the effident
execution of current training programs, are heavily dependent upon good sources of information
;Mout trainee performance during and at the end of training. In 311 effort to improve training
performance information, this study is dfiected to systematic definition of periminancc and
development of methods .)I measurement.

In accordance with the Mond definition of this study, emphasis was placed on pilot
performance, hut it was soon recognized that avoiding the pelf ()inland: c)ntributions ot ()Mei

crewineinhers, and the intelaetion between ciewmembeis, had moie serious consequences than
de,frcd, Ii cmirci hr pwhlonl. addonmal tasl.,, were undeird.en. 111 particular, additional data
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collection visits were made. The original efforts included visits related to A-7, F--4, F-106, B-52,
C-141, C-130 combat-crew training units The current effort involved follow-up analyses on the
1-4E and C-141A to provide additional data on fighter and heavy-multi-engine aircraft . (68 pp.)

443 Obermayer, R.W., Vreuls, D., & Conway, E.J. Combat-ready crew performance measurement
system: phase 111C design studies. AFHRL-TR-74-108(V1), AD-B005 521L, Williams AFB, AZ:
Flying Training Division, December 1974. Project 1123, Contract F41609-71-C-0008, Manned
Systems Sciences, Inc. DOC. The current Phase IIIC report deals with design studies to determinedesirable system features to meet the research needs documented in the earlier rePorts of this
sequence. Chapter II presents analyses of factors to he considered in training meastirement systemdesign. Chapter III indicates the nature of tradeoffs for each system criterion estatilished in the Phase11 report. Recommendations based on these analyses are discussed in Chapter IV. (116 pp.)

444 Obermayer, R.W., Muckler, F.A., Vreuls, D., & Conway, E.J. Combat-ready crew performance
measurement system: phase IIID specifications and implementation plan. AFHRL-TR-74-108(V11),
AD-B005 5221_ Williams AFB, AZ: Flying Training Division, December 1974. Project 1123, Contract
F4I609-71-C-0008, Manned System Sciences, Inc. DDC. The current and seventh report presents
specifications and an implementation plan for the performance measurement system recommended asa result of this program. The following chapters relate to each of the major subsystems (I. Data
Acquisition, 11. Data Processing. Ill. Personnel, and IV. Facilities) and to the steps recommended for
implementation (V. 1mplemeritation Plan). The Appendix presents example equipment of the types
included in this speciiication. (132 pp.)

445 Tuttle, T.C., Gould R.B., & Ilazel, J.T. Dimensions of job satisfaction: initial development ofthe Air Force occupational attitude inventory. AFFIRL-TR-75-1, AD-A014 796. Lackland AFB, TX:
Occupational and Manpower Research Division, June 1975. Project 7734. NTIS. This report
describes the initial development of the Air Force Occupational Attitude Inventory. From a selective.,review tidies that ascribed to a multi-faceted approach, several categories or content areas were
ideloilied. An extensive item pool was prepared and -viewed by judges to provide information
regarding iteni-category agreement,' itin ambiguity, and ...an redundancy. The revised version of the
inventory consisted of 348 items distributed across 35 facets. An 8-point hi-polar rating scale without
a neutral point was developed for rating the items. Details retording the final version of the inventorybooklet, suitable for administration to airmen, are provided. The entire listing of 348 items and
desciiptions of the 35 categories are included in the report for possible use of other rasearchers.
Subsequent actions and future uses of the Occupational Attitude Inventory are discussed. (36 pp.)

446 Abellera, J.W Mirlliris, C.J., & Faries, J,A. Value of personnel classification information.
AFIIRL-TR-75-2, AD-A011 617, Lackland AFB, TX: Perionuel Research Division, March 1975.Project 7719. NTIS. This study outlines the development of a methodology for meaningfully
estimating the value of classification information used by the Air Force to make selection/assignment
decisions which lead to the satisfaction of first-terin enlisted manpower requirements. Themethodology, called the optimal allocation strategy, is employed to solve a representative allocationproblem in a hypothetical enlistment year. This exereke ierves to .allow how the value of available
information !nay be estimated when used in the most efficient warmer possible. Follr conclusions are
diawn from the study: (1) the value of classification information currently available to the Air Force
cain hc estimated in tangible Mills, (2) the value of even better classification Mformation which could
hccollie avAable in the lunge as a result of specific research can be estimated in tangible terms, (3)the means for get ling the low)t unit of currently available information exist, and (4) a variety ot
pc' unnel p(do.ii-, and polgralit!. can be evaluated in terms of both real and lealitable dollar payoffs.tit pp.)
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447 Waag, W.L., Eddowes, E.E., Fuller, J.H., Jr., & Fuller, R.R. ASUPT automated objective
performance measurement system. AFHRL-TR-75-3, AD-A014 799. Williams AFB, AZ: Flying
Training Division, March 1975. Project 1123. NT1S. To realize its full research potential a need exists
for the development of an automated objective pilot performance evaluation system for use in the
Advanced Simulation in Undergaduate Pilot Training (ASUPT) facility. The present report

documents the approach taken for the development of performance measures and also presents data
collected from two preliminary evaluation studies. The results indicated that the objectively derised
measures: (1) correlate highly wRh instructor ratings, and (2) discriminate between pilots of different
experience levels. These findings are encouraging and demonstrate the potential of the present
approach for generating the needed automated objective pilot performance measurement system. (16

PP.)

448 King, A.T. Impact of computer-based instruction on attitudes of students and instructors: a
review. AFHRL-TR-75-4, AD-A014 797. Lowry AFB, CO: Technical Training Division, May 1975.
Project 1121. NT1S. This review examines the evidence which bears on the issue of whether contact
with cornputer-bascd instruction leads to feelings of "depersonalization" or "dehumanization." The
approach is to document investigations which employ L'le larger construct of "attitudes" toward
various modes of computer-based instruction which are found to be held by students and instructors
before, during, or after exposure to computer-based instructbn. Evaluation of pertinent factors
which influence attitudes was made through an asses:ment of relevant literature and personal com-
munication with experts associated with various CAI and CMI projects in the United States. (32 pp.)

449 Sulzen, R.H., & Thomas D.L. The effects of adjunct instructional materials employed outside
the classroom on the performance of Air Force ROTC students. AFHRL-TR-75-5, AD-A015 749.
Wright-Patterson ASH, OH: Advanced Systems ,Division, July 1975. Project 1710. NTIS. This study

was designe 0. to evaluate the effectiveness of adjunct instructional materials, when used under
unstructured conditions outside the classroom. Adjunct instructkmal materials are questions and
answers keyed to a text. The adjuncts for the study were -prepared for textbooks used with two Air
Force ROTC courses. Over 400 stm:ents at two universities served as subjects. Four experiments were
conducted using a counterbalanced repeated measure's design. Students used adjunct materials for
jiortknis of the text and served as a control for other portions of the text. The results indicate that
adjunct !mite rials pmmote learning of materials directly covered by adjunct questions, but do not
contribute to application of the material covered by adjunct questions. The use of adjunct instruc.
tional materials is recommended. Further research, espedally concerning the effects of vanous types
of questions, also is recommended. (36 pp.)

450 Cream, B. & Wood ru f f , K. R. Functional integrated system.s trainer: description and
evaluation. AFf Mb:FR.75-6(1). Wright-Patterson AFB, OH: Advanced Sysiems Division, December
1975, Project ILIR, Contract 'F33615-73-C4134, Systems Research Laboratories, Inc. NTIS. Iii

response to a reque. from the Tacticd Air Onnniand, a set of four iffiegrated trainers and m
operator/instructor 4.onsule wa.; developed and evaluated. The integrated trainers provide for the
learning and plactice of individual and crew coordination tasks of the four crew members of the
AC.I3011 "Gunship." 'the crew members include the Fmward Looking infrared Sensor (Hilt)
o)erator, the Low light Level TV (LLLTV) operator, the Black Crow Electronic Warfare operator
(B(/140), and die Fire Control Of ficer (1C0).

Four factors were especially empluisized in the development of the set of four trainers. One was,
to haw the entire dcsign on a derailed task imalysis of the precke duties of each crew inemben. The

second was to give special attention to tie.l.s requiring crew coordination. 'FIR third was to provide
only Ow minimum degree of functional simulation to support el fective transfer to performance under
operational conditions. The final factor was to develop the device at the lowest possible cost.
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The trainers were installed, evalmited and used for further operational training at the 415 di
Special Gperations Training Squadron, llurlburt Field, Florida. Both trainees and insr:Gcr,
commented very favorably on the trainers. Experimental data indicate that trainees who ii
devices achieved a higher level of performance during realistic airborne operations much earL than
did trainees who did not use the device.

The total program was conducted in a manner to facilitate further utilization of the technology
being used in the program. This aspect of the program was successful.

451 Cream, B.W., & Lambertson, D.C. Functional integrated systems trainer: technical design and
operation. AFHRL-TR-75-6(1I), AD-A015 835. Wright-Patterson AFB, OH: Advanced Systems
Division, June 1975. Project ILIR, Contract F33615-73-C-4134, Systems Research Laboratories, Inc.
NT1S. A functional integrated systems trainer was designed and constructed for training four
members of the Gunship AC-130E/11 crew in their individual and crew coordination tasks. The designwas based on the behavioral task analyst; conducted by the Tactical Air Command (TAC)
instructional systems development team and further refined by Air Force -Human Resources
Liboratory. The trainer is installed and currently being used by TAC. An extensive evaluation was
conducted which focused on the actual training value of the device. The findings showed that it
provided effective training,.validated the design concepts/techniques, and the cost effectiveness of
functional, low cost part task trainers. It also provided significant additional information pertaining
to the design and utilization of such devices and their applications to other systems. This report
provides a detailed description of the construction and operation of the nevice. (60 pp.)

452 Wiley, L.N. Familiarity with subordinates' jobs: immediate venus secondary supervisors.
AFIIRL-TR-75-7, AD-A015 758. Lackland AFB, TX: Occupational and Manpower Research
Division, June 1975. Project 7734. NTIS. A test was made of the hypothesis that only immediate
supervisors know enough about their subordinates' job activities to render job performance ratings.
Pairs of supervisors who rated the quality of performance of Supply airmen had identified themselves
as immediate supervisors and other-than-inunediate supervisors. These pairs, working independently,
rated the same airmen on how r, they perfOrmed individual tasks. Each supervisor was asked t(i rate
each task that he was sure the subordinate did, but he was not told which tasks the suboruinate had
identitied. The.select ions of us' N were tallied against the responses made by the incumbents on the
Sallie inventory. At) incumbent%; :ponses were relative time spent ratings. Tasks were classified by a
scale of lwrcent time spent, and two supervisory levels wen: compared in terms of percentage of
tallies ("agreements") with the incumbents. The tallies were greater for tasks on which the airmen
spoilt [now 11111e, hut there was i ii tectable difference between immediate and other supervisors. It
v.as concluded that in the Invent try Management, DAI:SC 6,15X0, and Materiel Facilities, DAFSC

\O, careei laddkns, at lease, it ,vas possible to obtain other supervisors who were Ls lamiliat wHi
then suhoidnialcs. jobs "immedial supervisors, ( pp.)

453 1...ddo\vr & " Self-perceived problems of student pilots eliminated from under
graduate pilo ainiini. / AD-A016 417, Williams ANI, AZ: Flying Training 1/ivision,July 1975. Project ;12 . I his rrporl describes how sonlenk eliminated from undergraduate
pilot limning 11'1 i cticisol cocumstances leading to then elnniiatioru, 'Hie objectives of the

were: inuict..edlInde..:,tandurn. if lacior, associated with UPI citnfciin and delineation of. mime,ireas ii 11;111111W 1,".cairli. l'or,u11;11 !IllervION\ with I 17 chimneys provided inhumation on the
arirow, Iv alegolies ol attrition: Selknitiated elimination (511..),

maollc..tanon ii lj'uiu'hIit'.uuurl (MOA I. living, dcloicncy (VD). medical dcriciency (N1 1)) and academic
11,1hicncv (,\LAD), Whilc problcin aicas were identified rchiled I() !craning how ti intl the

,ind oh .tinIcni ni.,thiclor piton ihicra,...Inws, ocupdre pihd skills is Hid asimpol,00 iii, iii chtron;ilmn hum "owl cdrcrwros 01 chininainai, .rach is 511. ;Hidvdtl,f v,Ith iy,y11111,)0( ;11 ;In 111)11h, It \v.'s concluded that



elhninees' perceptions of training problem areas can provide useful information for training program

management and can suggest areas for training research. (28 pp.)

454 Askren, W.B., & Korkan, K.D. Design option decision tree: a method for systematic analysis of

design problems and integration of human factors data. AFHRL-TR-75-9, AD-A016 418.
Wright-Patterson AFB, OH: Advanced Systems Division, July 1975. Project 1124. NTIS. A graphical

format termed the Design Option Decision Tree (DODT) is described. Th,.! DODT displays the various
design options available at each decision point in the design process. Several examples of DODTs for
aircraft design problems are illustrated. The procedures for developing a DODT are described. A

proposed method for use of the DOM- to resolve a design problem is presented. This method includes
evaluating the design options in the Tree for impact on the system, and tracing paths through the
Tree as dictated by specific design goals. The use of human factors data as one of the evaluation
parameters is described. The paper concludes with a discussion of other usr!s of a DODT. (22 pp.)

455 Wood, M.T., Hake!, M.D., DelGaizo, ER., & Klimoski, R.J. Identification and analysis of social
incentives in Air Force technical training. MUM-TR-75-10, AD-A017 871. LowrY AFB, CO:
Technical Training Division. October 1975. Project 1121, Contract F41609-72-C-0044, Ohio State
University, NTIS. This report describes the procedures followed in identifying and analyzing social
incentives which might be used in Air Force technical training. Questionnaire techniques were used to
scale potential incentives for attractiveness, feasibility and other characteristics. Personal motives,
background variables, and leadership climate factors were tOund to be reiated to attractiveness

ratings. Six social incentives from the original list were redesignated as social behaviors which should

be encouraged in training environments enhance performance. On the basis of. the questiOnnaire

and administrative assessments of feasibility (lata, 18 additional inceqtives (both social and
non-s)cial) were proposed for use in a field experimental situation. (142 pp.)

456 Ilakel, M.D., Klimoom, R.J., & Wood, KT. Management of, social incentives in Air Force
teci.nical training: a field experinwnt. AFIIRL-TR-75-11, AD-A016 727. Lowry AFB, CO: Technical
Training Division, September 1975. Project 1121, Contract 1:41609-72-C-0044, The Ohio State
University, Research Foundation. NTIS. This report presents the rationale, design, ;Ind results of a
held experiment which explored the use of sodal incentives in Air Force technicaltraining. Four
expeinnental treatments of varying compk'xily were introduced sequentially into a resident training
avionics course. These treatments at tempted to inciease the incidence of student leadership behavims

on the assumption that sodal interaLtion would he re'nforcing ;Ind lead to improved perforiminct..
Dependent variables included hlock exam scores, lime 11) complete blocks, and stinkilt attitudes,
Results showed that none of the experimental systems had an ;ippreciable effect on performance. One
system, however, did have a significant Ixrsitive effect on student iittiludes toward fellow trainees.
Various al temal ive explanations are pro'posed along with suggestions for Fut ine research. (184 pp.)

457 Lebkisher, 11,1:.. An witatcd bibliography of the Advanced Systems Ifivision reports

11973 19744 AFIIRL-Ilt -75-12 All-A016 419. Wright-Patterson AFB, Olf: Advanced Systems
Diviiiou, August 1975. Project 171(). NT1S. This bibliogivhy presents an unclassified, unlimited,
annotatcd hihlioaphy ICchrlical re 1)01 Iti 31111 other pilhhical UUIS III iesealch con(lucted by the
Advanced Systole, i)ivision, Air l'ince lluman lesoutces Laboiatory WI,), Hie cite(I refeiences

covei the period %fell 1')73 through 1)eceinhei 1974. Also included ale leleiences it repints

puldished mioi Iii Niarch 1973 which weI1 apploved Ii public ielease dining this period. '11;1., lopmt
supplemenis Annotated llibliopraphy ot the Advanced Systems 1)ivision leptirts I'vd/ M.!),
All WI -11t72.-1.4, Nlaich 1073, A1).760 114.

lii I)(,II lisied iji this annotated hildiography .ire wit obi ;linable limn the Aii Foice Human
1 dhoiaion,i, L xcept ;uncles, Harlot idle and reproilmed papei iikly

(NfIS), .'.' I 61.
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When (cports are ordered from either DDC or NTIS, use the accession number which appears at
the end of the bibliographic ; -ierenee. Some recent reports are included which bad mit been assigned
accession numbers prior to publication of this bibliography. To obtain copies of reports without DDC
accession numbers, you must furnish the names of authors, titles, report numbers, and dates to DDC
or NTIS. (42 pp.)

458 McGuirk, F.D., Pieper, W.J., & Miller, G.G. Operational tryout of a general purpose simulator.
AFIIRL-TR-75-13, AD-A014 794. Lowry AFB, CO: Technical Training Division, May 1975. Project
1121, Contract F41609-73-C-0029, Applied Science Associates, Inc. NT1S. The operational
effectiveness of a general purpose simulator (GPS) was evaluated in a technical training course. GPS,
in this context, refers to a computer based, programmable device that can be rather easily modified
with varying levels of fidelity. A simulation model was designed for use in instructiag students in
checkout and troubleshooting procedures for a sophisticated aircraft radar system. Lvaruation results
clearly showed that the simulator was an effective training device: (a) training was at least as adequate
as training received on an actual equipment trainer (AFT) used in the course, (b) the simulator was
much less expensive and inure reliable than the AET, and (c) the simulator had the additional
capability of training troubleshooting tasks. (52 pp.)

459 Pieper, W,J., & Benson, P.G. Simulation design manual for the EC-11 simulator.
AFIIRL-TR-75-14, AD-A014 798. Lowry AFB, CO: Technical Training Division, May 1975. Project
1121, Contract F41609-73-C-002?, Applied Science Associates, Inc. NTIS. This report can he used as

an aid for developing simulation in:rdels (faceplate, slide disc visuals, and programs) for the EC-II
programmable simulator Guidance is provided for the design of the basic instructional program,
including collection and orgaMiation of materials/information used to develop the models.
Explanations are also provided for obtaining panel design data, developing program information, and
developing program logic exp,essions. (50 pp.)

460 Earles, J.A., Mullins, C.J., Ahellera, J.W., & Michelson, A.E. Drug use data base.
AFIIRL-TR-75-15, AD-A017 169. Lackland AFB, TX: Personnel Research Division, July 1975,
Project 7719. NTIS, A data base of various drug use variables has been created on a broad sample of
13,452 Air Force service men, officers as well as 'enlisted men. While lack of resources prevents a
detailed analysis of information in the data base, certain trends are evident. Alcohol is consumed by
most Air Force personnel, but current u.se of illicit drugs is confined to a small percentage. ln
addition, users of illicit drug.s arc predominately in the first term enlisted ranks. Finally, more than
one-third of the users of illicit drugs claim they usually buy their drugs on Air Foroe bases. (14 PP.)

461 Weeks, 1.1., & Mullins, Prediction of dnig abuse by thv social fac4;rs questionnLire.
AEIIRL-TR-75-16, A D-A017 170. Lackland AFT, TX: Personal Research Div!,ion, July 1975,
Project 7719. NTIS, Two measims, the lawlessness and permissiveness scores, y;,..r. ed :ay a locally
developed experimental psychological test were investiyated to determine if they auded significantly
to the prediction of seven drug abuse criteria when combined with aw!ilable dimographic and
aptitude variables. The results indicate (hat both add significant predicti.,.. votrancc nt the
hackgrmind vadable% and appcyr to have comiderakk ,uccess in discriminating IP.:'vqx.ri ab,;:ers
and nonabuseis. (18 pp,)

4o2 Alley, W.E & Ikrberich, 6.1.. An analysis of AFRO'TC deL.7;;;;: iy
AEI1R AD-A017 797, Lackland AE11, 'TX: Personnel Research Mvisief
Projeet 7719. NTIS, 'this repbrt is one of a series descrii.,inr (ai the development ot
criteria for AFRO'IC detachments, ;111d (b) telationsLips between the criteria and vac,
environmental ;mild in igmimim chiam:,cicnistit.. N(11111:1!ise data are pre .ymed fc selected cr .

(enrollment, production and knit costs) for each school year betwfam 19(,() and 1(174.
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regression techniques were used to determine the extent to which criterion performance was
attributable to characteristics of the host college and characteristics of the program. Predictive
stability was examined across both institutions and time. Implications of the findings for evaivating
both current detachments and potential host sites were discussed. (24 pp.)

cf.

463 Brown, J.E., & Rust, S.K. Undergraduate pilot Wining task frequency study.
AFHRL-TR-75-19, AD-A017 472. Williams AFB, AZ: Flying Training Division,"August 1975. Project
1123. NTIS. The objectives of this project were to determinP the nurnlie-r of training task r4etitions
required for j UPT student to bezome proficient in each UlYT task, and to determine the total
number of task repetitions that UPT stw!Jnts receive for each maneuver in T-37 and T-38 training.
This report describes the results of two studies. Stud'y I shows the development of data collection
procedures which could be used in an operational UPT program and the initial ;-)plication of these

procedures at Williams A FB, Ar,ona. Study II describes the operational implementation of improved
data collection procedures at Craig AFB, Alabama. Computer programs were used to analyze the data
to provide the following descriptive statistics for each task in a specified training phase: mean,
standard deviations, medians, modes, and ranges (maximum and minimum values). The results should
he useful to the Air Training Command For UPI- syllabus development. (60 pp.)

464 Kirby, P.J., Gardner, E.M., & McKnight, L.R. Design of a computer-controlled, random-access
slide projector interface, AFHRL-TR-75-20, AD-A016 726. Lowry AFB, CO: Technical Training
Division, August 1975. Project 1121. NTIS. The Technical Training Division of the Air Force Human
Resources Laboratory has a research and development mission to improve Air Force training through
the application of.instructional and computer technology in the administration and management of
individualized instruction. Within this new pedagogic environment, a computer.controlled
random-access imap projection capability is desired. This is a report on the successful design,
development, test and evaluation of an electronic hardware' device interfacing a commercially
available slide projector with a plasma panel computer terminal. The interface device allows an
instructional computer program to select slides for viewing based upon.the lesson/student situation
parameters of the instructional strategy employed. (24 pp,)

465 Beusse, W.E. Factors related to the incidence of disciplinary actioas among enlisted personnel.
AFIIRL-TR.75-2 [Alexandria, VA: Manpower and Personnel Systems Division, April 1975. Project
4499. NTIS. Hie purpose of the study was to examine the disciplinary rates of various subgroups of
the enlkted population and the attitudes of officers and enlisted personnel towank the military
justice system. A fairly clear picture cmerged of the serviceman who is pronei to encounter
disciplinaiy problems. Such an individual is likely to he young, in his first term, low ranking, single,
relatively uneducated, and serving ill a relatively low skilled military occupation. The tiered severity
of the military justice system appeaied to be woiking satisfactorily. In general, a great deal of
milamiliality with the military justice system was found among both officers and enlisted personnel.
Officers were found to judge disciplinary actions as reasonable and fair while enlisted pe rsormel were

more likdy to see them as being too strict. (18 pp.)

466 Mayo, C.C., Nance, D,M., & Shigekawa, L. Evaluation of the job inventory approach in
analyting USAF ,officer utilitation fields, AHIRL-TR-75-22, AD-A014 800. Lackhmd AFB, TX:
Occupational and Manpower Research Julie 1975, Project 7734, Contract
F41609-72-C0040, Lifson, Wilson, Ferguson 4nd Winick, Inc. NTIS, "I he purpose of the study was to
evaluate and unpy've the job inventoiy melliod job analysis as applied to officer positions. Sevell
utilization fields ivere analyzed and inventories were constnicted for another three fields, The basic
finding was that the inventory method can be used opelationally in the analysis o officer jobs if job
analysts use specific approaches to task statement construction and if mole firmt-end iesearch than is
usually needed for airman lob inventories is peitormed prior to the finalization of a lob inventmy.
magi( formulae In, the constinction task slatements exist however, after heavy liont-end
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the job analyst will obtain enough information to enable him to resolve the issues of task specificity
and breadth of coverage for each utilization field on an ind,vidual basis. (86 pp.)

467 Stacy, W.J., & Hazel, J.T. A method of determining desirable task experiences for first-line
supervisors. AFIIRL-TR-75-23, AD-A017 411. Lack land AFB, TX: Occupational and Manpower
Research Division, August 1975. Project 7734. NT1S. Accounting and finance supervisors rateC,
journeyman-level tasks on the importance of a supervisor kntming how to perform those tasks for
being a satisfactory supervisor. There Were 254 desirable journeyman-level tasks identified in the
study. Job analyses of career work experiences for 1,261 accounting and finance supervisors indicated
that many supervisors had limited career experience in the desirable journeyman-level tasks. Further,
many of the supervisors had spent most of their career time within very few of eight accounting and
finance work areas. This study indicates the present accounting and finance work management unit
may be too broad for the required work activities. Interviews with accounting and finance personnel
supported the findings of this study with regard to the problem of supervisory work experience.
Separation of the Acemmting (671X1) and Disbursement (671 X3) career ladders through the 7-skill
level appeared prelerahle. (24 pp.)

468 Monroe, E.G. Environmental data base development process for the ASUPT C1G system.
AEI1RL-TR-75-24, AD-A017 845. Williams AEI!, AZ: Hying Training Division, August 1975. Project
1192, Contract 133615-72-C-1717, General Electric Company. NT1S. This report was prepared under
the assumption that the reader has a general understanding of the Advanced Simulator for
Undeigradnate Training (ASIllvf) Computer Image Generation (CIG) System, at least to the
level ()I that presented in the technical report, Advanced Simulation in Undergraduate Pilot Training
(ASUIrf) Facility I tilitation Plan. AFIIRL-TR-7443, June 1974.

!Modeling for C1G :nay he thought of as a new :11.1 litrrn in which the features to be modeled are
approximated by sets of straight line segments forming planar faces to whiih a shade of gray is
assn'iled. Basically Ilic data base is structured in tlie sequence edge, face, ohject, model, and
environment, each item composed of a set of the items immediately preceihrig it in the sequentx.
Ihe detailed dclinition of each item is transferred front the coding forms prepared by the modeler to
computer input cards. These cards serve as die computer 511111Ce input. The offline software
algorithms pentium validation che,:ks on this niput. Fool messages are related through the teletype
and line ptintet. Valid (.1:11i1 v. stored ;is libraries ot objects models arid enviromnent., on magnetic
tapes. and the ,Ipproiniale envitortincill is restor..-d tint disc by a media conversion from tape to disc.
(Ws PIO

469 Pina, M. Training line simulator (enhanced versiim) revised user's manual, AE111(1.-TR-75-25,
AD-A015 754, !Ackland Alill, TX: Occupational and Manpower Research Division, June 1975.
Project 2077. NTIS. liii training, line simitlator (TVS) was reprogrammed to run on the MIMI.
l'NIVAC 1108. This revised riser's manual partially documents this effor t by pn)viding an updated
manual tor pinvectiVe IIWIS 1 I I S.

thc 11:111111Iii Ittit ',1111111.11,11 sSiis deSirliCd 111;111iirellid :11d tor investigating and evaluating the
v,iootv, ;mil diverse policy interactions Mildi inipaet lii kiSIC military training and entry-level
technical Hammy courses, This liNcl`, provnles user-miented documentation in sufficient
demil to give the pro-,p,Tove user a lite cifitucpls and ItTie underlying the nnidel,
I he manual Is divilkd Ihrec cli.tplers I) dc`,011,1Hin sy'th'in him:hurls, (2) descrilrtion of
'shut In.Idulcs, ;Ind (i)

470 .l.dtheny, Gray, 1.11., & %Valois, BK. AEIIRL/ET capabilities in undergraduate pilot
training simulation research; executive summary. Al:IIRE-TR-75-26( 1), AD-A017 168. Williams AE11,
A/. Hying !raining Angust 1975, Project 1123, Contract E41609-734-0038, Life Sciences,

N 115, 1111'. repo( pre-,(111-in esecutivc ',ininnary of a contractual effort hy Tile Sciences,
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describes: (1) the research capabilities of AF11121./FT, with particular emphasis upon the advanced
simulator for undergraduate pilot training (ASUPT), (2) results of a prioritization of potential flying
research issues by a panel of experts, (3) contractor recommendations for intitial AFHRL/FT
experimental investigations, and (4) the AFIIRL/FT facility utilization program for calendar year
1975

The concept of "performance equivalence" between simulator and aircraft is presented along
with a description of suggested studies designed to validate the concept. Utilization of automated
performance measures On both system outputs and pilot control inputs forms an essential element of
the model. (32 pp.)

471 Matheny, W.G. Training research program and plans: advanced simulation in undergraduate
pilot training. AFIIRL-TR-75-26(11), AD-A016 486. Williams AFB, AZ: Flying Training Division,
June 1975. Project 1123, Contract F41609-73-C-0038, Life Sciences, Inc. NT1S. In this study, a
survey was made among experts in pilot training to determine the important trainhig research
problems to be undertaken in order to increase training effectiveness in beginning pilot training. The
highest priority problems were examined in the light of the research equipment capabilities of the Air
Force Human Resources Laboratory, Flying Training Division, and administrative coptraints. The
initul experiments in die area of training methodology and training simulator req,iiirements arc
recommended :nut outlined. The performance equivalence approach to research in these areas is
described.

Studies are suggested designed to evaluate the concept and its use in training research. (102 pp.)

472 Waters, B.K. Empirical investigation of do. stradaptive testing model for the measurement of
human abiEty. AFIIRL-TR-75-27, AD-A018 HI. Williams AFB, AZ: Flying Training bivision,
October 1975. Project 1121. NTIS. This study empirically investigated the validity and ltility of the
stratified adapt iw computerized testing model (suadaptive) developed by Weiss (1973). The inodel
presents a !adored testing strategy based upon Binet IQ measurement theory and Lord's (1972)
modern test theory.

norined Sdinol and College Ability Test VerbaLanalogy items (SCAT-V) were used
to construct all it.:m pool. Iton difficulty and discrimination indices were resealed -to normal ogive
paiameteis ii 2.49 items.

One hundred and duce freshmen volunteers at Florida State University were randomly assigned
stradaptive or conventional test groups, both group; were tested via eathode.ray.tube (('RT)

terminals coupled to a Control Data Corporation 6500 computer,

Tlw conventional subjects took a SCAT-V test essentially as published, while the stradaptive
group took individually tailorediests drawn 1.11)111 the same item pool.

Results showed significantly higher reliahility for the stradaptive group, and equivalent validity
indices bet ween stiadaptive and conventional groups. Both KR-20 and parallel-forms reliabilitles were
computed for the stradaptive group.

Thiee stradaptive testing strategies averaged 19.2, 26.5 and 31,5 items per subject as compared
with 48.4 Heins pei conventional suhject. A 5(rX reduction from conventional test length produced
an equal precision of measurement for stradaptivc sulnects.

nein latency comparisons sliowed the stradaptive group required significantly longer pei item
(ahout ) than conventional group members. The author lecomillended thal time rather than
numher of items he used in futtlie adaptive iesearch as a dependent variable.

!hc stradaptive uiwcl w;IS icçuiiiriiciiolcd WWI c011IpatiStifis bc1Ween
:111d ('M PP.)

I
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.473 Shriver, E.L., & Foley, J.P., Jr. Job perfo mance .aids for UH-1H helicopter: controlled field
tryout and evaluation. AFHRL-TR-75-28(I), AD,I-B006 595L. Wright-Patterson AFB, OW Advanced
Systems Division, June 1975. Projects 1127, and 1710, Contracts F33615-71-C-1638 and
F33615-70-C-1550, URS/Matrix Research Company.,,VDC. Three types of Job Performance Aids
(JPA) were developed for the Ull-Ill helicopter: Of Fully Proceduralized Job Performance Aids
(FP.IPA) for nori-troubleshooting tasks (sometimes 'called Job 'Guide Manuals), (2) FRIPA for
troubleshooting tasks (sometimes ,:alled Fully Proceduralized Troubleshooting Aids FPTSA), and
(3) partially proceduralized JPA for troubleshooting based on Maintenance Dependency Charts
(MDC). The effectiveness of these JPA were evaluated against the convendonal Technical Manuals
(TM) normally used to support maintenance. Eleven job task performarrx tests were administered to
54 experienced, apprentice, and novice (no training or experience) USAF helicopter technicians and
36 experienced and apprentice Vietnamese Air Force helicopter mechanics. Each subject performed
checkout: align and adjust: remove and replace, and service tasks. Half of these nOn-trpubleshooting
tasks were performed using FPWA (Job guide Manuals) and half using the TM. Each subject
performed one troubleshooting task using the FPJ PA, another task using the MDC and a thud task
using the TM. Preliminary adminstration of the performance tests revealed that the H'JPA (tor both
non-troubleshooting and troubleshooting tasks) contained too many errors to permit successful
Lompletion'of the tasks. To make the evaluation possible, the technical errors were corrected. Early
ofiuunisI rations of these revised aids to the USAF subjects revealed that their use did not result in the
desired level of performance. Therefore, two additional revisions were made. The revisions w6tc based
on a reanalysis of the tasks. Tire number of American subjects who performed the tasks using each
revision 1as too small for a statistical analysis. I lowever, as each new revision was implemented, a
noticeable improvement in performance was made. Vietnamese subjects used the second revision
only. The tests revealed that they were able to perform the tasks successfully using the FTJPA. Six
additional FPJPA for non-troubleshooting tasks were evaluated in Vietnam, indic04 the same
pattern of technical errors. Several tasks were repeated 10 times by the same subjects using the
FPJPA indicating that FRIPA improves the performance of novice and apprentice subjects and
quickly overcomes differencvs in initial experience levels. The results of the evaluation emphasize the
importance of conducting a thorough behavioral analysis of identified tasks followed by hands on
validation/verification in the development of WA. A description of this type of analysis is given in
All IRE-TR-75-38. ( 1011 pp.)

474 Foley,J,P,, Jr, Job perfonnance aids for U11-1FI helicopter:, typical fully proceduralized aids for
non-troubleshooting tasks. AFIII1L-TR-75-28(11), AD-11006 596L, Wright-Patterson AFB, OH:
Advanced Systems Division, June 1975, Project 1710. DDC. As part of the Vietnamization program,
three types of job performance aids (WA) were developed for the UH-I II helicopter: (I) fully
prorxduralized job performance aids (FRIPA) for non-troubleshooting tasks (sometimes called job
guide manuals), (2) FP.IPA for troubleshooting tasks (sometimes called fully proceduralized
troubleshooting aids FPTSA), (3) partially proceduralized J PA based on maintenance dependency
charts (M D( ). The effectiveness of these JPA were evaluated against the conventional technical
manuals (TM) normally used to sripport maintenance. The results of this evaluation are reportedin
Volume I. As part of this evaluation, eleven job task performance tests were administered. Eight of
the eleven tasks tested were of the non-troubleshooting variety and three tasks were of the
trouhleshooting variety. A large part of Volume I is conLvrnod with u discussion of the FRIPA for
these eleven tasks. In order to make these discussions more meaningful for the readers of Volume I,
the FPJPA fon these eleven tasks are being made available in Volumes II and III. Volume II contains
lie FHPA for the eight non-trouhleshooting tasks; Volinire Ill, the FP.IPA for the three

ttiiuihlehiootinu1', tasks. These FP.I PA Volumes also provide a DIX* source of typical samples of FPWA
in a twodammage format. (276 pp.)

; 5 0
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I , 1. i. Joh pet-hit-mance akk for UII III helicopter: typical fully proceduralized aids for
mildest . ling tasks. 1FIIRLTR.75-2S(III), AD-10)06 627L. 1cright.Patterson AEB. OH: Advanced
stylus iston. Jone 1975. Project 1710. DIX'. As pt . t of the Vietnamitat ion program, three types

tittn: :11,1.111'A) \k,cie ,Icxcloped toi the 1.11-111 helicopter: (1) fully procedurali/ed job
( I ill 1) tot non-houhleshootifir ta,a (somennics called rob guide manuals), (2)

I PIP \ tionhIcsho,tov task . (sometimes called :ull piocedurali/ed troubleshooting aids
t I I) pawalls phicedinah/ed IPA lused On inamtenance dependency chatts (MI)(). The

ii. t these IPA sseje evaluated .1y.,1111s1 thiL senlIOnal leChnical inanuals (TM) normally
maintenance. Die results it this ci.ottat,on tic epotted iii VOIllIne I. AS part of this

lob task r)CTIOIlllaIlLT ICsIS %WIC ;IdinlInSI10.1. Fight ol the eleven tasks rested weae
11. 111,leshoiit tancts and 'Ince tasks sete or the troubleshooting, vattety. A large part ot

I 1. ,,11,ettled %% oh a thscussion ot the ITIPA tor tIn. se eleven tasks, hi order to make these
mcantil::lat tot the Wade! s I, the 1:P.IPA foi these eleven tasks are being

tIle VoI,,:nes II an.1 III lume II contains the FRIPA for the eight
sln own: III, the FP1 PA for the three troubleshivting tasks. These FPJ PA

1)1)1 milliCe of IN picat samples of FP1PA in a two-language fot mat. 1378 pp.)

Potter. N R., kork:m, K.D., & Dieterly, Developmei.t, applicatmn, and evaluation of a
don: tor q I an titicat ion of technological change impact on human resources.

R I I R.7c.29(1), AD-A014 332. Wright-Pattemon AFT, OH: Advanced Systems Division, June
Pion-ct 7907, ('ontract F33615-744%4019, Systems Research Laboratori, Inc. NTIS. A

Hi4i cHit sk.as conducted to lead to the development of methods r fetennining the
,nenl, and Ineasurnir the effects f advano2s yi technology on human resources in Air FOIO:
'1 s!.'!!! A lust phase ot the effort involved the conduct of an analysis of the litetatute to
tbc :dal us lint:casting and assessing technology and of techniques for predicting the impact

tesources parametets ( Ikl.-TR-74-7 I ). The second phase involved the
Dc,aen Option IX tasion Trees (DODT) for Iwo areas of AR ForeC systems

Nvionies Intormation System (DAIS) and Remotely Piloted Velficle Systems
RP\ ltc thIrd phase called for the development of unique methods or synthesis of existing

hi result in a new method for measuring the effects of technology on Air:Force human
Pie tom th phase involved %mph, loan of the method developed under phase three. The

an.11.n,' phase entailed making an evaluation lt" usefulness of the method to system designers
. b miners. .\ method integrating the 1)01)1 modification of the method of summated

sis deseloped to arrive at a quantilf *. human resource effects of teclmological
rills procedure s a: applied (AFIIRL-fk- .1-33) to the DODT to provide the source data

C..ulIt.ttiii ot the dev, Lod thod. The DODTs for 1MIS :he. presented ,n Volume II of this
and the DODI s for RP are presented m lume 111.(45 pp.)

4 Potter, N.R., KorIsan, K.D., & Dieterly, D.L. avionics information system design option
deoston tree '.1:11RLTR-75-29(11), AD-A014 333. 'i Patterson AFB, OH: Advanced gystems
I mini" 1975. Project 7907, Contract F336 15--1.- 9, Systems Research Laboratories, Inc.
N 11S. inultioh.L,ck' study eftort was conducted .. to the development of methods for

cfmminc the etrtp.rnents md Inca...Rine the et feets (ft a,ivances in technology on human resourcos
I ,.C.11,,I1 systems. A first phase of the effort involved ''ie cornIcet of an anal!..:sis of the

re VI cs the satin ot foreca: :mg and assessing technology and le,:hn iques for predicting
it technolog on hurnati resource parameters (AFIIRL-TR-74-71). The second phase

!he leselotimcnt of Design C,itiIsti -Decision Trees (DODT) f two areas of Air Force
keatal Avionics hi(ormation System and Remotely lIloted Velncle S stem).

t des. IIPMen t of unique methods or synthesis of existing techniquo to
'or M.:. '1,M: OW effOCI', (if technology on Air Force human resources The

,il`Ph.olon of the method developed under phase three. The fifth and last

I I
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4.7);

phase entailed making an evaluation of the usefulness ot the method to system designers and
planners. A method integiating the 0001' with a modification of the method of summated ratings
was developed to arrive at a quantification of human resource effects of technological innovations,
l'his procedure wris applied to the Digital Avionics Information System DOM to provide the source
data tot the es.thation of the developed method. The 1)01)I s for the DAIS are presented in this

lrime. (40 IT

Pot ter, N.R., Korkan, K.D., & Dieterly, D.L. Remotely piloted vehicles design optim decision
trees. All IR L-TR-75-29( 111), AD-A01S 152. WrightPatterson AF13, Oil: Advanced Systems Division,
June 1975. Project 7907, Contract F33615-74-C4019, Systems Research Laboratories, Inc. NT1S. A

effort was conducted to lead to the development of Methods for determining the
asUrIng the effects of advances in technology' on human resources in Air Vor Ce
'1St phase of the effort involved the conduct of an analysis of the literature to
orecasting and assessing technology and of techniques for predicting the impact

linninwn resource parameters (AI:IMF-TR-74-71). The second phase Involved the
of Do.sigy Option 1)evision Trees (DOOT) tot two areas of Air Force systems teehnolors

1Dotal Avionics information System and Remotely Piloted Vehicle Systems). The third phase called
hit the deve!opmerd of unique inetho,.; or syrithesii; of existing techniques to result in a new method
tor nre;rrrnrnnt the effects of technology on Air Force human resources. The fourth phase involved
application of the method developed under phase three, The fifth and last phase entailed mak in
evaluation of the Usefuhr.. 's of the method to system desOicrs and planners.

A method Illtegranur DODT With a modification of the method of summated ratings was
developed lO arrive ai a quantification of 11111111111 resource effects of technological innovations. This
procedure was applied the Digital Avionics Information System DODT to provide source data 1or
the caluat non of the deeloped method. Vie DODTs developed for the RPV system are presented in
this volume. (54 pp.)

479 Guilin, N., Johnson, A.L. Si. Kantor, J.E. Screening for adaptability to military service.
AFIIRL-TR-75-30. AD-A014 790. Lackland AFB, TX: Personnel Research Division, May 1975.
Project 7719. NT1S. A sample 4 4 1 5.25 basic airmen was administered the history ophnon inventory
(1101) during basic military training. The service careers of These subjects were monitored for two
.ears in order to assess the ability of the 1101 to predict the criterion of in/out of service. An a priori
adaptation index developed from 1101 items correctly identified as high risk 23 percent of those
subleets dischaRred from serviee during the two year period, while incorre" labeling as high risk
only 0 percent of those subtects still mr semee after two years. Ere possibility of increasing the
.s..cur of predietron h utitrikji, Hographic/demtigaphic data and the operational usefulness of the
DOI is discussed. 1.2

40 lla,el, J.T., CarpentLr, J. Procedure for determining grades of officer positions.
AHIRL-TR-75-31, AD-A0l5 755. Lackland AFR, TX: Oecupational and Manpower Research
Dkision, July 1975. Project 7734. NT1S. This report describes a procedure for determining
approjitiate grades tor of,icer robs. The metirod involves application of a nine-variable equation: fir
computing a composite score and rise of a conversion table for translating this score into a specific
grade iceI, lieutenant thiough colonel, ATI explanfoion and illustration of the seven steps in the
method ;Ire provided as follows:

I preparation and ieview of a rob description. ( 2) obtaining five factor ratings, (3) obtaining
grade ratings. (4) derivation of organiration level variable values. (5) derivation of supervisor's
ludeed-giade Yalue. (0) computation of all integer-weighted coinposite score, and (7) conversion of
the rorilpArr scone to an eplivalLrnt officer rarle. C(i pp.)
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481 Phalen, W.J. ('omprehensive occupational data analysis programs (CODAP): ordering ot
hierarchically grouped case data (KPATII) and print KPATEI (PRKIMI) programs. AFTIRL-TR-
75-32, AD-A016 724. Lack land AFB, TX: Occupational and Manpower Research Division, August
1975. Project 7734. NT1S. This is ona ht .1 series of reports written to acquaint occupational analysts,
occupatioiul research personnel, ,irSonni! manageis with the functions and utilities of a set of
Comprehensive (`,:cupational Data Programs (CODAP). This technical report describes and
gives examples of applications of the e,tling of Hierarchically Grouped Case Data (KPATI I) and
Print KPAFII(PRKPT:1) programs. These programs greatly facilitate the identification of background
vaiiahles havirq. similar values for all or most cases in any hierarchical group. Because of the highly
technical natme of this report, it will be of interest only to readers who have a need to understand
how the CODAP KP. ;NI and PRKPTII programs function. (30 pp.)

42 Potter, N.R., Korkan, K.D., & Dieterlv, D.L. A procedure for quantification of technological
changes on human resources. AFIIRL-TR75-33, AD-A014 335. Wright-Patterson AFB, OIL
AdNancid Systems Division, June 1975. Project 7907, Contract F33615-74-C4019, Systems
Research Laborotc.ies, lne. NTIS. A long standing research objective of the human factors
ps'ychologist has been the capability to predict the human resource requirements of new equipment.
An Cecil mote intriguing pioblem is the prediction of human resource requirements ItzseC on the
introduction ot a new teelmology. The purpose of tins study was to locate and apt 1:"ti existing
method, Or to dove' p a new procedure for quantifying the effects of inconnng technology. A
five-step approach was taken in an attempt to achieve the research goal. Th:se steps included search
and critical antalysi of the recent literatute to review the statts itf forecasting and assessing
technology, and of techniques for predicting the impact of te,thnology on human resources:
development of Design Option Decision Trees (DODT) describing two A Force systems:synthesis of
existing techniques to develop a procedure tOr measufing the effects or technology on human
resources: apphcation of the procedure; and evaluation of the feasibility of the evolved procedure.

A procedure integrating the DODT with a modification of the method of summated ratings was
developed to permit quantification of specific human resource components at each of the design
options represented in the DODT. Using judgmental data collected from an Air Force operational
unit, the method developed under this study effort was evaluated. It was concluded that quantifying
human resource components associated with hardware design options by means of a technique

ILsim pinning a IX)DT and a modification of the method of summated ratings was a feasible approach
and could provide one methodological procedure tOr measuring the effects of advances in technology
oil human resources. 00 pp.)

453 Pruitt, G.K & Dieterly, D.L. Dit.jtal avionics infonnation system preliminary life-cycle-cost
analysis. AHIRL-TR-75-34. AD-A017 166. Wright-Patterson AFB, Olt Advanced Systems Division,
September 1975. Project 2051, Contract F09603-74-A-0544-SGOI, AR1NC Research Corporation.
NTIS. A mathematical model was developed and exercised to evaluate the life-cycle costs of avionics
developed two triling to ie Digital Avionics Information System (DAIS) approach. The objective was
to provide an initial estimate, based on available data, of the costs and cost savings associated with the
t),AIS concept. A comparative analysis was performed to estimate the relative costs of the avionii. s of
four different aircraft types for hot' mventional and DAIS configurations. The results of this
analysis were intended only tt provide a perspective of the relative costs of DAIS and ,Ltonventional
avionics systems. they do not necessarily represent the true costs that limy he encountered in an

t pcmai ional en %a roil men t

The depth and accuracy of the estimates made in this report are' hecessarily restricted by the
available data and ihe Imnfed scope of the study. The DAIS costs are preliminary estimates or
protections supplied by the DAIS Prorram Office a! the Air Force Avionics Laboratory (A %.! ). The
data tor the conventitmal avionics tAere ext !acted from many sources, including the Incicase
Roltabtlit ot Operational Sstcm IROS I data syst,tm. Timeline, interpretation of the :mak ses
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contained in this leport should be restricted to an assessment of the relative cost of the avionics
integsation approaches that have been addressed.

Because of limitations on the availability of data, only a qualitative assessment of the effects of
applying the DAIS concept could he made for the cost categories of research and development.
installation, support equipment, training equipment, and technical documentation. (76 pp.)

484 Bunker, M., & Heeschen, R. Airborne etectro-optical sensor simulation. AFHRL-TR-75-35,
D-A016 725. Wright-Patterson AFB, OH: Advanced Systems Division, July 1975. Project ILIR,

Contract F33615-74-C-5161, General Electric Company. NTIS. Cost effective traini,ig of personnel in
operation of infrared ( iR ) and low light level television (LLETV) systems requires the development of
real-time gtound based equipment for simulating the performance characteristics of such systems.
Such hardware must be carefully specified to provide the essential degree of validity in simulation of
performance and detail of visual cues.

The majc m overitl in this report has been the development of an e,xtremely, versatile and
iukonstraed :otia. s:muktion model. In such a system, increasing the complexity of scenes and
of modelling compilation incurs no increase in cost, but ghey are accommodated by allowing
increased processing time. With tssentially unconstrained scene detail capability, transfer function
definition. tonal assignment capabil oise simulation -Characteristics, and atmospheric :!ffects
simUlation, the model can readily isted to simulate the characteristics of actual systems.
present or future. It can further b, up to show the precise effect of simulation hardware

'specifications differing from actual equipment. to meet the goal of precise hardware specification.
In a previous program, Airborne Electro-Optical Sensor Simulation Phase I, scenes were

photographed from actual sensor systems flying missions at three target areas near Eglin AFB.
l'huida. Environment model data bases were prepared for these areas, and model characteristics were
aalusted to match the actual scenes. The sensor characteristics were simulated, well within the
capability of the model.

Finally. the system was delivered and set up to run on the Air Force Sigma 5 installation, as a
tool for further research. This included complete software for modification or generation of
completely new environment data bases. ( 108 pp.)

485 Christal. R.L. Systematic method for establishing Officer Grade Requirements based upon job
demands. AFIIRL-TR-75-36, AD-A015 756. Lackland AFB, TX: Occupational and Manpower
Research Division, July 1975. Project 7734. NTIS. This report presents interim results of a study
developing a methodology for management engineering teams to determine the appropriate grade
requirements foi officer positions based upon job content and responsibilities. The technology
reported represents a modification and extension of methods developed between 1963 and 1966.
Results indicated that Manpower and Management Engineering personnel can accurately apply the
Off'leer Grade Requirements (OGR) determination procedure. Recommendations are made for
operational in.plementation and for determining the total distribution of non-aircrew officer grade
retiuirements. (42 pp.)

486 Smith, L.A. Ouality assurance of media devices and courseware. AFIIRL-TR-75-37, AD-AOIS
867. Lowry AFB, CO: Technica/ Training Division, October 1975. Project 1121. NTIS. The .n.ent of
this publication is to outline one quality assurance program that could be employed dur)ng the
development of prenarrated sound/slide instructional packages. The characteristics described were
selected to be both: (a) important to instruction and (h) capable of being measured objectively. These
criteria were selected in order to develop a program that would be suitable for incorporation into
Conn acts where a (raining program would be developed by a commercial agency and delivered to a

lIallnin2 base. It is, recommended that the procedures also be incorporated into programs in
which the instructional material is being developed in-house. Particular attention is paid to the
essentiality ot heing able to update and revise the training programs. (30 pp.)



457 Shriver, EL. Fully proceduralized job performance aids: guidance for performing behavioral
analyses of tasks. AFIIRL-TR-75-35. AD-A015 059. Wright-Patterson AF11, Oil: Advanced Systems
Division, June 1975. Projects 1127 and 1710, Contract F33615-71-C-1635. URS/Matrix Research
Company. NT1S. The initial tryout of HIM, for the U11-111 helicopter, indicated that although they
inet all the format iequirements for IrRIPA, they t.hd not produce the expected level of task
performance when used hy novice and apprentice Air Force maintenaniv personnel. The author
hypothesited that the did not contain all of the cues and dnections necessary fin the novice
and apprentice peisonuel. III this report he describes a method for identifiying such cues and
responses during a -hands on- trvout of the untially produced task steps. lle calls this method the
behavtoral analyses of tasks (BAT). The application of this BAT to many tasks produced an
-unfolding- effect froin pictorial to pictorial. It also identified many important but unplanned cues
in the troubleshooting routines. Its application to the eleven UII-111 tasks used for the evaluation
raised the performance level of both novice and apprentice personnel. ITJPA of reasonable
elf ectiveness will probably be developed with less rigorous -hands on- analyses of tasks than the BAT
proposed ni (Ills report, provided the EPJ PA so developed arc followed by a -cut and try- process of
improvement. The accomplishment of a BAT requires lughly skilled and tedious work On the part of
each task analyst and its use will probably be viewed by some as too expensive. But the author's
experyr:Ct.' indicates that its timely use ill the FRIPA development cycle will be necessary for the
consis t production of a quality product at a nruninum cost. (4( pp.)

488

489

Pritchard, R.D., Dollenback, JAL & DeLeo, P.J. Development ,i evaluation of an objective
technique to assess effort in training. AEHRL-TR-75-39. AD-A017 864. Lowry AFB, CO: Technical
Training Division, October 1975. Project 1141, Contract F41609-74-C-0010, Institute for
Organiiational Behavior Research. NT1S. This research explored the validation of a quantifiable,
objective, and reliable method of measurnig the atnount of effor t to be directly rewarded in incentive
systems. A hatter\ of relevant ability tests as given to a sample of Air Force trainees ;Ind to civilian
subjects Ils* a simulation of the course taught the Air Force trainees. Results showed that the
simulation subjects were comparable to the Air Foice subjects and that the ability test hattety
predicted perforinan.,. equally well for hoth samples. The hard criterion of effort displa\ ed v. ide
vatiabilit , excellent ,cliahility, and good construct validity. (50 pp.)

Dansereau, D.E., Long, GL., MeDonakl, B.A., & Actkinson, T.R. Learning strategy inventory'
development and assessment. .AEIIRL-TR-75-40, AD-A0I4 721. Lowry AEB, CO: Technical Training
Division, June 1975. Project 1121, Contract E41609-74-C-0013. Texas Christian University. NT1S.
learning stritegy inventory composed ot 201 multiple-choice items, based upon sinnlar work and
aspects suggested from a literature ictdcw. was developed. Correlational and factor analyses (based on
approximately 2(0 students) were performed to provide a basis for identifying trainable learning
strategies. Four phases of the learning process r, ere identified and incorporated into a learning
strateg training progtam (reported elsewhere). The le:Hiring strategy inventory provided an effective
b.ir for LOcr training deelopment. In addition, the learning strateg\ inventory provides
rerriiictrit til`d Ntt2p ri ihe development of a more geneial instrument tot diagnosing learning stmtegy

inadequacies in specific individuals. ( 110 pp.)

490 Dansereau, DE., Long, U. McDonald, B.A., Actkinson, T. R., Ellis, A.M., Collins, K..
Williams, S.. & Evans, S.11. Effective learning strategy training progam: development and assessment.
AlII R -75-4 I , AD-A014 722. Lowry AEB, CO: Technical Training Division, June 1975. Project
1121, Contract 1:41609-74-C-0013, Texas Christian University. NT1S. Potentially effective and
tr:nnable learnum strategies were identified 1) \ all :tnalysis of a specially ileveloped learning strategy
no,entom\ and ri review of educational rind psycholopical review literature. Four aspect oi tire

learning piocess suggested the usefulness of special training. Thee were the identior ation
nhocital, the applic.itbuis i technfirucs hit Ilk' canipiclicH,Hi
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of this information. the efficient retrieval of information and the skill in coping with distractions
durnig the fOregoing processes. A training program was developed for teaching selected specific
strategies, including the three alternative comprehension/retention strategies of paraphrasing,
question-answernig, and the use of vislial imagery, in such a way as to compare the three alternative
connection techniques. The results indicated that Minimal strategy training showed significant results
in long term retention, although no reliable differences were found in immediate testing. Further
ielinin.; of the techniques was reconnnenc:ed. An effective strategy training program suitable for
implementation in technical training was created, modified, and assessed. (80 pp.)

491 Brown, J.E., Mullen, J.T., & Rust, S.K. Undergraduate pilot training task maneuver times study.
AEHRL-TR-75-42, AD-A017 844. Wilhian AFB, AZ: Flying Training Division, Septene-er 1975.
Project 1123. NT1S. The objective of this su.dy was to determine the time required to perform
selected tmdergraduate pilot training maneuvers in the 1-37 and 1-38 aircraft. This report describes
the method of collecting data and the maneuvers selected for investigation. The data for each
maneuver was analyzed to rrovide maximum and minimum values, means and standard deviations.
Implications of the data for syllabus development ate presented. (24 pp.)

492 Bell, J.W., Bottlik, LP., & Lucero, A.B. Simulation techniques for airborne electro-optical
imaging systems. AFIIRL-TR-75-43, AD-A020 090. Wright-Patterson AFB, OH: Advanced Systems
Division, December 1975. Project ILIR, Contract F33615-74-C-4069, Technolog Service
Corporation. NTIS. The purpose of this study was to decelop a computer software package to
simulate airborne electro-optical imagery systems in nonreal time. The results of the study include a
computer program that can be used as a research tool in conjunction with a long-range program for
the development of seilsor simulator technology and a set of techniques, algorithms, and design
guidelines to be used in developing an interactive real-time simulator system.

The study encompassed three main areas. These were data base generation, mathematical model
formulation, and algorithm and software development. The simulation program is designal to
simulate three target areas under many different weather (visibility and water vapor content) and
day time conditions.

The to the program allow the operator to choose a flight profile. The program then
creates :111,1 :ys a set of representative pictures of the target in a simulated flyby. (150 pp.)

493 Magionis, EA, Uchima, A., & Smith, C.E. Establishing aptitude requirements for Air Force
jobs: historical review of aptitude levels and impact on the personnel system. AFHRL-TR-754411).
AD-A023 250. Lackland AFB, TX: Occupational and Manpower Research Division, October 1975.
Project 1137, Contract F41609-71-C-0033, System Development Corporation. NT1S. This,report is
the lust in a series of three. It presents a review of the military service aptitude batteries with some
comparisons of minimum aptiiale scores required for entry to military occupational areas. Changes
in Air Force aptitude score are traced and summarized. A systems analysis of estimated
nnpact, of different aptitude levels for enlistment on elements of the personnel system leads to a
statement ot salient negative influences on promotion, performance, and job/seivice satisfaction. (32
pp.)

494 Maginnis, E.B., Uchima, A., & Smith, C.E. Establishing aptitude requirements for Air Force
jobs: some personnel system actions to offset negative impacts of aptitude dianges.

IIRL-TR-75-44(I1). AD-A022 206. Lackland AFB, TX: Occupational and Manpower Research
October 1975. Project 1137, Contract F41609-71-C-0033, System Development

poration. NTIS. It aptitude level for enuy to an occupational .specialty is set at higher or lower
thami optimal, theme can be negative impa,:ts on certain elements of this personnel system. This report
considers personnel system actions that might offset these negative effects. Some relationships
between ttystem actions and Air Fo;Ce needs are presented first. Then personnel system actions with
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potential value are identified and judged for their impact on system elements. Finally, the actions so
identified are evaluated for potential effectiveness in .dIsetting negative impacts undei conditions of
lower, and then higher, aptitude than the optimal. Some relative estimates of cost of system actions
are given as examples of an approach to selecting actions for implementation. Of the five alternative
actions evaluated, the most preferred was one that provides the greatest opportunity for exposure to
a Maximum of jobs witlfin a specialty, (2( pp.)

495 Maginnis, E.B., Uchima, A., & Smith, C.L. Establishing aptitude requirements for Air Force
jobs: methodological approaches. AFIIRL-TR-75-44(111), AD-A022 250. Lackland AFB, IX:
Occupational and Manpower Resvarch Division, October 1975. Project 1137, Contract

F41609-71-C-0033, System Developmet Corporation. NTIS. This report presents, using a

systems-oriented approach, alternative methodologies that could be used to establish aptitude
requirements for Air Force occupations. I: covers a description of the aptitude requirements system.
a review of the interaction of aptitude requirements and personnel system actions, and a functional
flow for the requirements system. A flow for the developmental activities necessary to design and
Implement the system is also given, followed by reconnnendat ions for development of a methodology
lot determining aptitude requirements for effective job performance, with separate conderation for
optimal aptitude types and levels with respect to career d,.!velopment, assignment flexibility, and job
satisfaction. (2(, pp.)

496 NIullins, Li., Williams, 3.1)., Vitola, ft1., & Nfichelson, A.E. Effectiveness evaluation of Air
Force advertising. AFIIRL-TR-75-45. AD-AOIS 610. Lackland AFB, TX: Personnel Research
DivisiQn, September 1975. Project 7719. NTIS. The Airman Enlistment Questionnaire-R was
administered to a sample ot non7prior-service enlistees, 10,666 males and 1,806 females. Analysis of
the responses indicates that ( ) enlitees are growing more aware of Air Force advertising, (2)
females appear t() he More alert to medra programs than they used to he, (3) females are !note
interested in all kinds ot Air Force jobs than they were, and (4) there are enough differences across
geographic areas to justify close study of the possibility of differential advertising by geographic area,
(74 pp.)

497 Danservau, D.E., Long, G.L., NIcDonald, B.A., Actkinson, T.R., Collins, K.W., Evans, S.II.,
Ellis, & Williams, S. Learning strateey training pr)gram: paraphrasing strategy for effective
learning. AFIIRL-TR-75-46, .AD-A014 723. LO sTy ALT, CO: Technical Training Division, June
1975. Project 1121, Contract F41609-74-C-9013, Texas Christian University. NTIS, This report
presents an effective integrated learning strategy program emphasizing a connection technique using
paraphrasMe. The components were derived from a review of the educational and psychological

...literature and from an analysis t.)1 the response to the learning strategy inventory, which were
conducted during this same research effort . Also, two other training packages (visual imagery and
question-ansv.er CMIlleit ) Were evaluated along with this package in a controlled experiment. lire
results this experiment showed improved long term retention, when using paraphrasnig fot the
t minca ,,!roup, of (IVCI an untrained control group. With appropriate insertion of blank pages this
report can he used to provide learning strategy training. (204 pp.)

49S Danservau, D.E., Long, GI_ McDonald. B.A., Actkinson, T.R., Collins, KM., Evans, S.II
Ellis, A.M., & Williams, S. Learning strateey training program: visual imagery for effective learning.
AFIIRL-TR-75-47. AD-A014 724. Lowry CO: Technical Training Division. June 1975. Project
1121, Contract F41609-74-C-0013, Texas Christian University. NTIS. This report presents air

effective integrated learning strategy program enighastzing comiection technique using visual
imagery Ihe components were derived from a reviev.. 01 the educational and psychological liter:firm:
And from an analysis oi the responses to the learning strategy inventory. which were condueted
dfifing thr. same fe,k'dt.,11 tItlief training packages (paraphrasing and question-awv.er
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connection) were evaluated along with :his package in a controlled experiment. This program
improved long term rehmtion of factual material and appeared to help lower reading ability students
more than higher abillty students. With appropriate insertions of blank pages this report can be used
r., provide learning strategy tram ing. (202 pp.)

499 Dansereau, D.E., Long, G.L,, McDonald,.B., Actkinson, T.R., Collins, K.W., Evans, S.H., Ellis,
& Williams, S. Learning strategy training program: questions and answers for effective learning.

AEHRL-1R-7.5.48.All.A.014 725. Lowrv AEP, CO: Technical Training Division, Jime 1975. Project
1121, Contract F41609-74-C-0013, Texas Christian University. NT1S. This report presents an
effective integrated learning shategv program emphasizing a connection technique employMg
questions and answers. The components were derived from a reView of the educational and
psychological literature and from an analysis of the responses to the learning strategy inventory,
which were conducted during this same reseat,11 efffort. Also, two other training packages (visual
imagery and paraphrasing connection) were evaluated along with this package in a controlled
experiment. This prugram improved long tann retention of factual material. With appropriate
insertions of blank pages this ieport can be used to provide learning strategy training. (206 pp.)

500 Eddowes, E.E., McRee, P.L., Matheny, W.G., & Crowder, N.A. Preliminary operational
evaluation of an audiovisual instrument trainer. ABIRL-TR-75-49, AD-A016 487., Williams AFB,
AZ: flying Training Division, July 1975. project 1123, Contract F41609-73-C-0039, Life Sciences,
Inc. NTIS. The audiovnmal instrument trainer (AVIT) presentS multi-media instruction in aiicraft
inst rumen t scantnng interpretation, and flight path error correction procedures. This report describes
a preliminary operational evaluation or- the capability' of AVIT to improve a student pilot's later
instrument flying performance as mec.sured in a T-4 simulator.

An operational evaluation of AVIT was condacted by the 64th Flying Training Wing at Reese
AFB. Texas. The results of the evaluation test indicated that the AVIT iined students made
significantly mota correct respouses than student pilots not trained on A 'FL It was,conCluded that
AVIT pretraining was f fe2fect.ve as measured in tlus study. Convouently, it was recommended that
fiuther evaluation he accomplished to more adequately define the p'itential contribution of AVIT to
l'PT instrument training. (24 pp.)

501 Hazel, IT., Stacy, W.J., & Burtch, L.D. A,ignment location preferences of airmen.
AEHRL-TR-75-50. AD-A017 167. Lackland AFB, TX: Occupational and Manpower Research
Division, October 1975. Project 7734.. NTIS. To investigate assignment location preferences, a survey
was administered to 4,670 airinen. Two preference ratings on an I8-point scale (- 9 ta Weie
,h)tained for each of ISO ('ONUS locations. One rating was obtained using base or station names. The
other rating was b:esed on an unnamed profile consisting ofa 22 geographical-environmental variable
...escription of each location. Findings were a:, t011ows: (a) Most preferred locations tended to be
concentrated in Florida. California, and Colorado and least preferred locations in northern tier7
states. b) Vanability in base preCerence ratings increased with an increase in level of desirability. (c),
The relative order of preferences for ISO locations differed for various subgroups of airmen. ((I) Base
flaune and location description rating differences suggested airmen may have a low level or :,wareness
of certain geographical-environmental characteristics for CONUS locations. (e) Geographical-
environmental variable differences were found ;ietween the 30 most and least preferred.locations for
14 of 2'. variables (e.g.. snowfall, temperature ). (52 pp.)

502 Hughes, J.W. Career area rotation model: supplemental user's manhal. AFIIRL-TR-75-51,
A D-A018 150. Lackland AFB, TX: Occupational and Manpower Research Division, September 1975.
Project 2077. NTIS. This report provides the user of the Career Area Rotation Model with specific
instructions on the preparation of the Mput parameter cards necessary to initiate a 7rogrant MIL It
alio simplifies user interfaae with model by specifying the control card ririnar and providing an
accurate description of each card type. (32 pp.)
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503 Guinn, N. Identification of service ireitants: Australia, Canada, United Kingdom and United
States. AFFIRE-TR-75-52, AD-A014 789. Lack land AFB, TX: Personnel Research Division, July
1975. Project DADD. NT1S. A review of research on service irritants cited by military servicemen in-
Austi ha. Canada, 11nited Kingdom, and United States revealed an outstanding degree of similarity in
lesponses. CettaM factois such as inadequate pay, domestic proWeins associated with military life,
change of station, and military Riles and regulations were universallY mentioned as negative aspects of

a military career. The effect of these irritants on enlistment motivation, job satisfaction, and
letention was discussed. (24 pp.)

504

505

Wiley, L.N. Potential uses of the functional account code in describing job requirements.
AFI1RL-TR-75-53, AD-A018 609. Lackland AFB, TX: Occupational and Manpower Research
Division, October 1975. Project 7734. NT1S..A major problem in the utilization of personnel appears
hen one attempts to identify skills and knowledges acquired in job assignments held in the past.
1.ack of regular job inventorying of Air Force personnel by individuals rather than samples makes it
inteasible to use job inventories to recapture a given airman's record. Present plans to broaden the use
of jdent diers of special skills may correct this deficiency for future airmen, hut they fail to do so for
the hulk of current personnel. A possibility of using the Functional Account Code (FAC), assigned by
the manageinent engineering team (MET), was perceived, and a pilot study performed to verify the
potential. This was possible because a tile of records on all studies clustering job inventories from
1965 1971 had just been readied, with the FAC for each airman inCiuded. It was first shown that
when individuals are sequenced by FAC, the job clustering eQrresponds well with the Functional
Account Code. Seventy-five AFSCs are shown in graphic form. A more intensive analysis was then
wade of the Administration Specialist ladder, which contains the largest number of FACs of any
specialty, in which it was found th4t FAC titles agreed well with the titles assigned to job clusters by
the analyst who in te rpre ted the homogeneous grouping of the job inventories. Longitudinal Aialyses
are planned as a follow-on. (16 pp)

Alley, W.E., & Gould, R.B. Feasibility of estimating personnel turnover from survey dataa
longitudinal study. AFHRL-1'R-75-54, AD-A0I8 777, Lackland AFB, TX: Personnel Research
Division. October 1975. Project 7719. NT1S. This report investigates the validity of career intent and
job attitude statements for predicting reenlistments among 54,803 airmen in 101 enlisted specialties.
Statements were made while completing Air Force occup,iiuual surveys during the period 1966 to
1971. Frequency and percentage distributions characteriLiig item responses and career decisions of
the sample are given. Relationships between career intent/job attitude responses and actual
reenlistment decisions were studied using multiple linear regression techniques. Job attitudes were
found to be substantially related to career decisions but did not provide unique contributions to
predictions of career decisions when used in conjunction with career intent statements. A
model-seeking exercise identified a second-degree polynomial model with career intent and

time-in-service interaction vectors as the most appropriate prediction model. Separate prediction
equations were obtained for a number of selected subsamples ',presenting two, three, and five-digit
Air Force speialty code and aptitude requirement groupings. Homogeneous gsouping exercises were
performed to.illust rate a procedure for reducing the number of suhsample prediction equations to a
minimum subset.

Practical examples of forecasting reenlistment rates are illustrated, The regression model
selected for the demonstration used weights derived from the total sample to predict the percentage
ot actual reenlistments for thirty specialties. Overall, approximately 17 percent of the sample
rc,J.ried in service. The :iverige difference hetween actual v: predicted reenlistment rates across
..pecialties ranged from 9 percent for airmen -;urveyed in their first year to 8 pen cent, 6 percent and 2
percent for airmen in their second through fourth year of service, respectively. (30 pp.),
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506 Brown, J.E., Waag, W.L., & Eddowes, a... a. knnated adaptive flight
training system. AHIRL-1'R-75-55, A1)-A0I8 612 AFI3 .AZ: Pying Training Division,
October 1975. Project 1123. NTIS. The olijeetives .); the stu ly were: (1) to evaluate the training
effectiveness of the Automated Flight Training System (AFTS) in the F-4 training progr:uft, (2) to
identity desired liatiNare and software modifications for opetational AFTS devices., and (3) to
identity effective methods of operational traiinng use. The stiRls as performed at I .1ke AFB,
Arliolla, at the request of the Tactical AU Command (TAC). A class of 24 sintients assigne d rn 1:4
combat ciew wining was randomly divided in two equal stied One gsoup received CiCA
traintng using the AFTS. The other group received normal (it naming from 1:4 instructors.
Per toimanee &Atli. questionnaire data, and maintenance 0.11.1 Were collected and arr:rlvicd.
Implications lit fink' JAI:: for future use and pRicurement of additional systems are discussed. (02 pp.)

507 Wiley, L.N. Ratings of fuNt-terin airmen on supemsory potential and technical competence in
AFSCs 462X0 and S12X0. AFIIRL-T12-75-56, AD-A019 560. Lackland AFLI, TX: Occupational and
Manpower Research Division. October 1975. Project 7734. NTIS. A study was undertaken to
determine if supervisors can rate the potential of tirst-tenn airmen to become supervisors. Ratees
,a ere 313 Weapons Mechanics. AISCs 402 NO and 401X0. and 421 Law Enforcement Specialists,
kl SC. SI 2\0 and SI 1 \ft, who were rated OH 3 cdteria and 30 joh nehavioral traits by their

supervisors in CONLS. The criteria of ( 1) supervisory potential, (2) technical competence, and (3)
desnalniitY as a reenlistee were predicted from their conelation with the 30 trait ratings by linear
regressuon techniques. The aim was to see if the Weapons Mechanic and Law Enforcement specialties
differed in their supervisory trait requirements, and if supervisor potential is distinguishable from
technical competence. The rust tuo criteria corntlated 5g 011 each other, while the criterion of
desirability as a ieenlistee had to be discarded because it was not uniformly interpreted by the raters.
Iloth techmeal comper.t.'Irce and supervisory potential '\ ere highly predictable from trait ratings, 8(s

percent. iespectively lloweer. thioni_Jh durect examiniiiion of the data and the supeivisors'
commelits. it ssas concluded that the supervisory requitemerns of the two specialties actually differ.
and that technical competence us iii element of superlsory ootellti.d. a necessary but not aufficient

IlthIlre future super visor. ( 22 pp.)

505

509

Iliekerson, K A.. Ilarel. J.T., & Ward, JAL, Jr. A n&saI analy;i of relationships betweVII
perforlriance and satisfaction in eight airman specialties, AF:r .AD-A020 542. Lackland
ALB, TX: Occupational and Manpower Research Division Octobe. 197S. Project 7734. NT1S.

itingdudinal relattonships, bemeen 1St) measures of both job perfonnaree and job satisfaction over a
three-year period, were Investigated for 1.352 induct in eight enlisted Air Force occupational
spectalues. Cross-lased panel correlation 'Analyses were compared to ,:onclusions haset.1 upon an
eistended multiple linear regLission :malysis techniijue, Data aW presented which suggest causal
mfluence hem cell performance alld ',Iti.taction in 1sso of the eighi st-iecialties. Other results indicated
that the per tormance-satistactron relationship is a complet. one dependent upon the models used lot
investigation. the satisfaction. perfoimanee, and. '1.,deraling variables selected, and the particular i.tb
speLialty unite! Lonsidetanon. The report includes a tiresentati.., if the linear regression
employ ed ri Ole ;Ohl a hihlreirpirs if pertrnrirree-srtis.cri research. (44 pp.')

Long, GI., & Varne, N.C. Automated pilot ;,pti'mde measurement system. AFIIRL- TR-75-58,
AD-NOIS 151. Lackland A1:13. TX: Permnel Research Division, September 1975. ProLct 1137,
Contract 141M19-73-C-0037, McDonnell Doutlas :Astronautics Co. East. NTIS. :duly

the problem tit predicting success ni antIctinaduate pdoi training (1 'K.) through the
1:.ca,atenicht H perti uii.nirc ii ,I learning sanqile ot 111!ilo tasks adnimisteied prior to the undatnin
tit trainnbe. line leadung s,iriipie Mitch uould c used to :mimic:it existin.t pilot selection procedures
'Ads proposed as a means in reducinjJ ;11 trititm luurrtunr I PI



Performance measures on a live hour learning sample ot flig.t tasks, adnnMstered with an
Automated Pilot Aptitude Measurement System (APAMS) were collected from 178 candidates for

IPT selected for training with current procedures. These performance measures were then compared
with pet formance 11 uring,T4I and T-37 phases ot LIPT.

The results indicated that performance in both phases of training could, be predicted from
performance on the learning san,ple. Grades given by instructors in T41 training were highly
correlated with performance pleasures on the learning sample. Also, candidates who were eliminated
from both phases of training, includi!T those eliminated for Manifestation of Apprehension (MOA),
Self Initiated Elimination (Sit' t, as well as eliminees for Flying Training ',:ficiency IFTD) could be
discriminated by their performance on the learning sample.

The results indicated that the learning sample approach could contribute substantially to
e-xisting pilot selection procedures in reducing current attrition rates in I. fin-.(134 pp.)

510 Gum. D.R., Alberv, W.B., & Bisiuger, J.D. Advanced simulation in undergraduate pilot
training: an overview. AF1IRL-TR-75-59(1). AD-A030 224 Wright-Patterson AFB, OH: Advanced
Systems Division, Decuber 1975. Project 1192. NT1S. An overview of the entire AdvanLvd
Simulation in Undergraduate Pilot Trainitig(ASUPT) pr6gram is presented to provide the reader with
a general inttodaction io the research system. The three major components of the ASUPT are
summarized, including the basic simulators, visual displays, and computer image generation (C1G)
system. and interested readers are referenced to the six other volumes of this technical report for
more specific and detailed information. This volume touches upon the highlights of the ASUPT
design, development, and testing and includes the geneial progress of the program from its genesis in
1967 to the final acceptance of the simulator in January 1975. (28 pp.)

511 Kron, G.J. Advanced simulation in undergraduate pilot training: motion system development.
AHIRL-TR-75-59(11), AD-A017 467. Wright-Patterson AFB, OH: Advanced Systems Division,
October 1975. Project 1192, Contract F33615-71-C-1255, Singer-Simulation Products Division
(SPD). NTIS. The production of kinesthetic information pertinent to the aircraft piloting task by use
of motion base devices relies on mathematical models which are developed in a largely empirical
manner ',mit evaluated in a subjective manner. The ASUPT simulator contains a motion math model
which is developed in analytical faslnon .ind permits broad latitude for experimenter input to alter or
degrade the resultant motion information. This permits research that is useful in establishing a
relationship between the amount and 3cope of motion information and training value. The motion
system employed is a 60-inch six-dcgree-of freedom synergistic system. It is driven in translation by a
model which permits passage of acceleration onset information followed by controlled velocity and
position washout. Rotational information is controlled by digitally implemented cue shapers, and
sustained translation acceleration simulation is made availab:e hy subliminally tilting the motion
system platform to cause a projection of the gravity vector to be aligned with the sustained force.
This report discusses the implementation of these concepts, and forms a foundation for
understanding the ASUIYT motion system computer programs. (78 pp.)

512 Kron, G.J. Advanced simulation in undergraduate pilot training: G-seat development.
AFEIRL-TR-75-59(111), AD-A017 468. Wright-Patterson AFB, OH: Advanced Systems Division,
October 1975. Project 1192, Contract F33615-71-C-1255, Singer-Simulation Products Division
(SM)). NT1S. Kinesthetic (sensation of motion) cues in aircraft pilot training simulators are generated
hy motion base systems that stimulate the vestibular and somatic, or "body feel," sensory systems.
The nature ot the somatic system suggests that it may also be possible to stimulate this system
directly by employing a seat whose shape varies as a function of computed aircraft acxlerations. A
research facility (i-seat has been developed to investigate this method of stimulation using a simulated

t cockpit. The experimental seat contiiins mosaics of sixteen air cells forming the seat
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cushion and nine air cells forming the backrest cushion. Three air cells on either side of the seat apply
t;iigh pressure and the lap belt is driven to provide ventral area pressure variation. Somatic system
stimith are provided by causing the surface positions of these cells to be ,lried independently under
computer control. A general-purpose research-oriented drive model t orporating six basic drive
concepts and easily accessed control parameters Permitting concept bler iing !' is been developed for
cell excursion control. Development phase findings germane to the problen oi developing a system
suitable tOr somatic system stimulus production as well as prelinnnary o!,servations concerning the
ability of this system to induce kinesthetic sensation are presented.

. The word somatic refers to the body walls or framework of the body. Somatic receptors
respond to mechanical stimulation of the skin and underlying tissues, rotaffm ot oending of joints,
temperature changes. and possibly sonic chemical changes. The somatic system iF referenced in this
report as the haptic system, or the tactile (touchnse.

flowever, in the general sense, it is the omatic system which is being stimulated by the 6-seat.
as somatic receptors respond to sensations ot not only touch. but also pressure and the awareness of
the position and movements of the pat-K-of the body ( proprioception). (60 pp.)

513 Faconti, V., & Epps, R. Advanced simulation in undergraduate pilot training: automatic
instructional system. AFIIRL-TR-75-59(1V), A1)-A017 165. Wright-Patterson AFB, OH: Advanced
Systems Division, October 1975. Project 1192, Contract F33615-71-C-1255, Singer-Simulation
Products Division1SPD). NTIS. This report describes the automated instructional systeM designed for
the ASUPT simulator. Each hardware and software e1eu11kt is described with emphasis given in areas
which presented significant design problems such as manuaPpage preparation. data recording. prepro-
gramming. etc. The system is the implementation of concepts investigated in the report. Automated
Instructicw and PerfOrmance .11witothig Flight Simulation ( A Fl I RE-TR-69-2Q ).

The Asun system included requirements fOr. capabilities related to performing research in
training technology. in order to accomplish this. AFIIRL established the need for the most
sophisticated repertoire of instructional features ever included in a flight training system. The features
covered in this category are designed to enhance die training effectiveness of the device, or more
precisely, provide tesearch capability in this area. The systems are designed to implement the
concepts of learning theory. These include such concepts as performance feedback, knowledge of
results. positive reinforcement. etc. TIds teport describes the resulting system in an overall manner
taid discusses certain areas in more detail due to the unique design problem presented. (68 pp.)

514 Beardsley, H., Bunker, W., Eibeck. A., Juhlin. J., Kelo , W., Page:J., & Shaffer; L. Advanced
simulation in undergxaduate pilot training: computer image generatinn. f HRL-TR-75-59(V).
AD-A022 251. Wright-Pattersoh AFB, OH: Advanced Systems Division. November 1975. Project
1192, Contract F33615-72-C-1717, General Electric Company. NTIS. This report describes the
Computer Image Genera,tion System develope.d for the Advanced System for Undergraduate Pilot
Trainine Program. The system has bem installed and-will he operated at Williams AFB, Arizona.

The Advanced Simulation for Undergraduate Pilot Training ( ASUPT) system is an advanced
simulation system that will he used in a research pr-ogram by the Air Foree Human Resources
Laboratory (AFIIRL) to investigate the simulator role in future Undergraduate Pilot Training
programs. The ASUPT simulates the Air Force's primary jet 'rritter, the Cessna T-3713 aircraft. A
Computer Image Generator (CIG) system has been developed under All I RI. contract
133615-72-C-1717 to the General Flectric Company to provide for a visual simulation of the terrain
anti other aircraft for research operations in the T-3713 au-craft simulator. This C1G development
represents an advancement in image gcneiation technology frir visual sinmlat ion.

The purpose ot this report is to-document the technical development and capabilities of this
.AS1 TI visual simulation system (and therehy, its telfted technology area) for dissemination to
interested and concedied Air Force .ind Department of Defense personnel and the scientific
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community. Tl Us report progressively discusses the origin of the ASUPT program and its CR; visual
system requirement, the requirements placed upon the system, a physical and functional operation
desk:Option of the sysini, noteworthy special sytem features, and system acceptance results. (274 pp.)

515 Nass, L., Seats, P., & Albery, W.h. Advanced simulation in undergraduate pilot trairing: visual
display development. AFIIRL-TR-75-5:)(VD, AD-A022 962. Wright-Patterson AFB, OH: Advanced
Systems Division, December 1975. Project 1192, Contract F33615-71-C-1255, Singer-Simulation
Products Division (SPD). NTIS. Visual simulation and its application to flying training is in its
infancy. The development of the two visual display systems including the infinity optics, support
structures, and 36-inch diameter (the world's largest) cathode ray tubes described in this repoit has
already produced a worthwhile legacy to the state of the art of visual simulation.

\ The development of the visual display systems for the advanced simulator for undergraduate
(ASUPT)as generally described as three separate efforts: (a) in-line infinity optics, or

pancake window development.(b) dodecahedron structure development, and ( c) cathode ray tube
(('RT) development.

The genesis of all Once of these efforts represents individual contributions to the state of the
art. The pancake windows are the largest of their kind ever developed. The simulator for air-to-air
combat employs sinfilar windows, structures, and CRTs but the windows and CRTs are scaled-down
versions of the ASUPT designs. The ASUPT visual display structures were tested under dynamic
conditions on a motion platform in early 1972: the structural integrity of the dodecahedron design
was verified. The CRTs represent. perhaps, the most important element of the ASUPT. For it is the
remarkable development of these, the world's largest, hand-crafted TV tubes that not only paced the
entire progress orthe program. hut also provided the ASUPT with its "eyes and made it the valuable
aSSet that it is today. (122 pp.)

516 Lamon, D.F., & Terry, C. Advanced simulation in undergraduate pilot training: systems
integration. AFIIRL-TR-75-59( VII), AD-A0i7 210. Wright-Patterson AFB, OH: Advanced Systems

.0ctober 1975. Project 1192, Contract F33615-72-C-1557, Singer-Simulation Products
Division (SPD). NTIS. Problems and solutions during integration of the ASUPT basic simulator with
the computer image generation (('I(;) visual system are described. Problems such as spin, stall,
attitude control, and timing synchroiniation are addressed along with the methods and techniques
employed to upgrade the basic simulator dynamics to meet the resolution and response fidelity
required for smooth, responsive visual imagery. 0( pp.)

517 Hunter, D.R. Development of an enlisted psychomotor/perceptual test battery.. AFHRL-TR-
75-60, AD-A020 544. Lack land AFB, TX: Personnel Research Division. November 1975. Project
7719. NT1S. A battery of seven psychomotor/perceptual tests, -developed by Biotechnology.
Incorporated, of Falls Church, VirOnia. was administered to 380 airmen assigned to the 3701
Personnel Processing Squadron at Lackland Air Fotec Base, Texas. A paper-and-pencil battery of 21
tests w aS ako act.' t I) the airmen.

The ohte:tives of the ploject were to determine the psychometric cl;tiracteristics of the
ps:,chotnotor perceptual battery and to compare the JVI fof Malice of "high andr"low" ability airmen
(as determined by .Armed Forces QualitiLation Test scOres).

Analysis of jhe data indicated that Cie measures obtained from the psychomotor/perceptual
liat ter% \A Cr(' venerally highly reliable. Factor iinalyses resulted in the identification of six factors that
\sere specific tu the psychomolioqperceptual battery, fOur faCtors that were specific to the
i'Velmd-Pcncll measure,. CI d one 1;mm that w;is emiunon to both bat teries.

The sample of sul as divided into upper and lower groups based upon-AI:Ur scores. The
pet:, mAuce ii upr, ours (,n ihe and psyChomotor/perceplual
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Batteries was compared arid difference, evaluated for statistical significance. It was found that tile
differences between the upper and lower, groups were generally much smaller on the
psychomotor/perceptual tests that, on the paper-and-pencil measures.

Recommendations fot subsequent research and development are given. (46 pp.)

518 Foley, J.P., Jr. Criterion referenced measures of technical proficiency in maintenance activities.
AFIIRL-TR-75-61, A9-A016 420. Wright-Patterson AFB, Oil: Advanced Systems Division, October
1975. Project 1710. NT1S. This paper concerns instruments used in the determination of how
efficiently maintenance men perform the various tasks of their jobs. Currently, a great deal of relianty.:
is placed on unvaiidated knowled. tests, theory tests, school marks, and supervisor's ratings fo:- such
0.1ermination. This paper presents a composite of the results of such instruments. These results
iAicate that diese measurement instruments have low empirical validity. The limitations or
traditional systems effectiveness measures are also discussed. The limitations of all these measurement
plocedures are not widely known by tnaintenance supervisors, training managers and maintenance
instructors. Although job task performance tests (JTPT) have higher empirical vain,Ay, such tests
have had vety limfted itse because of their relatively high cost in time, personnel and equipment. As a
iesult of die foregoing findings. the Air Force Human Resources Laboratory (AFIIRL) supported a
seiks it eft orts to develop better criterion referenced JTPT, and to attempt the development of
paper and pencil symbolic substitute tests of high empirical validity.

The paper describes the model battery of 48 criterion rel'erenced JTPT, which has been
de.,.clop,:d to :over all key maintenance activities, such as checkout. align/adjust. remove/replace.
troubleshooting, test equipment and soldering. During this development many factors were
considered including the identification and classification of tasks to bc measured, the hierarchal
relationship of maintenance tasks, the roost effective order of their measurement and the ease of test
adininistration This battery was developed as a modetTiTITPT to be used on the job and in training.

It was also intended as a battery of criterion tests for the validation of paper and pencil
symbolic substitute tests. Batter:. f graphic and video symbolic substitute tests were developed and
glven limited validations. The validation of graphic sywbolic substitute tests indicated that the
symbolics for all activities with the exception of soldeo.tg, have promise. The paper discusses the
requirements for additional refinement and validation for the various graphic teAs. An unsuccessful
effort to develop video symbolic tests is also mentioned. Suggestions are made for the apPlication of
criterion referenced MI' for the improvement of maintenance efficiency. (10 pp.)

519 De Vries. PAL Jr., Yakimo, R., Cuein, J.G,, & NicKenzie, J.F., Jr. UndeTraduate navigator
training attrition study. AHIRL-TR-75-62, AD-A020 115. Williams AFB, AZ: Flying Training
Division, November 1975. Project 1123, Contract F4l609-73-C-0036, McDonnell Douglas
Astronautics Co East NTIS. This study was designed to identity and define the factors which
contribute to undergr.Lluate navigator trainine (LINT) attrition and 10 present recommendations to
reduce the effects of- those factors. Longitudimd data were ct,Ilected from six UNT classes and
augmented with ct oss-sectional data from a sampl.:', or 15 tIN r classes. The student data are composed
of the results of interviews, a test hat tery and record ititrinat ion. In addition, a sample of instructors
VaS in terviev, and tested. Data analysis provided evidence to support recommendations in the areas
of selection, course modification and Air Force policy.1164 pp.)

520 Carpenter. J.B.. Giorgia, Mi.. & McFarland. B.P. Comparative analysis of the relaCve validity
for subjectiv& time rating scales. AFIIRL-TR-75-63, AD-A017 842. Lackland AFB, TX: Occupational
and Manpov,er Research Division, December 1975. Project. 7734. NT1S. This report sumnianies the
results rd. two separate investigations aimed at determining the inherent accuracy of derived job
descriptions. Sninci !h.: accuracy and validity of occnpational data may be differentially affected by
the Litnie scale tormat einplo.ed in eatheting the data, the first phase of the :esealch reported
incorporates 11,.i,otlicrical lob descriptions front which accurate criterion data could be eenerated.
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actmtres Aas cx mined to determine the relationship of such variables with job attitudes (i.e.,
reenlistment intent and 'oh satisfaction). Tennis. fishing. hard roix mu.sa.:. and country/western music
were :on.ah,!. those predictors that sipiricintly correlated with job ar'itudes. Swimming, fishing and

wc re also found to he the trios, popular sports whereas golf and tennis were the least
popular. Some variation ill the order tc popularity as noted between first-term and career airmen.
lliiever, the .ictivity predictors oril sliglith, contributed to the prediction or job altitudes when a

measure of. lob tenure lac.. tone In seivreel v.as held constant. ( pp.)

524 Koyin, K.G. Development of physical demand profiles for four airman career ladders.
.AFIIRL-TR-75-67, AD-A020 118. Lack land APB, IX: Occupational and Manpower Research
Division, November 1975. Project 7734. NT1S. Hie purpose of this study was to examine the
leasibility (it est nnat ing physical demands in jobs using incumbent ratings. and to compare physical
demand prohles tor four career ladders. Joh incumhenrs were asked to rate 10 Aysical characteristicx
at 1 6 lifting (equirements on the .,mount of physical demand present in their johs. High interrater
relialuht estimates weft obtained in each ladder [dative to the physical demand ratings. Mean
lllstcal dem.nul ratings were plot ted (i.e., profiled) and compared. Analyses of variance reflected
snuillicant Illc;111 :itIcrenc...., among ihe career ladders for 14 nr the physical demands investigated.
holdes for lirst-teon :tint careerist airtner, were compared war- within and acrom career ladder
correlatronal analyses. lire thin) ladder groupings ot first-ft:1.0 :Ind careerist :firmer] produced
substantially higher , iurelations than profiles tor across ladder groupings of first-term and careerist
airmen, ft appe.us leasihle to obrain physical demand data hom joh itudiribents. (20 pp.)

6'5 Smith, F.A., Hall, lW., & Mattson. J.lt. Techniques for generating ins(ructional slides.
Al)-A020 543. Lowry APB. (O: Technical Training I)ivision, Novunber 1975.

Project 1121. N HS. Hie visiads used in carrels in learning centers arc normilly produced in one of
hu uhICCIS Ur pro::cdurcs. They may he drawings rendered hy a

speiaah-ii. I he thud type, ionl the kme id particular relevance in this report, ine the images
be prepared on I liesu sk.nliki he inieshons, verhal rwthries, key

"'her content that can be (Tared by y ping. Vv-hrle this type of ',Ur.: is common in
Hu:trill's_ the lan.e !hem rrtlluuretr III 111dIvidllah/cd ii,trtrcttorr W;II rants

!Hh rthot m It velopmg in ellic1(111 ;111(1 (.110(211 11101111(1 I produeing (hem

\lIniji
:t(icplAhic

Ihr, 11(111(.41, 1111`, Ittl(11 (1("A:11heS ',(1111e 1(',1 111;11 might lacditate the production
rise m Itarkrwr prrwrant,, lire whirmalkm is organiied trio initial sections:

desi :dune 1m1:1111nr' mid Ihe prep:11;11km rrt copy for slides lollowed hy sections (test:ninny, how this
red oi the preparation id slides mili/ing la) ortho or high contrast lihn. (1)1 diaio type

and (d) is,atrve final chapter describes the caphoniny
:I Imilme 1,1 Ire,lindk mai wliiencL",.(:'" pp.)

S.1.6 Spangenberg R W., ,A Smith, P.A. Handbook for the design and implementatbm of Air Pok.e
learning center programs. AFIIRIAR-75-(n9, Al),1028 623. Lowry APB, ((). 'technical 'training

1)ecember 1975, Project 1121. N HS, Ihr, report provides guidance rn designing, :Ind
11111,1(111(111111,' 11(.11(111111111((' 1/11(.111011 10111111111' (V1111.1 pl(WIAM 1111 Air [MC(' 1111111111r. Sections are
entIlleil (to-111.11nm. I .1.11drilmig .1 I einifirirr Prep,rrAlrurr, Vierb Crmr.twip.

11,.11 1,11yrrirkiwkl am: Carrel 1A-agri. l'hy.ai il Ham, anti Quality
111.111 , , ommendatiorn, cornliraons, 11,e.ed on the 111111'111 ',1;1101111hY.1111, ;110

III .1 1111,11' 111,111Incl MAIO; .1,1(101101.11 n"o MI( I". .Irr crred rirrr,e whir de.,pe'liii, .pe, id III .1111(111,11;d tint 1..II,",, as applied to learnon, renter progranr,. (.110
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527 Miller, G.G., & Gardner E.M. Advanced simulator performance specification for an F-111 test
station. AFHRL-TR-75-70, AD-A025 853. Lowry AFB, CO: Technical Training Division, November
1975. Project 1121. NTIS. This report contains performance specifications for a maintenano:
siandator to he used to train operation and maintenance of the 6883 Converter/Flight Controls Test
Station for the F-I II airci.ift. The maintenance simulator will he used in Air Force resident training
to train technicians t perform intermediate level (I-level) maintenance tasks. The performance
specification is the first phas: if an effort to develop a prototype simulator. An improved technique
ttr gathei task analytic data for making functional fidelity decisimk is discussed. The basic design
approach reported herein centers around a simulator that will look like the real equipment and
exl. bit psychologically similar outputs. hut will not require the complex internal circuitry. (82 pp.)

528 Ward, 'r.. & Ilaltman, II.P. Computer-based enlistment quota reservation system using the
general data management system 2000: programming and implementation details. AFIIRL-TR-75-71,
AD-A021 340. Lacklah AFB, TX: Occupational and.Manpower Research Division, December 1975.
Project 2077. NTIS. This report describes the capabilities and gives a step-by-step guide to the
implementation of a computer-hased quota reservation system using the general data management
System 200(1 The system was designed as a feasibility demonstration for the Air Force Recruiting
Service staff. Operational commands are described which allow a user to search the data base to
locate enlistment openings. The user can also reserve an enlistment opening when the applicant is
ready to accept a position. Management ';ummary commands are available that stimmarize openings
and enlistments by Air Force specialty code, aptitude ruea and other categories.

The implementation steps involve defining the data base, loading the enlistment-type
information, attaching the previously reserved applicants, and defining the special functions and
comments.

Of particular interest is the technique for easily developing and modifying comments to he used
i sending messages from the computer to the user using only System 2000 language.

A general data management system such as Systrmi 2000 crin be a useful tool fOr rapid
incremental development of a wide variety of managetrent information systems. (62 pp.)

529 Smith, B.A., Waters, 11.1.., & Edwar,:., 11J. Cognitive pretraining of the T-37 overhead traffic
pattern. AFI1RL-TR-75-72, Al) A026 118, Williams AFB, AZ: Flying Training Division, December
1975. Project 1123. NTIS. TIns study investigated the utility of a cognitive pretraining instructional
package to the training of the T-37 overhead t raffle pattern used in Air Force undergraduate pilot

(UPT). A multi-media package was prepared following instructional systems development
1! procedutes. The package included a programmed text, sound/slide hdeling, 8min 'notion
Hc.r tune equence and a 49 dciii multiple-choice criterion measure. Instructional material was validated
%Lir three I !PT classes at William,: AFE, Ad/011a.

An evaluation of the e 11eSS of the instructional package was performed using two
student sections from class 16-0:, In 1 each) as experimental (E) and control (C) groups. Critetion
t e s t sofie!, and i n t l i ) , l i t T-37 in luctor pilot rated performanw were used as dependent variables.
Result , showed consistent, sugnificantly better st udent per formance on all measures hy E, particularly
m early training. Ovetah, the instructional program significantly improved the student piloEs
recognition iii Heal cues. increawil i intent knowledge, confidence. and coordination as rated by
die nisi! uctoi pilots, and resultcd um an avetage of two less flights per subject to attain criterion
pia humance on the tre.k.

The author, recommend implementation of the cogHtive pretra.iling package into the Hi
cumeulum thioughom Air "I taining Command (At(.) and that All apply the conceit: of cognitive

lawilig in Ole develupinew it ciarienlinn to train other complex psychomouor tas).'.. The
IcAnmue apped,,,i,, I hodm efficient and cost-ellective. (`50~',
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530 Kantor, J,E., & Guinn, N. Comparison of performance and career progression of high school
graduates and non-gaduates in the Air Force. ARIRL-TR-75-73, AD-A022 973. Lack land AFB, TX:
Personnel Research Division, December 1975. Project 7719. NTIS. The performance and career
progression or a sample of 20,705 airmen were niorntored throughout their lin tial tour of service. For
comparative purposes. this sample was divided into high school graduate and non-graduate groups and
further suhdivided by Armed Forces Qualification Test (AFQT) mental categories. Points 01
comparison included: disposition f rom basic military :mil technical training, attainment of skill levels.
nunther of disciplinary actions anti utisuitability disch,nges, and reenlistment decision. On almost all
metrAres. high school graduates constituted a significantly more successful military group than did
the non-graduates. and among the non-graduates, in terms of mental category subgroups. there were
almost no differences in performance. In iiddition, the effects of. varying enlistment requirementsOn

this sample are plesentcd, and at tention was directed toward determining which non-graduates might
he belief risks than others for Military service. (20 No

531 Headquarters Air Force Human Resources Laboratory. Fiscal Year 1977 .-Air Force technical
Objective document. AFIIRL-TR-75-74, AD-A018 750. Brooks AF11, TX: Headquarters Air Force
Human Resources Laboratory, December 1975. (Covers all AFIIRL projeds). NTIS. This document
provides the academie and industrial R&D community with a summary of the teclimcal area
irbiect Ives of Air Fr rice research in the field ol !nitwit iesoinces. The ;fleas covered are: (a) Personnel
Sv't_,in I ffli/ation: (h) I:Lineation and Tiaining echnology: (c) Pefformance
I.valuation. and (d) Human Resources Data and Systems Desi!.in and Operation. (20 pp.)

532 Filinger, R.11., & I Iill, P.W. Investigation f electronic generation of visual images for Ai7 Force
tedmical training. AFIIRL-TR-75-75, AD-A026 119. Lowry AE11, (O., "FechnicA Training I)ivision.
1)ecember 1975. Project 1121. NTIS. Conventional appioaches to at softv.ine irreparm liii

11( 11111rC1 SlIWIC1C111 to Well increased visual lequilements cleated by implementation
in d (1 1.ra i ie d learning systems. The problem rests primmilv ,:ith conventional medurdirloyies..

elec! pink: image genclal v..as investigated as a possible alternative. A piototype. expeumental
device, the Scanimme---,(10, designed and hull1 by the Computer Image Collimation. Denvei.
Colorado, !AA!, nivr-ffrated. liii. Scanimate Mies photomaphil.:!, television. and compute! CICCI )111i

h'ClInnin,,'11", prruluce hiiiiri slides !as an end poiduct This ieport covers a 60-day evaluation of ihe
pirrtol, pc device m iii !!!!ciatimial selling alter a year of lest:arch illil developm" Results indicale
developing technoltury with a methodology still lawely undefined, 1.1!..ctornr,: image generalion
proved viable hir certain slide categories etliecially lepealed the of hash: viwil eleinents was
necet.',ar, thL'11,S111C, 111)11WIlk.L11111e, CIC.). It Vo111111 11()1 ht! 11111CaYindldc 1i) cdiiihin 11111

1111 total leimirement could fre elect ronically piocessed efficienily and
light ploil !whims wei t. accomplished thnunr 1111: (Akhy pcnmd W1111 valvill!: Hi

)1 A HHI:Idt'l. C0,111111H0,1 11"it..:11ill el 1,111 I n 1CCI Ii It'dilluk)rICA
( 14 pp.)

(;.I.. A iit,icedurtt fitr estimating viirlillitiont and cost fact(Irs tit
Potential .11.1M1( host A1.111t1.- FIZ-75-7(). l)-A025 84'). Lacklitnd A111, I X. l'cr,onnel
lesearch 1975. 1)ri)jeci 771(), N HS, 111r, writ r. H wilt-, lit-xi ihni1.(.1)

ult IIR 111(.11I ;Intl h) iclationships her
ilic cineria rind !yam! oi!. envoi riimenkd ,nid ch;ii,delcrhi I lriect iv ii thr. lepolt !.% .i .. to

velop ine !hi 1,1 udctil enrollments .ind trrial opetating costs at prirspei five site
Ilan" iiiiuliitiniiuj iire.raires vvhii:11 v.cr- easil updalml. Slimi ii mulriple remi".'arrn

ii lk! I he picilictor. %11.10 (1111',H 1, 1 111c 11 1 tr. h valithlv
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534 Hendrix, & Ward, JAL, Jr. Preferred job assignment effect on job satisfaction.
AFIIRL-TR-75-77. AD-A021 341. Lack land APB, TX: Occupational and NIanpower Research
Division, December 1975. Project 2077. NTIS.:Flie current post-enlistoo,,r ...tunent process used
h, the Au Flice tel 1111K ccluits iii nidicate three jot) preference,. 'r i. rt foensed (in this
ploc'ess of inilicatitur pieference, :Ind attempted to answer the questii 5 h. _tr indicating an Air
Force specialty I AFS) pieteience and suhsequently being assigned to ') preference selected,
et eeted lob satisfaction. Suhjects were first term airmen (females = 4,156, maks = 15,(t00) who had
completed. dutin.,t their first tour of duty. a job inventory which contained three items related to job
satisfaction, A series of analyses were performed in order to see it' the preferentx selection process.
was telated to the thiee ineaswes of (ol) satisfaction. Results indicated that the preference selection
piocess \s:1',, related (p .011 to tv.o of the joh satisfaction scales. The question of practical

.sienificanyc s. raised recommendations of fered. (16 pp.)

535 Weeks, 1.1. Nlullins, & 101. Ainnan classification batteries from 1948 to 1975: a
resiew and evaluation. AFIIRL-TR-75-78, AD-A026 470. Lackland Ant, TX: Personnel Research
Disision, December 1975. Project 7719. N115 . From 194X to Il/75, the United Stare; Air Force

eil len lhilerelit multiple :quintile batteries for the purpose id either classifying L)I. selectiiri
,111,1 111- the different bat teries is deschhed and evaluated in
icons ot standaidtiation. reIi,iluhit . nul validity. (5o pp.)

536 Catsmi, & Goody, K. \latching job education requirements with caiidid:itcs edumtional
tit tainments a pilot methodtdogicd study. AFIIRL-TR-75-79, Al)-A025 214. Lackland AFIL TX:
(kcupational and \lanpover Research Division, Ikcember 1975. Project 7734. NTIS. The traditional
methods to, dircumeluirui educational ,ichievernents have limited application for presehhing desirahle
:Ord malidairrry educational pielequishes ii seiyice hi the various id I Ler ntili/ation fields. Theie is

..tandahl teinuordoey rri hrimat I rri the vahous colleyes thioughout the I. iiited States of Ainelica.
and sir the college Iransciipt is in amluguirns document. 1 his ty pont desehhes an education piotile
that sa',11eVe11/11C11 to (111111.1 elhiCal11111.11;lchiCVY111elik ill ',1simple. stah,rard. quantified
huinat. It v.:v. Htuith that the data in college ualischpts could hc condensed into these profiles with a
lii1iiIesictieIl,Jhihl,.

,Imple could rale. Yvith a hiyh degiee of hitch:tie!
relfahilit Lidlecntril I iftli little ii eihicational suitalulity lot service in the Administiative
()lifter I hhiation lick! (..11 7H\\). hirthermore. reytession ;utak sis estahlished that these

mai cririld he salistachin, duplkated hy mathernallyal
c,piaturii ri,rng a hunted numhet ol aspect-, or the Cl.111C;:111111

I lir, lik.111.41,11,..11. al ',Hills . hidiR. lhe ',1111111C 1/1 1.11C1'. list Was 11111 raill1.11111..111,1

111111/.111,111 field ssi iiIhiei 1110AeyCl. the 1,2'.1111, JR 11111C1C1111y C11HVII1C1111 '

1111111C1 1,'c'.11C11 PIC 1111.1111:', 'alppl.111r11 lii It...Pal/11M 1/1 lleVC1Up111'.' Wile'. (11 111.1111C111:111Cal

111..11 11! 11(011 Cd(lt:111,/11 rink!" 111Calll/11.11 'M11,11,1111\ 111,1tAl', 1111 each 111

,11 L11111/.111,111 till 11.."

537 Stacy, 1.1. I,etermination of officer p,radc reqtfirements by
inanatrement engineering teams, A 1.11R1.-1 R-75.80. D-A025 309, Lackland Ili, TX: t)ectipational
and \falijorsser Research Division, December 1975. Project 7734. N I IS. riagement ongineenni.
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utiliting the nine-variable regression eq'uation. These scores werecorrelated with the criterion hoard
ratings on the same jobs. producing a validity coefficient of .90. An interrater reliability of .95 On the
total 2,172 jobs was obtained for these raters. These results indicate that N1F.Ts Lan reliably late
officer jobs for dctcimination Ade and can accurately Rplicate the eritOri0I1 board ratings.

Reconnuendarions were made for operational implementation and for further research to
provide a more stable glade conveision table ;hid to determine the total distribution of non-ailerew
officer grade requirements. (35 pp.)

538 Gardner, E.M., & McKnight, LR. Development of a plasma panel hard copy unit.
AF11RL-TR-75-81, AD-A026 120. Lowry AIM, CO: Technical Training Division, December 1975.
Project 1121. NT1S. This report describes an investigation of a technique for producing paper copies
of instructional computer terminal displays. Such a device appears to be a useful adjunct for the
development Of computer :misted instructional programs by authors. A digital device was shnulated
with Ji minicomputer, the techinques used to cruistruct this device are described in this technical
report. txamples of the hard copy produced and a d scription of the computer program used in the
simulation are included in,the report , (22 pp.j

539 hdey, J.P., Jr. A proposed modified technical order system and its impact on maintenance,
personnel and training. AFI1RLTR-75-82, AD-A022 252. Wright-Patterson MAL 011: Advanced
Systems Division, December 1975. l'roject 1710. NT1S. This study represents an effort to synthesize
die lesults of job performance aids and job-oriented training research together with promising
potentials both proven and hypothesized. The categories of infinanation and directions found in
current maintenance technical orders (10) are identihed and classified. Their relationships to
Unproved categories of data are indicated. The hnproved categories art [mind in fully proceduralized
job performance aids (1:111'A) tot non-troubleshooting (non-TS) and troubleshooting (TS) tasks, as
well as in maintenance dependency chart (MI)(') hased aids for IS. Each category is considered in
light of its imique contribution, (II' potential contribution, to improved maintenanix when used by
maintenance personnel with various levels of aptitudes. training and experience. The potential gains
from the comhunng of FIIPA technology with job oriented training are discussed. Throughout the
leport. the fact is emphasiied 'that hoth techrodogies are based on the systematic identification of
maintenance tasks and the appropriate analyses of such tasks. Lach category of data is, also.
colrildinid ;IS lo it utility for other users of TO categories; such as, supply and transportation
specialists, operators, enginecis, administrators, training special:As, and trainees. This systematic
LAI IRA WOW of maintenance, 'DI, training. pcisonnel and user fact Ifs resulted ri a list of preferred .10
,alegories Iricli would improve maintenance hut still meet the I ieeds of other lltiers. Tlie preferred
categoric', are: (1) FP.IPA for non-TS tasks (job griide manuals), (2) FIIPA for TS tasks, (3) MDC
sith pictorial locators, (.1) keyed schematics () keyed information, (6) pictorials with locator grids,
(7) aiicialt wiring diagrams, (5I illustrated parts breakdowns OPID, and (9) preservation, shipping and
',Image inhumation. Die state-of-the-art will support the iminediate implementation of all of the
,aiegOnes except ITIPA Ion TS. they ale now In advallo.'d development and should soon he ready
I or implementation. The systematic considerati fig; of this study provide the bases fin
recommendations concerning imulemenration f stateof-the.art tot) peilOrmance aids technolor.,

for !miller rewardi and development of olhel areas 'Muhl ;IS Ihe Collphillt., ut FP.IPA and jot)
(mewed (mining technologies. A:. WWI any Voulk if lii, hind the p101etlIDM, tnpeelally Ihr

polht-,rt., " \11.'111 ,!Npr'rClIcY!,, nisigluis, ;old (10 pp,)

540 St4phenson, Burkett, J.R. Analv'i of the Air Force on-the-oh training 5., stem.
.Al !SRI .1R-75-).;.). loyyrs AlIt, 1 0: leehnie.,:s. fir. ining Ifecember 1975 Project 1121,
( oniraet 1.4161P/72( 0016, ,Nmerican Instituteg foi Research, NI1S. A system analysi . of the Ail
Ion p ()I I n nlit it \WI mi,ui ,11 II.' ,,,IihI11, ,01,1



hundreds ot supcicisors and trainees, 17 problem areas were identified. The nature of_each problem
arca Was defined by the reaction of %cork-center superintendents and OFF administrators to 75
specific suggesti(ns for methods of impioving the OJT program in the Air Force. Additional
information about problem areas was obtained by analyzing survey data collected by the Air Force
OJT Advisory Service in then 14)73 survey of 1,592 OJT supervisors and 1,580 trainees, and by
analyzing a small amount of questionnaire data collected by the authors. Thirty tentative conclusions
were drawn. Specific reconnnendationsfOr program changes were made, including recommendations

for field test and surveys to validate those conclusions that require additional inhumation prior to
ss ide-scale implementat on. (11(1 pp.)
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(CODAP); 223, 249, 273, 274, 275, 299, 317,
377, 379, 410, 411, 412, 466, 467, 481, 520,
522

compressed speech: 347
computitional linguistics: 372
computational techniques: 45, 46, 126
coniptned displays: 52
computer-aided instruction: 49, 73, 74, 167, 278
computer-aided research: 74
computer-assisted instruction (('AI): 47, 106, 212,

221, 321, 350, 4(A, 420, 448, 464
computer. assisted research strategy: 73
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computer-based instruction (CBI): 106, 221, 222,
292 293 369 448

computer-based persOnnel system: 389, 528
computer-based systems data: 156..

-computer:based testing: 472
coniputer-controlled: 464' ,

computer data runs: 216
computer dialogue: 420
computer generated images: 52
computer generated troubleshooting trees:339,

340

computer image generation: 94, 142, 180, 492,
510, 514

computermanaged instruction OW 106, 221,
285, 298,448

computeroperator: 93
computer programming: 62, 63,404
domputer programs: 59, 410, 411, 412
computer programs used in job analysis:.249
computer simulation: 423
computer systems: 409
computer techniques: 11, 17, 20, 35, 36, 37, 77,

82, 83, 93,,120
computertechnology applications: 47
computer terminal: 106, 538
comruterized clustering procedures: 249
computerized counseling: 250
compulerized diagramming: 249
computerized job analysis techniques: 249
computerized simulation: 228
computerized testing: 371
computers: 285, 298, 538
computers for training: 167
computers in education: 167
concensus ratings: 92
concept acquisition: 293
conceptual phase: 416
concomitant variable analysis: 211
condensation of WA data: 331
confidence tesrng: 163, 164, 165, 166, 430
connection technique: 497, 498
contingency management: 327, 328, 344, 455,456
continuing education: 216, 217
continuing education courses; 48
continuing education methods: 48
continuing education nePds: 48
continuing educational systems: 216
continuing engineering studies: 217
contouring: 512
control card: 502
COWS bases: 363



CONUS bases/stations: 501
CONUS Vietnamese' training: )9
conversion proceduies: 30 .

conversion tgbles: 57
coolinr
copirv wit!I dir traction: 490, 497
Corncl iii i.:tion studies: 297
correctioh guessing: 204
correction restrictions of range: 27, 251
correlations: 252;368
cost: 188, 22'7
cost analysis: 316., 357, 400, 409, 462
cost-efftctiveness: 11, 33, 100, 316, 462, 483
cost models: 357, 400, 483
costs or Instruction: 68, 69
counseling: 250, 286
wunterinsurgency: 64-
course developmeht: 197, 240
course evaluation: 1 t39,,, 200, 323
course modification: 240
course training methodology: 53
courseware preparation: 526
courts-martial: 465
creativity: 397
credit unions: 407
crew coordination: 450
crew coordination training: 451
criterion: 224
criterion accouRtability: 507
criterion comparison (CR1COM) values: 520
criterion development: 485, 537
criterion group discrimination: 147
criterion objectives: 195, 197
criterion referenced measures: 95
criterion referenced tests: 380, 381, 382,

384, 518
critical dimension: 468
critical task identification: 54, 55, 56
cross-application of trait weights: 376
cross.cultuial: 26, 270
cross-cultural instructional problems: 99
crosklagged correlation: 508
cross-rater validatkm: 23
CRT: 514
CRT displays: 190
CRT electronics: 180
CRT sweep generation: 514
cue onset: 511
cue termination: 511
cueing !limy: 172
cultural subgroup difference: 97
0111111blive percentare loss: 276

current awareness: 12
curriculum development: 197

data acquisition: 47
data acquisition subsystem: 444
data analysis: 173
data analysis computer programs: 249
data automation personnel: 377
data automation specialist: 93
data bank: 3
data base: 33, 100, 276, 460
data c-alibration/reduction: 192
data classification: 12
data collection: 17, 20, 24, 35,36, 37, 64, 77, 82,

83, 93, 120
data collection analysis systems: 439
data management system (DMS): 93, 373, 374,

429
data processing: 12, 157, 158, 159, 425
data processing machine operator: 93
data processing subsystem: 444
data services career ladder: 93
data sought: 440
data systems analysis and design career ladder: 93
data systems career field: 93 .

decision options: 482
decision trees: 183, 265, 454
demographic/cultural subgroup: 116
demographic-cultural variables: 97
demographic variables: 387
department of defense officer record exarnimition:

57
deployment: 290
depth of field measurement technique: 2

383, deseribing,function analysis: 50
descriptive models: 134
desertion: 304
desertion rates: 304
design alternatives: 155, 183, 265
design engineering: 60, 61
design engineering methods: 287
desirn options: 183, 265
design option decision trees: 287, 477, 478
design process: 60, 476, 477, 478
design to cost: 483
design trade off's: II, 443, 454
design trade studies: 416
desirable journeyman-level: 467
detachment effectiveness: 100
detachment effectiveness criteria: 316, 462
devices potentially for measurement : 440
diagnosing learning: 489,490
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diagramming by computer: 249
DIAGRM program: 249
dichotomous criteria: 322
difficulty: 80
diffusion characteristics: 101
digital avionics: 477
digital avionics information systent (DAIS): 483
digital computer models: 45, 46, 126
digital computer (PDp-8/L): 173
digital zomputers: 8, 514
digital devices: 538
'digital simulation: 8, 40, 94, 142
disbursement specialists (671X3): 467
disdiarge: 342,421
disciplinary actions: 4(5
discipline: 448
discriminant analysis: 277, 300
discriminative learning: 390
displacement effect:a 05
display devices: 5, 388
display flicker: 190 -
d:.;:,lays: 41, 403, 514, 538
dissatisfaction with military service: 503
distributions: 80, 110,290, 502
division of labor: 109
doctor's degree holders: 89
document retrieval systems: 279
DoD programs: 407
dodecahedron structur:: 515
down time: 448
draft: 360
draft-free environment. 263
draft-lottery: 108, 141, 161, 191, 220, 431
draft motivated: 179
draft-motivated trainee: 263
draft motivation: 191
draft non-eliOble: 141, 161, 220
draft pressure: 161, 220
draft vulnerability: 141, 431
drug abuse: 252, 272, 341, 461
drug abuser: 342, 421
drug effects: 301
drug use: 301, 364, 460
dual-level Presentadon of JPA data: 331
duties: 64, 81
duty AFSC: 17,20,24, 35, 36, 37,64, 77,82,83,

93, 120
duly categories: 120
duty occupational group: 89
duty statements: 83
duty-task list: 65
duty-task organization: 71
dynamic observation: 231

E type PCS move: 320
early-out: 290
edge: 468
education: 1, 42, 59, 90, 15,2, 189, 200, 201, 203,

210, 214, 227, 233, 289, 307, 312, 313, 323,
329,357,378,400,401,407,435,436

education and training: 62, 63, 66
education levels: 267, 341, 358, 386
education profile:. 536
education requirements: 76,-536
education system models: 134
edkation systems: 260, 408, 531
education technology: 233, 289, 312, 313
educational achievement: 276
educational credentials: 306
educational effects: 22, 57, 80, 103, 218, 335
educational facilities: 330, 486
educational level: 116, 140, 281
educational media: 169
educational needs: 48
educational opportunities: 303
educational programs: 48, 305; 306
educational requirements.determination: 134
educational research: 47
educational resources: 200
educational suitability index: 536
educational system design: 134
educational technology: 167, 278,435,436
educational variables: 27 [-
e ffo rt measurement: 488
18-year-old enlistees: .191
electro-optical imaOng systems: 492
electro-optical simulation: 492
electromechanical tests: 173
electron device: 5
electronic computer operator: 93
electronic computer repairman career ladder: 77
electronic equipment: 1, 404
electronic subsystem maintenance: 154
electronic troubleshooting: 404
electronic troubleshooting aids: 154
electronics aptitude: 274
electronics maintenance simulator: 13
electronics maintenance training: 13, 43, 53, 84,

95

electronics training: 404
electrostatic vidicon: 132
eligibility: 502
elimination: 453
eliinination rates: 57
enabling objectives: 195, 197 -

engineering design: 454
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engineering education and research: 47
engineers: 60,61
enlisted personnel: 201,202,206,210,214
enlisted promotions: 2411
enlistment: 110,307,3( 9,311,360
enlistment and unemployment: 311
enlistment behavior: 31:
enlistment incentives: 2 i7,3I1,358
enlistment motivation: 141 .

enlistment standards: 530
entering FPTAs by malfunction symptom: 331
environment: 468
environmental charactvristics: 533
environmental prefere Ices: 363,501
equal opportunity: 2(7,358,407
equipercentile conver ions: 57,485
equipment design: 54,55,56,60,61,162
equipment evaluation: 4
equity theory: 297
equivalence of judges: 452
equivalent scores: 57
error analysis: 8
error scores: 322
estimated grade value: 32
evaluating media: 169
evaluation: 188,279,369
evaluation of coworkers: 109
evaluation of WAPS factors: 246
event recording: 54
exchanges: 407
experience: 201,210,214
experience rating factor: 65
experimental and control groups: 86
experimental field review: 65
experimental psychological tests: 387

F-4 aircraft : 91
F-4E crew performance measurement: 442
F-11 IA aircraft: 13,53,84,95
F-111A aircraft performanc,e testing weapon

control systems: 43
F type PCS move: 319
faee: 468
facets of satisfaction: 445
facility maintenance: 62,63,66
factor analysis: 509
fatigue characteristics: 176
fault isolation: 339,340
feasibility: 279
feedback: 448
female: 496
HT: 433

Field-of-View: 266
field test: 78
field training: 419
fighter pilots: 300
fill: 385
final school grade: 116
finite-state automata: 212
fire control systems: 521
first-tetm airmen: 507
fit: 385
Eve-ski:Howl achievement rate!: 170
fixed purpose simulators (FPS): 458
flexilevel testing: 371
flitker: 190
flicker fusion: 190
flight data sensors: 192
flight engineer training: 135
flight monitoring: 149,314
flight simulation: 8,111,388,405,418,438
flight simulators: 10,111,403
flight tasks: 509
flight training: 3,366,413
flow index: 31
flying deficiency (FD): 453
flying phases: 440
flying skills: 354,434
flying skill taxonomy: 353,355,356
flying task taxonomy: 353,355,356
flying tasks: 354
flying tasks and skills: 353,356
flying training: 112,114, 115, 135,136, 137, 138,

156, 168, 195, 308, 326, 354, 405, 414, 415,
433,435,436,439,519

flying training research: 470,529
force modeling, enlisted: 391
force projection: 31
force structure quality: 267,358
forecast model: 250
forecasting: 319,320
forecasting reenlistments: 505
foreign students: 26
foreign training media: 99
foreign training research and development : 99
foreign training techniques: 99
formation flight trainer: 433
formation flying: 433
formation training: 194
FORTRAN: 410,411,4
forward air controller: 199
forward looking infrared: 2(19,450, 492
FPS vidicon: 132
fringe benefit evaluation: 395
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fully proceduralized job performance aids
(F^TPA): 241, 283, 284, 311, 473, 474, 475,
487, 539

fully procedutalized maintenance: 288
fully proceduralized maintenance technical data:

282, 473, 474, 475, 487, 539
fully proceduralized troubleshooting aids

(FPTSA): 241, 282, 283, 284, 331, 339, 340,
396, 473, 474, 475, 487, 539

functional account code: 564
future role of navigator-observer: 195

G-seat: 510, 512
gain index: 31
gains in test scores: 22, 57
gaming model: 502
gas bearing: 113
GAT:1 performance measures: 149, 314
GAT B: 493, 495
GCA training: 506
GED program: 305, 3D6
general aviation Lair...r: 509
general educationat development: 305, 306
general mental ability: 301
general ourpor.c simulAo:-s (GPS): 419, 458
generalized data oased !management system

(GDBMS): 373, 374, 429, 528
geographic areas: 358, 4%
geographical area of enlistment: 116, 141, 386
geogaphical preferences: 363, 501
G.I. Bill: 461
grade: 368
grade Has: 32
grade conversion: 537
grade levc1: 20
graduate L.redit: 48
graduate degree: 89
graduate degree programs: 89
graphic CRT display system preprogramming: 513
gray shade: 468
GRMBRS program: 249
ground based trainer: 413
ground cont rol : 516
round trainer: 119, 121; 182
ground training devices: 405, 418
ground truth specification: 40, 94, 142
group differences: 34
group overlap: 81
group membership programs: 249
group membership reports: 249
grouping proced.,, 249, 481
gmwth rate: 89

GRPMBR program: 249
guessing and test variance: 204
gunnery: 107
gunship: 209, 451

Hadamard functions: 126
hallucinogen: 301, 421
handbook development: 521
handbocks: 521
haptic cuing: 50
haptic system: 511, 512
hardware: 286
heidquarters-directed: 319
head-up display 151, 226
helicopter mechanic career ladder: 82
Herzberg two-factor theory. 297
heterogeneity: 120
hierarcldcal clustering: 324, 410,411,412
hierarchjcal,grcuping: 17, 20, 35, 36, 37, 64, 77,

81, 82, 83, 93, 120, 236, 249, 275, 337, 377,
481, 505

high-aptitude personnel: 386
high resolution: 266
high-resolution radar: 40, 94, 142
high-resolution TV: 132
high-resolution TV camera: 132
high-resolution TV monitor: 132
high-risk personnel: 479, 530
high-school dropouts: 220
high school equivalency: 305, 306
high school non-graduates: 530
high school testing: 296
high school testing program: 251
homogeneity. 120
human capital: 35.7, 400
human decision theory: 27
human engineering: 14, 60
human errors: 153
liumaii factors: 11,,60, 61, 102, 153, 155, 183,

234, 244, 366, 454, 457
human factors engineering: 1
human factors test and evaluation: 6, 9
i,um:in factors test management: 44
human factors testing: 14, 44, 88
human factors testing techniques: 44
human learning: 127, 169
human performance: 308,394
human pc iformance evaluation: 44, 215,457
human performance quantification: 153
human performance reliability: 153
human resource prediction: 398, 476, 482
human resource requirements: 416



human resources: 42, 244, 287, 457
human resources data: 60. 61, 155, 183, 234, 238,

265,416,521
human resources data systems design and

operation: 260, 408, 531
human resources parameters: 398, 476, 482
hybrid vidicon: 132
hypothetical low aptitude tasks: 75
Hysteresis synchronous: 113

illinnnation level on normal axis:10I
image intensifier, magnifying: 266_ .

image projection: 113
imaging systems displays: 492
immediate supervisors: 452
implementation plan: 444
importance-possibility scale: 109, 178, 229, 245
improved selection ratio: 27
improvement to SMK-23 simulator: 2
incentive management: 327, 328, 344, 455, 456
incentive motivation: 344, 352
incentive systems: 488
incentives: 205, 256, 269, 307, 309, 327, 328:

407, 455, 456
incline d-iMage plane: 174
income.in-kind: 395
indexes: 139, 333

individual differences: 189, 200, 292, 293, 321,
323,350, 397

in dividnal vs. group behavior: 92
individualized instruction: 221, 222, 285,

312, 313, 330, 336, 369, 486, 525
individwilized testing: ,37I
inducements: 110
industry survey: 217
infinite depth-of-tiekl: 174, 266
infinity display: 41
infinity display system: 51
infinity optics: 40.3, 510, 515
in .flight data acquisition: 192
in-llight vido recording: 4, 70, 107
information communication system (I('S): 429
M formation compkxity: 293
information feedback: 127
information management system: 389
information organization: 293
information processing: 434
information processing and retrieval; 47
intOrmation processing, ( human): 397
in format ion processing in nyinly 106

198,

information processing model: 406
information processing skills: 406
information retrieval: 12, 157; 15 8, 159
information retrieval systems: 279
information sequences: 292
information storage: 12, 157, 158, 159
information systems: 477
information theory: 378
information tree structure; 157, 159
information value: 446
infrared: 484
initial contact: 448
innovative educational methods: 217
input sources: 109
inscal: 293
inservice training: 448
institutional differences: 22
institutional research: 533
instruction: 68, 69, 280, 333, 334
instruction systems: 408, 531
instructional algorithms: 221
instructional data: 332, 333
instructional devices: 260, 408, 531
instructional environment: 420
instructional material: 369, 538
instru..tional measurement: 293
instv.L:tior, I methods: 293, 310
insti ztio al niodels: 329,
instructional m Ddes: 177
in.st ructional programs: 459
instructional resource allocation; 221
instructional sequences: 293
instructional strategies: 221
instruc tional system develo pment: 95, 170, 195,

197,333, 334,396,451,525, 529
instructional system development training: 332
instructional systems: 260, 280
instructional systems design: 135, 156, 279
instructional systems engineering: 195
;nstructional teclmology: 167, 233, 289, 312, 313,

378, 436, 449, 526'
instructional theory: 329
instructor evahiation; 90
instructor feedback: 67
instructor pilot characteristic: 453
instructor qualifications; 90
inst ructor training: 198, 394
instructors: 90, 448
iivitrinnent flying: 119, 121
lust niment t raining: 500
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instrumentality-expectancy theory: 297
insurance; 407
integrated logistics: 228
integration stepsize: 8
interaction detection in prediction systems: 261
interactive computing: 157, 158, 159'
intelligence operations career ladder: 36
intercorrelation matrices: 30
intercorrela',ions: 22, 80, 103, 218,322, 335
interest inventories: 297
interest measurement: 187
internal consistency: 103, 160, 218;335
interrater reliability: 274, 485, 524, 537
interview methods: 71
interview types: 71
interviewees: 71
inteiviews: 38, 201, 202, 286
intraclass correlation: 92
inventory: 83
inventory management career ladder: 35
inventory management instruction: 336
inventory of tasks: 249
irritants: 269
ISD information systernS: 279
item analysis: 147, 277
item-by-item test administration: 258
item development: 445
item difficulty: 103, 218, 335
item discrimination: 147
item selection: 147
item validity indices: 147
item weighting: 147
iteration rate: 8

jet engine mechanic career ladder: 17
job analysis: 17, 20, 24, 35, 36, 37, 39, 64, 76, 77,,

82, 83, 93, 120, 181, 187, 207,213, 214, 223,
236, 249, 257, 299, 311, 317, 324, 338, 346,
368, 379, 466, 467, 481, 520

job and task analyses: 473, 487, 539
job assignment: 187
job attitudes: 505, 523
job attributes: 123, 124, 125, 368
job changes: 38
job characteristics: 524
job clustering: 83
job comparison: 368
job complexity. 236
job description: 17, 20, 24, 35, 36, 37, 64, 76, 77,

82, 83, 93, 120, 181, 236, 317, 324, 338, 368,
410,411, 412, 480,41i5, 522, 537

jo,b differences: 76, 83
job difficulty:.,38, 123, 124, 125, 187, 317, 325,

338, 379, 4d6
job difficulty index:. 368
job duties annasks: 130
job effectiveness: 254
job evaluation: 92, 213, 257, 317, 338, 379,480,

485; 537
job factor ratings: 75
job grouping: 17, 20, 35, 36, 37, 64, 76, 77, 82,

83, 93, 120, 236, 249
job importance job possibility scale: 72, 130
job incumbent evaluations: 524
job incumbents: 76, 193
job interest: 193, 508
job inventory: 17, 20, 24, 35, 36, 37, 38, 64,-65,

71, 76, 77, 82, 83, 93, 120, 207, 236, 249.,
273, 31,7, 324, 466, 467

job level:. 120
job-oriented advertigement: 303
job oriented training: 95, 242, 396
job performance: 83, 494, 495
job performance aids (JPA): I, 154, 157, 184,

185, 186, 215, 241, 242, 278, 282, 283, 284,
288, 396, 457, 473, 474, 475, 487, 539

job performance measures: 95
job performanr,o test: 203
job-person match: 524
job preference: 534
job proficiency: 38
job requirement factors: 480, 485, 537
job requirements: 213, 257, 317, 524
job sample tasks: 413
job sampling: 182
job satisfaction: 187, 193, 254, I. ! 7.

363, 445, 46 ), 414, 495, 501, 5t) 5'2.1

job satisfaction survey: 109
job similarities: 76
job skills: 201
job survey: 38, 76, 223, 481
job/task analysis: 493
job-task difficulty: 162
Job Task Performance Tests: 380, 381, 382, 383,

34, 518
job tenure: 505, 523
job training require ment!:: 38
job type groupings: 324
job-type groups: 368
job types: 17, 20, 35, 36, 37, 64, 76, 77, 82, 83,

93, .120, 236, 275, 410, 411, 412, 466, 467,
522
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'job typing: 249, 299
judging performance: 452
judgment eaalysis: 337
junior officer: 150, 229

key pumh operator: 93
kinescope: 5
kinesthetic cues: 510
knowledge of job content: 452
knowledge of results: 127
KPATH program: 481

laboratory models: 5,
lagged predictor variable: 319, 320
language eomprehension:
language processor: 420
languaging processes: 359
lap'belt: 512
laser display: 113
laser projection: 365
'Lai)/ 8: 192
leamer centered instruction: 95
learner control: 321, 350
learning: 15, 87, 463, 489, 490''
learning assessment: 200, 323
learning carrels: 101
lea ming center: 112, 145, 219, 239, 240, 243,

330,432, 486, 525,526, 532
learning deficits: 489,490
learning environment: 526
learning experiments: 200
learning from textual material: 449
learning process: 489, 490
learning sample: 509
Laming strategies: 369, 397, 489, 490, 497, 498,

499, 526
learning task: 101_
!earning to learn: 489
least-cost training: 326
leisure, activities: 523
lens-monitor virtual image display: 2
library activities 47
life cycle costing: 437
life cycle costs: 539
light distribution characteristics: 101
lighttplane training: 182.
light sources: 266
lighting techniques for three dimensional mdels;

2

-101wciglit mirrors: 41
lightweOt optics: 51

Uncoln training system (LTS): 278
line officer force: 89.
line replacement unit (LRU): 241,423
linear programming: 315, 318
linear regression analysis: 508
listening: 347, 35)
listening comprehension: 347
literacy: 294, 295,417
literacy gap: 294
Jiteracy level: 143, 144
literacy skills: 359,417
literacy training: 310, 359
location effects: 230
location'preferences: 363, 501
logistic composite model (LCOM): 423
logistic suports: 11
logistics utilization field: 120
long-term memory: 15
longitudinal analysis: 508
longitudinal records: 504
loss for undesirable causes: 276
loss index,: 31
low-abilitk airmen: 86,98, 264, 517
low-aptit9e airmen: 230
low aptitude job types: 75
low aptitude men: 310
low light level TV: 209, 450,484,492
luminescence: 5

rriagnetic support: 365
maintenance: 61, 102, 171, 172, 244, 423, 424,

425,426,427,428
maintenance assessment: 54, 55, 56 -

maintenance data bank: 351
maintenance dependency charts (MDC): 473
maintenance effectiveness: 38Q, 381, 382, 383,

384, 518
maintenance performance: 238
mairuenance personnel: 265, 287, 4 16, 454
maintenance personnel job analysis: 9
maintenance requirements: 61
maintenance simulator: 527
maintenance task analysis:.282, 283.284, 288
maintenance task simalators: 241
maintenance training: 95, 396
niajor academic specialty: 148
maladaptive aLcessions: 479
male-female empalisons: 140
male-female performance: 386
nrales: 360, 496
inal function: 67
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man-machine relations: 1

man-machine systems: 138, 133
management: 33,100
management analysis career ladder:
management by objectives: 391
management 'engineering: 377
management engineering teams: 480, 485., 537
management games: 58 .

management information system (MIS): 373,374,
429, 528'

management systems: 49, 59, 62, 63
management tasks: 7:6
maneuver: 491
maneuver segmentation: 415
maneuver times: 491
maniftstation of apprehension (M0A):'453
manpower: 201,423,424,425;426,427,428
manpower management model: 31
manpower personnel: 480
manpdwer pool: 267;358
manpower requirements: 11, 60, 61, 351-
manpower utilization: 214
manual tracking evaluations: 50
mass diata storage: 94,142
master's degree holders: 89
materiel career area: 35, 120
materiel control: 35 .

materiel facilities career ladder: 35
mat hemagenic behaviors: 399
mathematial models: 329
mathematical prediction: 18, 300
maximization: 385
measure of success: 342,421
Measurement: 200, 203, 258, 262
measurement and evaluation: 380,382, 383
measurement ilnd evaluation electronics training:

380,381,382,383,384
measurement and evaluation maintenance training:

380,381,382,383,384,518
measurement and evaluation technical training:

380, 381,382,383,384, 518
measurement and evaluation vocational education:

381, 384
measurement format : 139
measurement of task dimenskins: 162
measurement pr6cessing: 441
measurement systems: 439
media: 170, 286, 347, 432, 459,486, 525
media courseware production: 526
media development : 235
mediated instruction: 101
medical benefits: 401

93

medical career field: 83
medical deficiency (MD): 453
medical personnel: 275, 325
medical selrvice career field: 275
medical service career ladder: 325
medical service training: 169
memory:15
memory strategies: 397
mental ability category: 140
mental category: 129, 276
merit promotions: 109
meteorology: 212
methodology:-231, 471
microfiche: 175
microfiche production: 278
microform deviees:. 177

rOfprm systems:_)76
microforms:,177
Military assighn-int proices: 146
rnilitary-aitudes: 503
military carver: 311
military classification process: 146
milit a ry education: 47
milit ary grades 24, 76
military job aceommodation: 202
military jobs: I17, 20, 24,, 35, 36, 37, 64, 76,, 77,

82,83,93
military justice: 465'
militari' performance: 143, 144
military personnel: 210, 214,309
military personnel costing: 437
military psychology; 74
military separation process: 146
military service: 307, 311, 360
military training: 73, 201,, 202, 210, 214, 329,

393,540
minicomputers: 285, 298, 538
minimum qualifying scores: 57, 80
minority groups: 345,

backgrod data: 81, 91
mission effectiveness: 81,91
mneinonics: 15,
model: 188,468
model building: 261
model decoration: 266,
model illumination: 266
nmdeling;468
models for testing: 44
models ofjoh satisfaction: 297
morale: 109
mosaicked visual channels: 515
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motion perception: 511
motion perception systems: 512
motion simulation: 225
motion system: 510
motion system limitations: 512
motivation: 16, 42, 108, 152, 205, 231,309, 327,

328,360,361,362,455,456, 534
motivational subsystem: 216
inotor skill acquisition: 138
motor skills: 127
multidimensional Criteria: 293
multidimensional scaling: 262
multi-media: 1124 145, 168;219, 286
multi-media instruction: 500, 529
multiple: 272, 364
multiple correlation: 207,252
multiple discriminant analysis: 147
multiple linear regression: 261, 322, 461
multiple regression algorithms: 414
multiple regression analysis: 26, 207, 4 0, 485,

537
multiple regression techniques: 18
multistage testing: 371
multivariate methods: 147
music preferences: 523

Naval personnel: 210
navigator: 81,91
navigator commonality analysis: 195, 196
navigator-observer: 195, 196, 197
navigator-observer training; 197
navigator-observer training requirements: 195, 197
navigator-observer training research: 195
navigator task analysis: 195, 196
navigator task descriptions: 195,196
navigator training: 196,519
navigitor training attrition: 519
navigatortraining prediction: 218
Navy aptitude batteries: 493
need fulfillment theory: 297
Negro airmen: 224
netWork flow algorithm: 291, 469
new mental standards airmen: 230
iy:iw standards: 144
new standards men: 143, 401, 402
NewmanKuels test: 520
non-common navigator tasks: 196
non-credit courses: 48
non-monetary benefits: 395
nonprior service college graduate airmen: 148, 254
non-supervisory duties: 71

non-verbal aptitude battery: 271
normative data: 57 .

norming: 30
numerical evaluation: 105
numerical integration: 8
nurse utilization field: 325

object: 468
objective measurement: 447
observed test variance: 204
occupation: 133
occupational analysis: 187, 213, 223, 249, 257,

275, 297, 299, 325, 338, 377, 379, 481, 508,
522,524

occupational classificatiOn: 317
occupatiOnal data: 520
Occupatisinal inheritance: 109
occupational inventory: 445
ciccupational preferences: 146, 202
occupational research: 223,317, 338, 467, 481
occupational structures: 83
occupational survey': 17, 20, 24, 35, 36, 37, 64,

76, 77, 82, 83, 93, 120, 181, 223, 236, 249,
338,379,410,411,412,466,481,522

occupational survey data: 193
occupational utilization: 133
OER: 29, 105
OER estimates accuracy; 32
OER vs. AFSC: 28
OER vs. command: 28
OER vs. education: 28
OER vs. grade: 28
officer accession: 315, 318
officer attitudes: 178
officer background and attitude survey (OBAS):

229 .

officer
officer
officer
olficer
officer
officer
officer
officer
officer
officer

462
officer
offier
officer
officer
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effectiveness: 29
effectiveness criteria:'253
effectiveness reports: 28, 248
generalist: 120
grade determination: 480
grade requirements: 480, 485 , 537
management: 76
performance criteria: 34
performance measures: 28 .

procurement: 179, 263, 315, 316, 318,

procurement model: 315, 318
quality: 33, 100
questionnaire: 38
retention: 109, 150



officer selection: 19
officer selection and classification: 80 , 103 , 218 ,

335,
officer selection tests: 18
officer specialist: 120
officer specialties: 76
officer surveys: 466
officer training: 343
Officer Training School candidates: 57
Officeir Training School students; 229
officir utilization: 109
officers: 76,122,361,362
on4ine information systems: 279
on-the-job trainees: 211
on-the-job training: 38,129,227,357,393,400/

540
open-syStems theo;Y: 109
operational and support cost: 483
operational tests: .251
operations: 171,172
operations research: 409
opiates: 301
opinion survey: 75
optical: 41
optical probe: 174,266
optics, refractive, infinity: 403 !
optimal allocation strategy: 446
optimal assign.nrrt (fill): 237,,302
optimal instructional information: 292
optimization: 385
oracy skills: 359'
organizational dilemma: 109
organizatipal effectiveness: 533
organizational maintenance: 184085,186
organizational itructures: 377
organizational theory: 10?
orientation: 448
outside wire and antenna maintenance career

ladder: 20 ,

overprediction;,224
overrepresentation: 71

pancake window: 510,515
parameter: 502
paraphrasing: 497
parental attitudes: 303
parsing: 420
partition: 468
part-task trainers: 194,209,500
part-task training: 326; 450,529'
pattern identification: 261

pay: 407
pay systems: 352
payoff value: 385
P ,S budget: 319,320
peer ranktng: 300
peer ratings: 28,248
pentagonal channels: 515
perceived value of non-monetary benefits: 395
percent goup members performing: 324
percent menthers performing: 81

,percent time spent by .members performing 324
'percent time spent by total group: 324
percentile scale: 80
perception: 190
perceptual flicker: 190
perceptual learning: 73,74
perceptual motor skills: 111
perceptual skills: 127
perceptual tests: 517
performance: 272,448
performance assessment: 4,70
performance autonomy: 236
performance comparability: 296
performance criteria: 131

'performance descriptors: 45,46,126
performance discrimination: 105
performance equivalence: 470
performance evaluation: 29, 201, 260,300,408,

508,531
peiformance feedback: 509
performance measurement: 45, 46,126,192,232,

314,414,415,439,470,471,506
performance measurement processor: 414
performance measures: 86,149,509
performance monitoring: 67
performance ratings: 23
performance'recording: 198
performance scoring: 418
performance standardp: 236
performance test: 203
performance testing: 13,14,84,88,95
performance tests: 264,394,517
perminent change olstption (PCS): 319,320
personality inventories: 479
personality traits/factors: 248
personality variables: 397
personnel: 42,315,318,385
personnel classification: 39
personnel cost: 287
personnel costing: 437
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personnel development:..214
personnel evaluation: 418
personnel information retrieval: 389,528'
personnel management: 389,528
personnel manager: 31
personnel modeling: 422
persOnnel planning: 39060, 61
personnel policies: 446
personnel procurement: 409
personnel procurement and initial assignment:

260, 408,531
personnel qUality: 39 Ls.
personnel reeruitment: 250
personnel lesearch: 39,446
personnel respurcev 11
personnel retention: 395
personnel selection: 39, 152, 214, 380, 381, 382,

383,384,418,518
personnel selection, training, evaluation: 388,405

'personnel skill level: 155, 244
personnel skill type: 155
pelsonnel strength: 31
Personnel subsystem: 6, 9, 44, 61, 88, 444
personnel subsyStem data: 12
peisonnel Subsystem Test and Evaluation (PSTE):

14,44,54,55, 56
personnel training: 418
personnel tumover: 250
persoithel utilization: 39, 187193, 260,317,408,

531
phogphor: 5
photo interpretation career ladder: 36
photocell fabrication: 7
photocell properties: 7
photography: 486, 525
photoresistive cells: 7
physical demands of jobs: 524
physiological modeling: 225
pictorial information: 293
pilot: 81, 91, 270
pilot aptitude: 509
pilot assignments: 300
pilotcognitive growth: 390
pilot error discrimination: 390
pilot evaluation: 447
pilot performance assessment: 192
pilot iterforrnatice measurement: 45, 46, 126,447

.pi1ot performance measures: 104
pilot performance reference scales: 104
pilot performance requirements: 3
pilot performance scale development: 104
pilot performance scaler test and evaluation: 104,

pilot proficiency: 168
pilot proficiency assessment: 151
pilot selection: 136, 182., 509
pilot skill develoment: 390
pilot skills: 354
pilot surveys: 300
Oilot tasks: 354
pilot training: 3, 4, 10, 26,50,95, 135, 145, 156,

194, 308, 354, 366, 367, 388, 405, 433, 438,
470,471

pilot training grades: 300
pilot training prediction: 218
pipeline data processor: 514
planning: 188
plasma display: 464
plasma panels: 538
plastic mirrors:%.51

PLATO IV:464
PLC program: 361
pneumatit, control system: 512
polaroid film: 55
policy assessment: 290,422
policy board: 537
policy capturing: 78, 247,337,536
policy evaluation: 446
policy simulation: 485,53^
population norms: 25
pokable video: 235
Porter-Lawler model: 30q
position information (TSPO systems:
position washout: 511
post-service earnings: 402
postscrvice educational plans: 210
post-service occupation: .133
postservice occupational plans: 210
post-service performance: 402
power lineman training: 394
PPBS: 188
precision measuring equipment: 369
pre-comthissioning attitudes: 109
predicting cost: 483
predicting job difficulty: 230
predicting university success: 250
prediction: 34, 109, 150,253, 361,362,461
prediction accuracy: 485
prediction composites: 117
prediction Methods: 398,476,482
prediction of drug abuse: 387
prediction of job types: 65
prediction Vstern: 261
predictor bat tery :117
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preparation Of technical materials: 128?.
prescriptive guidance: 279
preservice work: 202
PRKPTH program: 481.
probability: 166
problem solving: 397
procedures/monitoring: 67

. procurement: 253, 315, 318
professiOnal education: 268
professional emplOyees: 48
professional military education: 47, 134
professionals: 109
prolicieney measurement: 192, 198, 366,447
proficiency ratings: 81, 91
profile analysis: 524
prograni (computer): 76
progratb evaluation: 529
program structute: 442
program testing: 472
programmed instruction (PI): 87, 169, 233, 298,

312, 313, 399, 435, 436, 448,,529
programmed learning: 399
programmed testing: 371
programming career ladder: 93
project'combat team: 81,91,1'31
Project M: 29
Project 100,000: 86, 98, 143, 144, 401, 402
Project TALENT: 19, 80, 103, 160, 218, 335
projection: 5
projection model; 502
promotion: 290, 342, 407, 421, 502
propuition and evaluation systems: 109
prombtion tioard component: 78
promotion boards:28
Promotion Fitriess_Examination: 78
promotion system: 78, 79, 85, 247
promotion system field test: 79
promotion system model: 78, 247
psycholinguistics: 370
psychological operations: 64
psychological realism: 419
psychOlogical Jesting: 147, 163, 164, 165, '166,

264, 430, 517
psydholog: 215, 367, 378,438, 457
psycholog - individual and group: 380(381, 382,

3g3, 384, 518
psychometric instruments: 175 .

psychometric mealalres:,118, 139, 259
psychometric methods: 147
psychometric scaling: 265
psychometrics: 98, 163, 164, 165, 166, 430 .
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psychomotor assessment: 173
psychomotor testing system: 173
psychomotor tests: 26, 322,517
punch card accounting machine operator: 93

quality assice: 486
quantitative methods: 189, 200
questionnaire(s): 16, 466
questions and answers: 499
questions in text:G449
queuing techniques: 11
queuing theory: 171- .

R&D planning: 260,408,531
race: 116, 187, 345
racial subgroups: 141, 267, 358, 386
radar display's: 255
radar imagery: 255
radar simulation: 46,94, 147,, 255'
radar target models:,255
radio chatter: 119
radio operator composite: 27
radiology career ladder: 83
random access slide projection: 464
rank order correlation techniques: 105
rate-controlled speech: 347
ratee observability: 23
ratee-ritter interaction: 32
rating efficiency: 92
rating reliability: .92
rating scale: 76
rating scales: 17, 20, 24, 35, 36, 37, 64, 77, 82,

83,93 120, 445,480, 485, 526, 524, 537
rating time: 92
ritings: 28
readability: 96, 175, 294, 348, 349, 370, 372, 417
readability level: 128
reading: 96, 295, 359, 417
reading ability: 498
reading achievement: 310
reading comprehension: 348, 349
reading diffictilty: 128
reading grade level: 294,417
teading levels: 348, 349
reOing programs: 295
reading requirement: 294, 417
reading requirement methodology: 294
reading skills: 96, 294, 295, 417
real-time program: 510
real-time simulation: 8
real-time simulator: 514



rear prOject screens: 101
reasons for accession: 122
reassignment uncertainty: 109
recent UPT graduate: 131
reception preferences: 397
recognition of tasks: 452
reconr; ;issance: 73,74
reconi.. ; ..".:Ace pilots: 300
record/p,ayback: 516
R.corded audio: 486
recorders: 432

'recruit assignment/classification: 291,469
recmit training process: 291, 46A
recruiter effectiveness: 303
recruiting: 16, 307, 360, 409, 496
recruiting policy: 530
recruitment: 309,, 361,362
recnlistment:. 256, 505
'reflective optics: 403
reformatted JPAs: 331
region of enlistment: 140
regional differences:1341
regression: 31 9, 320
regression.analySis: 363, 387, 509, 523, 533
regression ;analysis application: 536'
regression model building: 261
regression phenomena: 22
reinforcernent:327, 328, 448, 45,456
relatio'nship between tasks and skirls: 353, 356
relatjve-v. idity: 273

: 80,96, 21,8;335, 535
remcdi1 reading: 295
remedial training: 310
remoteh piloted vehicles: 478 ,

re6earch 'and development management: 268
research environment: 512

arch needs: 334
re...atclrplanning: 354-
research procedures: 441
Reserve Forces nurses: 522
re,;otirce allocation: 171
resoaces allocation: 172
responding: 499
response contingent iestMg: 371
response 'time : 448
responsibility: 76
retainability index: 31
retainabilfty score: 72
retention: 33, 7.', 1')1), 130, 178, 208, 248, 290,

490, 497,41P.i,4(p
retention rate; ».)

retdntion researchmodels: 109
refrifrement: 40'7
r trieval training: 490, 497
reverse cue: 511
rewards: 328,455,456
RF-4C aircraft: 156
ROC program: 361
role chagges: 448
role conflict: 109,
role identification: 109
role restrictions: 109
role-set pressures: 109
rota-tng mirror: 113
rolatnanal cite simulation: 511
ROTC: 1C8, 311,343
ROTC program: 362

SAM Complex coorelination test: 173
Sarnpling:.64
satisfaction of needs: 109
schedules of reinforcement 352
Scheimpflug Probe Ggometry: 174
school criteria: 18
School of Military Sciences, Officer: 2,532269
School of Military Sciences,. Officer training

progam: 263
scientist and engineer retention: 109
scientists and engineers: 216, 217
SCN 73-65: 301
score distributions: 218, 335
screening:. 182, 413, 448
screening methodohny: 479
screening tests: 19
seat pan: 512
scat response: 512
second scat crewmember: 8191
security oriented-peopl oriented: 303
Security Police supervisors:'507
selected and unselected populations: 251
selection: 26,34, 137., 138, 150, 446
selection and classification: 28, 271, 534
selection test(s): 19, 80, 103, 218,224, 335
selectir recruiting: 160
selectiim service system: 108, 141, 161, 191 , 220
selectot;fAl:'271'
self-initiated elimination (S1E): 453
self motivateel: 179
self-rnotivate trainee: 263
self-paced inst'kion: 240
self-paced job t Minhig: 203
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self-report personality inventories: 248
semantic information: 420
semantic information processing: 372
sensor training: 450
sentence structure: 128
sequential testing: 371
service academies: 431
service iilif mts: 503
service preference: 307
set theory: 329
short-term memory: 15
side400king radar: 40,94, 142
similarity of job types: 299
simple main effects: 520
simulated imagery: 492
simulated radar imagery: 255
simulation: 5, 11, 13, 51, 58, 60, 62, 63, 66, 74,

100, 180, 188, 209, 225, 231, 260, 266, 290,
291, 366, 375, 392, 404, 408, 419, 422, 424,
426, 427, 428, 433, 450, 451, 459, 469, 470,
471,484,502,510,514,531, 538

simulation analyzer program: 8
simulation and modeling: 47
simulation and training: 367
simdlation model(s): 234, 458
simulation systems: 10
simulation techniques: 45, 46, 215, 457
simulator: 237,302
simulator application: 168
simulator design: 459
siruuhtor fidelity: 4;9
simulator for air-to-air combat (SAAC): 375
simulator input data: 40, 94, 142
simulator programming: 459
simulator technology: 10
simulator training: 67
simulators: 10, 41, 260, 392, 408,527, 531
single: 364
single-concept films: 115
16mm film strip: 286
skill: 61, 354
skill levei: 102, 206
skill level patterns: 23
slant vel trait differences: 376
skill levels: 83
skill taxonomy: 354
skill taxonomy development: 353, 356
skilled labor: 267, 358
skills: 133
slant range focus: 174
social factors questionnaire: 461

social incentives: 327, 328,455,456
social reinforcement: 327, 328,455,456
socialization: 109
software: 286
SOPHIE: 404
SOPHisticated Instructional Environment: 404
source programs: 410
Southeast Asia ,ettimees: 38
space: 375
special air warfare: 64
special operations: 64
speciatty descriptions: 83

.Specialty Knowledge Test: 224
specialty patterns: 23
specific drugs: 252
spectral separation: 403
speech compressors: 347
speeded speech: 347
spins: 516
sports participation: 523
sports preferences: 523
stability index: 31
standard cost factor: 319,320
standardization: 27,30,80, 535
standardization procedures: 25
statistical services specialist: 93
statistics. 163, 164
status of Air Force career: 109
strata: 71
Strong Vocational Interest Blank (SVIB): 22.9
student achievement: 189
student attitudes: 139, 176
student measurement: 189, 200,323
student performance: 488
student performance prediction: 413
students: 448
subject matter content: 329
subject matter structure: 329
subjective: 166
subjective estimations: 416
subjective probability: 163, 164, 165,430.
subroutines: 410,412
success measures: 341
summary statements: 65
summated ratings: 482

. summed ratings: 23
supervisors: 467
supervisory duties: 71
supervisory potential: 507
supervisory ratings: 84
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supply and logistics: 171, 172
supply career field: 35
supply management: 35 .
supporting analyses: 443
surface task analysis: 354
survey: 83, 286, 460
survey administration: 64
strvey materials: 216
surveys: 360, 407
survivor benefits: 407
sustained "g" simulation: 225
syllabus development: 367, 405, 491
symbolic logic: 329
symbolic substitute job tests: 'CO, 382, 383, 384,

518
syntactical analysis: 372
synthetic aperture radar: 255
synthetid criterion: 117
synthetic prediCtion: 117
system: 188
system analysis: 47, 134, 454
system criteria: 441
system design: 60, 61, 183, 238, 244, 265, 416
system design trade studies: 155, 234
system design tradeoffs: 287
system development: 54, 55, 56
system effectiveness measures: 518
system manageMent: 60, 61
system manpower requirements: 155, 234, 244
Sy ,tem Program Office/SPO): 423

system specifications: 216
system testing: 6, 14, 88
system tradeoffs: 183
system 2000: 389; 528
system 2000 (S2K): 429
systems analysis: 11 .

systems analysis and design specialist: 93
systems analysis of training: 393 540
systems approach to instruction: 95
systems approach to training (SAT): 53, 112, 135,

156, 195, 197,451
systems design: 11
systems development: 44
Systems development cycle: 351.
systems effectiveness: 44
syst engineeging: 234, 521
sysi engineering in trainingi 197
systems integration: 510
systems simulation: 351
systems testing: 44 2 0
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"t" test: 274
t test of significance: 273
T4G simulator: 438
T-37 maneuver times: 491
T-38 maneuver times: 491
T-37B: 192
Tactical Air Command: 300
tactical warfare: 73
tactile cuing: 50
tactile cuing system: 50
tactile displays: 50
tailored testing: 371, 472
target recognition: 73, 74
task: 354
task analysis: 95, 135, 154, 156, 184, 185, 186,

223,232,317,346,410,411,412,481
task analysis data: 12
task and skill taxonomy: 353, 356
task aptitude: 213, 257,379
task categories: 120
task difficulty: 213, 236, 244, 257, 317, 325, 368,

379

task frequency: 463, 491
task functions: 54
task Identification: 95
task identification matrix: 242
task inventory: 81
task learning: 83
task-level job analysis: 249
task oriented training: 95
task performance: 81
task performance measures: 95
task rating(s): .19, 20, 24, 35, 36, 37, 64, 76, 77, 82,

83, 93, 120, 249
task restructuring: 136
task selection: 232
task statements: 17, 20, 35, 36, 37, 64, 77,82, 83,

93. 120, 236, 466
task strategy: 346
task structure: 329
task taxonomy: 354
task taxonomy development: 353, 356
task time: 491
tasks: 467
taxonomic cubic structure: 354, 355
taxonomic hierarchy: 355
taxonomic system: 354
taxonomy: 354
taxonomy classification: 355
taxonomy data system: 353, 355, 356



taxonomy of tasks: 236
taxonomy operations: 355
taxonomy research applications: 353, 356
taxonomy validation: 355
teaching anatomy and physiology: 169
teaching behaviors: 448
teaching effectiveness: 90
technical advisers: 24
technical competence: 507
technical data: I. 280
technical data presentation: 282, 283, 284, 288,

473, 474, 475, 487, 539
technical instruction: 432 C15
technical reports: 39
technical school graduates: 211
technical school success: 271

139,
221,
298,
404,
527,

technical training attrition: 237, 302
technical training instructors: 90
technical training objectives: 539
technical training setback: 237, 30:.
technical writing: 154, 184, 185, 186, 348, 349,

370
technician performance: 102
technological change: 476
technological impact: 476
technological obsolescence: 216, 217
technology assessment: 477
tecimolog chance: 482
technolog change: 398, 477, 478
technoloey forecast: 398, 476, 482
technology impact: 398, 478, 482
fechnology of training: 95
television: 70, 107, 243, 403, 514, 532
television camera: 266
television, closed circuit: 266
test: 270
test battery: 264, 517
!est construction: 19, 80, 103, 147, 218, 335
test development: 25
test performance: 97
toct rehability: 22, 103, 160, 394
test-retest comparison: 140
test score distributions: 103
test standardization: 19, 103, 160, 218, 335
test validation: 18, 322
test variance: 204

teL.hnical training: 26, 106, 118, 128, 129,
165, 166, 169, 170, 176, 177, 189, 219.
222, 235, 237, 243, 259, 262, 285, 292,
302, 323, 330, 336, 369, 392, 394, 397,
419, 420, 430, 458, 459, 469, 488, 526,
532, 538

testing: 54, 55, 56, 189, 200, 203, 323, 369,371
tests and measurement: 394
test analysis: 372
textual analysis: 370
textual materials: 348
thigh cushion: 512
35mm sound slide: 286
time: 375,491
Time at Present Base (TPB): 273
time-compressed speech: 347
time effects: 230
time-shared computer system: 47
time spent scales: 520
timing synchronization: 516
TLS algorithm: 385
TOPCAP: 391, 422
TOP-MAN-X: 58
TOPOPS: 315, 318
Total Active Federal Militaty Service (TAFMS):

273
total programming: 58
tour rotation: 290, 502
tracking: 149, 314
tracking training: 209
trade study matrix: 155
trade study process: 155
tradeoffs: 265
trainee feedback: 67
training: 1, 38, 42, 59, 67, 68,69,70, 74,75,90,

96, 102, 106, 107, 152, 171, 172., 200, 203,
209, 215, 227, 231, 233, 234, 280, 289, 312,
313, 327, 328, 333, 334, 357, 378, 388, 400,
407, 435, 436, 438, 446, 455, 456, 457, 499,
509, 514

training aids: 67, 87,432
training analysis: 189, 200, 323
training and education: 49
training applications: 367
training cost: 155, 238
training cost effectiveness: 393, 540
training costs: 68, 69
training course development: 195
training course evaluation: 268
training courses: 203
training curriculum development: 195
training design: 280
training development: 74
t raining devices: 13, 243, 392, 450, 458, 470
training effects on performance: 153
training equipment: 68, 69, 215, 457
training ev illation: 84, 189, 506
training experimentation: 200



training films: 243
training innoNation(s): 239, 240, 393
training line sin,...1ator (-LS): 385
training management: 540
training maneuvers: 440
training manuals: 96
training materials: 235, 294, 349, 525
training media: 68, 69, 135, 219
training methods: 243, 330, 366, 486, 494
training needs: 38
training objectives: 10, 95
training policy assessment: 291, 469
training product development: 195
training program evaluation: 393, 540
training programs: 361, 362
training requirements: 317
training research: 114, 115, 127, 170, 199, 219,

279, 367
training research information: 279
training resources: 219, 532
training simulation: 8
training simulator(s): 199, 403
training studie: 200
training systems: 73, 260, 408, 531
training/technical data tradeoff: 282, 283, 284,

288, 396, 473
training techniques: 393, 540
training technology: 167, 330, 486
training time: 238
training validation: 264
trait patterns: 23
trait rating validity: 376
trait ratings: 23
trait ratings comparing career ladde: 376
transfer index: 31
transfer of training: 74, 210, 214, 433, 500
transition: 401
translational acceleration concepts: 511
transmission efficiency: 515
transport pilots: 300
transportation: 171, 172
transportation problem: 385
tree structured data: 158
troubleshooting: 242, 339, 34,
troubleshooting aids: 184, 185, 186
troubleshooting procedures: 154, 184, 185, 186
troubleshooting tasks: 1
troublechootine trees: 339, 340
true ability and guessing success: 204
true test variance: 204
true volunteer: 141
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turnover research: 109
turnover/tenure: 297, 445
TV: 170
IV cassette: 286
two-hand coordination: 322
two-stage testing: 371

UCMJ : 465
unauthorized absenteeism: 304
unconventional warfare: 64
undergraduate: 413
undergraduate pilot: 231, 509
undergraduate pilot training (UPT): 22, 57, 104,

192, 239, 240, 308, 433, 453, 463, 529
underprediction: 224
underrepresentation: 71
understanding rating: 497
uniform airman record (UAR): 273
uniform officer record: 89
university major differentiation: 250
university survey: 217
unrelated abilities: 258
unsuitability: 281
UOR Reformat: 89
upgrading second-seat crewmember: 131
UPT: 433
UPT maneuver times: 491
upward mobility: 109
urban data density: 94, 142
USAF: 227, 357, 400
USAF Officer Active-Duty Survey: 72, 130, 208
USAF personnel plan: 422
USAF Precommission/Active Duty Survey: 245
USAFI programs: 305
user needs study: 279
USES aptitude battery: 493
utilization field: 76
utilization field assignment: 536
utilization fields: 64
utilization index: 31
utilization of academic training: 254
utilization of,talents and training: 193

validation: 270, 271, 300, 466
validation of airman promotion system: 79
validation of weighted factors promotion system

79
validity: 218, 245, 264, 535
value of academic specialty: 254
velocity washout: 511
vestibular system: 511



veteransi 401, 402
veteran's\post-service performance: 306
video: 394
video flicker: 190
video recording of task performance: 95
video tape recorder cart: 56
video tape recorder (VTR): 54, 55, 56
video tape recorders: 394
video tape recording technique: 54, 56
video testing: 380, 381, 382, 383, 384, 518
vidicon, high resolution: 266
Vietnamese: 270
Vietnamese Air Force (VNAF): 99
virtual image: 41
virtual image displays: 51
visibility: 175
vision: 74, 190
visual aid: 101
visual display: 510, 515
visual irnagery: 498
visual information processing: 406
visual interface: 5 P6
visual processing: 434
visual reconnaissance: 199
visual search: 74
visual simulation: 41, 51, 52, 132, 174, 180, 266,

365,403, 515
visual system: 514
visual system evaluations: 405
visual training: 73
visuals: 525
VNAF improvement and modernization program:

99
VNAF technical training: 99
vocational choice: 109
vocational education: 380, 382, 383
vocational education objectives: 539
vocational guidance: 250
vocational interests: 277
vocational selection: 264
voice communications training: 199
voice-radio data collection: 9
volunteer: 108, 110
volunteer force: 133, 263, 269, 307
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volunteerism: 448
VRB: 133

WAF assignment: 386
WAF performance: 386
waiting lines: 171, 172
Walsh functions: 126
weapon control systems: 13
weapon control systems career ladder: 37
weapon system acquisition and management: 49
weapon system modeling and simulation: 49
weapons mechanic course: 243
weapons mechanic supervisors: 507
Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale: 345
weighted airman promotion system (WAPS): 85,

246, 247
weighted factors: 78, 85
wide-angle: 266
wide angle displays: 190, 365
wide-angle field-of-view: 174
wide angle scanner: 113
wideband video amplifiers: 132
wideband video preamplifier: 32
wideband video processor: 132
word picture: 105
word rate: 347
work analysis: 187, 223, 410, 411, 412, 481
work area: 467
work experience: 467
work history: 504
work monitoring: 394
work motivation: 297, 508
work space envelope: 55
work *.ime spent: 83
written technical materials: 128

youth: 307

zero draft: 122, 191, 360
zero-draft environment: 205
zero-draft force: 161, 220, 267, 358
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